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Abstract
In contemporary South Korea, the concept of “unification preparation” (t’ongil chunbi)
has spawned a diffuse web of South Korean institutions – from government agencies, think
tanks, media groups, NGOs, churches, to corporations – that are united by the shared mission of
preparing South Korea for future unification with North Korea. This dissertation explains how
Korean unification has undergone a process of professionalization in 21st century South Korea,
resulting in a new professional genre of anticipatory labor referred to as “unification
preparation.” The anticipation of certain futures — usually futures that threaten national and
global future security and economy — can motivate the rise of institutionalized, specialized labor
that bring about new professionalized fields of work. In the case of unification preparation,
professionalization of Korean unification involves two major re-conceptualizations: in the
professional field of unification preparation where Korean unification is engaged through
everyday practices of work, unification is no longer just a (near or distant) future event involving
nation-states, but also a process that interweaves the national present and future (and the past),
involving a much broader range of state and non-state actors. Second, Korean unification has
been re-conceptualized from a utopian, desirable dream or the natural, inevitable destiny of an
ethnic people/nation to a dangerous, uncertain future scenario that demands strategic preparatory
labor in the present. What sets this dissertation apart from existing interdisciplinary research on
Korean unification is this very focus on the concept of “preparation” (chunbi). At the very core
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of the notion of unification preparation is that preparation can determine whether the future is a
“blessing” or “catastrophe.” Preparation is understood to be the critical form of agency and labor
toward what is increasingly being imagined to be a highly uncertain, potentially catastrophic
future. This research does not assume that South Korean anticipations of a Unified Korea is a
new empirical phenomenon; however, I argue that the increasing emphasis on “preparation” of a
future scenario is a significant re-fashioning of the decades-long ‘dreams’ and ‘wishes’ of Korean
unification that deserves close scholarly attention.
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Introduction
“A prepared unification is a blessing, while an unprepared unification is a catastrophe.”
— attributed by my interlocutors to Richard von Weizsäcker,
the first President of a Unified Germany
The Professionalization of Korean Unification in “Unification Preparation”
My entryway into research on Korean unification was through the idea of t’ongil chunbi
(“unification preparation”), an expression I started seeing in mission statements, promotional
pamphlets, and news articles wherever I looked in 2014. Over the course of the next few years, I
followed how “unification preparation” had spawned a diffuse web of South Korean institutions
— from government agencies, think tanks, media groups, NGOs, churches, to corporations —
that are united by the shared mission of preparing South Korea for future unification with North
Korea. Just as natural disasters, terrorist attacks, or infectious diseases need to be prepared for in
our contemporary world, Korean unification came to be regarded by these South Korean actors
as a possibly catastrophic future scenario that demands strategic anticipation and professional
preparation in the present.
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Figure 1: Presidential Committee for Unification Preparation

Screenshot from a promotional video for the Presidential Committee for Unification Preparation
that was in existence from 2014 to 2017 during the Presidency of Park Geun-hye: “Preparing for
Unification Together, Enjoying Peaceful Unification Together.”
What I refer to as the unification preparation field in this dissertation encompasses a
broad, messy range of social actors and political ideologies in both state and non-state sectors:
from individuals and groups with “conservative” (bosu) to “progressive” (jinbo) leanings; from
advocates of pro-unification to anti-unification positions; from supporters of rapid unification to
gradual unification. It spans groups that are fully committed and organized to carry out
unification preparation projects to institutions that periodically engage in unification preparation
initiatives and partnerships. Although for over seven decades since national division in 1945,
various state and non-state actors in South Korea have been waiting and wishing for future
unification with North Korea, this dissertation focuses on how “preparation” (chunbi) has
become elevated to be a major form of logic, agency, and labor to professionally engage with the
future of Korean unification. “A prepared unification is a blessing, while an unprepared
unification is a catastrophe” was a refrain I heard repeatedly during fieldwork. According to my
interlocutors, Korean unification is a future that has the potential to turn into a “blessing”
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(ch’ukpok) for the Korean nation, with the right amount of preparation in the present. However,
without preparation, Korean unification also has the equal potential to result in a “catastrophe”
(chaeang), even causing a civil war and another division. For them, it is up to South Koreans to
act now to shape the future of Korean unification.
A few years later in 2017, in my first few weeks of conducting fieldwork at an institution
engaged in preparing for unification, I was surprised to quickly learn that this was not a group of
nationalistic volunteers who wished for the unification of their homeland. In fact, there were no
Korean flags hanging on the walls of the office and no office conversations about how “Koreans
are one people.” In fact, I would hear much more about “office hierarchies,” “annual
workshops,” “employee evaluations,” “salary raises,” or “quarterly reports.” When I actually
immersed myself in the world of unification preparation, I soon noted that people spoke less of
unification as a dream, desire, or destiny than as a sinario (“scenario”) that could one day occur
on the Korean peninsula. In the professional world of unification preparation, a new life was
given to Korean unification as a scenario that needed to be strategically prepared for, a reconceptualization of Korean unification that I realized was generating hundreds of new jobs to
employ people in the professional labor of anticipation and preparation. More than seven decades
since Korean division, Korean unification has become a job, a career, and arguably even an
industry in South Korea: a job that prepares South Korea for the possible future scenario of
Korean unification.
This dissertation analyzes how Korean unification has undergone a process of
professionalization in contemporary South Korea, resulting in a new genre of professional labor
referred to as “unification preparation.” South Korean unification preparation is an instructive
case study of how the anticipation of certain futures — usually futures that threaten national and
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global future security and economy — can motivate the rise of institutionalized, specialized labor
that bring about new professionalized fields of work. This includes not only the case of Korean
unification preparation, but to the international growth of professionalized fields that anticipate
disasters, pandemics, terrorist attacks, or demographic changes (e.g. Knowles 2011, Caduff
2015, Masco 2014, Greenhalgh 2008, Samimian-Darash 2016). Understanding Korean
unification’s professionalization — a multi-dimensional process that includes
institutionalization, specialization, and formations of new identity and expertise — in the world
of unification preparation re-frames our understanding of Korean unification in contemporary
South Korea at a time when scholars, journalists, and ordinary South Koreans alike have started
to see Korean unification as something idly dreamed about in popular children songs like “Our
Wish (is Unification)” or strategically exploited in the demagogue of opportunistic politicians.
An ethnographic study of unification preparation enables this research to argue for what is
increasingly becoming a more influential and relevant conceptualization of Korean unification in
the 21st century: a future “scenario” that demands strategic anticipation and professional
preparation in the here and now.
The professionalization of Korean unification involves two major re-conceptualizations.
First, in the professional field of unification preparation where Korean unification is engaged
through everyday practices of work, unification is no longer just a (near or distant) future event
involving nation-states (i.e. South Korean, North Korean, American, Chinese, Japanese, and
Russian nation-states), but also a process that interweaves the national present and future (and
the past), involving a much broader range of state and non-state actors. By becoming
professionalized under the logic of preparing for a scenario, Korean unification is not just a
remote future event, but a present reality for the many South Koreans who make a living
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engaging with it. In other words, ‘unification’ is no longer a future event that is severed from the
national present, but can be re-conceptualized as a process in the co-constitution of national
presents and futures. Second, Korean unification has been re-conceptualized from a utopian,
desirable dream or the natural, inevitable destiny of an ethnic people/nation to a dangerous,
uncertain future scenario that demands strategic preparatory labor in the present. When
unification is re-conceptualized as a scenario, Korean unification becomes only one of many
possible futures; this is a significant challenge to the taken-for-granted ethno-national narrative
of becoming that assumes Korean unification to be the necessary ‘happy ending’ for the story of
the Korean nation and people that have been wronged by being divided into two against their
will.
Throughout this dissertation, I explain how the professionalization of Korean unification
has gone hand in hand with the emergence of “unification preparation” as a new genre of
professional labor in contemporary South Korea. To carry out the work of unification
preparation, an almost industry1-like network of new jobs have emerged to cultivate the
“unification capacity” of the South Korean nation. This dissertation documents how my
interlocutors engaged in unification preparation creatively and collaboratively carry out the
professional labor of managing the uncertainties of inter-Korean relations and futures, producing
an expertise of ignorance that is customized to the job description of unification preparation, and
generating relevancy for Korean unification as a future scenario.

1

On top of the ethnographically observable use of the term “industry” (ŏpkye) among my interlocutors, I have often
found ‘industry’ to be a conceptually productive concept to understand the sociocultural phenomenon of unification
preparation because it has the advantage of highlighting the economic, professional, and institutional aspect of this
particular web of institutions and activities.
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Contextualizing “Unification Preparation” in Contemporary South Korea: The
History, Sociology, Linguistics, and Economics of Unification Preparation

Korea as the “Last Divided Nation” and the Temporality of a ‘Not Quite’ Nation

“…The experience of German unification offers Korea, the last divided nation remaining on
Earth, hope of unification and direction for the future…2”
— President Moon Jae-in in a speech made in Berlin, Germany on July 6, 2017
As President Moon’s 2017 speech in Germany communicates, one of the most defining
features of modern South Korean nationalism is its self-identification as “the last divided
nation.” For decades, this self-identification has shaped an orientation toward the future when
Korea will finally become a ‘complete’ nation through unification (Grinker 1999). As Grinker
argues, Koreans understand a Unified Korea to be “the true and real Korea” and it is unification
that will “complete south Korea’s latent victory in Korea’s unfinished war” (1999:ix-xiv). South
Korea – “characterized by its incompleteness” – is “anticipatory” toward the unified Korean
future (Grinker 1999:47). In other words, South Koreans are “currently betwixt and between, in a
temporarily divided land waiting anxiously for unification” (Grinker 1999:22).3 In nationalistic
ideologies, narratives, and tropes of modern South Korea, unification is the natural, triumphal
ending to the Korean ethno-national narrative of ‘becoming’: division as the undesirable rupture
in Korea’s illustrious ‘five-thousand year history’4 that is to be sutured through unification.
2

In Korean: togil t’ongirŭi kyŏngŏmŭn chigusang majimak pundan’gukkaro namŭn uriege t’ongire taehan
hŭimanggwa hamkke uriga naagaya hal pangyangŭl marhaejugo issŭmnida.
3
See also Kim-Paik (2007) who uses ‘liminality’ to explain Korea’s status of ‘between-ness.’
4
On one hand, the Korean nation is perceived by many Koreans to be ‘ancient,’ with a history of ‘five thousand
years’ spanning a series of monarchs and dynasties (see Cumings 2005, Shin 2006). On the other hand, the general
consensus among scholars of South Korea is that the ‘modern’ Korean nation emerged in the late nineteenth century.
It was during this time that notions of ‘sovereignty’ and ‘independence’ so fundamental to modern nationhood
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In response to this distinctive feature of South Korean nationalism5, many institutions in
contemporary South Korea are making concrete preparations to be ready for a unified Korean
future, under the slogan of “unification preparation.” Unification preparation, a national project
with the aim of producing preparations (e.g. plans, trainings, imaginations, policies, etc.)
oriented toward the unified Korean future, brings together a broad range of South Korean
institutions that are populated with actors ranging from educators, doctors, pastors, artists,
journalists, activists to politicians. My research attends to this complex and dynamic sociopolitical landscape with a particular temporal focus on 2017-2018, when President Moon Jae-in
came into office in May of 2017 shortly before I started fieldwork in the fall of that year. In
entered the ‘Hermit Kingdom’ and Koreans increasingly came to identify each other as members of the same ethnic
nation (e.g. Em 1999, Schmid 2002). Many scholars of Korea point to 1876 as an important moment that ‘opened
up’ Korea to the modern world (e.g. Cumings 2005, Eckert 2014). This “Western-style unequal treaty” was “the
beginning of modern Korea: its leaders no longer could shape events as they wished. For the first time in its history,
the country was shaped from without more strongly than from within” (Cumings 2005: 86). However, the Chosun
dynasty – fraught with its own set of internal problems – could not adjust to the new world order fast enough to
preserve its newly asserted sovereignty (e.g. Palais 1975). Moreover, Korea’s status as an object of intense
imperialistic interest by rapidly modernizing and imperializing Japan and Russia – the Korean peninsula was the
target of two international wars: First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895), Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905) –
eventually led to Korea’s annexation by Japan in 1910 (Conroy 1960, Dudden 2005). During this turbulent
absorption into the modern world, Korea’s longest (and last) dynastic realm, the neo-Confucian Choson dynasty
(1392-1897), faded into ‘pre-modern’ history. Korea was under colonial rule for thirty-five years when it was
unexpectedly liberated in 1945 with the end of the Second World War. During the colonial era, Korea became more
immersed into the modern world beyond Korea (‘colonial modernity,’ see Shin and Robinson 1999), by
experimenting with different political (S. Park 2015), economic (Eckert 2014), religious (A. Park 2015, Park 2003),
and cultural (Poole 2014) ideas, mostly coming from Japan and the West. (For instance, Eckert [2014] argues that
from 1876 to 1945, Korean capitalism – with its very own bourgeoisie class – came into being, especially during the
colonial period. Against nationalist scholarship that rejects any Japanese contribution to the positive development of
Korean capitalism, his research demonstrates that South Korea’s capitalism can be traced back to the Japanese
colonial era.) However, soon after the much-awaited liberation, the Korean peninsula was divided into two spheres
of influence as part of the emerging Cold War order. By the end of 1948, both North and South Korea established
their separate governments (Cumings 1981, Armstrong 2003). With both Koreas claiming to be the only legitimate
government representing all Koreans, the peninsula eventually erupted into a civil war – and the first ‘hot war’ of
the Cold War – between the two Koreas in 1950-1953 (Cumings 2010, Jager 2013). In short, during the decades
between the late nineteenth to mid-twentieth century, Korea transformed into a ‘modern’ nation with the influx of
transformational foreign ideologies such as modernity, nationalism, colonialism, capitalism, socialism, and
Christianity.
5
Over the decades, scholars of South Korean nationalism have researched ethnic (e.g. Em 1999; Shin 2006), postcolonial (e.g. Soh 2008; Park 2010), anti-imperial (e.g. Moon 2012), global (e.g. Kim 2000; Campbell 2015),
militaristic (e.g. Kwon 2000, Moon 2005, Kang 2012), generational (e.g. Lee 2006), and gendered nationalism (e.g.
Nelson 2000, Abelmann 2003), in domains such as sports (e.g. Joo 2012; Moenig 2013), arts (e.g. Kim and Shin
2010, Kal 2011), food (e.g. Bak 1997, Cwiertka 2014), and religion (e.g. Kendall 2009, Harkness 2014). In this
dissertation, I only give particular attention to how the self-identification as the “last divided nation” shapes South
Korea’s nationalistic orientation/aspiration toward the future.
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South Korea, 2017 marked the start of a “new” era that can be contrasted to the previous decadelong conservative rule under Presidents Lee Myung-bak and Park Geun-hye. By attending to
different subsets of this field (e.g. bosu group, jinbo expert), I offer readers a sense of different
positionalities. In particular, the chapters hereafter capture how differently positioned actors in
this field of labor have met different fates in this “new” era. While UPI — a NGO regarded as
bosu (“conservative”) by the Moon administration and the major site of my ethnographic
fieldwork — was subject to political, legal challenges in the new era (see Ch. 4), experts —
largely jinbo (“progressive”) in self-identification — that I regularly conversed with were
enjoying the spotlight in the new Moon era (see Ch. 5).
Although this point will be developed more extensively throughout the dissertation, I
address here for emphasis that although there is a common ethos that preparing for unification is
critical to ensure Korea’s future security and economy, that does not mean there are no internal
disagreements over the means of preparation, no private anxieties about the efficacy of their
work, or no discrepancies in visions and predictions of the future. A broad range of vastly
different set of activities are all considered “unification preparation,” suggesting that although
there is a common ethos binding the participants of the field, there are clear differences in what
they find to be important and urgent tasks for the present. Moreover, “unification” (t’ongil) in
South Korea generally refers to the (future) event and process of politically, geographically reuniting the two Koreas. However, uncertainty surrounding what this event and process actually
refer to (e.g. through sudden war or gradual integration? U.S-style federation or U.N.-style
confederation?) makes engaging with ‘it’ a particularly confusing and divisive matter, even
among experts and professionals. In other words, every time the word t’ongil is invoked by two
individuals or groups, it is highly possible that they are referring to different notions. Even
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though t’ongil is the very concept6 unifying these broad range of actors and activities, it is
important to acknowledge the diversities and divergences within this shared ideological,
professional universe.
Figure 2: The Divided Korean Peninsula

Photo taken by NASA in 2014.

This now familiar photo of the Korean peninsula at night is one of the many
representations that highlight the stark differences that have developed between the two Koreas
over the seven decades of division. It also speaks to the challenge unification preparation
professionals face in imagining a new future Korea, a new future nation, that can bridge these
differences. What will be the new flag, name, currency, or capital of this future nation? How will
the different education or healthcare systems be integrated in a Unified Korea? These are only a
few of the countless questions that unification preparation professionals ask themselves in their
everyday labor of anticipation. Curiously enough, all this preparatory action takes place even
though no one, not even ‘the experts’ (see Ch. 5), knows when or how — or even if — Korean
6

The concept of “unification” is a unifying force in how it is inter-discursive across different spaces and among
different actors. At the same time, the conceptualization can vary enormously among different users and speakers.
This is what makes unification a “cultural” concept in how it is sociolinguistically differentiated and unevenly
distributed across the population (see Silverstein 2004).
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unification will take place, and there are ongoing differences of opinion on the possibility and/or
desirability of Korean unification.
This dissertation examines how South Koreans have formed a culturally particular future
‘industry’ shaped by two distinctive and formative features of South Korea’s perceived and
experienced temporality as a nation: Korea as not quite ‘post-war,’ and not quite a ‘whole
nation.’ South Korea is not quite ‘post-war,’ considering that the Korean War remains
unresolved in an armistice, making the Korean peninsula in neither wartime nor peacetime.7
Moreover, since the Korean peninsula was divided in 1945 by foreign nations after being
liberated from Japanese colonial rule at the end of World War II, nationalistic histories and
narratives of modern South Korea continue to see its nation as incomplete — i.e. not fully
independent and sovereign — when the Korean peninsula remains “divided” (bundan); Korea
can only be whole in the future when it is finally unified into one.
In this distinct historical, ethnographic context, I look at how social actors in this ‘not
quite’ present orient toward the future by forming a future industry of their own. My fieldwork
involved observing this field of professional labor in action, with a particular focus on
understanding the identity and labor of professionals who make their living anticipating and
preparing for a Unified Korea. These professionals are in the business of imagining and planning
for a particular scenario of their nation’s future. I explore their sense of agency and vision, but
also their uncomfortable reflections on the failure and futility of their efforts oriented toward a
future scenario that is mired in so much uncertainty and doubt. This dissertation attends to their
aspirations and hopes, but also to their apathy and exhaustion.
Here, I present readers with a four-part introduction that prepares them to understand the
7

The situation has evolved since 2018 when Moon Jae-in and Kim Jung-un engaged in an ongoing effort to
officially declare the end of the Korean War. As of 2020, it is still unclear whether ‘post-war’ can aptly be applied to
the Korean peninsula.
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professionalization of Korean unification that I describe and explain in the body chapters: 1) a
history of Korean division to present a historical context to the emergence of the national project
of unification preparation; 2) a sociological, geographic mapping of the unification preparation
field; 3) a linguistic, ideological context to the concept of ‘unification’ and ‘unification
preparation’; and finally 4) the economics of unification preparation that reveals what are the real
stakes involved in the project at hand.
A Brief History of Korean Division and Unification
After more than thirty years of colonial rule under Japan, the Korean peninsula was
divided in 1945 by a mutual agreement between the United States and the Soviet Union upon its
liberation at the end of World World II. Division on the Korean peninsula started to take hold in
1948 when the two Koreas established their own governments and began to harden during and
after the Korean War (1950-1953). Ever since South Korea’s establishment as a modern nationstate in 1948, Korean unification has been enshrined in the South Korean constitution as a sacred
goal of the Republic: “The Republic of Korea shall seek unification and shall formulate and
carry out a policy of peaceful unification based on the principles of freedom and
democracy….The President shall have the duty to pursue sincerely the peaceful unification of the
homeland.” After a post-war phase of animosity during which each side expressed ambitions to
take over the peninsula by force, the two Korean states have adopted official stances of peaceful
unification since the early 1970s. It was during this time that the Ministry of Unification (initially
called the Board of National Unification and renamed in 1998) was established in 1969 to serve
as the official South Korean governmental agency in charge of facilitating and preparing for
unification with North Korea.
Officially, South Korean preparation for unification is premised on a scenario of Korean
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unification that is the result of a slow, gradual, consensual process of integration expected to last
years, if not decades. However, the possibility of an abrupt unification has also been considered
persuasive by many South Koreans, particularly after the sudden collapse of the Soviet Union
and East Germany and the deaths of North Korean leaders such as Kim Il-sung (died in 1994)
and Kim Jong-il (died in 2011), with the possibility of abrupt unification prompting a different
kind of preparation than the official stance. With “gradual” (chŏmjinjŏk) and “rapid”
(kŭpchinjŏk) serving as the central axis of differentiation in future planning, the South Korean
state has long been involved in the anticipation of the re-unification of the Korean peninsula8. In
the last two decades, while progressive leaders such as President Kim Dae-jung (1998-2003),
Roh Moo-hyun (2003-2008) and Moon Jae-in (2017- ) have proposed preparing for Korean
unification on a gradual timeline and seeing North Korea more as a partner than an enemy,
8

Not surprisingly, inter-Korean relations has been a recurring concern in South Korean high politics, forcing every
President in office to take his or her administration’s “North Korean policy” (taebukchŏngch’aek) as seriously as he
or she would take economic policy. In fact, political historian Kim (2010) identifies national division/unification to
be the central issue in the evolution of South Korean domestic politics. Kim examines South Korean history in five
periods in order to trace a history of domestic debates on North Korea and division/unification (2010:9-11). The first
period begins from the establishment of the South Korean state in 1948 to 1970, defined by President Syngman
Rhee’s “policy of non-recognition and confrontation” towards North Korea and ending with President Park Chung
Hee’s speech that granted de facto recognition of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. In the 1950s and 60s
during the height of the Cold War when the memory of the devastating Korean War was still fresh in the minds of
many South Koreans, a strong anti-communist, pro-U.S. approach to North Korea took hold. Next, the 1970s was
marked by “the relaxation of tensions among the major powers surrounding the Korean peninsula and their common
advice for the two Koreas to seek mutual dialogue.” It was during this decade that the historic North-South Joint
Communique of 1972 “pledging inter-Korean reconciliation and unity” was signed. From 1979 to 1988, there was
an explosive growth of intellectuals (e.g. university students and professors) with ‘unorthodox,’ ‘unofficial’ views
against the authoritarian state’s anti-communist, pro-U.S. position. These intellectuals led the successful
democratization movements that included Korean unification as part of their larger progressive agenda (See Lee
(2007) on how Korean unification was incorporated into the democracy movements.) The period from 1988 to 1998
can largely be summed up by President Roh Tae Woo’s “Northern Policies” that sought rapprochement with North
Korea; this was a time when the “collapse of communism became clear on the global level and, as a result, the
probability of the North Korea’s collapse [with the death of Kim Il Sung in 1994] began to be debated among
observers.” From 1998 to 2008, President Kim Dae-jung carried out his reconciliatory “Sunshine Policy” toward
North Korea, which was honored by his successor Roh Moo-hyun. During this time, the First (2000) and Second
(2007) Inter-Korean Summit took place. To add to this history: from 2008 to 2017, when conservative rule by
Presidents Lee Myung-bak and Park Geun-hye soured the friendly inter-Korean relations of the earlier decade by
taking hardliner stances against North Korea. And finally, from 2017 and on, when the progressive President Moon
Jae-in — former chief-of-staff to Roh Moo-hyun — is promising to return South Korea back to the Sunshine Policy
era of 1998-2008. In 2018, the Third Inter-Korean Summit between Moon Jae-in and Kim Jong-un took place,
which resulted in the Panmunjom Declaration that announced the two Koreas’ hopes to officially end the Korean
War.
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conservative leaders such as President Lee Myung-bak (2008-2013) and Park Geun-hye (20132017) have called for more aggressive approaches that assume a more rapid timeline. For
instance, President Lee Myung-bak’s “unification tax” proposal of 2010-2011 and the President
Park Geun-hye’s Presidential Committee on Unification Preparation of 2014-2017 pushed for
urgently preparing for unification in case of an imminent collapse of the North Korean regime.
While during the post-war authoritarian phase of modern South Korean history in the
1950-70s, the only publicly sanctioned attitude toward North Korea and Korean unification was
an anti-Communist, pro-American hardliner approach, more diverse voices and practices on the
subject of unification have gradually been made possible since the 1980s when the global Cold
War (1947-1991) started to fade into history and South Korea underwent democracy movements
that opened up the ideological space for more diverse thinking and action. In particular, during
the 1980s and 90s, groups of university students engaged in “unification movements” (t’ongil
undong) as part of their larger “democratization movements” (minjuhwa undoing), and some of
these student activists — including the President of UPI, the major site of my fieldwork —
continue their ‘unification movements’ to this day, although it is now often re-framed and reorganized as the fight for “North Korean human rights” (pukhan in’gwŏn) or “North Korean
humanitarian aid” (taebuk chiwŏn) (e.g. Koo 2011).
Although all claim to be in the interest of the nation, South Koreans to this day remain
divided between conservative-rightists and progressive-leftists on the issue of national
division/unification: conservative-rightists argue that having a pro-U.S., anti-communist stance
toward North Korea is “an important pillar for the security of South Korea” and “the solid
foundation for unification with the North,” while progressive-leftists counter that anticommunism is the political tool of oppressive, authoritarian regimes and that “anti-anti-
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communism” and “anti-anti-North Korea” is the road to ending decades of national division
(Kim 2010:8-9). Even in the ‘post-Cold War’ environment, some progressives continue to be
accused of being “anti-U.S., pro-North, and leftist” (banmi, jongbuk, jwapa) (Kim 2010:7).9
While these two political positionalities remain influential in contemporary South Korea, there is
also the growth of those who self-identify as “neutral” (chungnip), particularly my interlocutors
who are engaging with North Korea and Korean unification as ‘professionals’ and who strive for
‘apolitical’ neutrality in their professional labor of preparation.
Within this historically shaped political landscape, an increasingly diversifying network
of individuals and institutions in contemporary South Korea have begun to engage in what can
be considered an ongoing national project to be ready for the possibility of a unified Korean
peninsula. In sub-fields ranging from ‘unification diplomacy’ (t’ongil oegyo), ‘unification
evangelism’ (t’ongil sŏn’gyo), ‘unification education’ (t’ongil gyoyuk) to ‘unification health’
(t’ongil ŭihak), there is a broad range of professional activities that are undertaken with the
shared goal of preparing South Korea for future unification. These activities include but are not
limited to: studying other nation-states’ attitudes toward Korean unification and designing global
campaigns targeting foreigners to promote a positive perception of Korean unification;
conducting research on North Korean health trends and planning North-South public health
system integration policies; supporting the re-settlement of North Korean defectors in South
Korea and devising evangelical strategies targeting North Koreans; studying the unification
histories of Germany and Vietnam to find historical lessons for South Korea and incorporating
Korean unification-related lesson plans in public school curriculums. Among these participants
of unification preparation, there is widespread acknowledgement that Korean unification is a
possible future scenario — whether or not the process is gradual or abrupt — that will have
9

See Kim 2010:8-9 for a more detailed description of the two positions.
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enormous political, economical, social and cultural effects and changes if it does occur. In
response to this acknowledgment, they are taking concrete actions in the present in anticipation
of Korean unification becoming a reality.
A Sociological, Geographical Mapping of Unification Preparation
A surprising range of actors who may not be expected to cross paths are joined together
in this shared effort to be ready for a unified Korean peninsula (although motivations and goals
may vary). Research has demonstrated that the cultural concept of ‘unification’ has historically
been able to bring together various North Korea-focused South Korean enterprises, from antidictatorship, pro-democracy activists who came of age in the 1980s; anti-communism, prodevelopment evangelical Christians; to anti-war, pro-peace human rights advocates (e.g. Kim,
Cho, and Jeong 2011, Koo 2011). Large conglomerates like Hyundai set up unification tours to
North Korean tourist sites like Mt. Kumgang, while small-and-medium enterprises (SMEs)
participate in the Kaesong Industrial Complex, a factory park set up in the North Korean city of
Kaesong as part of a state and business-led experiment to test how South Korean management
and North Korean labor can synergetically work together.10 Doctors prepare for a future when
North and South Korean populations – with different disease vulnerabilities developed over
seven decades of isolation from one another – freely mingle in a unified Korean peninsula.
Christian pastors and missionaries prepare evangelical strategies that will help them convert
North Koreans into Christians in a unified Korea. Civil servants working for the Ministry of
Unification brainstorm policies such as implementing a ‘unification tax’ to finance the
unification process or building refugee camps in the possibility that a regime collapse in North
10

Hyundai’s Mt. Kumgang tours began in 1998, but were abruptly interrupted since 2008 when a South Korean
tourist was shot by a North Korean soldier during the tour. See “The Quiet Mountain: Kumgang since 2008,” NK
News (Nov. 7, 2014). As of February 2016, the Kaesong Industrial Complex remains closed for now as tensions
between the two Koreas have intensified in recent years with increasing North Korean military ambitions. See
“South Korea to Shut Joint Factory Park, Kaesong, Over Nuclear Test and Rocket,” The New York Times (Feb. 10,
2016).
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Korea will lead to a flood of refugees crossing the border to South Korea. Economists generate
projections forecasting what the economic costs of unification will be and which industries will
profit from the unification of the two Koreas. Artists make films and novels imagining life in a
unified Korean future. In 2015, a private unification fund called the Tongil Nanum Fund
(Unification Sharing Fund) was created where both public figures and anonymous individuals
have been donating small and large sums of money that will be used to fund future unification. In
contemporary South Korea, state agencies and NGOs, famous and anonymous individuals, big
corporations to small businesses, doctors, artists, pastors, and economists are brought together in
the shared project to prepare for the possibility of Korean unification.
Unification preparation is a national project that is largely physically based in the capital
city of Seoul. Not only is the Ministry of Unification located in Seoul, but most institutions
engaged in unification preparation also have their offices in Seoul. Even though Seoul ends up
being the center of most unification preparation activity (once again re-affirming Seoul’s status
as the center of anything of national importance in South Korea), institutions regularly plan
events in other parts of South Korea in order to reach a broader national audience. Moreover,
unification preparation gives rise to a socio-political network that is not delimited by the national
boundaries of South Korea. Unification preparation involves efforts to bring foreigners – such as
diasporic ethnic Koreans – into this project as transnational advocates for the idea of a unified
Korean future. What unites this diverse range of actors and institutions is the shared nationalistic,
cultural logic concerning the importance of ‘preparation’ (although ‘preparation’ can manifest in
different forms) for the national future. Although unification preparation is a relatively small
national project in contemporary South Korea,11 actors and institutions consider their work to

11

Although there is no available metric for measuring the scale of this ‘industry’, funding for the day-to-day
operations of this ‘industry’ largely depend on the state budget for the Ministry of Unification (which distributes
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have critical implications for the nation at large, since they are undertaking the historical project
of getting South Korea ready for a future that may arrive one day. Although “unification
preparation” may not be a looming presence in most South Korean’s everyday lives – in fact,
many are unaware that there even is a unification preparation project – the everyday labor of
unification preparation professionals suffuse the public spaces of contemporary South Korea in
the form of public policies, newspaper editorials, popular films, street campaigns, subway
posters, and open lectures that invite the general public to anticipate a unified Korean future.
Figure 3: Sociological Map of the South Korean Unification Preparation Industry

During the course of fieldwork, I discovered that the landscape of the field is populated
by more than a hundred institutions of varying budgets, orientations, and missions (with a range
of other groups and individuals joining forces with these core institutions for short-term
resources to various smaller institutions) and the donations of various individuals, universities, foundations, and
corporations. For comparison, note that MoU’s 2017 annual budget amounts to less than 0.3% of the state budget
(see “Unification ministry’s 2017 budget reports 20.5 pct on-year fall,” Yonhap News [Dec. 5, 2016]), as opposed to
the 10% of the state budget alloted to the Ministry of National Defense (see “S. Korea’s 2017 defense budget
increases 4%,” Yonhap News [Dec. 5, 2016]).
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initiatives and partnerships). First is the core set of state (and quasi-state) institutions that are
often the most vocal and authoritative presence in the field. This includes South Korean state
agencies (e.g. Ministry of Unification, Hanawon12) and related institutions that are funded by the
state (e.g. Korea Institute for National Unification, Institute for Unification Education, National
Unification Advisory Council). For instance, Korea Institute for National Unification is the
major state-sponsored think tank on the topic of North Korea and Korean unification; although it
has dependable funding from the state, researchers and experts here are largely tied to the
political interests and governmental priorities of the administration in charge. What is also
important to note are U.S. state-sponsored institutions that support change in North Korea (e.g.
National Endowment for Democracy, National Democratic Institute); a number of South Korean
NGOs are funded by such U.S. groups.
Second are the broad range of research groups, think tanks, and media institutions that are
funded by sponsoring universities, foundations, and corporations: Hyundai Research Institute,
the Institute for Peace and Unification Studies (IPUS) at Seoul National University, Ajou
Institute for Unification, the University of North Korean Studies, Yonhap News, Donga Ilbo, etc.
Third is the large number of smaller NGO groups that are involved in “North Korea human
rights” (pukhan in’gwŏn), “North Korea humanitarian aid” (taebuk chiwŏn), “North Korea
missionary work” (pukhan sŏn’gyo), unification fundraising, education, law, medicine and more.
Also important are commercial groups engaged in business activities with North Korea (taebuk
saŏp, nambuk kyŏngyŏp). I noted that the major source of diversity and creativity in the field lie
in the non-state sector. Indeed, scholars such as Hwang (2014) have pointed out the historically
“state-centric” approach to Korean unification and argue for the need to pay more attention to the
12

Established in 1999, Hanawon — or the Settlement Support Center for North Korean Refugees — is a South
Korean state institution in charge of re-educating North Korean defectors for three months before they are released
into South Korean society.
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place of non-state actors. Kim, Cho, Jeong (2011), for instance, offers us a sociological network
study of non-governmental groups that populate the ‘unification’ scene in South Korea.
“Bosu vs. Jinbo / “Human rights” vs. “humanitarian aid”… When I have asked
interlocutors to share with me a general account of their field, nearly everyone began by
explaining to me the axis of “conservative” vs. “progressive” (bosu vs. jinbo) as the most
important field division. While ‘democratization’ was the key in bringing unification activists
together in the 80s and 90s, those engaged in the unification field today are largely divided into
two major camps in post-democratization South Korea. Interlocutors explained to me the
obvious signs of one or the other: conservatives champion a hardliner approach to the ‘North
Korea problem,’ such as demanding sanctions against North Korea. On the other hand,
progressives want engagement and dialogue with North Korea, supporting aid and exchange
projects. However, during fieldwork at UPI — a group that self-identifies as moderate, but is
often classified as conservatives by field insiders and outsiders — I learned very quickly how
tricky it could be to try to classify an institution as either conservative or progressive. In other
words, while insiders in the field of unification preparation identify very visible divisions into
two major camps, the on-the-ground reality of the unification field in contemporary South Korea
can be a much messier socio-political landscape where self-identifications and external
perceptions may align or diverge.
Another recurring dichotomy often noted by interlocutors was the divide between “North
Korean human rights” (pukhan in’gwŏn) and “North Korean humanitarian aid” (taebuk chiwŏn)
groups, which is closely coupled to the conservative vs. progressive axis. The fight for
improving human rights in North Korea (which ends up being critical of the North Korean
regime and advocating for change in North Korea) has become a ‘conservative’ agenda in South
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Korea. This sector of the field ends up being an interesting mix of ‘progressives’ from abroad
who are attracted to the issue of universal human rights, and those who are considered
‘conservatives’ in the South Korean political scene. On the other hand, the effort to send
humanitarian aid to North Korea (medicine, food, etc.) requires cooperation between the two
states, so it has become part of the ‘progressive’ agenda in the field. In short, the politicalideological divide has shaped what kinds of actions are seen as more urgent and necessary (e.g.
improving North Korean human rights or sending humanitarian aid to North Koreans).
The Linguistic, Ideological Context of ‘Unification’ and ‘Unification Preparation’
In writing this ethnography of South Korean “unification preparation,” I would be remiss
if I did not flag readers of the related but distinct set of ideas and practices that can help us
contextualize the place of “unification” and “unification preparation” in contemporary South
Korean thought and action.
Figure 4: Linguistic-ideological Mapping of “Unification” / “Unification Preparation”

In the first row of Figure 4, I differentiate t’ongil (“unification”) as a concept that is
related but distinct from yonhap (“integration”). Many South Koreans are astutely aware of the
different semantics, logics, and histories of these two concepts. To my interlocutors, while the
European Union is a prime example of “integration” among independent nation-states (in
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Korean, the EU is referred to as the European yonhap), “unification” refers to a coming together
of different parts to make one whole, such as the case of German t’ongil/unification. In other
words, in every usage of the concept “unification,” a conscious choice is being made to align
oneself with this set of ideas and politics, while also distancing oneself from alternative concepts,
such as “integration.”
In the second row of Figure 4, I differentiate unification preparation from “war
preparation” (chŏnjaengjunbi) or “peace preparation” (p’yŏngwajunbi). Although they are highly
related and overlapping in that they are all oriented toward the future “security” (anbo) of the
Korean peninsula, they are distinct. War preparation is familiar to many in a country that is
famously ‘still at war’; mandatory military service for all able-bodied men in South Korea is a
case-in-point of the ongoing project of war preparation in South Korea. In recent years,
particularly following the inauguration of the Moon Jae-in administration, “peace” — as opposed
to “unification” — has emerged as an alternative future possibility that is increasingly posited as
distinctive, with alternative scenarios and politics.
During the course of this research, one interlocutor insightfully pointed out to me the
critical difference between p’yŏngwa t’ongil/“peace unification” and t’ongil
p’yŏngwa/“unification peace.” Depending on which word comes first, the meaning of the phrase
can shift markedly. The former can be referred to “peaceful unification,” as opposed to
unification by force. Peace is the means to the end that is unification. The latter, however, makes
“peace” the end goal, with unification only as one possible means. I argue that this is not a
meaningless distinction or wordplay. The rise of the “peace” concept shows that different
possibilities and futurities are emerging; while in the past, there were only two alternatives for
Korea’s future between confrontation and unification, now there are three possibilities:
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confrontation, unification, and peace, with peace positing a differently imagined future scenario
in which the two Koreas may choose to re-unify but can also co-exist in peace side-by-side
without unification. Thus, discourses and practices around “unification preparation” may be
related and overlapping with war or peace preparation, but they are to be distinguished in their
meanings, politics, and histories. This dissertation’s focus on the concepts of t’ongil and t’ongil
chunbi must thus be understood within this larger conceptual, linguistic landscape of South
Korea.
The Economics of Unification Preparation
Another interesting entryway into understanding the phenomenon of unification
preparation is through the lens of money. One of my first curiosities when I met interlocutors at
various groups involved in unification preparation was the matter of funding. I suggest that the
funding that supports the labor of unification preparation reflects the diversity of interests
involved in this national project and the difficulty of simplifying what are the means and ends to
unification preparation. Moreover, this line of inquiry clarifies for us who truly has the stakes in
Korean unification continuing to be a relevant future scenario: the working professionals
engaged in the everyday labor of unification preparation.
One major source of funding for unification preparation can be traced to the South
Korean state itself. Most notably, institutions such as the Ministry of Unification (MoU; 1969—)
and the Korea Institute for National Unification (KINU; 1990 – ) are dependably funded by the
state that has a vested interest in generating policy and research on the subject of Korean
unification, a goal that the state is vowed to pursue as enshrined in the Constitution itself.
Although the state is a dependable source of funding for such groups, it also means that these
groups have to shift approaches in line with the larger agenda of the administration in charge at
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the time. For instance, the Minister of Unification changes every time a new administration
comes into power with a “new” approach to inter-Korean relations, such that researchers and
experts at KINU must change research directions and priorities to be in line with the priorities of
the latest administration. Dr. Park, an interlocutor at KINU, explained to me how his colleagues
were suddenly called on to produce “peace research” when President Moon came into power,
unlike his two hardliner predecessors who had relatively little interest in the concept of “peace.”
Various other institutions engaged in unification preparation – such as research groups like the
Institute for Peace and Unification Studies at Seoul National University or the Hyundai Research
Institute – are also dependably funded by the university, foundation, or corporation they are apart
of.
Unlike these few groups, however, most small non-state groups involved in unification
preparation must be creative in finding dependable sources of funding for their preparation work.
For more specificity, I use the case of UPI, the major site of my fieldwork, to illustrate this point.
Since 2005, UPI has largely been funded by U.S. groups such as the National Endowment for
Democracy (NED) and the National Democracy Institute (NDI) that have interests in spreading
American values (e.g. democracy, capitalism) in countries such as North Korea. NED, the major
donor group that supports UPI’s annual budget, is in turn funded by the U.S. government. This
translated to anxieties I often witnessed among UPI leaders over whether a new administration in
the U.S. may mean the end of the financial support that they had become accustomed to; my
interlocutors’ fears over the new Trump administration turned out not to be unfounded when
there were news that Trump wanted to cut funding to groups like NED13 ). Accepting such a
large part of their operating budget from a particular donor group – involving regular visits by
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See The Washington Post (March 4, 2018) “The Trump administration wants to dismantle Ronald Reagan’s
‘infrastructure of democracy.’”
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donor representatives or quarterly reports to donor offices – means that groups such as UPI are
not completely free in determining their approach to unification preparation. For instance, when
older members of UPI reflected on the group’s institutional history, they noted that they had
originally started radio broadcasting to North Korea with “propaganda”-like content. But because
U.S. donors wanted UPI to produce content that was more objective and educational in tone, that
has thoroughly re-shaped the institutional direction of UPI.
In recent years, UPI has made a strategic attempt to diversify the source of its funding,
particularly by strengthening its domestic base of financial support, to become increasingly more
financially independent from U.S. funding. Striving for financial independence from the U.S.
was one of the many ways that UPI staff acknowledged the volatility of their funding and hoped
for a way to ensure UPI’s future in uncertain conditions. UPI has succeeded in attracting a small
base of individual donors within South Korea, ranging from Korean Christians interested in
“North Korea evangelism” (pukhan sŏn’gyo) to small business owners through personal social
networks. Even though this domestic base of individual donors is small and contributes a very
minor part of UPI’s operational budget, UPI sends out monthly newsletters, mails out new
publications, and hosts end-of-year donor events to keep this small base updated and invested in
the work at UPI. Finally, UPI continues to search for one-time funding opportunities both in
South Korea and abroad. I have seen employees who take the initiative to find these new pockets
of funding, however small in amount, openly praised and rewarded by the group’s leaders for
their entrepreneurialism. During my time at UPI from 2017 to 2018, one of the new hires at UPI
applied for funding that the Seoul Metropolitan Government offers NGOs to plan a one-time
summer camp initiative for North Korean defector students. Two of the interns at UPI during my
time there was funded to work at UPI through Hyundai’s Asan Nanum Foundation, as part of a
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corporate social responsibility project at Asan Nanum to support careers in non-profits.
Critical to point out in this description of funding is that no actor – state or non-state,
Korean or non-Korean – stands to immediately or directly profit from the everyday activities of
unification preparation. Overall, profit is not being made in the world of unification preparation
(even though individual actors like UPI staff are taking home monthly paychecks) and it can
arguably be seen as a drain on funds that can be used on projects or goals with safer returns or
faster timelines than Korean unification. Moreover, UPI’s funding – from large foundation
groups in the U.S. to small individual donors in South Korea, from the South Korean state to a
large householdname corporation – reflects that “unification preparation” is a project that carries
the interests of so many different actors with such different reasons for supporting and
participating that it would be seriously misleading to make simplistic, general statements about
the project. What unites this range of actors and interests is the idea that preparation for the
possibility of Korean unification is important and urgent; but questions such as what make up the
concrete tasks of unification preparation, what a Unified Korea should or will look like, whether
Korean unification is good or bad for Korea or the U.S. are concerns with no easy consensus.
What are the stakes, then, of unification preparation if there is such a diverse range in
actors and interests involved? Since there is no immediate, direct profit for any single funder of
unification preparation, the only ones with actual stakes in the project of unification preparation
can arguably be those engaged in the creative yet mundane professional labor in offices like UPI
or KINU. These are the ones with real stakes, the ones whose professional identities depend on
unification preparation continuing to be a relevant project that is funded, the ones whose monthly
incomes depend on research on Korean unification or radio broadcasting to North Korea.
Retrospectively, my ethnographic focus on these everyday laborers of unification preparation
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makes more and more sense, because they are the ones who are immediately and directly
affected by what happens to this project of unification preparation.
On the question of stakes, an intimate conversation with an interlocutor at UPI comes to
my mind. On my first day at UPI as an intern, it was Ji-Sun who offered to take me to lunch. I
remember feeling genuinely thankful, because never having worked in an office setting, it was
giving me anxiety all morning about what to do when lunch time came around. A working mom
in her mid-thirties, Ji-Sun and I quickly bonded over our shared marital status (and our mutual
love for beer and K-pop). It was over a lunch of shrimp rosé and beef chili pasta at a homey
restaurant-bar near work that I asked Ji-Sun if she ever considered a different career. Since
graduating from college, she has worked for more than a decade as a North Korean expert
reporter, only excluding the time she had left on maternity leave. She chuckled that she often
regretted not trying to leave. “But I had to admit to myself that I only had credentials that are
valuable in this ŏpkye [industry],” she explained with self-deprecating humor. I soon came to see
that it was indeed very common to see informants move from one institution to another within
the field, confirming Ji-Sun’s insight that her credentials translated most effectively within the
field. Ji-Sun’s expertise on North Korea and Korean unification, her passion for change on the
Korean peninsula, and her social network of field insiders: all of these were highly valued assets
for someone in this field, but they were not easily translatable to other jobs or careers, in her
opinion. It is people like Ji-Sun who have immediate, direct stakes in the project of unification
preparation. Her professional labor – however it is funded – is the source of her professional
identity and income, and if unification preparation suddenly becomes irrelevant and unfunded,
she would lose the professional expertise, network, and income that she has depended on for
years. Simply put, she would be out of a job. Korean unification arguably matters the most to
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those who have made it their jobs, i.e the source of their professional identity and main income.

Theorizing the Professionalization of Futures: The Multi-Dimensional Process of
Professionalization
When I first set foot into the offices of UPI, an institution engaged in “unification
preparation” that became my main field site, I felt as if I had just walked into a Google office (or
at least what I imagined a Google office to look like). Nowhere did I see cubicle desks or white
walls, the hallmarks of office spaces around the world. Without any partitioned sections or
private rooms, the whole floor was a large open space that I could scan in one glance. It was
beautifully decorated in the “Northern European-style,” a popular interior design trend in South
Korea of late, with an elegant dark maple table that acted as the grounding centerpiece to the airy
open floor plan. Whimsical paintings and green plants enlivened the space with color and
personality. Big, panoramic windows brought in tons of natural sunlight into the space, with
work counters and hightop chairs inviting me to sit by them to take in the urban scenery outside.
A giant hammock chair hung from the ceiling where I spotted an employee sitting cross-legged
with a laptop perched on her knees. In one corner was the office kitchen with a small fridge and
coffee machine, stocked with cookies and crackers, coffee pods and tea bags. Throughout the
space, a number of small tables were scattered about for staff to work on their laptops or hold
small meetings. A large pine wood bookshelf grabbed my attention, which was overflowing with
books not just about North Korea and Korean unification, but popular novels, travel guides, and
bestseller non-fictions. Overall, the space seemed more like a trendy café that I might find all
over Seoul.
I discovered that just before I had arrived in Seoul in the fall of 2017, UPI had undertaken
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a major renovation of its office spaces. According to UPI’s President, Mr. Lee, the renovation
had a clear purpose beyond aesthetic improvement: the renovation was intended make the
workplace a more collaborative, creative working space, in the spirt of the open office spaces of
Facebook, Google, and Apple. His hope was that this change in office layout will improve his
staff’s performance and increase UPI’s competitiveness. Like thousands of workplaces across
Seoul, UPI’s office once used to be full of cubicles, one designated for each employee. But Mr.
Lee had a new vision: he wanted to overcome all the divides that disconnected his 20+ staff into
different teams, ranks, and positions in order to level the office culture. He envisioned a new UPI
where staff would work together without the usual hierarchies and divisions that are typical of
Korean workplaces. In his vision, no one would have designated desks or seats; they would
freely roam the different floors and spontaneously generate new synergies.
The twist of this story, I soon find out, was that this office space renovation was being
met with a not-so-enthusiastic response by UPI staff who were so used to having their own work
cubicle. During my time at UPI, I noted that very few people, in fact, changed where they
worked; almost everyone had their ‘unofficial’ spot where they could be found everyday, much
to my amusement. The President’s office renovation initiative had largely fallen flat, but this was
far from the end of his continuous efforts to try to improve his staff’s productivity and strengthen
UPI’s competitiveness.
I came to see through this office renovation that the world of unification preparation is
struggling with challenges that workplaces around the world are also grappling with: how to
increase productivity, efficiency, creativity, and teamwork (see Wilf 2015, 2019). In short, I
quickly discovered within my first few days of fieldwork that unification preparation is a genre
of professional labor, subject to conditions and expectations of work found in many other places
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of employment around South Korea and the world. As it is often the case in ethnographic
fieldwork, I had not expected an office renovation to be the reason for insights that would spark
the guiding questions of my research project: How has Korean unification become a future that
inspires professional labor? How does a future undergo a process of professionalization such
that it motivates the emergence of new institutionalized, specialized labor?
***
In this dissertation, I argue that South Korean unification preparation is an instructive
case study of how futures are becoming professionalized in nations around the contemporary
world. A growing body of recent anthropological scholarship has started to investigate how
groups of people around the world are engaging in efforts to prepare their nations for future
scenarios of opportunity or crisis (e.g. Samimian-Darash 2016 on Israel; Caduff 2015 on U.S.;
Choi 2015 on Sri Lanka). This research’s major theoretical intervention is by understanding such
national projects of future anticipation through the lens of professionalization and exploring the
critical implications that emerge out of such professionalization of futures.
Traditionally, the scholarship on nationalism has often turned more to the past. Scholars
of nationalism have argued that the political, social reality and category of the nation is
re/produced through everyday practices that assert a shared past, from nationalist historiography
(Chatterjee 1993) to nationalist archeology (Abu El-Haj 2001). In the scholarship, however, the
nation’s future has been less foregrounded: nations are often considered to be “timeless” in the
eyes of homo nationalis (Conner 2004, Balibar 2004), with nations assumed to “glide into a
limitless future” under normal conditions (Anderson 1983). In this dissertation, I intervene into
this state of affairs by ethnographically investigating how the future of nations are anticipated
and governed, with the aim of increasing our scholarly grasp on the forward-looking nature of
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nations and nationalisms, particularly how the nation’s future must now be strategically secured,
not merely assumed (e.g. Lakoff 2007, Greenhalgh 2008, Masco 2006, 2014). With the growing
recognition that the future of nations is more precarious than has been broadly assumed during
the height of the modernist era when the national future was believed to be a guaranteed site of
more progress and development, this research is a timely intervention by ethnographically
paying attention to our interlocutors who are engaged in strategic efforts to secure their nations’
futures from possible threats ranging from natural disasters, demographic changes, terrorist
attacks, to infectious diseases. In particular, I focus on how these efforts are often not
haphazardly conducted, but become strategically organized under a general process of
professionalization.
What I refer to as professionalization (or chŏnmunhwa in Korean) in this dissertation is a
multi-dimensional process that includes institutionalization, specialization, and formations of
new identity and expertise. First, an increasing number of professional institutions become
established, made up of individuals who work there (full- or part-time) as their means of
livelihood. These institutions gradually form a professional network with one another through
alliances, partnerships, and collaborations. These groups institutionalize core concepts
(“unification preparation”) and ideologies (“an unprepared unification will be a catastrophe”)
that orient, motivate, and justify the professional labor over time (see, for instance, the analysis
of mission statements in Chapter 2).
Next, professionalization also entails specialization. One one hand, the professional field
claims to play a necessary specialized role in the larger society that it belongs to that operates on
a division of labor; the professional field collectively offers to carry out an important, urgent
social function that no other field is performing sufficiently or effectively. In the case of Korean
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unification preparation, this professional field offers to get South Korean ready for what may be
a potentially catastrophic future of a unified Korean peninsula. On the other hand, the
professional field itself undergoes a more advanced specialization, such that individual
institutions claim to be specializing in even more concentrated areas of professional labor. For
instance, professionalization of Korean unification has brought about sub-fields ranging from
“unification media,” “unification education,” “unification diplomacy,” “unification public
health,” to “unification missionary work.” (In this dissertation, there is a focused attention to the
specialized sub-field of unification media because UPI, my primary site of ethnographic
fieldwork, was a group that prided itself as ‘the largest unification media group in South Korea.’)
Moreover, professionalization involves new identity formations. For instance, new
socially recognizable job titles — e.g. t’ongil pukhan chŏnmun’ga (“Korean unification/North
Korea expert”) or t’ongilbangsong anaunsŏ (“unification media newscaster”) — are borne out of
this process of professionalization. These new professional identities are accompanied by
increasingly standardized, legible forms of credentials — e.g. academic degrees, license
examinations, or professional trainings — that serve to stabilize these professional identities and
enable their broader social recognition. Finally, professionalization involves the emergence of a
particular constellation of knowledge (and ignorance) that are specific to the new field of
professional labor (see more in Chapter 5). As many of my interlocutors have said to me in the
course of fieldwork, the expertise that they have accrued from years of being in the unification
field — e.g. knowledge about North Korea and Korean unification, social networks specific to
this field — are non-transferable to other fields, making it difficult for some of them to leave the
field.
The historical emergence of this particular field of professional labor and its
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anthropological significance in contemporary South Korea can be analyzed through the
professionalization of Korean unification as a future. Professionalization of futures is
inextricably linked to 1) the increasing rationalization of modern societies where there is an everpervasive emphasis on efficiency and predictability, even in dealing with the unknowable future
(e.g. Weber 2001); 2) the intensifying division of labor in contemporary societies whereby each
professional group proposes to play an ever finer and more specific function that contributes to
the viability of the larger social order, even offering to safeguard the society from various kinds
of threats lying in the uncertain future (e.g. Durkheim 1997); and 3) new forms of power and
governance that cannot be solely located within the state but are diffusely dispersed throughout
society (e.g. Foucault 1991). Instead of Korean unification solely serving as an affective medium
through which South Koreans hope and wish for a different future, this particular field
approaches the same future of Korean unification through the lens of rationalization and
governmentality whereby the future can be bureaucratically managed and scientifically governed
through efficient, predictive labor of preparation. This professionalized field’s powers of
governing subjectivities and temporalities is not limited to government agencies, but increasingly
distributed across a broad range of non-state institutions that work to collectively discipline
South Korean imaginations about their national future. Moreover, South Korean society comes
together through each professional group playing a specialized function that contributes to the
social, economic, and moral order of the society. Unification preparation as a professional field
of labor — by reproducing the value of preparedness (see Chapters 2) — offers to specialize in
safeguarding the security of Korea’s future from one particular kind of catastrophic threat,
thereby playing an indispensable role in guaranteeing Korea’s future survival as a society.
When a particular future vision — whether that is Korean unification or a natural disaster
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— undergoes professionalization, it undergoes this very multi-dimensional process, as I
demonstrate throughout this dissertation. In fact, growing anthropological scholarship that
attends to groups of actors — from Israel to Sri Lanka — who are anticipating futures offer us
important insights on the professionalization of futures. Samimian-Darash’s (2016) ethnographic
study of Israeli ‘scenario-based preparedness exercises’ specifically looks at Israeli’s Turning
Point (2007—), an annual scenario-based event that mobilizes all of Israeli state apparatuses and
citizens. This “largest scenario-based exercise of its kind” addresses any possible threat to
Israeli’s national future, from terrorism, war, to natural disaster (2016:359; see Anderson 2010
on scenario as ‘performing the future’). Through the course of “seven wars and ongoing conflict
with its Palestinian neighbors” in its nearly seven decades of national existence, Israel is a nation
in “a chronic mode of preparedness” for the uncertain future, envisioned to be dangerous for an
indefinite period of time with any number of catastrophic scenarios that threaten the survival of
the nation (2016: 365, 381). Samimian-Darash’s work highlights for us how in the process of
professionalizing futures, anticipations of the future may become dominated by a particular
register of futurity (“scenario”) and logic of thinking (“preparedness”) that can dictate a nation’s
approach to the future, possibly at the expense of other forms or types of anticipatory action (see
Chapter 1 and 2).
Caduff demonstrates how Americans, in the collective national anticipation of a
devastating flu pandemic, were interpellated into homo nationalis whose ethical duty would be to
act, i.e. to be prepared: “pandemic preparedness was promoted in the United States as a political
necessity, a social responsibility, and a patriotic duty… preparedness took the shape of a national
aspiration, but it also appeared as a unique opportunity to demonstrate the value of good global
citizenship in a world of emerging infectious diseases” (Caduff 2015:12). (See also Masco
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[2006, 2014] on how the American anticipation of a future nuclear or terrorist attack in the
context of either the Cold War or the War on Terror became the basis of American nationbuilding: “nation building through confronting an existential danger” [2014:5]). Caduff’s work
suggests that as futures undergo professionalization, social actors are demanded to see it as a
“necessity, “ responsibility,” “duty,” and “good global citizenship” to anticipate that future in a
strategic, professional fashion; it is simply not responsible to passively wait for the future to
arrive without taking any actions in the present to be ready. This ethos of necessity and
responsibility partly explains the careers, energies, resources, and aspirations that become
devoted and invested into the project of professionally anticipating futures that I attend to in this
dissertation.
Choi (2015) traces the emergence of ‘disaster nationalism’ in Sri Lanka (in the aftermath
of the 2004 tsunami), a state-sponsored nationalism based on the anticipation of natural disaster
scenarios that are “‘ever-present’ threats to the stability of the nation,” making Sri Lanka “one
nation, under disaster” (288-290; see also Knowles 2011).14 For Choi, anticipation of future
threats to the nation is a ‘structure of feeling’ and a ‘state of being’ encompassing both state and
society, highly “productive” of anticipatory “relations, practices, and infrastructures” that make
“a Sri Lankan nation prepared for disaster” (2015:289). Her work particularly highlights how
anticipations of a disastrous national future is not only a state-sponsored national project (“the
always dangerous future” that is “crucial to the imaginary of the nation” [2015:290]), but also a
vigilant way of life toward the future adopted by Sri Lankan people that far surpass state control;
14

“Introduction of new disaster management institutions, logics, and technologies” in Sri Lanka, post-tsunami, is a
similar phenomenon to that described by Knowles (2011) in the case of post-9/11 United States. Knowles traces the
rise of “disaster experts” – an interdisciplinary group made up of ‘experts’ from both public and private sectors, or
“specialists in predicting the unpredictable and managing the unmanageable” (3) – in the aftermath of the terrorist
attack on September 11, 2001. Knowles examines the interplay of knowledge and action involved in future-oriented
disaster management; he particularly notes that increase of knowledge does not improve our ability to prevent future
disasters if it does not translate into effective action (for instance, due to conflicts among experts with different
motivations, stakes, etc. [2011:11]).
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“state attempts to control the future remain in constant tension with the attitudes and opinions of
people who have been affected by both the tsunami and war” (2015:302). Her insight
demonstrates that anticipations of the future can not be fully directed or completely managed by
one group of actors — however powerfully they may be located in the state apparatus — because
the on-the-ground reality is a much messier social field populated by different groups with
varying motivations and stakes, as we see in the case of South Korean unification preparation.
When a future undergoes professionalization, it can result in a complex network of professional
actors — spanning both state and society — that may share the objective of securing the nation’s
future, for instance, but may significantly differ in their priorities and aspirations.
In short, anthropologists are starting to note the rise of future-oriented governing projects
around the world that require professionalized labor: collaborative efforts that organize and
mobilize state actors, ordinary citizens, public health officials, national security experts, and
more into specialized professional networks of labor and expertise. The analytical lens of
professionalization proposed in this dissertation can offer anthropologists studying different
ethnographic cases a shared vocabulary to discuss parallels and convergences across time and
space. From Korea to Israel, we are seeing how when future visions undergo the process of
professionalization, they may produce a messy social, professional field of competing interests
and goals; mobilize based on the ethos of necessity and responsibility that demands action to be
taken in the present; and be dominated by a particular register of futurity or logic of thinking that
can shape the direction of the professional field by privileging particular types of anticipatory
actions over others.
Lastly, this dissertation’s analytical attention to the process of professionalizing futures
suggests an ethnographically grounded theoretical explanation for how and why certain futures
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have such enduring presence. In other words, we can think through the question of durability of
futures through the lens of professionalization. I propose that some futures that manage to pass
the test of time are the ones that undergo processes of professionalization by a group of invested
actors. It is not that some futures are just more affectively powerful or logically compelling than
others that explains why they survive the test of time; it can be the process of professionalization
that imbue some futures with such an enduring quality. In Caduff’s ethnographic examination of
U.S. preparations for a pandemic, he demonstrates that even when the dramatic event that
Americans were preparing for did not arrive, “the race to avert it carried on”: “paradoxically, it
was the absence of disease that made preparedness a permanent project” (2015:2). Caduff argues
that, “constantly confronted with the never-quite-arriving point,” “eternal deferral makes eternal
expectation possible “ (2015:22-24, emphasis added). My work extends Caduff’s work by
asking: do all eternally deferred futures maintain eternal expectations? In fact, many more
futures disappear when they continue to be deferred. So which ones survive the test of time? This
dissertation, in other words, attends to the process of professionalization that can keep a
constantly deferring future alive. I explain how futures that undergo such a process of
professionalization can endure because of the social networks and vested interests that emerge
out the very process of professionalization.

Why an Ethnographic Study of Unification Preparation: Methodologically Driven
Contribution to Korean Unification Studies
Conducting Fieldwork during a Time of Change and Uncertainty
This dissertation draws on approximately sixteen months of ethnographic fieldwork in
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Seoul spanning 2015 to 2018.15 Ethnographic data collected include field notes from participantobservation sessions, recordings and transcripts of unstructured interviews, photographs, reports,
articles, books, films, posters, and more from my time interning in the field, attending field
events, networking with field professionals, and monitoring the South Korean media on the topic
of ‘North Korea’ and ‘Korean unification.’ The bulk of the fieldwork for this research project
occurred between September 2017 to August 2018 when I worked as an intern at “UPI” (a
pseudonym), one of the largest non-state unification preparation groups that focus on ‘unification
media.’ I periodically visited and interviewed other unification preparation groups and experts to
obtain a broader understanding of the field at large. However, because most of my time in the
field was spent at UPI, it is inevitable that my understanding of unification preparation labor is
colored (and limited) by the particular approach taken by UPI (see more in the next section of
this Introduction about UPI.)
Looking back on the year between 2017 and 2018, I was extremely fortunate to have
been in Seoul during what was a remarkably historic time period marked by changes and
uncertainties on several levels and dimensions. First of all, in May of 2017, a progressive
administration was voted in after a decade of of conservative, right-wing presidencies16; this
dramatic shift in power translated to new approaches and different priorities to inter-Korean
relations and started a ripple effect that was felt across the unification preparation field.
Moreover, when I arrived in Seoul in the fall of 2017, there was fearful talk of a possible war on
the Korean peninsula, as North Korea ramped up its missile and nuclear capabilities. However,
15

This includes two summers of preliminary fieldwork in 2015 and 2016, and an intensive period of fieldwork from
September 2017 to August 2018. Funding from Fulbright, Social Science Research Council, and Harvard University
has made this research possible. This research has received approval from the Institutional Review Board at Harvard
University.
16
In late 2016 to early 2017, President Park Geun-hye was impeached (and later convicted) after months of
Candlelight Protests that accused her of engaging in corruption and abusing her power. She is the first President to
be removed from office in South Korean history, and is currently serving her twenty-year prison sentence.
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in early 2018, the general tone of inter-Korean relations remarkably shifted from war to peace,
particularly after the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics in February and the Inter-Korean Summit in
April. Much to my surprise, I discovered that such unexpected swings between war and peace
confounded even the experts who have been around for decades; experts and ordinary South
Koreans alike struggled to make sense of the sudden changes in inter-Korean relations. Doing
fieldwork during such a historic time of changes, I was able to closely witness and experience
how a sense of confusion and uncertainty infuses every corner of the labor of unification
preparation. However, I also learned that such turbulence and uneasiness were not temporally
delimited to the historic times of 2017-2018; it was a normalized structure of feeling that does
not demoralize unification preparation professionals who have grown accustomed to this state of
affairs, when taking into account the decades-long history of surprises and vagaries in interKorean relations and the difficulty of knowing North Korea (see Chapters 4 and 5). While
working as an intern at UPI, I was able to simultaneously observe see how a single group
involved in the project of unification preparation – with its own positionality and character in the
larger South Korean unification preparation landscape – navigated this torrent of changes by
adapting their institutional activities and strategies, while also being able to attend to the ‘real
people’ – with their own personal histories, motivations, and aspirations – who are navigating
their professional careers in these time of uncertainties.
Developing an Ethnographic Approach to Studying the Future of Korean Unification
The ethnographic approach to Korean unification taken in this research draws on recent
social scientific scholarship that offers us useful methodological models on how to
ethnographically study human engagements with the future. Anthropologists of Korea, for
instance, have demonstrated how futures are engaged through rituals (Kendall 2009), bodies
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(Harkness 2014), objects (Harkness 2013), and projects (Park and Abelmann 2004).17
Geographer Anderson (2010) proposes that anticipatory action can be studied by paying attention
to “styles” (“statements that problematize ‘the future’ in particular ways, conditioning how it
may be anticipated and acted on” [780]), “logics” (e.g. precaution, preemption, preparedness),
and “practices.” In particular, he proposes three types of future-oriented practices – calculating
futures (enumerating futures using graphs and models), imagining futures (narrating the future
through stories and forecasts), and performing futures (embodying ‘as if’ futures by play-acting
in simulations and exercises) – that are empirically observable during ethnographic fieldwork,
making ‘absent’ futures ‘present’ for ethnographers. Against critics who argue that researchers
cannot study imaginations of the ‘future’ that are in people’s heads, sociologist Mische (2014)
17

Kendall (2009) looks at how shamanic rituals, although publicly shamed into the ‘pre-modern’ national past,
continue to be the private means through which some Koreans ensure future prosperity in a precarious economic
terrain (see Chapter 5, “Korean Shamans and the Spirits of Capitalism.”) Such shamanic rituals were particularly
prominent during the time of Kendall’s research in the ‘IMF sidae’ (i.e. ‘the IMF era,’ Korea’s moniker for the
Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s), considered a time of national and personal “crisis,” when South Koreans
experienced “the pervasive sense of powerlessness” as “the future was illegible” (2009:145). During this time,
Kendall notes that Koreans felt they had no control over the seemingly vast economic market, and it was shamanic
rituals that became “a means of apprehending, of attempting to exert some control over seemingly arbitrary market
motion” (2009:152). In other words, culturally familiar rituals become social occasions through which actors
express anxieties about their lack of control over their future and articulate aspirations to survive in the vast, volatile
world. On the other hand, Harkness (2014) examines how the cultivation of a Korean Christian “clean” voice – as
“the emblem of personal and national advancement” (2014:9) – embodies Korean Christian aspiration toward a
future in which Korea progresses to become an advanced Christian nation. Harkness (2013) also studies how the
production and consumption of “softer” soju (i.e., lower alcohol content of Korea’s representative alcoholic drink)
articulates South Korea’s move from a hard, male-centered past to a soft, female-accommodating future, charting a
new model for gendered sociability. In his work, we see how abstract qualities like ‘cleanness’ and ‘softness’
become “culturally regimented” and “socially realized” as qualia, “the actual instantiations of quality” (2013:14-15).
It is through such socio-cultural “instantiations of quality” like softness and cleanness that particular Korean
aspirations toward the future are meaningfully communicated in a semiotic community. Importantly, his work brings
our attention to how such future-oriented aspirations can be embodied (in the human voice) or objectified (in an
alcoholic drink). Next, Park and Abelmann (2004) view English education as a productive site in which mothers, as
educational managers, ensure the future success of their children, and in extension, Korea’s future survival in a
globally competitive stage. Here, I pay particular focus on their theorization of English education management as an
“inter-generational, gendered project” (645, emphasis added). Munn’s notion of ‘temporalization’ (1992:116) is
premised on the notion of temporal projects. In any such project, “particular temporal dimensions may be the foci of
attention,” which in the case of these mothers’ projects is the children’s future (and Korea’s future in the era of
segyehwa [globalization]). As they point out, long-term future-oriented projects are often inter-generational,
requiring the sacrifice and investment of the present generation into the future generation. In short, anthropologists
have successfully located empirically accessible sites – from shamanic ritual, human voice, alcoholic drink, to
English education – in which Koreans pitch forward into the future. By analyzing social rituals, embodied
enactment, objectified materialization, and generational projects, anthropologists have insightfully identified
anthropological means by which South Koreans have engaged with their personal and national futures.
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offers us “sites of hyperprojectivity” as particularly productive research zones in which the
‘future’ comes to be a salient topic of inter/action. At “sites of hyperprojectivity” – institutional
settings engaged in unification preparation, for instance – future projections (‘in our heads’)
develop collectively via communicative interactions among various actors; these future
projections are externalized in narrative, performative, and material forms that are analyzable by
the researcher. For instance, national futures can be made present through numbers produced by
‘office scientists,’ which are then made visible to the general public through tables, charts, and
graphs (see Greenhalgh 2008).18 It was by drawing on these methodological models and
strategies that I was able to conduct ethnographic fieldwork about ‘the future of Korean
unification,’ a subject that was absent and present at the same time.
The ethnographic methodology taken in this research has been developed as a corrective
to the existing scholarship on Korean unification. In other words, my contribution to Korean
unification studies is driven from a methodological intervention. The large amount of Korean
and English-language scholarship on Korean unification is mostly dominated by approaches
from political science (e.g. Pollack and Lee 1999; Wolf and Akramov 2005; Bae et al. 2014; Cha
2014). Reflecting the disciplinary perspectives of political science, the dominant strands in this
body of scholarship take a state-centric view on inter-Korean relations and the global geopolitics
surrounding the future of the Korean peninsula, with a focus on how a Korean unification might
affect the ‘national security’ and/or ‘national interest’ of the various parties involved.19 For
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Greenhalgh’s ethnography looks at scientists and politicians who aimed to control the future growth of the
Chinese population in order to ensure a prosperous future for the Chinese nation; they pursue this national project by
making the ‘absent’ Chinese future ‘present’ through numbers and graphs. To be specific, she examines how ‘office
scientists’ produce facts and narratives (“sets of facts composed into scientific stories”); numbers and numerical
inscriptions (“tables, figures, charts, and so forth”); and calculations and calculative technologies (“equations,
projections, and the like”) that are mobilized in scientific practices such as 1) quantification and statisticalization; 2)
visualization and scientific inscriptions; and 3) categorization and comparison (Greenhalgh 2008:15-16, 109-110).
19
For instance, Bae et al. (2014) uses survey data of ‘Korea experts’ from several nation-states (United States,
China, Japan, and Russia), with the objective of understanding how they perceive a unified Korean peninsula. Such
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instance, Hwang’s (2014) overview of research trends on the topic of Korean unification in the
Korean-language scholarship20 demonstrates that such ‘state-centric’ studies have mostly
focused on the international geopolitics surrounding the Korean peninsula (mainly involving the
U.S., China, Russia, and Japan); economic calculations of the costs and benefits of Korean
unification; political analyses about the North Korean regime and inter-Korean state relations,
including their respective ‘unification policies’ (see also Choi and Lee 2008, Park 2014); and
comparative studies with other divided/unified nations (e.g. Germany, Vietnam, and Yemen, but
mostly Germany).21 (See also Kim [2010]’s similar overview of the existing scholarship [2010:13].)22
Some small pockets of non-political science research on Korean unification do exist. First
is policy-oriented research on concrete issues facing a unified Korean future, coming out of
fields ranging from urban planning to public health: can Seoul and Pyongyang be integrated into
a single mega-city in a unified Korea (Min 2014), where should the capital of a reunified Korea
be located (Richardson and Bae 2009),23 and what can we learn from the German experience of

research takes an international relations approach, paying attention to how different nations with vested interests in
the Korean peninsula are evolving over time with, for instance, ‘the rise of China’ or the U.S.’s ‘Pivot to Asia.’ In
particular, how Korea is “sandwiched between the U.S. and China” and how Korea should manage itself between
the two is a prominent concern in the policy-oriented scholarship (Bae et. al 2014:12-13). See also Hwang (2014)
who argues that “only when both the United States and China see Korean unification in a positive light, can it be
accepted internationally” (2014:8).
20
Hwang overviews unification-related scholarship coming out of the government-funded Korea Institute for
National Unification (KINU) and Seoul National University’s Institute for Peace and Unification Studies (IPUS),
qualifying that although “these two institutions do not represent all the unification-related studies in Korea…it is
possible to show the main trend of unification because they are two major institutes, either government-funded or
university-related, that have focused on the unification studies” (2014:56).
21
See Borneman (2007) for an anthropologist’s comparison between Germany and Korea.
22
Kim (2010:1-3) describes six topics of research interest: 1) international relations politics (with the usual cast of
characters); 2) unification policies of the two Koreas and inter-Korean relations; 3) possible “methods or solutions
for Korean unification”; 4) (North) Korean “strategies and tactics”; 5) specific topics of interest, such as the North
Korean nuclear program or the economic cost of Korean unification; 6) comparison among “divided or partitioned
nations” (Germany, Vietnam, Yemen, China, etc.).
23
Acknowledging that “[they] have no idea if, or when, reunification will occur,” Richardson and Bae discuss four
possible options (Seoul, Pyongyang, Sejong, and Kaesong), concluding “Seoul will remain the national capital after
reunification” (2009:67-68). Authors admit that because there is so much uncertainty surrounding the future of
reunification, their research is highly conjectural (2009:74).
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unifying different healthcare systems (Ryu 2013)? Next, some sociological research has been
conducted on local groups engaged in unification issues; Kim, Cho, and Jeong (2011) is a social
network analysis of South Korean “progressive,” “moderate,” and “conservative” NGOs
involved in unification issues.24 (See also Koo 2011 for a sociological analysis of South Korean
civil society’s unification movement as a ‘social movement.’) Lastly, few scholars have also
examined South Korean futures explicitly, deriving from these scholars’ intellectual interest in
future studies (e.g. Collins 2013, Son 2013a, 2013b). Son, for instance, examines five alternative
future scenarios for the year 2030 (2013a). Out of the five, a peaceful unification with North
Korea is discussed as the “preferred future scenario” and a “dream come true” (2013a:27).25
In summary, a critical examination of the existing mainstream scholarship on Korean
unification reveals that a major assumption that re-appears is that unification is a future event
involving nation-states. 26In contrast, this dissertation’s ethnographic methodology of focusing
on “unification preparation” — a domain of contemporary South Korean society populated with
both state and non-state actors who professionally engage with ‘unification’ in the here-and-now
— can lead us to a different understanding of unification that is more empirically reflective of
the place of unification in contemporary South Korea. When Korean unification is approached
24

On a related note, Hwang (2014)’s critique of the state-centric scholarship on unification concludes that more
research needs to be done a more variety of actors involved in Korean unification (NGOs, IOs).
25
Son’s (2013a) scenarios include: 1) Republic of Samsung (status-quo), 2) the great Han River flood (global
warming), 3) the big human global family phenomenon (growing multiculturalism and cosmopolitanism), 4) age of
biotechnology (super-ageing society), and 5) “unification as a dream come true.”
26
Other recurring assumptions include: 1) Unification does not just concern the two Koreas; since Korean
unification will change the geopolitics of Northeast Asia and beyond, Korea will need the support of China, U.S.,
Japan, and Russia. 2) Historical experiences of other divided/unified nations (namely, Germany) provide lessons and
insights for Korea. (A common conclusion in the scholarship is that Germany was ‘not prepared’ and learning from
Germany’s case, Korea should be better prepared for all possible scenarios. For instance, in describing the hasty
unification of the two Germanies, Habermas (1996) argues that “a way of proceeding which permitted broader
discussion and opinion formation, as well as more extensive – and, above all, better prepared – participation of the
public, would have included citizens in both East and West in the eventual responsibility for the process” [12] See
also Grinker [1998:xv].) 3) And lastly, unification can be both a crisis and opportunity, both politically and
economically, but ‘preparation’ can be taken to ensure that it benefits all parties involved. In fact, if unification is
‘prepared,’ it can make Korea into “a Great power Korea (GK)” (Bae et. al 2014:14): “a unified Korea would no
longer be a ‘shrimp among a herd of whales’” (Bae et. al 2014:26).
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through an ethnographic study of “unification preparation,” this methodological intervention
leads us to a re-conceptualization of ‘unification’ not only as a future event involving nation-state
actors, but also as a process that interweaves the national present and future (and, of course, the
past), involving a much broader, more complicated range of state and non-state actors.
Throughout this dissertation, I demonstrate how by becoming professionalized under the logic of
preparing for a scenario, Korean unification is not just a distant future event, but a present reality
for many South Koreans who make a living engaging with it. By way of a methodological
intervention, this research arrives at a conceptual re-thinking of Korean unification that
foregrounds its processual nature.
Last but not least, this research is also a timely empirical contribution to anthropological
studies on the topic of Korean unification. The anthropological scholarship on Korean
unification has so far been surprisingly small. Although the future prospect of unification is
broached in a number of ethnographic works (e.g. Jager 2003, Kim-Paik 2007, Freeman 2011,
Kim 2016),27 few anthropologists have taken a focused look at future unification as Grinker
(1998) and Collins (2013) have done. Although both approach the issue of future unification
from different analytical traditions – psychoanalytic approaches for Grinker, future studies for
Collins – both agree it is a difficult task for South Koreans to imagine a unified Korea. Grinker
argues that South Koreans’ reluctance to admit that unified Korea would have to be a
heterogeneous, diverse Korea makes imagining a unified Korea a challenging undertaking, so
27

Jager (2003) has looked at nationalistic discourses on division/unification and the trope of separated/reunited
lovers (cf. Grinker [1999] on the trope of separated/reunited families.) Paik-Kim (2007)’s work on the public
reunions of separated families (isan’gajok) touches on how reunited families came to be seeen as hope for a unified
Korea. Freeman (2011: 44-45) has noted the connections between Northeast China, Chosunjok (ethnic Koreans in
China), and unification: e.g. marriages between South Korean rural men and Chosunjok women were seen as the
‘reunification’ of a divided ethnic people; Northeast China (populated by Chosunjok) was also seen as “a place to
hone… strategies of economic expansion, democratization and Christian proselytizing for eventual application to
North Korea.” Kim’s (2016) examination of the demilitarized zone shows how national division has left an
ecological landscape that continues to affect local life and is suffused with hopes for reunification (e.g.
“reunification villages”).
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“[South Koreans] cannot begin to take the practical… steps necessary to unify the nation”
(1998:xii). A more recent work by Collins argues that “Korean unification is sought after by
most Koreans yet speculations about the social and cultural changes it might bring are almost
absent” (2013:119). By arguing that there are “limits of [South Korean] imagination regarding
what the future will hold for South Korea,” Collins concludes that “there is little in the way of
solid prognostication in the imaginings of a postunification Korea” (2013:119-120). In short,
both Grinker and Collins argue that because imagining a unified Korea is imagining the end of
the world as most South Koreans know it – not only “[has] south Korea become a nation in
which nearly all aspects of …identity are defined in opposition to north Korea” (Grinker
1998:8); “unification will mean the end of two well-developed systems, along with the of the
ways of life built upon them” (Collins 2013:140) – South Koreans find it nearly impossible to
imagine a unified Korea28. Empirically following up on these pioneering studies, this
ethnographic study of South Korean “unification preparation” offers us important new empirical
evidence that since their time of research, many South Koreans have begun to engage in the
professional labor of imagining and planning the future of unified Korea via a new genre of
anticipatory action called “unification preparation.”

Korean Division and Unification in the Everyday Life in Seoul
“…the DMZ at times feels like the ocean. As though we live not on a peninsula but on an island.
And as this peculiar situation has continued for 60 years, South Koreans have reluctantly become
accustomed to a taut and contradictory sensation of indifference and tension…”
— author Han Kang in a New York Times op-ed29 on October 7, 2017

28

Unlike Grinker who sees the utopian vision of unification – the recovery of ethnic homogeneity – as the obstacle
to a practical, realistic unification, Collins sees in the few creative attempts (e.g. by writers, filmmakers, etc.) to
imagine a unified Korea – either utopian or dystopian – the revolutionary, hopeful potential to propose a radically
different world from the present.
29
“While the U.S. Talks of War, South Korea Shudders,” New York Times (Oct 7, 2017).
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In addition to participating in the professional labor of unification preparation, I
attempted to experience ‘North Korea’ and ‘Korean unification’ as the average South Korean
would. Turning on the television at 8 or 9 o’clock to watch the daily evening news on KBS or
JTBC, I was bound to hear at least one or two news items on the issue of North Korea; it was
often the first and biggest news item of the hour. With President Trump threatening war in his
battle of wits with ‘the Rocket Man,’ the Pyeongchang Olympics, and the Inter-Korean summits
— just to name a few — all happening in the span of one year, North Korea and prospects of
peace and/or unification on the Korean peninsula were one of the major news items throughout
the year.30
Figure 5: ‘Korean Unification’ in South Korean Social Media

(Left) An Instagram humor post on Korean unification / (Right) A Facebook profile photo of a
former Minister of Unification.
30

One of the most popular current affairs show in South Korea at the time, Ssŏlchŏn — a weekly show dissecting
and debating the most important news items of the week — regularly devoted the weekly airtime to issues on North
Korea and Korean unification. For example: September 7th 2017’s show was dedicated to understanding North
Korea’s sixth nuclear test and whether this crossed the ‘red line’ set by the new Moon administration; November
30th 2017 episode was dedicated to explaining the widely publicized (and sensationalized) story of the North Korean
soldier who ran across the Joint Security Area (JSA) in the demilitarized zone (DMZ) to the south, with a hail of
bullets following him. In May-June 2018, during the historic North Korea-U.S. Summit in Singapore, five
consecutive weeks were devoted to the issue, with former Ministry of Unification Lee Jong-seok joining the show
for several episodes.
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Scanning through the latest films in movie theaters in Sinchon and Gangnam, it was the
release of films like Steel Rain (2017), Illang (2018), and The Spy Gone North (2018) — a
distinctly South Korean film genre that dramatizes Korean division and unification — that
repeatedly caught my eye. And scrolling through Instagram’s humor pages, I would witness how
one South Korean jokester writes that “I hope unification happens on July 24, 2020… because
that’s the day of the Opening Ceremony for the Tokyo Olympics, and the whole world will have
their eye on Korea instead” (March 6, 2018). (Of course, little did this jokester know in 2018 that
the arrival of a global pandemic in 2020 would postpone the Tokyo Olympics such that July 24,
2020 would no longer be the date of the Opening Ceremony.) One interlocutor — a former
Minister of Unification, in fact — even made this humorous poster the profile picture on his
Facebook profile: a poster that states “I’m tired of drawing posters. Unify already.” Most South
Koreans are familiar with the much-dreaded homework of having to draw various “posters”
(p’osŭt’ŏ) in their elementary school years, with ‘unification’ being one of the most popular
themes.
As most observers of South Korea would agree, ‘unification’ has become both a heavy
and light topic in South Korea, a topic circulating in both news headlines and humorous jokes. It
is also a subject that seems pervasive at times, but at other times, invisible when South Koreans
are busy going about their everyday business of going to school and work. As the prominent
South Korean author Han Kang31 writes, it is a “peculiar situation” that has lasted for decades
where South Koreans are both completely aware (and constantly made aware through state
policy and national media) of the ongoing tensions of division and relatively indifferent to the
‘North Korea problem’ in their individual lives. In sharp contrast, it was by entering the lives of

31

Han Kang (1970 — ) is a South Korean writer who is most famous for winning the Man Booker International
Prize for fiction in 2016 for her novel The Vegetarian.
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unification preparation professionals who engage with the possibility of Korean unification day
in and out that I started to see how this possible future scenario is, — to some South Koreans —
not something you overhear on the night news or joke about with friends, but a future scenario
that is the central focus of your professional life. It was by contrasting the non-professional’s
experience of North Korea and Korean unification to that of those who work at UPI that made
me as an ethnographer see more clearly how different things can be when something becomes
the stuff of your job, as we will see in the next section where I finally introduce UPI up close.

“UPI” and Unification Media: Description of the Major Field Site
The strength of ethnography is its focus on the particulars; and because of the broad
range of activities and actors involved in unification preparation, it is more productive and
illuminating to focus our attention on one particular institution and its distinctive approach to
unification preparation. By using the case of UPI, an NGO group specializing in the sub-field of
unification media, I describe what professional labor organized around the logic of unification
preparation looks like on the ground and who the ‘real people’ engaged in unification preparation
are like. Because many ethnographic vignettes and insights in the body chapters draw on my
fieldwork experience at UPI, I offer here a comprehensive overview of this particular institution
that I spent a year interning between September 2017 and August 2018.
Located in the Mapo district of Seoul, UPI specializes “unification media” (t’ongil mijiŏ)
with a staff of approximately 25 to 30 employees that are divided into four work teams: news,
radio, video, and operations team. Using text, sound, and video, UPI engages in multi-media
work that aims to promote change in North Korea and prepare for a unified Korean peninsula.
This multi-media consortium group was formed in 2014 when four smaller groups (each
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focusing on radio, news, or video) came together as one. Although UPI may have been officially
established in 2014, most of its leadership roles are occupied by those who worked in one of the
four smaller groups that started in the 2000s. The two radio groups that joined UPI, for instance,
can trace their institutional histories back to the early 2000s when several small groups of South
Koreans activists started to produce radio broadcasts intended for North Korean listeners. The
four groups joined forces when they acknowledged that although each specialized in a different
form of media production, they shared a commitment to ‘unification media’ and could achieve
more by combining their human and non-human resources.
Demographic Groups
UPI consists of three major demographic groups: first is the senior leadership, mostly
made up of those in their late 30s to early 50s who have worked in the field for longer than a
decade. Many of them share a past of participating in pro-democracy movements as “student
activists” (undonggwŏn) in the 1980s and 90s, a past that continues to shape their collective
ethos of activism and commitment. The second is the new generation of younger staff, mostly in
their mid-20s to early 30s who have worked fewer than five years in the field. Unlike the senior
leadership group, many of these younger staff have particular academic degrees or lifestyle
preferences that attracted them to UPI when they were doing their post-graduate job search. For
instance, a number of the younger staff had studied political science or video production and had
hopes of pursuing careers as news anchors, documentary filmmakers, and media producers; some
of them wanted to work in a NGO, instead of a large corporation. The third demographic group
is the smallest yet one of the most indispensable demographic groups at UPI: North Korean
defectors. All of them work as reporters for the News Team, and leverage their social networks
in North Korea to write news articles. These three character profiles, each representing one of the
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three demographic groups at UPI, offer us a sense of the different motivations, personalities, and
goals for working at UPI:

Figure 6: Character Profiles of UPI Staff
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This interesting demographic diversity at UPI is arguably the source of the complex ideological
identity of this hodgepodge of a group. While many members of the senior leadership have a
leftist past from participating in the student activism movements, North Korean defectors are
generally seen as conservatives in the South Korean political scene for being critical of the North
Korean regime; adding to this mix is the generation of young staff who would much prefer UPI
to be seen as “objective” and “professional.” Regardless of what the nuances are of the internal
dynamics, however, because the nature of some of UPI’s media work – particularly its radio
broadcasts to North Korea – is intended to promote “change” in North Korea,32 I have found that
many field professionals outside of UPI would classify UPI on the conservative side, even
though most of my interlocutors at UPI strive for political neutrality.
Work Teams
Because of the large diversity in activities considered to be unification preparation, it is
highly important to describe UPI’s particular (and limited) approach to the project. The “News
Team” (podoguk) at UPI runs an online newspaper that focuses solely on North Korea and
Korean unification. According to my interlocutors, UPI’s online newspaper has the history of
being the first North Korea-focused Internet newspaper in South Korea (and the world). To put it
simply, the News Team prepares for unification by increasing our knowledge about North Korea,
an important task that aids field professionals in their effort to keep track of changes occurring in
North Korea and reflect those changes in anticipatory plans for a unified Korea. The competitive
edge that UPI has over other – usually larger – media outlets is that it has a pool of secret
informants in North Korea. Through (illegal) phone conversations with these in-country sources,
UPI’s News Team brings information out of North Korea and reports it to the rest of the world.

32

Trying to promote change in North Korea is equated to being critical of North Korea in the local political culture;
it is therefore considered to be a “conservative” (boss) approach to inter-Korean relations.
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Most of the reporters at UPI’s News Team are not formally trained journalists, but they share a
commitment to reporting on North Korea, a topic that is considered both politically sensitive and
practically difficult.33 Some of them even have igonggye (science or engineering) backgrounds,
so they learn how to write news from scratch. “I learn by doing” (hamyŏnsŏ paeunda), a rookie
reporter once explained to me, with a chuckle. North Korean defector reporters also have to learn
from scratch how to write in South Korean journalism. I have learned that it is much harder for
“North Korean defector reporters” (t’albuk kija) because of the linguistic, cultural gaps that have
developed between the two Koreas, making North Korean defector reporters’ articles a routine
target of editorial scrutiny for writing quality by Lee pujang-nim,34 editor-in-chief of the News
Team. (This was a scrutiny that frequently annoyed – and often enraged – the North Korean
defector reporters, and has sometimes led to emotionally charged arguments between the
defector reporters and Lee pujang-nim, creating some uncomfortable moments in the newsroom
for the rest of UPI’s staff.) While they may often be a burden to the editors, North Korean
defector reporters are also the biggest assets of the News Team, however. Having lived in North
Korea, they have the authority to speak ‘the truth’ or ‘the reality’ about North Korea. When there
are so many uncertainties circling around the accuracy and credibility of information on North
Korea, having a few authorities in the office to turn to is important in their line of work. It was a
regular occurrence for me to see a UPI staff member — even the President himself — to turn to
the North Korean defector reporters with all sorts of questions (“does this informant’s story
sound reasonable to you?” “what’s the word North Koreans use to refer to this type of space?”
“would an average North Korean have any experience with this technology? ) on the topic of
North Korea.
33

Many major media outlets in South Korea either have “North Korea/Korean unification specialty reporters”
(t’ongilbukhan chŏnmun’gija), or have reporters rotate to take turns on the North Korea/Korean unification beat.
34
Pujang is a senior managerial job title, while -nim is an honorific suffix added to job titles.
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Some of the news stories have quick turnovers (from idea to article) if the matter is
straightforward or urgent, while others demand a significant amount of time because it requires
long-term, in-depth “investigation” (ch’wijae) and “analysis” (punsŏk). North Korea is not an
easy topic to report on for those living in South Korean who cannot even step foot into North
Korea. At UPI, I detected some level of self-consciousness about being a “North Korea expert
reporter” (pukhan jŏnmun’gija) without having been to the country, while they also doubted that
visiting North Korea — where there is high surveillance of foreign reporters — will yield any
good information.
I have discovered that much creativity is involved in UPI’s efforts to find information
about North Korea that is “news-worthy” (yusŭgŏri). One strategy I regularly witnessed was
reading the North Korean newspapers, Rodong Sinmun. This is the official newspaper published
by the North Korean regime.35 Reading this in South Korea is, in fact, illegal, and the IP address
is blocked due to the National Security Law, a remnant of the Cold War era when North Korea
was (and, to some extent, continues to be) the dangerous Communist enemy. But at UPI, the
PDF scan of Rodong Sinmun is circulated among UPI staff in the online chatroom or online
database every morning. UPI reporters note that there is an art to reading the Rodong Sinmun;
most of the newspaper is pro-Kim Jung Un propaganda, so only a trained, practiced eye would
be able to “read between the lines” (haengganŭl ikta) to find the news stories, glean North
Korean state’s intentions, and learn about the changes taking place in North Korea slowly but
surely.
Another key methodology is talking to North Korean informants residing inside North
Korea through the phone. This is the “competitive edge” (kyŏngjaengnyŏk) that UPI has over
larger traditional media centers in South Korea (Yonhap News, for instance.) Part of UPI’s
35

Rodong Sinmun can be accessed through http://www.rodong.rep.kp/aLhXg/ko/.
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funding is allocated to paying North Koreans living inside North Korea who have access to
Chinese mobile phones that they can use to give the latest information to UPI reporters. Paying
North Koreans for information goes beyond the legal boundaries set by the South Korean state,
and can be very dangerous for those involved: North Korean informants could be imprisoned or
even executed if they are discovered talking to South Korean reporters. In light of the perils and
uncertainties of their reporter-source working relationships, UPI reporters in charge of
cultivating relationships with North Korean informants develop various strategies, such as lying
about who they are in their phone conversations, referring to themselves as “graduate students
who are studying North Korea,” for instance. At UPI, it is usually the North Korean defector
reporters who are responsible for cultivating these relationships, because they can speak the
North Korean dialects and thereby have more success in communicating information with the
informants. They usually find trustworthy, dependable informants through former friends or
acquaintances still living in North Korea. According to my interlocutors, there is an art to
forming and maintaining a strong informant network that can last for years, with the most
important part being building a “relationship of trust” (silloe kwan’gye). Because building trust is
a process that can take months and years of emotional investment that has to happen not face-toface but over phone conversations, operating a strong informant network is a professional and
personal challenge for the reporters. “And not everyone is a good informant,” added Yoon-Mi,
who is on the North Korean market beat, and talks to informants about market trends and
economic changes in North Korea. “Some people have a better sensŭ [“sense”] about newsworthy things happening around them. I also have to train them to remember events in 6ha
wŏnch’ik (“the 6 principles of a news article”: who, what, when, where, how, why) when they
talk to me on the phone.” A good informant network can be a reporter’s biggest asset; when
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Yoon-Mi was offered a job by a bigger media agency that offered her a raise and promotion, she
took her informant network with her when she left.
Other regular sources of information for UPI’s News Team include the Ministry of
Unification, with a designated reporter at UPI who is on the MoU beat as the “reporter who has
official access to the Ministry of Unification” (t’ongilbu ch’uripkija); North Korean defectors
(t’albungmin) living in South Korea; and “North Korea experts” (pukhan chŏnmun’ga) –
researchers, professors, government or corporate people, etc. – who have their own networks of
North Korean information. All in all, my interlocutors at UPI emphasized again and again that
the “North Korean news business is a people business”: it is all about knowing the right people
who have information that is of ‘value’ because it is timely and accurate. A high dependency on
“people,” on the ground, often translates to high uncertainty in who will have the right
information at the right time; with unanticipated changes in the domestic political climate, for
instance, informants who were once placed in inner-circle governmental positions with
privileged access to confidential information may suddenly be out of favor and out of a job,
making them less valuable as a source of information.
The second team at UPI is the “Radio Team” (najioguk). The Radio Team uses shortwave radio (radio transmission that uses short wave – as opposed to medium or long wave –
frequencies) to send in information about the outside world into North Korea. The goal of the
Radio Team is to effect “change in the consciousness of North Korean listeners” (pukhanjuminŭi
ŭisikpyŏnhwa) so that they are more receptive to democratic, capitalistic futures, and prepare for
unification by bridging the cultural, informational gap between North and South Koreans. UPI is
one of the few South Korean NGO media groups that have the funding (mostly U.S. money that
goes to funding groups that work toward “democratization” in countries like North Korea) to
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operate a short-wave radio broadcast to North Korea. The Radio Team is engaged in producing
segments and shows so that UPI can air three hours of radio programming everyday. (Two hours
of the day’s programming is original content, with one hour of re-runs. On the weekends, all
three hours are re-runs of the weekday programming.)
The South Korean government does not openly support or fund groups like UPI, even
though transmitting radio waves from South Korea (e.g. using AM radio transmission) would
drastically improve the reception quality, largely because of the political sensitivity of matter.
The North Korean regime does not want outside information coming into their borders, so for the
South Korean state to publicly acknowledge and actively encourage groups like UPI can be
harmful to friendly inter-Korean relations.) Therefore, UPI resorts to creating the radio content in
their Seoul office, but using foreign transmitting stations in other parts of Asia to send the shortwave radio to North Korea, thereby lowering the quality of reception for their North Korean
listeners. (During my time at UPI, the transmitting station was initially located in Uzbekistan, but
was then re-located to Taiwan when UPI signed a new contract with another foreign radio
transmitting station.) “Shortwave radio frequencies, in theory, can reach anywhere on earth by
bouncing off the ionsphere and rebounding back to earth hundreds and thousands of miles from
their point of origin,” states UPI in its website. But in reality, “shortwave transmissions are both
weak and easily affected by atmospheric conditions, jamming from the North Korean authorities,
and other uncontrollable factors,” making it a highly uncertain endeavor. Several of the senior
staff at UPI monitor the reception everyday to ensure that their radio programming is actually
reaching North Korean listeners, but the reception quality is often very poor and barely
intelligible. Since UPI pays the foreign transmitting station (FTS) to air their radio broadcasts,
the senior staff regularly consults with the FTS when it detects that the reception quality is
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poorer than usual. If the reason for the poor quality is something the FTS can address, the FTI
does so (e.g. changing radio frequencies, implementing technical adjustments), but if the FTI
finds the reason to be jamming by the North Korean state or unexpected atmospheric conditions,
the response is that it is “beyond their control” (pulgahangnyŏk). In other words, the success of
their labor – i.e. reaching the North Korean listeners – is subject to uncertain conditions
everyday, as a combination of various factors beyond UPI’s control determines the transmission
quality.
In the early years of radio broadcasting to North Korea in the 2000s, the radio content
was unapologetically critical of the North Korean state. In the words of Choi t’imjang-nim36, the
leader of UPI’s Operations Team after working in one of the two radio groups that joined UPI in
2014, it was pro-South “propaganda” to counter the North Korean regime’s propaganda; this
early history of producing anti-North propanda may partly explain why UPI continues to be seen
as “conservative” (bosu) in the eyes of many field professionals, despite its institutional
aspiration to be politically neutral. In contrast, UPI takes a markedly different approach to
change the minds and behaviors of North Koreans after UPI’s senior leadership has reached the
conclusion that North Koreans may have more trust of their radio content if it was more
“objective.” In lieu of blatant pro-South, anti-North propaganda-like content, UPI’s Radio Team
now operates under the philosophy that delivering “accurate,” “informative,” and “entertaining”
content is the more effective approach in winning the hearts and minds of North Koreans. UPI’s
Radio Team has two general categories in its radio content: si-sa (news, current affairs) and
kyoyang (educational, entertaining programs). Instead of seeing the “North Korean people” as a
uniform mass, the Radio Team has also been trying to strategically target different sub-groups by
diversifying its content, such as a radio show introducing 20-30s life in South Korea that targets
36

T’imjang is a middle-management job title, while -nim is an honorific suffix added to job titles.
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similar age groups in North Korea or a radio show teaching survival Chinese that targets those
who have plans of defecting to/or have already defected to China. Content creation for North
Korean listeners is creative, imaginative labor because radio producers at UPI cannot directly
know their North Korean listeners, their ‘imagined audience.’ An essential part of their work
involves imagining what their audience will be like (e.g. what are their needs and desires?) and
creatively coming up with radio content that can satisfy the imagined audience. Even though it is
uncertain who is listening to the fruits of their labor (e.g. 25 year old single woman working in
the factory interested in South Korean fashion, or 45 year old businessman looking for
information on China?), radio producers strive to produce content that they hope is promoting
change and preparing for change, one segment and show at a time.
The smallest team at UPI is the “Video Team” (yŏngsangguk), with only three staff
members. Ever since the President of UPI has started to anticipate that video is the future of
media, he has been emphatic in hiring more videographers who can create high-quality video
content for UPI’s website and YouTube channel. Some of the longer documentary-style content
is even printed on DVDs and circulated throughout the field. The products of the Video Team
range from short assemblages of shaky photographs and videos that are taken illegally out of
North Korea and collated together to more visually sophisticated videos that are carefully
planned, filmed, and edited over months of work. While I was at UPI, I was part of Han PDnim37’s documentary project that interviewed North Korean defector women and their children to
document how they slowly adjust to the unfamiliar environment in South Korea. Han PD-nim
was the youngest member of the Video Team who had a passion for filmmaking. She was a
regular guest on the Radio Team’s show that introduced South Korean television and film to
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PD (short for producer) is a job title commonly used to refer to various media producers (especially in television
and radio), while -nim is an honorific suffix added to job titles.
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North Korean listeners, and after work, she regularly attended screenwriting classes. A frequent
lunch companion during my time at UPI, we have spent hours over budaejjigae and kalguksu
talking about our shared love for South Korean television and film and her hopes of one day
becoming a famous documentary filmmaker. Although it remains uncertain whether the Video
Team will slowly overpower the Radio Team in importance as the President predicts for the
future of media and UPI, the small but hardworking Video Team continues its work in the hopes
that the videos uploaded onto UPI’s YouTube channel will reach some of the North Koreans
who have access to the Internet while they study or work abroad.
Last but not least is UPI’s “Operations Team” (samuguk). The Operations Team is
engaged in a broad range of tasks that are vital to UPI’s institutional existence, from fundraising,
budgeting, networking, event planning, office management, donor relations, to public relations.
The Operations Team mainly prepares for unification by providing the necessary logistical and
financial support for UPI’s unification preparation activities. One of the most important
responsibilities of the Operations Team is securing funding for UPI. I was regularly involved in
the writing, editing, and translating of UPI’s funding applications and quarterly reports for major
donor groups that are based in the U.S. Although I spent most of my time in the Operations
Team, I also regularly interacted with the other teams, such as working as a translator for many
of the News Team’s articles for UPI’s English website and appearing as a guest for the Radio
Team on their shows.
The four teams work closely together, with the shared mission of maintaining UPI’s
presence as a leader in unification media. However, from maintaining an informant network in
North Korea, monitoring short-wave radio transmission quality, to interfacing with
representatives of U.S. donor agencies, each of the teams faces its own set of specific
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professional challenges as it struggles to find its way forward. There is no single definition or
direction for “unification media” as the President of UPI openly acknowledges, making it so that
there is clear path that a group engaged in unification media must follow. This makes each week,
month, and year at UPI a series of creative, self-reflexive moves to work with uncertainty at
every step of the murky road that is unification preparation (see more in Chapter 4).
UPI as a Place of Work Colored by its Location in Mangwon-Dong
Finally, it is critical to point out UPI is a place of work that does not exist in isolation
from the space that immediately surrounds it. Like office workers working in cities around the
world, those who work at UPI experience their work lives while they commute on the subway
that brings them to Mangwon Station every morning, look forward to lunch hour to try out new
eateries opening around the office, and go out for drinks after work at the small neighborhood
pubs that mostly cater to local families and businesses. UPI is located in Mangwon-dong in the
Mapo district of Seoul and I found that the everyday experience of working at UPI is intimately
colored by its location in Mangwon-dong.38
As a relatively ‘underdeveloped’ residential neighborhood — lacking the high-rise
38

Mangwon-dong is known for at least two things in the South Korean popular imagination. First is the symbol of
‘old’ Mangwon, Mangwon sijang, the traditional market that is the hub of social and economic life in this largely
residential neighborhood. Mangwon sijang attracts both locals and tourists alike with cheap groceries and tasty
snacks. Small stalls, usually manned by middle-aged women (ajummas) line up a very long, straight street, only a
five minute walking distance from the Mangwon subway station. Mangwon sijang is known for its sweet-and-spicy
fried chicken balls (talgangjŏng), handmade hot noodles (son k’alguksu), and croquettes (korok’e) of various
flavors, just to name a few of the things the sijang is known for. The second thing Mangwon-dong is now famous
for is the symbol of ‘new’ Mangwon, Mangridan-gil. Over the last few years, Mangwon-dong has become an upand-coming hipster neighborhood, with Mangridan-gil as the main attraction that brings in Seoulites from all over
the sprawling city. “Mangridan-gil” was a nickname that was paying homage to the original “hot” street in Seoul
near the Itaewon neighborhood in the Yongsan district, “Gyeongridan-gil.” Interlocutors at UPI would often
comment on how “hot” Mangwon-dong has become over the past few years. Trendy, Instagram-friendly cafes,
bakeries, and restaurants, often with no shop signs (one would only know of its existence through word-of-mouth or
Instagram posts), were popping up all over the neighborhood. Mangwon-dong is a neighborhood that is going
through visible, tangible “change” (even if the reality of that change is gentrification). And those who work at UPI
are closely affected by these local changes, with many of my interlocutors expressing fear of rising rent prices that
may one day force UPI out of Mangwon-dong. Even their lunch prices that were once 5,000 KRW were creeping up
to 7,000 KRW and higher, slowly catching up to the more expensive districts in other parts of Seoul. Whether UPI’s
relatively modest salaries can keep up with the rising cost of living in Mangwon-dong (and Seoul at large) was a
cause for many heated conversations among UPI staff.
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apartment and office buildings one frequently sees all around Seoul — Mangwon-dong is
composed of winding streets that surround the neighborhood’s large traditional market
(Mangwon sijang). My first impression of UPI’s building in Mangwon-dong is that it is nestled
in the middle of nowhere. (My aunt, a resident of Mangwon-dong, was surprised to find UPI
somewhere along the unassuming street that she walks by all the time. For her, it was the street
with “the noodle shop and the elementary school.” Before I pointed it out to her, she had not
once noticed the large blue sign on the building’s exterior that signaled UPI’s presence in her
neighborhood.) In fact, Mangwon-dong is not the type of neighborhood where there is a large
cluster of tall, shiny office buildings like Gwanghwamun or Gangnam. It is a largely residential
neighborhood, with schools, stores, fitness centers, and doctor’s offices.
UPI is housed in a building that is only five floors high without an elevator, typical of the
decades-old buildings one sees in Mangwon-dong. The modest blue sign hanging outside the
building with UPI’s name is the only indication of its existence for the pedestrians and drivers
passing by. On the first floor of the building is a local music school for the neighborhood’s kids
after school, and a men’s clothing boutique (the boutique used to be a candle store, so colleagues
at UPI would often joke that there was always a new business in that spot). UPI uses four floors
in total: the basement, and the second to fourth floors. The owner of the building, a retired old
couple, lives on the fifth floor and does the building upkeep. This is a markedly different
experience of work life than working at an elevator-operated high-rise office building located in
Yeoido or Jongro, parts of Seoul that are commonly known to be the centers of business and
politics in Seoul-centric South Korea. It is in the ‘periphery’ of the city, in the relatively modest
office space in a relatively humble building in Mangwon-dong that the everyday labor of
unification media takes place. Even though UPI’s preparatory work may involve monitoring and
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managing ‘large,’ ‘important’ national and global changes, the everyday experience of work is
intimately shaped by these mundane features of life that spring out of working in a small obscure
building in Mangwon-dong.

Unification Preparation as a Job Preparing for a Scenario
The body chapters hereafter offers an an ethnographically grounded analysis of how
unification preparation has become a job preparing for a future scenario. When Korean
unification became re-conceptualized from a “dream” to a “scenario” (Chapter 1), it gave rise to
a new professional field of labor — “unification preparation” — that anticipates a possible future
scenario. In contemporary South Korea, Korean unification has evolved over time to live on in
two different future registers (dream and scenario), but in the labor of unification preparation, it
predominantly functions as a scenario. Korean-unification-as-scenario is foundational to how
Korean unification has been professionalized into the new professional field of unification
preparation.
Within this professional field of labor, “preparation” (chunbi) became elevated into the
major form of logic and action in anticipating Korean unification as a future scenario. I analyze
how preparation is a shared nationalistic, cultural logic; a expression of collective agency; and a
type of professional labor (Chapter 2). What sets this dissertation apart from existing
interdisciplinary research on Korean unification is this very focus on the concept of
“preparation” (chunbi). At the very core of the notion of unification preparation is that
preparation can determine whether the future is a “blessing” or “catastrophe.” Preparation is
understood to be the critical form of agency and labor toward what is increasingly being
imagined to be a highly uncertain, potentially catastrophic future. This research does not assume
that South Korean anticipations of a Unified Korea is a new empirical phenomenon; however, I
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argue that the increasing emphasis on “preparation” of a future scenario is a significant refashioning of the decades-long ‘dreams’ and ‘wishes’ of Korean unification that deserves close
scholarly attention.
The job description that unifies the diversity of professional activities taken in the name
of unification preparation is cultivating the “unification capacity” of young South Koreans
(Chapter 3). In the professional field of unification preparation, unavoidable conditions of
uncertainty must be creatively managed (Chapter 4). Unification preparation is thus a productive
lens into a distinctly South Korean account of uncertainty. Next, unification preparation as a
professional field of labor has developed its own domain of expertise — what I call an expertise
of ignorance — considering that not even the experts can know North Korea directly or predict
when, how, or if Korean unification will take place (Chapter 5). Professionalization of Korean
unification has gone hand in hand with new forms of expertise that are particular to this emergent
professional field of labor; and this new expertise in unification preparation is about navigating
ignorances (about North Korea, about inter-Korean relations, about the future).
Finally, a major part of the professional labor of unification preparation is generating
relevancy — the quality of being connected — for a future, as we see field professionals
incorporating the recent meteoric rise of “content creation” and the “4th Industrial Revolution”
into their work (Chapter 6). Unification preparation professionals engage in the labor of
generating relevancy for Korean unification that makes Korean unification develop in surprising
directions with contemporaneous socio-cultural trends and movements. A central part of
unification preparation is thus the professional labor of ensuring that Korean unification-asfuture scenario dynamically adapts over time to remain meaningfully relevant in the here-andnow of South Korea.
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Chapter 1:
Re-Conceptualizing Korean Unification as Scenario

The Scenario-fication of Korean Unification in Unification Preparation
The key to understanding unification preparation is this: we must re-conceptualize
Korean unification as a scenario that demands professional planning and preparatory labor. The
idea of a “scenario” (sinario) must first be contrasted with two other dominant paradigms of
futurity. The first is characterized by inevitability: Korean unification as the inevitable “destiny”
of a nation that is only temporarily divided. Within this ethno-nationalistic paradigm that is
thoroughly inspired by the historical memory of the Korean nation’s so-called ‘five-thousand
history,’ division is a temporary historical aberration that will be corrected in due time (see, for
instance, Eckert 2000 on Korea’s “will to greatness”). The second is characterized by the hopeful
anticipation of a more peaceful, prosperous future when the Korean peninsula is finally free from
the threat of war. Within this utopian paradigm, Korean unification is a desirable “dream” that
Koreans must yearn and wait for.
While “destiny” and “dream” have been the most dominant paradigms in South Korean
understandings of Korean unification since national division, I argue that there has been a
notable expansion in approaching unification as a “scenario” in the last two decades. This
emergence of a new register of futurity in the narration, imagination, and management of Korean
unification — intertwined with the increasing professionalization of South Korean labor toward
unification in the form of “preparation” (chunbi) — has important implications for how that
future is experienced, imagined, and acted upon here and now. Here, I begin by presenting the
major arguments of this chapter to provide the intellectual context for the rest of this chapter. In
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the remainder of this chapter, I offer ethnographic evidence that illustrates how Korean
unification simultaneously exists in multiple registers of futurity by focusing on two in
particular: dream and scenario. Finally, I explain how Korean unification has come to be
popularly imagined in the field of unification preparation as two major possible scenarios:
“catastrophe” or “blessing.”
***
What does it mean for a future to be a scenario, rather than a destiny or a dream? In South
Korea, sinario is a English loanword that has no exact equivalent in the native Korean language.
Although it has largely been taken up as a technical term commonly used in professional fields
ranging from film production, policy making, to military planning, sinario has now become a
broadly used vernacular to refer to a hypothetical future possibility. “Unification” (t’ongil) and
“scenario” (sinario) came to be used frequently together since at least the early 2000s, such that
“unification scenario” (t’ongil sinario) has now become common parlance within not only the
field of unification preparation, but also in popular media.
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Figure 1.1: “Unification Scenario” in Popular Media

“The Costs of Two Unification Scenarios”: 1) if North Korea’s per capita income is increased
rapidly, 2) if North Korea’s per capita income is increased gradually. Graph taken from a 2014
Chosun Ilbo news article39.
In the context of South Korea, a sinario first of all involves developing the vague,
amorphous future into concrete hypotheticals, details, and sequences. Whenever Korean
unification enters the realm of scenarios since national division — from military plans to take the
North by force in the 1950s to regime collapse possibilities anticipated since the 1990s — each
aspect of unification’s futurity becomes the target of creative imagination and expert planning. In
contemporary South Korea, this task of imagination and planning has become increasingly
professionalized and also institutionally separated from the state. Since the early 2000s, a
growing number of unification-focused institutions has been established with mission statements
that profess the aim to prepare South Korea for future unification. Alongside longstanding state
agencies such as the Ministry of Unification, these institutions are staffed with professionals who
engage in specialized preparatory labor in sub-fields ranging from unification education to
39

See Chosun Ilbo, 6 January 2014: “Unification is the Future: The Cost of Unification Drastically Drops the More
Slowly We Increase North Korea’s Per Capita Income.”
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unification media. Re-conceptualizing unification as scenario, rather than clearly outlined telos
or hopefully anticipated dream, thus came hand in hand with the professionalization of Korean
unification in the form of “unification preparation.”
Next, for a future to be treated as a scenario, it involves acknowledging the multiplicity
of possible futures — i.e., accepting that there are many possible future scenarios. In the case of
Korean unification, this means no longer seeing Korean unification as a definite, necessary telos
for Korea, but rather as one of the many possibilities that can occur in the national future.
Korean unification qua scenario is thus a significant challenge to the taken-for-granted ethnonational narrative of becoming that assumes Korean unification as the only righteous destiny to a
nation-and-people that was wronged by being divided against its will. Korean unification qua
scenario — especially a potentially catastrophic scenario that can threaten future national
security — is also a significant blow to the utopian dream of Korean unification that
straightforwardly assumes the unified future to be better than the divided present. In this register
shift to a scenario, unification is no longer a vague dream saturated only with positive affect.
Lastly, scenario — unlike a destiny or dream — demands action to be taken in the here
and now. This is not to say that destinies and dreams, as futurological registers, preclude
anticipatory or even proleptic action in the present; rather, that the scenario demands such action.
Once Korean unification came to be culturally enregistered in South Korea — in a process I will
detail in this chapter — as a scenario that is potentially threatening to the national future if not
properly prepared for, it brought about the urgency to act now. The form that this action took was
in the logic, agency, and labor of “preparation” (see Chapter 2).
***
Since its birth as a modern nation-state in 1948, South Korea has enshrined Korean
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unification in its Constitution as a sacred goal of the Republic:

The Republic of Korea shall seek unification and shall formulate and carry out a policy of
peaceful unification based on the principles of freedom and democracy….The President
shall have the duty to pursue sincerely the peaceful unification of the homeland.
Taehanmin’gugŭn t’ongirŭl chihyangamyŏ, chayuminjujŏk kibonjilsŏe ipkakhan
p’yŏngwajŏk t’ongil chŏngch’aegŭl suriphago irŭl ch’ujinhanda.... Taet’ongnyŏngŭn
chogugŭi p’yŏngwajŏk t’ongirŭl wihan sŏngsirhan ŭimurŭl chinda.
And for South Koreans, “even in [their] dreams, [their] wish is Korean unification” (kkumedo
sowŏnŭn t’ongil), as the lyrics go in the popular children’s song about Korean unification “Our
Wish” that was composed around the same time as the Constitution was written. Moreover, the
notion that it is Korea’s destiny to be unified and great can partly be traced, according to Eckert
(2000), to Korea’s national “will to greatness”: “a certain psychic presumption that Korea is
inherently a great nation, both destined and entitled to play a leading role in the history of the
world” (119).40 Such notions of greatness and destiny are not merely ideational, but are
motivational forces that shape actions that are taken in the name of the nation. In the case of
South Korea, President Park Chung-hee’s decades-long drive for Korea’s “modernization”
(kŭndaehwa) was motivated by his belief that Korea will soon be great and join the ranks of
advanced nations (Eckert 2000). Ever since the Korean peninsula was divided in 1945, Korean
unification has long been a sacred national goal draped in the emotional language of
“dreams”and “wishes” or framed in nationalistic ideals of “greatness” and “destiny.”
However, in the professional world of unification preparation, Korean unification is less
sentimental yearning and more strategic practice; less utopian dream, more scenario planning;
less emotion, more action; and less waiting, more preparing. More than seven decades of
40

This “will to greatness” brings to mind 19th century United States’ “manifest destiny,” in which Americans were
entitled and destined to expand across North America.
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uncertainties in inter-Korean relations – marked by unpredictable phases of friendly relations and
provocative actions – have made it so that the future of Korean unification is no longer seen as
an utopian dream or the great destiny, but a future “scenario” that is shrouded in murkiness,
uncertainty, and danger. In light of recent historical developments — from the 1990s revelation
that North Korea is experiencing severe levels of economic difficulty to the growing recognition
that Germany’s so-called ‘unprepared’ unification is suffering from ongoing divisions and
inequalities — ‘Unified Korea’ is undergoing a radical re-conceptualization in 21st century
South Korea to be seen as a dangerous, uncertain future scenario that demands strategic
preparatory labor in the present, especially in the professional world of unification preparation.
When Korean unification came to be seen as a possibly catastrophic future scenario, it was no
longer just the wishful dream of peace-loving activists or the inevitable destiny of the nation
celebrated by patriotic Koreans. It had become a sinario that must be strategically prepared for
by professionals and experts with urgency and foresight.
The “unification preparation” project crystallizes for us what Korean unification has
become over the years: Korean unification has become scenario-fied and professionalized in a
way that prioritizes ‘preparation’ as a major form of logic, agency, and labor. This is certainly
not to say that Korean unification is no longer yearned for by many (generationally older) South
Koreans who still see it as a destiny or dream and wait for it to happen one day longingly. But to
a network of institutions and individuals engaged in unification preparation as professionals,
Korean unification has now become a possible future scenario that demands hard work to be
ready for it. For them, it is not about desirability (of a utopian future, of a great destiny), but
possibility; if there is even the smallest possibility of Korean unification happening, someone
needs to urgently start the work of preparing for it. Whether unification is near or far, there is no
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time for them to idly wait around, when the differences between the two nations are widening
with every passing year and there are new variables and conditions developing everyday that
make the task of anticipating the future evermore difficult.
In the professional labor of unification preparation, professionals do not live for
unification, but live with unification in their work. By becoming professionalized and
institutionalized under the logic of preparing for a scenario, Korean unification is not just a
distant future event, but a present reality for many South Koreans who make a living engaging
with it. Scenario planning in the labor of unification preparation is thus a way of materializing
and realizing the virtual possibility of Korean unification, such that Korean unification is not just
a vague, amorphous future dream but a present reality41 — i.e a scenario that is concretely
orienting the professional lives of some South Koreans.
By paying ethnographic attention to how some working professionals are living with
unification in the present, I complicate popular assumptions and academic understandings about
Korean unification. First is the dominant assumption that Korean unification is an event that
awaits us in the future; this assumption is the starting point of most of of the mainstream political
science/international relations literature that, for instance, investigates how various nation-states
with vested interests in Korean unification perceives the likelihood or desirability of future
Korean unification (e.g. Bae et al. 2014), or policy-oriented scholarship that calculates what the
41

My argument that unification is a present reality brings to mind Park’s work (2015). Park boldly argues that since
in the 1990s, “Korea has already been unified in a transnational form by capital” (2015:ix). In making this argument,
Park explodes the traditional conceptualization of unification: “territorial integration as the normative vision of
Korean ethnic and national sovereignty” (ibid.) She explains that through “flows of people, goods, and ideas
crossing the borders of South Korea, China, and North Korea” (ibid.), Korea has already been unified in “a new
capitalist and democratic order in post-Cold War Asia” (2015:6). Park’s new conceptual approach to Korean
unification is premised on the notion of a “deterritorialized Korea” (2015:7), one in which Korean ethnic and
national sovereignty does not reside only within a territorially bounded space. Similarly to how scenario planning is
a way of materializing the future virtual in the present, flows of transnational capital and people have unified Korea
into a virtually shared space. It is critical to point out, however, that to my interlocutors engaged in unification
preparation, unification continues to be intimately linked to the idea of territorial, political integration; the idea that
one day unification will create a new nation where there are no internal territorial, political borders such as the DMZ
remains at the heart of unification preparation.
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economics costs of future Korean unification may be (e.g. Wolf and Akramov 2015). Second is
the understanding that the idea of Korean unification will fade away with time. Scholars such as
Campbell (2015, 2016), for instance, have argued that Korean unification — an idea that has
traditionally been ungirded by the ethnic nationalism of ‘one Korean people’ — is becoming less
relevant, particularly among the younger generation as South Korean nationalism is becoming
increasingly globalized, based less on ethnicity.42 Ethnographic attention to how Korean
unification is anticipated in the professionalized labor of unification preparation helps us see that
unification is neither just a distant future event nor an idea losing relevancy, but a scenario that is
profoundly motivating and shaping the professional lives of some South Koreans in the hereand-now.
42

Campbell (2015) notes a new South Korean nationalism with ‘globalized’ characteristics among the young
generation. Based on the young generation’s “growing apathy and ambivalence towards unification with North
Korea and antipathy towards North Koreans and ethnic Korean-Chinese living in the South,” and “increasing
numbers of non-ethnic Korean immigrants being accepted and acknowledged as part of the South Korean nation,”
Campbell argues that ethnicity is becoming less important in imagining who is part of the nation, with “modernity,
cosmopolitanism and status” taking ethnicity’s place as chief criterions for evaluating national membership
(2015:483-484, emphasis in original). Although I agree with Campbell that ethnicity has become a less dominant
feature of Korean nationalism for the young generation, there is still support for unification among young
generations based on nationalistic arguments based less on ethnicity. In other words, if ‘unification’ was once solely
based on ethnic arguments (minjokchuŭi), younger generations are arguing for the importance of unification from
various perspectives (economic, religious, political, humanitarian, etc.) that support the ‘progress’ of the Korean
nation on various vectors (economic, geopolitical, moral, spiritual), as discussed in Grinker (1999:66-67). (See also
Lee 2006:132 on how young Koreans who are “not bound by any particular political ideology” – unlike the
generation that experienced Japanese colonialism and national division, or the so-called ‘386’ generation that lived
under authoritarian regimes and democracy movements – are also “strongly motivated to make their nation better.”)
My research has shown that ‘unified Korea’ visions are highly cosmopolitan and global in orientation, with Koreans
asked to imagine taking a train from Seoul to Paris or transforming Korea into transnational hub of Eurasia (see also
Collins 2013:127), which may make young generations with their ‘globalized’ nationalism still support unification.
On the other hand, I add that the continuing importance of ethnic nationalism in unification discourses cannot be
discounted, as seen in the effort to prepare for unification by recruiting the support of ethnic Koreans abroad
(especially in China and U.S.). Campbell does mention that some of her informants supported unification for “the
benefits that South Korea would gain in the event of North and South Korea reuniting, for example, increased power
and prestige or economic growth” (2015:487). Overall, she argues that young South Koreans do not support
unification because of “a fear…[of unification’s] possible social and economic consequences” (2015:490). Although
this is true to some extent, unification is also seen not only as a crisis, but also as an opportunity for positive change
(considering that the status quo is far from ideal): e.g. opportunity to re-boot the slowing economy to solve the
unemployed youth crisis, to increase the population problem from low fertility rates. Considering how sensitive
territorial claims are to conflicts of nationalism (for instance, South Korea’s ongoing conflict with Japan over a
small island between them), there is fear that China will take over North Korea (see Paik 2011:14 on a discussion of
that possibility, along with others) if South Korea does not proactively prepare the stage for a South Korea-led
unification. Young Koreans may seem disinterested in a disruptive, expensive unification, but is adamant against the
possibility of North Korea being absorbed into China, for instance.
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I clarify that the future-orientation of unification preparation is not separable from the
past-orientation of modern South Korean nationalism that mythologizes the Korean nation’s socalled ‘five-thousand year history.’ While some South Koreans (namely, politicians and
educators) may still use this ethno-nationalistic rhetoric to argue that re-unification will return
Korea to the great five-thousand year history of the Korean nation, the expert scenario planning
work of unification preparation professionals that I examine in this research is much less
motivated by such ethno-mythology inspired by the past, and much more driven by practical
national security aspirations that look toward the future to safeguard the nation from possible
threats, such as a catastrophically unprepared unification with a nation/people that is very
different from its own.
This newer conceptualization of Korean unification shifts emphasis from sentiments to
logics. In the labor of unification preparation, Korean unification has become an enduring future
that may not be about sentiments that “Koreans are one people” but logics that demand Korea
should be ready for any possible future scenario that threatens its national security and economy.
Although scholars and practitioners now commonly use the concept of “scenario” to talk about
Korean unification, this dissertation is the first critical interrogation of what it means for Korean
unification to be conceptualized as a future sinario worth preparing for in the present, and how
this new conceptualization is an important departure from seeing it as a dream.

The Dream of Korean Unification in Songs, Clocks, and Paintings
In contrast to the modern English loanword of “scenario” (sinario), the native Korean word
for “dream” (kkum) — i.e not sino-Korean — can be considered one of the most traditional ways
that the future has been perceived and experienced in Korea: e.g. popular cultural beliefs in
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“dreams of the forthcoming conception of a baby” (“pregnancy dreams” [t’aemong]), or the
common use of the word “dream” (kkum) to refer to ‘what you want to be when you grow up.’ In
the case of Korean unification, “unification dream” (t’ongirŭi kkum) draws on the three distinct
meanings of the native Korean word “dream” (kkum). First, ‘dream’ is what one experiences
during the hours of sleeping. Second, ‘dream’ is the ideal state or hopeful goal that one wants to
achieve in the future. Third, ‘dream’ is something that is unlikely to become a reality; Koreans
may say “wake up from your dream” (kkum kkae) to chide someone from foolishly wanting
something unrealistic. The “unification dream” can be what you ‘dream’ about in your sleep
because you yearn for it so much, as we will see in the lyrics to the popular children’s song “Our
Wish” (“even in our dreams, our wish is unification”). Unification is also the utopian future state
and goal of the Korean people that will one day be achieved. Lastly, considering decades of
rocky, unpredictable inter-Korean relations, unification can also seem like a silly dream of fools
who cannot accept that Korean unification has now become impossible. “Dream” as a register of
futurity thus combines the simultaneous experience (dreaming while sleeping), the futurological
anticipation (aspirations and hopes), and the fragile hope (unlikelihood and unreality) of much of
the 20th century conceptualizations of peninsular unification in South Korea.
In this section, I offer three snapshots from contemporary South Korea where we can see
Korean unification’s ongoing presence as a dream, a conceptualization with a decades-long
history that can be traced to the early years of division and continues to be one of the most
powerful register of futurity that shapes popular conceptions of Korean unification.
Scene #1: Sing the Unification Dream… In 1947, two years after Korea was divided, a
children’s song titled “Our Wish” (Uriŭi sowŏn) was composed in Seoul by songwriter Ahn
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Byung-won.43 Even to this day, this children’s song that declares “our wish is unification” (uriŭi
sowŏnŭn t’ongil) is widely taught to young students in school classrooms and sung by musicians
and politicians in public events. When the leaders of the two Koreas — Kim Dae-jung and Kim
Jong-il — met for the first time in 2000 during the first Inter-Korean Summit, it was this very
song that they sung together while holding hands.
Figure 1.2: Singing the Dream of Unification

(Left) Kim Dae-jung and Kim Jong-il sing “Our Wish” in 2000. (Right) Screen shot of the
official music video of “One Dream, One Korea” (2015) on YouTube.
Fast forward seventy years to 2015. To commemorate seventy years of division on the
Korean peninsula and revive hope in a unified Korean future, prominent songwriter Kim Hyungsuk44 produced the song “One Dream, One Korea” (note: the song title is in English), as part of a
state-sponsored project to create “a new unification song for the new millennium” (saesidae
43

The song was composed by Ahn Byung-won (1926-2015) who was then a university student at Seoul National
University. The lyrics to the song were written by his own father Ahn Suk-young, an artist who was known for his
work in illustration and filmmaking. The lyrics to the song originally read as “our wish is liberation” (uriŭi sowŏnŭn
tongnip), but when it became increasingly evident that national division was becoming a more permanent reality in
1947 with separate governments about to be established in the North and South, “liberation” was revised to
“unification.” Ahn worked in South Korea in various leadership roles in children’s music until he immigrated to
Canada in the 1970s.This South Korean children’s song is now also popularly sung in North Korea, particularly after
leftist student activist Lim Su-kyoung famously sang it in North Korea when she attended the 13th World Festival of
Youth and Students that was held in Pyongyang in 1989, without any official permission from the South Korean
government; while Lim was praised in the North with the nickname “Flower of Unification,” she was sentenced to
prison when she returned to the South.
44
Kim Hyung-suk (1966-) is one of the most widely-known songwriters in contemporary South Korea, who has
composed hundreds of popular ballad and dance songs. He is politically progressive and has even created the 2016
campaign song (title: tŏdŏdŏ song) for the Democratic Party, the party of the current President Moon Jae-in.
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t’ongirŭi norae). “One Dream, One Korea” was sung by a large group of singers and politicians:
a star-studded cast of K-pop idols such as BTS and EXO and famous politicians such as Moon
Jae-in (then Party Leader) and Minister of Unification Hong Young-pyo (2015-2017). The
linkage between the two songs is made clear when the lyrics of “One Dream, One Korea” makes
an explicit reference to the phrase “our wish is unification” (uriŭi sowŏn, kŭ sowŏnŭn t’ongil).
As we see in these two songs that span close to seven decades, Korean unification has long
been portrayed as the “wish” and “dream” of the Korean people, a conceptualization of Korean
unification that encourages an affective response of longing and heartache in singers and
listeners alike. In both songs, plural first-person pronouns (such as: we, us, our) are repeatedly
used to position the wish of unification as the shared “dream” of the Korean people: e.g. “our
wish is unification,” “we want to be a family again.” The enduring force of the “dream” register
is made through the collective voice that is cultivated in such songs. The lyrics of both songs
interpellate the singers and listeners into the we/us/our position, so that there is no room to dream
otherwise. Moreover, the future verb tense is used to temporally position unification as a future
event, particularly as a future event that has transformative utopian potential. In “Our Wish,”
unification will save the nation, unification will save the people. In “One Dream, One Korea,”
unification is “that day [when] the morning sun will shine,” a future event that will finally bring
much-awaited light to a dark, divided peninsula.
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Figure 1.3: The Lyrics to “Our Wish” (1947) and “One Dream, One Korea” (2015)

Scene #2: Dream of a New Time…. At the War Memorial of Korea in the Yongsan district
of Seoul, I find a striking bronze monument outside the main building. The monument features
two girls on top of a heap of rusty tanks and weapons, the remnants of war. On top of the
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monument, I see a clock with the numbers 50, 6, and 25. These three numbers express an
important historical event in modern Korean history: the Korean War (1950-1953). This clock,
destroyed by the Korean War, has stopped on June 25, 1950, the day the war erupted. Erected in
2002, this monument of twin clocks “points to a new time (sae sigan) of [the] New Millenium,”
or “ the day of reunification.” Below this monument is the poem “Erecting the Clock Tower”:45

Erecting the Clock Tower

시계탑을 세우면서

Symbolizing War and Peace

전쟁과 평화를 상징하는

A Twin Clock Tower

쌍둥이 시계

Points to a new time of New Millennium

녹슨 무기더미 위

On a pile of rusty arms

새 천년의 새 시간을 가리킨다

Stopped clock wrecked by the Korean War

6.25 전쟁으로 멈춰버린 부서진 시계

Here a Clock Tower is erected

다시 두 소녀의 심장처럼 뛰는

For the day of reunification

통일의 그날을 위하여

Again beating like the hearts of two girls

Next to the statue is another clock: “The Clock46 of Hope for Peaceful Unification.” This clock is

45

The monument and poem were created by Park Ik-Soon, President of the War Memorial of Korea; Lee Ur Ryung,
Chairman of New Millennium Committee; Ahn Pil-Yun, Professor of Kyung-gi University; and Kim Beol-Rea,
Professor of Hong-ik University.
46
Clocks can act as embodiments of the projective chronotopes of ethnonational futurity. For another example, see
Harkness (unpublished MA thesis): “In 1990 the Ministry of Culture declared that “Korea’s future lies in the
promotion of its national culture,” and designated the year 2000 as the beginning of “The Era of Cultural Korea,” as
a part of its 10-year development plan. Around that time, the MCT installed an electronic light board in front of the
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waiting in a glass box. As the dark grey slab of marble stone beneath it explains, “Someday
when unification is realized, this Clock will be put on the Clock Tower, and will indicate the
Time of Unification.” Until the day of reunification, Korea’s time has stopped. Korea is stuck in
June 25, 1950. Korea’s time will start ticking again when a new clock, representing a new time,
is activated with the long-awaited re-unification of the Korean people and land. This Clock
Tower captures what can be described as an ongoing dream in South Korea toward ‘a new time,’
‘a new Korea’ of the future.
This clock monument reminds us of Hung’s (1997) analysis of the Hong Kong Clock
in Tiananmen Square of Beijing, China. The Hong Kong clock announced the number of days
remaining until the resumption of Chinese sovereignty over the city of Hong Kong on July 1st,
1997. By counting down to a highly anticipated future event that will mark an important political
development in the nationalist timeline, a public clock located in a nationally meaningful space
can orient and control the nation’s historiography. The Hong Kong Clock counted down to the
day when modern China has finally completed its revolutionary struggle for independence from
foreign imperial forces: “the return of Hong Kong, the first Chinese city ceded to a foreign
country by the first unequal treaty, will symbolically conclude this revolution” (Hung 1997:336).
By setting up a clock monument in the War Memorial of Korea, the space is designed not only to
remember the Korean War veterans and victims but also to construct a national political
temporality (e.g. war:past, peace:future) that positions unification as a necessary utopian future
event that ‘we’ must all yearn for longingly.

Korean Culture and Arts Foundation in Seoul, which counted the days left until 2000 as the “days left until the
Century of Culture” —a bold marketing move by the state to distinguish Korea’s own millennial countdown from
other countdowns taking place around the world.”
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Figure 1.4: The War Memorial in Seoul

Photos taken by author at the War Memorial of Korea: (Top left) The Clock Tower. (Top right)
Poem accompanying the Clock Tower. (Bottom left) “The Clock of Peaceful Unification”
waiting in a glass box next to the Clock Tower. (Bottom right) “Someday when unification is
realized, this Clock will be put on the Clock Tower, and will indicate the Time of Unification.”
Scene #III: I dream of a utopian future where I can drive from Seoul to Paris… This
painting (see Figure 1.5) brings to the foreground what in South Korea is an ongoing dream of a
utopian future when the Korean peninsula, or hanbando, is finally unified. In this imagined
future, Pyongyang — which is now an inaccessible city for South Koreans — is merely 200 km
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away from Seoul by car. Driving through Pyongyang, you can even reach Beijing, Moscow, and
arrive in Berlin, Paris, without ever getting on an airplane. In the very far distance, you can even
see the small Eiffel Tower beckoning to you invitingly. This cosmopolitan utopian future of
South Korea finally being re-connected to Eurasia — escaping its current status as essentially an
“island nation” (sŏmnara) — is the 21st century rendition of the unification dream that has
persisted for more than seven decades on the Korean peninsula. By imagining a cosmopolitan
future where one can move freely between Seoul and Paris, this painting perfectly captures the
spatial contours of the utopian dream of Korean unification. This painting — similarly to the
song or the clock — does not encourage any urgent, strategic action among its viewers, but
elicits an affective response of hopes and aspirations.
Figure 1.5: Painting the Cosmopolitan Unified Future

Photo taken by author at the Seoul Museum of Art’s 2017-2018 exhibition on Korean unification
The clock and the painting together set up the temporal, spatial framing of the Korean
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unification’s “dream” register of futurity. Unification is a time of peace in the (near or far) future
when the nation’s clock beats again; it is a place of connectivity that re-connects the unified
Korean peninsula to the expansive Eurasian continent. And when Koreans sing “Our Wish” or
“One Dream, One Korea,” they are embodying and voicing this very temporal-spatial
framework. Songs, clocks, paintings — these are materializations and textualizations of the
“unification dream” that continues to be meaningfully present in the lives of many South
Koreans. All three represent hopes and yearnings for a utopian future in which a unified Korean
peninsula is enjoying peace and prosperity. Unlike scenarios that are developed to be concrete
enough to anticipate possible future difficulties and conflicts, these utopian dreams of Korean
unification are overwhelmingly vague and optimistic. Unlike scenarios that prompt urgent action
to be taken in the here-and now, these multi-media representations of the unification dream are
based on sentimental yearnings and utopian visions that encourages viewers or listeners to hope
and wait, but not take any strategic action in response.

The Scenarios of a Unified Korea in Academic Scholarship, Industry Practice, and
Popular Culture
Contrast what I have described so far with three sets of scholarly discourses, field
exercises, and cultural expressions that all approach Korean unification as a scenario. In this
section, I focus on teasing out the contrastive qualities of scenarios and emphasizing how from
fields as different as urban design to political science, Korean unification is being reconceptualized as a scenario. However, I clarify that both dreams and scenarios engage what
may appear to be different but are overlapping publics: the sentimental dream and the practical
scenario are both different dimensions of a shared national project that is functioning to ensure
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that Korean unification remains a relevant future for contemporary South Koreans (see more on
‘relevancy’ in Chapter 6).
Scene #1: History- and Logic-based Development of Scenarios in Academic Scholarship
Victor Cha, a leading scholar on Korean unification based in the Center for Strategic and
International Studies in Washington, D.C., provides us with a useful account of the historical
emergence of five possible “scenarios” on Korean unification (2016), which is summed up in
Figure 1.6.
Figure 1.6: Five Possible Scenarios of Korean Unification

*This figure was created by the Author based on Cha’s work (2016).
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According to Cha, after scenarios four and five became mainstream for about a decade (20082017), President Moon Jae-in (2017—), the political heir to Roh Moo-hyun, has reverted Korea
back to the third scenario, using engagement with North Korea as the gradual, slow path to peace
and prosperity, with Korean unification pushed once again down the long road. His account of
these various scenarios demonstrates how Korean unification is far from a single future scenario
in South Korea, but one that has multiplied and responded to different historical moments and
concerns throughout South Korean history. Cha’s work is a prime example of how anticipations
of a future Unified Korea have begun to be understood through the lens and vocabulary of
“scenarios” among unification scholars.
***
While Cha’s account of five scenarios is largely historical in orientation, let us take a
look at another scholar’s work. Park Hyung-joong, a senior researcher at the Korea Institute for
National Unification, published in the inaugural issue of the journal Unification and Peace by
Seoul National University an article titled “Unification Studies and the Scenario Methodology”
(2009). Park argues that while “predictions” can be made about futures that are more certain in
nature, highly uncertain futures like Korean unification need the “scenario methodology”
(sinario kibŏp). According to Park, while “scenarios” may not accurately predict, they are highly
useful tools to anticipate future opportunities and threats and prepare for them. Using the
scenario methodology, he proposes four possible scenarios for Korean unification:
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Figure 1.7: Four Possible Scenarios of Korean Unification

(Top) Taken from pg. 126 of “Unification Studies and the Scenario Methodology.” (Bottom)
Author’s translation.
While Cha’s five scenarios are borne out of different historical moments, Park’s four
scenarios is a creative thinking exercise based on what he believes will be the two major
variables that affect future Korean unification: whether North Korea will be stable or unstable
during the process of unification and whether the relations among neighboring countries
(namely, China, Japan, and the United States) will be friendly or hostile at the time. It is not just
recent academic scholarship that uses the language and logic of “scenarios” in conceptualizing
Korean unification; popular scholarly and journalistic books targeting average South Korean
readers are using a similar conceptualization of Korean unification (see Figure 1.8). Both
published similarly around 2018 and 2019, these books look forward ten years into the future to
propose their scenario of Korean unification.
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Figure 1.8: Recent Books that Approach Korean Unification as Scenario

(Left) 2019~2029 Scenario Korean Peninsula (2019). (Right) North Korea 2029, Korean
Unification in the Era of the 4th Industrial Revolution: Chosun Revolution (2018).
Scene #2: Engaging Students and Participants with Scenario Thinking in Field Practice
In November 2017, the Seoul Metropolitan Government — along with the Seoul Design
Foundation, and the National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art — hosted the
“Pyongyang Symposium,” as part of the inaugural Seoul Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism,
a major architecture event that brought together experts and visitors from all over the country
and world. Why Pyongyang at the Seoul Biennale? In a spatial imaginary that encompasses the
Korean peninsula as a single entity, Pyongyang is the natural twin city, the yin to Seoul’s yang.
The objective of this engagement with Pyongyang was so that South Koreans could have a time
and space to connect with a city that feels far, although it is geographically (as it is a mere 121
miles away) and politically (as it is constantly in the headlines of newspapers) close. It was at
this two-day symposium that I first had the opportunity to hear from Dr. Annie Pedret, a
professor at Seoul National University. After a series of presentations that explored Pyongyang’s
past as a socialist city and its present as an evolving ‘post’-socialist city influenced by emerging
trends like marketization and privatization, the last set of presentations started to look forward to
the future of Pyongyang.
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Professor Pedret titled her presentation “Pyongyang 2050: Spatial Futures.” Her
presentation was based on the simple question: What will Pyongyang look like in 2050 in the
context of a Unified Korea? She had recently taught a studio course at her university’s Spatial
Strategies Lab, where she challenged her students to imagine Pyongyang thirty-three years into
the future. Her main pedagogical approach in this new studio course was the encouragement of
the use of the “scenario method.” Somewhere between a qualitative story and a quantitative
model, the scenario was a ‘possible,’ ‘plausible,’ ‘coherent,’ and ‘consistent’ imagination of the
future. A scenario is not a prediction, though, but the creative means through which a designer
can think and imagine a possible future space. By first inhabiting the scenario, the student can
start to identify design problems and propose creative solutions. She urged her students to
imagine and inhabit a particular future scenario of Korean unification — taking into
consideration concrete factors like population, income, type of government and economy, etc.
— as the starting point of their design proposal.

Figure 1.9: The “Scenario Method”

According to Dr. Annie Pedret, scenarios are distinct from both stories and models. Taken from
Dr. Annie Pedret’s PPT at the Pyongyang Symposium.
Here is one fascinating design proposal for 2050 Pyongyang by one of Professor Pedret’s
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students, a project titled “Roller Coaster City.” The South Korean student’s design was borne out
of the scenario that he had first imagined, which was that Unified Korea will be “democratic” (as
opposed to “dictatorship”) with features of both a “free market economy” and a “controlled
economy.” As he inhabited this particular scenario of the unified Korean future, his central urban
design problem was this: “how do we change the negative and ideological memories of the past
in a city?” He wanted Pyongyang residents in a unified Korea to experience Pyongyang as a new
city, erasing some of the negative, ideological baggage that it came with. In order to “1) change
the usage of the squares, buildings, and statues, 2) propose new experiences in the space, and 3)
change the sense of the place,” he proposed the idea of installing a giant rollercoaster coursing
through the center of Pyongyang, spanning historically loaded sites such as the Kim Il-sung
Square and the Juche Tower. During his preliminary research for this project, he learned of the
increasing number of amusement parks in North Korea, which became the spark of inspiration
for this student; how could weaving a roller coaster into the fabric of a city be one possible urban
design that can change the way Pyongyang is experienced by future residents in 2050?
This student’s assumptions as he inhabits this particular future scenario is highly
revealing of how North Korea is popularly imagined by many South Koreans and how ‘negative’
pasts are managed in South Korea. He assumes that the present experiences of North Koreans are
so negative that these “negative” memories (in the future, such experiences will be memories)
must be re-fashioned somehow using architectural adjustments and design innovations.
Considering that many South Koreans believe North Koreans to be victims of the Kim family
suffering from authoritarianism and poverty, it may be understandable why this student imagines
that future Pyongyang residents would want to forget their past. Moreover, his assumption that
negative memories must be erased or re-invented is also understandable in light of modern South
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Korea’s management of its own ‘negative’ memories of the recent colonial past. Modern South
Korea is not new to the task of re-making spaces that are laden with undesirable historical and
ideological luggage. For instance, many early modern buildings that are reminders of Japanese
colonial rule — such as the Government-General Building in the Jongno district of Seoul —
were destroyed so that modern South Koreans can march forward cleansed of their negative past
(e.g. see Soh 2008, Kim and Fine 2013 for South Korean memories of Japanese colonialism).
The post-colonial politics of memory in modern South Korea — in which memories of the
undesirable past are strategically ignored or re-imagined — may be influencing this student’s
design proposal for a Unified Korea.
Figure 1.10: “The Roller Coaster City”

Taken from Dr. Annie Pedret’s PPT at the Pyongyang Symposium.
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Professor Pedret’s design studio course used the case of Korean unification to inspire
South Korean students to learn and practice future-oriented design thinking, namely using the
scenario method. A design project like the “Roller Coaster City” emerged out of a course where
students were encouraged to think concretely about Pyongyang as a space – with particular
geographies, histories, and possibilities – and propose creative design solutions that respond to
concrete social problems that may arise out of the future process of unification.
***
In the Spring of 2018, participants of a workshop on Korean unification were asked to
represent South Korea, United States, or China in a “Unification Delegation Scenario Exercise.”
This scenario exercise was created by Professor Daniel Pinkston, a lecturer in International
Relations at Troy University for this particular occasion. In his scenario, Dr. Pinkston takes not
only the Korean peninsula into account but global changes: in year 2030, it is the extreme
weather conditions caused by global climate change that triggers a series of events that include
the assassination of Kim Jong-un; a struggle between two groups in the resulting power vacuum
in North Korea; and a “rapid unification” between the two Koreas. Participants are asked to
identify with the interests of one specific country in this scenario exercise as they imagine what
actions China, U.S. or South Korea should take.
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Figure 1.11: Practicing the Scenario in the Shoes of U.S., China, or R.O.K.

In the section “Road to Unification” (see Figure 1.11), Dr. Pinkston explicitly outlines the
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series of events that have led up to this very moment that the participants of the scenario exercise
will now inhabit as a representative of one of three involved parties. His narrative voice —
similar to the opening credit of a futuristic sci-fi film that brings the viewers up to speed on what
has happened leading to the story that is about to unfold in front of their eyes — sets up the
concrete and urgent spatial-temporal-affective framing of the scenario that is markedly different
from the vague and hopeful utopian time-space of the dream that we have seen in the previous
section. As we have seen throughout this section, both Dr. Pedret and Pinkston encouraged
students and participants to think of Korean unification as a scenario in their pedagogical
approach, an approach that demands the adoption of a different method of thinking, feeling, and
inhibiting the future from the here and now.
Scene #3: Imaginations of a Unified Korea in Popular Culture
Private Life of a Nation (2009), a dystopian novel written by author Lee Eung-jun, is
based on the imaginative scenario that the two Koreas unify in 2011, resulting in disorder and
poverty among corrupt cops, violent gangs, and poor urbanites. The novel’s plot takes place in
2016, five years after an unexpected unification that, in essence, involves North Korea being
absorbed into South Korea’s system of capitalist democracy. Private Life of a Nation opens with
a Christian-style funeral for a former North Korean, which is experienced as strange since most
North Koreans have lived without a religion: “3pm, Sunday, April 10, 2016. Five years after the
Republic of Korea annexed the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. A private cemetery park
on the outskirts of Yongin City in Gyeonggi Province. A coffin covered by a big North Korean
flag is slowly being lowered into a deep pit” (See Guardian 2017 for the English translation of
the novel’s opening scene). The novel starts at a very specific time and place (e.g. 3 p.m. on a
Sunday, at a cemetery in Yongin City) and is narrated in the present tense (e.g. “a coffin…is
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slowly being lowered”) as if the actions described in the text are taking place right before the
reader’s eyes. The spatial-temporal framing of the novel’s narrative thus immediately encourages
readers to start inhabiting the particular scenario of the future that is created through Lee’s
imagination.
The novel’s narrative is steeped in specificities that make 2016 Unified Korea feel ’real’
for the readers. For instance: In 2016 Unified Korea, guns are more easily available than cars
because the Unification Government failed to effectively recover and manage the weapons of
former North Korean soldiers, and Korea becomes a new hub for illegal drug production and
exportation as the government lacks the administrative capacities to crack down the isolated
mountainous areas of former North Korea. Former professors, doctors, and broadcasters, who
once enjoyed a life of relative privilege in former North Korea, now live as gangsters, janitors,
and prostitutes. A swath of former North Koreans go unregistered in the chaos of unification, so
that many of them live as “Invisible People” (i.e. taep’o47 in’gan) beyond the touch of state’s
control. “Unification Soup Kitchens” (t’ongil gŭpsikso) are created by the Unification
Government to give out free meals to the long line of poor urbanites struggling to survive in the
whirlwind of chaos. Distrust erupts between former North Koreans and South Koreans, making it
“a region-based hatred (chiyŏk kamjŏng) that is worse than that between Jeolla and Gyeongsang
province people”48 (Lee 2009:77). The specificities in the novel’s plot is made possible by the
author’s careful research of North Korea and German unification that became the inspiration for

47

Taep’o, meaning ‘fake,’ is commonly used to refer to taep’o cars, phones, or bank accounts.
One of the most prominent “region-based hatred” in South Korea is between people from Jeolla and Gyeongsang
provinces. Although these two provinces neighbor one another, hatred against the other province was politically
provoked and exploited throughout South Korean modern history. Under the long authoritarian leadership of
President Park Chung-hee, his home province Gyeongsang was strategically targeted for heavy industrialization to
strengthen his political support base there, while Jeolla was left relatively under-developed. As we saw in the case of
the Gwangju Uprising of 1980, one of the largest cities in Jeolla province became one of the major sites of prodemocracy activism against Park’s political successor Chun Doo-hwan; Jeolla, in turn, faced false accusations of
being pro-North commies, which further exacerbated relations between the two regions.
48
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the concrete imaginations contained in this novel. At the end of the novel, Lee cites 56 sources
that have helped him imagine a Unified Korea, ranging from testimonies by North Korean
defectors, scholarly works on Korean division and North Korea, and historical reflections of
Germany’s unification and its aftermath. It is this conscientious research that enables Lee to
imagine plausible scenarios that could occur in a Unified Korea. For instance, one poignantly
tragic incident toward the end of the novel is when two gang members, who have become close
friends working together in the gang, discover that back in pre-unified North Korea, one member
was the prison guard that ordered the death of another member’s sister. In post-unified Korea,
Lee imagines that many North Koreans, such as the dead girl’s brother, would try to seek
revenge against former perpetrators of human rights crimes. In the novel, the former prison
guard, in his guilt and anxiety, ends up shooting the brother and the rest of the gang, finishing off
the rampage with his own suicide.
***
The film Illang (2018) starts with this long narrative voiceover that sets up the premise
for this science fiction South Korean film:
Year 2024. Six years from the present day, the political order around the Korean peninsula is
shaken. Territorial disputes with China, Asia’s hegemonic power, provoke Japan to remilitarize,
pulling in the U.S. and Russia and stirring the clouds of war. As a last resort for survival, the
two Koreas agree to reunify. To minimize repercussions, a five-year interim is declared. At the
2024 North-South Summit, the 5-year reunification plan is declared. But the region’s great
powers, the U.S., China, Japan and Russia, fearing the emergence of a strong, unified Korea,
push back against reunification. Economic sanctions bring the vulnerable Korean economy to its
knees, and break the people’s will for reunification. Livelihoods disintegrate, social unrest
spreads, and as citizens’ protests grow more violent, an anti-reunification terror group called
The Sect appears. The threat they pose puts the provisional government in crisis. With the
existing police force unable to cope with The Sect, the president creates a new police force, the
Special Unit…
The film’s plot begins another five years later in the year 2029. In the ongoing battle between the
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Unification Government’s elite police unit and the anti-unification terrorist group The Sect, it is
unclear, at first, which side the audience members are expected to support. As we watch The
Sect fight desperately against an elite police force that is armed with the latest robotic
technologies, it may seem as though we are being asked to take the side of The Sect, which is
clearly the underdog between the two. However, the twist of the film’s plot is that The Sect is
actually funded by another governmental group (“Public Security”) that is intentionally creating
chaos as an excuse to stage a coup for power. And throughout the film, the only two members of
The Sect who are presented with any character backstory are found to have joined The Sect for
economic reasons: one joins to support her sick younger brother, while another switches sides
when offered a chance for a better life, with a new identity card and a loaded bank account.
Although the film does not make this explicit point, the fact that The Sect — the face of
anti-unification sentiment in soon-to-be-unified Korea — turns out to have no ideological purity
or noble principle for its existence makes it difficult for the audience to take The Sect’s side by
the end. It is actually the Unification Government that emerges as the winner. The film ends with
the female protagonist — a former Sect member — leaving to Sinuiju, a city on the northern side
of the peninsula, on a train with her brother who is now healthy. The male protagonist, a member
of the Unification Government’s elite police unit, watches her leave on the train platform. Next
to him is a poster advertising trains that can take you from Seoul to Pyongyang in just eighty four
minutes. As the train departs, the male protagonist starts to walk away. In the background, you
can hear the news anchor speak from a nearby television screen that “temporarily suspended
reunification talks have now resumed.” In a dramatic final scene, he slowly walks past a giant
billboard that reads:
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Imagine the past and remember the future.
A new age that is launched with the opening of the Eurasia train.
The Seoul-Sinuiju line that directly connects the Korean peninsula with the Eurasian
continent.
The Trans-Siberia and Trans-China trains, soon to be opened!
Figure 1.12: One of Final Scenes from Illang

With The Sect (backed by the sinister Public Security) finally disbanded, there is nothing
stopping the train to a unified Korean future. The billboard promises that the future is now here:
the cosmopolitan present, a new age of peace and prosperity.
The film garnered much attention before its release not only because of its famous
director, high budget, and star-studded cast, but also because it was adapted from a cult-favorite
Japanese animation by the same name. The original Japanese animation takes place in Japan’s
past during a time of social unrest, when various parties (The Government, The Sect, and Public
Security) fought over control. The director-writer Kim Ji-woon adapted the storyline for a
Korean audience by re-situating it in the near future when the two Koreas are going through the
chaotic process of unification. A story of social confusion, taken from Japan’s past, had become
the inspiration for Kim Ji-woon’s imaginative scenario of Korea’s future.
I argue that the film’s setup in an imagined future is a significant departure from the long
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chain of “division” (bundan) genre films49 (see Bevan 2010, Kim 2013, Choi 2014) that
cinematically portray50 the various repercussions of national division in the past or in the present,
ranging from Shiri (1998), Joint Security Area (2000), TaeGukGi: Brotherhood of War (2003),
Silmido (2003), Secret Reunion (2010), As One (2012), Berlin File (2013), Secretly, Greatly
(2013), to The Spy Gone North (2018). Most of these films either focus on a particular past event
that involved the two Koreas (e.g. TaeGukGi on the Korean War or As One on the the 1991
World Table Tennis Championships in Chiba, Japan when there was the first Unified Korean
sports team); or it imagines a fictional situation that can occur in present-time Korea, such as a
shooting incident in the Joint Security Area (in Joint Security Area) or a North Korean spy sent
to the South (in Secretly, Greatly).
In contrast, there is a slowly growing number of recent films in this genre that posit new
scenarios involving North and South Koreas in the future, such as the case of Illang. Steel Rain
(2017), for instance, imagines a scenario in which the North Korean leader is under threat from a
coup and has to flee the North to the South, while Ashfall (2019) imagines a scenario when the
volcanic Baekdu Mountain located in North Korea undergoes a large eruption that results in
catastrophic earthquakes affecting the entire Korean peninsula. Peninsula (2020) is another
futuristic film that imagines a future when a zombie apocalypse has engulfed the entire
peninsula, making political division irrelevant on a Korean peninsula that has been strategically
cut off from the rest of the world to keep the zombies from leaving. From a political coup,
natural disaster, to zombie apocalypse, division on the peninsula is inspiring a new crop of future
49

Films in this genre experienced an explosion starting in the late 90s-early 2000s when a more democratic political
environment in South Korea opened doors for artists to be more creative and diverse in their representations of
North Korea and inter-Korean relations (as opposed to previous decades when North Korea was only allowed to be
portrayed as the red Communist enemy). The National Security Act, in place since 1948, still plays a censorship role
in limiting free expression on the topic of North Korea, but there has been a marked liberalization after
democratization of the 1980s-90s.
50
Kinship separation or romantic separation are common motifs in this genre of artistic works that portray national
political division. Joint Security Area (2000) or Secret Reunion (2010) both portray brotherly friendship between
North Korean and South Korean men (the original Korean title of Secret Reunion is, in fact, ‘Sworn Brothers’
[ŭihyŏngje]). Film Shiri (1998) or television show Crash Landing into You (2020) both portray love between North
and South Korean men and women.
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scenarios. The recent increase in such films set in the near or distant future — all released in the
last four years — demonstrates the growing salience of North Korea and Korean unification as a
future “scenario” in contemporary South Korea.
Oscillating between Dream and Scenario
Across academic scholarship, field practice, and popular culture, we see enough
empirical evidence that unification is being re-conceptualized as a scenario in contemporary
South Korea. I emphasize, however, that this growing scenario-fication occurs at the same time
that the ‘unification dream’ continues to be meaningfully present as songs, paintings, and clocks
in the lives of many South Koreans. What has become so evident in my study of Korean
unification is that it is a flexible, resilient future, surviving both in the realm of dreams and
scenarios. How ‘unification’ is a concept that shifts and glides within this dream-scenario orbit is
the key to understanding Korean unification’s meaning and place in South Korea today.
Considering the broad range of various actors and groups that are centrally or peripherally
engaged with Korean unification, it is critical to understand that individuals and institutions may
be simultaneously or sequentially invested in multiple registers of the future. For instance, Ji-Sun
— whom we briefly met in the Introduction — may ‘dream’ of Korean unification when she
visits an art show on the theme of Korean unification on the weekend with her daughter, while
she may then go into the office the very next day to engage with Korean unification as a
‘scenario’ in her unification preparation work.
However, what I must stress here is that in contrast to the rest of South Korean society, in
one particular sector of South Korea — the world of unification preparation — Korean
unification is first and foremost a scenario: unification is the raison d'être scenario inspiring an
industry-like network of professional labor. This ‘industry’ is the institutional site of emanation
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of unification-as-scenario, as its very validity, identity, and viability all depend on Korean
unification being approached as a future scenario. Although field professionals may take
advantage of unification’s multivalent existence as both dream and scenario in its fundraising,
recruiting, and publicity efforts — e.g. “join us because unification is our dream” or “donate to
our cause because unification is a uncertain future scenario that demands preparation” —
unification-as-scenario remains at the center of the field’s reason for existence.

Korean Unification as Blessing or Catastrophe?
In the following chapters, we will see how institutions and experts engaged in unification
preparation approach Korean unification as a scenario, rather than a destiny or dream. In the very
next chapter, I explain that what motivates most of unification preparation labor is the core
notion that “a prepared unification is a blessing, but an unprepared unification is a catastrophe.”
In this simple refrain that reverberates throughout the unification preparation field, we
immediately see two different scenarios of Korean unification invoked. In one future scenario,
Korean unification is a blessing for the Korean people, bringing them prosperity and peace. In
another starkly different future scenario, Korean unification is a catastrophe that can bring about
discord, hardship, and even another division. And according to those engaged in unification
preparation work, it is the power of preparation that can lead Korea’s future into the preferable
scenario.
How the South Korean national future will be thoroughly impacted by the scenario of
Korean unification is well represented in a series of video content co-produced by the
educational media group Educational Broadcasting System (EBS) and the Ministry of
Unification. In 2014, EBS, in partnership with MoU, produced two five-minute episodes, one
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titled “One Kind of Future” (ŏttŏn mirae), and the other titled “The Wise Future” (hyŏnmyŏngan
mirae).
“One Kind of Future” is based on this premise: “Thirty years have gone by without
preparing for unification. What will the future look like?” (t’ongire taehan amu chunbiŏpsi
madŭn 30yŏn hu, urinŭn ŏttŏn mosŭbilkka?51) This episode imagines South Korea in 2044
through the lens of a ‘typical’ five-person family: grandfather, father, mother, son, and daughter.
A family that you, as a viewer on YouTube, may relate to. The Grandfather (47 in year 2014)
will be 77 years old and unemployed in 2044. He retired at age 50, and using retirement funds
and bank loans, he started a small business but failed, leaving him with nothing. This story plot
line is based on research by the National Statistical Office that states that although only 11% of
the population is 65+ years old in 2010, that will jump to 32.5% by 2040. In other words, by
2040, South Korea will be a “super-aged society,” made up of three elderly persons for every ten
South Koreans. The episode imagines a gloomy future scenario in which the elderly population
will be impoverished due to the lack of economic growth in South Korea.
The Father (25 in year 2014) will be 55 years old and working as an office worker in 2044.
Due to long-term economic stagnation, his company’s survival is threatened. In his car at the gas
station, the father watches the news through futuristic holographic technology; he hears the
newscaster announcing that development rights of North Korean resources — “North Korean
mineral resources, approximately worth 7,000 trillion KRW, about 24 times more than South
Korea’s” — have all been sold off to foreign countries, and he shakes his head in disapproval
and disappointment. The Mother (24 in year 2014) will be a 54 years old housewife in 2044. She
sits on the kitchen counter to read the news; a holographic newspaper pops up in front of her and
she uses her hands to flip through the day’s news articles. The depressing headlines of the day
51

Go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oGJ8ldtGuo to watch.
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are: “education costs rise faster than income levels,” and “increasing costs of supporting elderly
parents.” She puts her hand to her forehead, as if to signal she is getting a headache from all the
stress over money, and she then turns off the news with a weary hand motion.
In 2044, the Son is 28 and is looking for a job after getting out of the mandatory military
service. Frustrated, he crumples up a piece of paper, which turns out to be his résumé. He has
given up employment, marriage, and parenthood as part of the “3-po sedae52” (generation that is
giving up three things). According to research by the Ministry of Economy and Finance, the
willingness to get married, which was 56.6% in 2009, will drop to 40.7% by 2040; and the
unemployment rate of young people will increase from 7.0% in 2010 to 8.6% in 2040. The Son
sighs with a hopeless face as he stares into a holographic e-mail, once again informing him that
he has not passed the first round in the job application process. South Korea in 2044 is imagined
to be a dismal future for young people. The Daughter is a 18-year-old high school student in
2044. By 2044, the Korean peninsula is nearing 100 years of division; with increased differences
in North Korean society and culture, the Daughter has no “unification consciousness.” (See in
Chapter 3 for a discussion on “unification consciousness.”) This is based on Korea Broadcasting
Station (KBS)’s survey research that demonstrates the continuing drop in young generation’s
perception that unification is necessary (71% in 1997, 57.3% in 2010). The video then shows the
family gathered together at the dining table, all grimly eating without any conversation. The
episode ends by hinting at the next episode about “another future that we can choose (uriga
sŏnt’aekhal su innŭn tto tarŭn mirae), a blissful future we can encounter if we prepare for
unification (t’ongirŭl chunbihandamyŏn mannal su innŭn haengbokhan mirae).”

52

“3-po generation” has now exacerbated into the “n-po generation” that now also gives up hopes of buying a
house, having a social life, etc.
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Figure 1.13: “One Kind of Future” in the Year 2044

(Left) “One kind of future” that is imagined to take place in an unspecified city in 2044 South
Korea. (Right) The Mother in this particular future scenario is watching the holographic news
about increasing cost of education and care with a concerned face.
This depressing episode brings together research from various institutes that forecasts the
future of South Korea in 2044; but the future is performed and embodied by characters that you
as a YouTube viewer can relate to. If you are currently a middle-aged viewer in your 40-50s, you
will perhaps see yourself in the Grandfather character, unemployed and impoverished. If you are
a young viewer in the 20-30 age group, you may see yourself in the unhappy Father or Mother
character, who will soon have children that will be the hopeless Son and/or Daughter character.
It is this dramatic performance and embodiment of the researched future that holds the viewer’s
attention for five minutes.
The second drama episode called “Wise Future”53 imagines the same family in 2044, but
this time around in a Unified Korea. The overall color and music of this episode is visibly and

53

Go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3efLDKnMeiU to watch.
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audibly more uplifting than the first episode. In this future scenario, peace and prosperity have
arrived in the Korean peninsula. Thirty years after unification, the family is thriving. The
Grandfather is benefiting from new and improved welfare policies and enjoying pensions for the
elderly. With Unified Korea becoming the central hub of the Eurasian economy, the Father —
who has just been promoted to executive director at the logistics company he works for — is
busy at work in his company vest, accompanied by two subordinates. We see the Mother tying
the Son’s necktie, with smiles on both their faces; we find out that the Son has just been hired as
soon as he graduated from college in a Unified Korea where new job opportunities for all ages in
fields ranging from medicine to tourism are exploding. The Daughter is seen excitingly chatting
to the family over the dinner table about her upcoming school field trip to Kaesong (a city in the
Northern half of Korea) and China. The episode ends with the following words:

Out of the countless futures lying in front of us, we can dream about a positive future
through efforts toward unification
Uri ape nohin su manhŭn mirae chung t’ongirŭi noryŏgŭro kkumkkul su innŭn
kŭngjŏngjŏgin mirae
By overcoming vague anxieties about unification and thoroughly preparing for unification,
Unified Korea is a wise future we must choose
T’ongire taehan magyŏnhan puran’gamŭl nŏmŏ ch’ŏlchŏhan t’ongilchunbirŭl t’ongae
uriga kkok sŏnt’aekhaeya hal hyŏnmyŏngan mirae, t’ongirhan’guk
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Figure 1.14: The “Wise Future” that Koreans Can Choose

(Left) Father enjoying his promotion at work in a Unified Korea that is experiencing economic
prosperity. (Right) The family is smiling in a Unified Korea.
While it is the result of quantitative research from reputable institutions — e.g. the
National Statistical Office, Korea Broadcasting Station — that serves as the backbone of the
drama’s narrative, the viewer is asked not to remember ‘numbers’ or ‘statistics,’ but to feel the
grimness of the future scenario in 2044 if South Korea is left divided and to viscerally identify
with the possibility for a better, ‘wiser’ future in a Unified Korea, a future scenario that is within
reach through the power of preparation. The YouTube viewer is encouraged to understand
‘Unified Korea’ not as a future scenario that is abstract and distant (in the realm of politics,
textbooks, and numbers), but a concrete future possibility that will have tangible, urgent impact
in their own lives thirty years down the road. Will you want to be the Mother sitting on the
kitchen table getting a headache over money, with a husband about to be fired from his nearbankrupt company and a depressed, unemployed son? Or would you prefer to be the Mother who
is cheerfully getting her son ready for his first day at work and hearing the news of your husband
getting a promotion in his thriving company?
In both the industry refrain (“a prepared unification is a blessing, but an unprepared
unification is a catastrophe”) and this set of YouTube videos, we see how Korean unification is
approached using the scenario model. In both these cases, Korean unification is not a single
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future (dream or destiny) but holds the potentiality to spin off into multiple possible future
scenarios. Although both of them privilege two starkly different scenarios for the purpose of
affectively recruiting the general public to the cause of unification preparation (in an almost
propaganda-like fashion, one might argue), field professionals actually imagine and manage a
much more nuanced range of future scenarios that factor in an ever-evolving number of political,
economic, and social variables, as we have seen in the previous section.
Finally, I stress once again that what motivates the preparatory labor at institutional sites
such as UPI is not the unification ‘dream’ or Korea’s ‘destiny.’ Unlike outsider stereotypes that
might view people who work in the unification sector as idealistic patriots who enthusiastically
hope for Korean unification and wholeheartedly believe in the inevitable arrival of Korean
unification, I was often taken aback at UPI at the cynicism and apathy some of my interlocutors
had about Korean unification, with one of them even once casually remarking over lunch that it
might be for the best if North Korea turns into a province of China. However, even if they are
privately doubtful or indifferent about Korean unification, those who work at UPI — at the
baseline — collectively acknowledge that Korean unification is a possible future scenario facing
the Korean peninsula that must be managed and prepared in a professional, strategic manner in
order for it to be a blessing — not a catastrophe — for the Korean people. This shared baseline
acknowledgement that Korean unification is a potentially catastrophic future scenario if not
properly prepared is what motivates many of them to come to work and remain in this field, even
when the possibility of unification may seem extremely low during recurring phases of hostility
between the two Koreas. In the next chapter, we finally turn to the concept of preparation, as it is
believed by my interlocutors that preparation is the key to ensuring that Korean unification is a
desirable future scenario for the Korean people.
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Chapter 2:
Preparation as Logic, Agency, and Labor

“.... [Man] is not like the brutes, limited to the present time either in enjoyment or
suffering, but that he is susceptible of pleasure and pain by anticipation, and that it is not
enough to guard him against an actual loss, but also to guarantee to him, as much as
possible, his possessions against future losses. The idea of his security must be prolonged
to him throughout the whole vista that his imagination can measure. This disposition to
look forward, which has so marked an influence on the condition of man, may be called
expectation—expectation of the future. It is by means of this that we are able to form a
general plan of conduct.” (Bentham 1962: 308, emphasis added)
In this chapter, I focus my ethnographic and analytical attention on the concept of chunbi
(“preparation”), a concept that I argue has become inseparable to the idea of unification in
contemporary South Korea. What sets this dissertation apart from existing interdisciplinary
research on Korean unification54 is my focus on the concept of “preparation.” I explore the
concept in three parts: as a shared logic, as an expression of agency, and type of labor. While the
dream of Korean unification lives on in contemporary South Korea (see Chapter 1 and
Conclusion), within the professional world of unification preparation, Korean unification has
been taken up as a future scenario that must be proactively anticipated and strategically managed
when unification became integrated into the logic of preparation and preparedness. This
absorption into a shared nationalistic, cultural logic has inspired new forms of agency and labor
in contemporary South Korea that are expressed in the proliferation of professional activities that
are labeled “unification preparation.” In the professional field of unification preparation, Korean
unification has become a scenario that demands state and society to prepare; not doing so is to
54

Many works have focused on, for instance, the DMZ (e.g. Kim 2016, Koh 2019), family reunions (e.g. Kim-Paik
2007, Park 2020), and defector resettlements (e.g. Chung 2018, Jung 2016). See Introduction for a survey of the
existing scholarship on Korean unification.
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invite future catastrophe.

From Making Lunchboxes to Creating Policy Plans: the Ubiquity of Chunbi
It was through a serendipitous chain of social connections that brought me the
opportunity of auditing a public policy course on Korean unification at Sogang University in the
Fall of 2017. Through Facebook, I networked with a group of college students who had formed a
“unification volunteer group” (t’ongil pongsadan). Twice a month on Saturdays, college students
— both South Korean and former North Korean — would meet to cook at a kitchen space they
rented from a church and make dosirak (“lunch boxes”) together for the homeless in Seoul
station. (Seoul station is often the first place South Koreans think of when they think of the
problem of homelessness.) One of the leaders of the group explained to me that this volunteer
group provided a time and space for namhan (South Korean) and talbuk (North Korean defector)
college students to bond in what field professionals would often refer to as a “small unification.”
Herself a North Korean defector in her 30s, she explained that this gave young North Korean
defector students a chance to witness those in the weakest positions of South Korean society,
making them grateful for what they do have, instead of resenting what they do not have vis-a-vis
‘average’ South Koreans. The goal of the group, she said, was to form a committed gathering of
volunteers who are prepared to feed the needy in post-unified Korea.55
As I chopped tear-inducing onions and scooped steaming rice into dosirak boxes with
these college students during one of their volunteer sessions, I could not help but notice when a
chipper man in his 50s donning a corduroy suit jacket arrived late to help out. He stood out in a
55

Recall in Chapter 1 that author Lee Eung-jun imagines in his novel that “Unification Soup Kitchens” (t’ongil
gŭpsikso) will be created to feed the hungry in a Unified Korea. This group of people may be the ones we can
imagine volunteering in such places.
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group of 2030s dressed in T-shirts, sneakers, and jeans. I was only later formally introduced to
him after handing out all the dosirak at Seoul station. The group met at Lotteria (a fast food
chain restaurant in South Korea) afterwards over ice cream and coffee, and it was here that Mr.
Kang was introduced to me as a PhD student in Sogang University. He was a management
student researching how former North Korean workers are (or are failing in) adjusting to South
Korean companies. He was passionate about his research, considering it to be an important part
of unification preparation since it anticipates future management problems that will likely occur
in a Unified Korea. When he found out that I was a kindred spirit (i.e. a PhD student studying
Korean unification), he was excited to introduce me to a new course he was auditing in the
public policy department. One of Sogang University’s most respected professors in North
Korean studies had just launched a new experimental course called “Future Vision of a Unified
Korean Peninsula” (t’ongil hanbandoŭi miraesang). The name of the course sounded like a
match made in heaven with my research interests, so I eagerly e-mailed Professor Kim to
introduce myself and get permission to audit the course.
A senior tenured faculty at Sogang University’s Department of Political Science,
Professor Kim was teaching this course for the first time out of a sense of personal mission. He
wanted more students to think critically about the future of a Unified Korea and start concretely
preparing for that possibility. And in order to engage them on both a creative and practical level,
he designed a course where the final project would be to design a public policy action manual
that could actually be implemented in a Unified Korea. The focus of the final project could span
anything from family, military, education to health policy. The objective of the course was to
teach students the basic knowledge they would first need to have, so that students are ready to do
their final projects. This was the course description as Professor Kim wrote in the syllabus:
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This course’s purpose is to prepare students with the basic knowledge and social
scientific analytical skillset to tackle the following problems (see below). The core
objective of this course is intellectual training to find the solution to “the problem of
unification on the Korean peninsula.” This course was created for the first time in my
belief that it is time to concretely imagine and prepare for a unified Korean future. This
course will view ‘a unified Korean future’ from students’ own perspectives, so this
course does not require students to have taken previous courses or have previous
knowledge in this area. The purpose of the course is to arm students with historical
knowledge that can nurture their imaginative capacity to envision a persuasive future.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Questions that we aspire to answer in the course are the following:
Is unification really possible?
What is the process through which unification becomes possible?
In a situation where ‘heterogeneity’ (ijilsŏng) is growing stronger than ‘homogeneity’
(tongjilsŏng), is it possible to have a unification that we desire?
Is unification possible before we solve the North Korean nuclear problem?
How do we approach unification in the case that neighboring strong nations do not want
Korean unification?
Considering China’s attitude, is it the case that China prefers Korean division than
unification?
Which alternative should we choose in the case of a sudden change in North Korea?
Is unification impossible if fewer and fewer South Koreans want unification?
What are the lessons from German unification?
What should the South Korean President’s strategies and policies be to solve the interKorean problem?
What influence has political rhetoric like “unification is a jackpot” had?
How should ‘conflict within South Korea’ (namnamgaltŭng) be resolved?
What will Trump’s North Korean policy eventually be?
Is military integration between the two Koreas possible?
What will be done with the problem of ‘addressing past injustices’ (kwagŏch’ŏngsan) in
a unified Korea?
What will be the economic cost of unifying the two Koreas?
What are some of the tasks in public health in Korean unification?
How would the problem of social welfare and pension be addressed in a unified Korea?
What should be the process of dealing with land distribution in a unified Korea?
Will it be possible to integrate the two educational systems?
Will there be a high number of cross marriages between the two Koreas in a unified
Korea?
How should we integrate the monetary systems of the two Koreas?
How would we determine the length of military service in a unified Korea?

Such a long list of questions in the syllabus was designed to spark interest in the course by
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suggesting the kinds of concrete policy problems the course will prepare students to ask and
answer. (And these are also the exact kind of specific questions that unification preparation
“experts” [see Chapter 5] like Professor Kim ask themselves in their line of work.) As the course
syllabus explicitly states in terms of a lack of prerequisites to sign up for the course, Professor
Kim designed the course so that average South Korean students — not just experts — could start
concretely imagining a unified Korean future, especially by imaginatively anticipating future
social problems and proposing creative policy solutions to them.
It was by first learning about the everyday realities of North Korean life that Professor
Kim started challenging us to imagine a Unified Korean future. “I’m sure many of you were
surprised that the drug problem was so common and widespread in North Korea,” said Professor
Kim to the class. “Considering how harshly drug consumption is treated in South Korea, can you
imagine what a big social problem drugs will become in a Unified Korea when two societies
with such different attitudes towards drugs become one? What kind of drug policy would make
sense for a Unified Korea?” The course’s first big takeaway point about unification preparation
was that North Korea — a dynamic society made up of millions of real people with complex
desires and needs — must be first understood. Creatively anticipating future social problems and
solutions was impossible without first understanding what North Korea is like today. We then
looked back in time to former Communist nations. Looking at how former Communist leaders
were treated in the transition to democracy, Professor Kim pointed out how Romania’s Nicolae
Ceaușescu and his wife were executed by a firing squad after a short trial, while East Germany’s
Erich Honecker attempted to seek asylum to Chile but was extradited back to stand trials.
Professor Kim then encouraged class discussions on how former North Korean leaders may be
dealt with in post-unified Korea: “Will Kim Jung-un stand trial? What if there is some public
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opinion defending him, stating that he was only a victim of his grandfather Kim Il-sung? What is
the likelihood that Kim Jung-un might seek asylum to the U.S., a possibility that is actually
predicted by some experts?” And discussing how Romania’s Securitat came to Ceaușescu’s
defense against the people, killing large numbers of protestors in the process, Professor Kim
challenged us to think about the loyalty of the North Korean military and how a bloodless
unification is only possible if South Korea succeeds in winning the hearts of North Korean
soldiers. If not, the situation could possibly devolve into a fierce guerrilla warfare situation that
can be highly volatile. He urged us to look to the past — particularly the cases of the turbulent
process of transition from authoritarian communism to democratic capitalism — as a useful
inspiration for us on what may one day be the future reality in North Korea and a unified Korea.
All these questions he posed to us — questions with no right or wrong answers — were intended
to encourage our critical thinking about what lies ahead in Unified Korea, and inspire
brainstorming and preparing for all the possible scenarios that could occur in the uncertain future
on the Korean peninsula.
At the end of the course, each student submitted a policy action manual that offered
solutions to one possible social problem that may arise in a Unified Korea. One student
submitted a final project that addressed the issue of abortion. Considering that abortion laws and
practices are currently very different in the two Koreas, the student identified the policy need to
anticipate future social problems that may arise from this difference and proposes policies that
will ensure safe and legal abortion options for women in a Unified Korea. She also argued that
sex education will be needed to bridge the gaps and differences in “sexual consciousness”
(sŏngŭisik) between south and north Koreans, so she proposed the hiring and training of sex
education instructors and the creation of educational media content. Another student submitted a
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final project that proposed the Korea Social Enterprise Promotion Agency — a South Korean
government agency established in 2010 that encourages and supports the creation of social
enterprises — fund and manage the creation of a chain of “Unification Cafés” (t’ongil tabang)
where former North and South Koreans are hired to work together. According to the student, this
state project can combat the problem of unemployment and decrease the estrangement between
north and south Koreans in a Unified Korea. As a social enterprise, part of its profits will be
returned to the state for socially beneficial government initiatives, such as funding psychological
consulting for those having difficulties adjusting to a Unified Korea and educational programs
that promote social integration.
***
From the unification volunteer group to this unification policy course, everywhere I
turned I heard my interlocutors talk about how their present actions — cooking food for the
homeless, researching management problems, teaching university students, producing policy
manuals, etc. — “prepare” South Korea for the Unified Korean future. As an ethnographer, it
was impossible not to take the concept of preparation seriously since it was on the lips of so
many of my interlocutors in the field of Korean unification. In this chapter, I first explain how
the nationalistic, cultural logic of “preparation” (chunbi) — a powerful orientating paradigm of
thinking and acting that informs how South Korea approaches a future that is increasingly
perceived and experienced to be uncertain, particularly in the post-Cold War and post-IMF era56
— has transformed Korean unification into a scenario that must be anticipated and prepared. The
logic of preparation and preparedness has been at the forefront in the process of
professionalization by serving as the rationale for the professional field of unification
preparation. Next, I describe how chunbi is increasingly understood as the major form of
56

In South Korea, “IMF” refers to the experience of the 1997-98 Asian Financial Crisis.
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political agency South Koreans can exercise toward what is speculated to be an uncertain —
possibly even catastrophic — future. Lastly, I explore the distinctiveness of preparation as a type
of labor. In particular, by looking at how UPI writes its quarterly reports to donor agencies, I
argue how difficult it can be to ascertain the productivity of preparatory labor; preparation as a
genre of labor can resist capitalistic logics of efficiency due to the distinctive nature of
preparatory labor. In my analysis of what is the value generated by unification preparation labor,
I propose that it is the very value of preparedness that is the value produced by the professional
labor of preparation.

The Shared Logic of Preparedness

“Only the prepared is ready for the opportunity.”
— A South Korean proverb57

Institutionalization of the “Preparation” Logic in the Unification Field, as Seen in
Mission Statements
In contemporary South Korea, the idea of “unification preparation” has inspired a broad
range of organizations in areas ranging from education, media, medicine, business, law, to art. I
start with a simple question: what brings the various groups together under the same national
project of unification preparation? Here, I provide a close linguistic analysis of the mission
statements of five prominent institutions that I encountered during fieldwork to highlight the
common phrases, ideologies, and themes that tie these seemingly different groups together. I
intentionally look at a broad range of unification groups — spanning the sub-fields of unification
57

In Korean: chunbidoen chamani kihoerŭl chamnŭnda.
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media, medicine, law, education, and fundraising — to identify commonalities in their
institutional visions:

1. “Preparation” as the way of engaging with Korean unification
The language of “preparing for unification” (t’ongirŭl chunbihada) is explicitly used in
the mission statements of all these various groups:
“Content created by this institution will be the necessary foundation for North and
South Koreans in preparing for the ‘unification era.’”
“Our school looks forward to a unified Korea in the future. We hope to be a
model for schools in the North and prepare to contribute to the societal integration of a
unified Korea through education.”
“If we are well prepared, we will be able to bring about the peaceful unification of
the Korean peninsula, while avoiding difficulties like civil war or re-division.”
“We work hard at unification preparation by fostering the ‘unification leaders’ of
the future.”
2. The common goal of bridging the gap between the two Koreas
The idea that preparation is needed to close the gaps and differences between the two
Koreas is repeatedly seen:
“If North and South Koreans communicate through our media programs, we will
be able to reduce the gap (kyŏkch’arŭl churida) in North and South Korean
consciousness and culture…”
“Our work is the cornerstone of preparing for the ideal integration of public health
on the Korean peninsula, and the starting point of closing the difference (ch’airŭl
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chophida) of the two Koreas .”
“We lead the way in creating a unification common ground… and overcoming the
heterogeneity (ijilsŏngŭl kŭkpokhada) in history, language, and culture.”
“Our group works to recover the homogeneity (tongjilsŏngŭl hoebokhada)
between the two Koreas.”
3. The use of figurative language to concretize an abstract future
Figurative words and phrases are frequently used to concretize what may be an abstract
future to most South Koreans who have lived their entire lives in a divided Korean
peninsula:
“Unification will be like ‘the flood of Noah’ (noaŭi hongsu)… We will be
floating in the midst of heavy waves, like the enormous rain and wind of Noah’s flood. In
order to quickly, and safely, pass through that stage of heavy waves, we need to build a
boat. And to build that boat, we need to prepare a blueprint.”
“Our unification fund is like a basket (paguni) that brings together the hearts and
souls of all South Koreans to prepare for the cornerstone (ch’osŏk) of unification.”
“We help the social integration of North Korean defectors, who are the priming
water (majungmul) of unification.”
“Our fund is collecting the seeds (ssiat) of unification. The seeds are small, but
they are valuable investments into our happy collective future. We will germinate
unification from the seeds we collect from you.”
4. The moral responsibility of each person and sector of South Korean society
Mission statements demand that all Koreans take the work of unification preparation
seriously:
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“[In the process of unification,] all Koreans will contribute in their respective
domains; because unification will be completed through the integration of law and policy,
the role of legal professionals is essential. So we hope that legal professionals will be
prepared and ready to significantly contribute to the process of unification.”
“It is our historical mission (sidaejŏk samyŏng) to prepare in the domain of public
health by getting ready through academic research and support through public policy…
Until we will one day see a healthy unified Korea, we will do the duty (soim) given to
us.”
“Our school will bear the valuable role of being God’s passage to a unified Korea
(t’ongil han’gugŭl hyangan hananimŭi t’ongno).”
“Sharing (nanum) is the start of unification. Participate in our fund to show your
love for your nation.”

On the surface, these five institutions may appear to be as dissimilar as they can be. What
could a fund, a school, a media group, a research center, or a government agency have in
common? However, this close linguistic analysis of mission statements reveal that although the
everyday activities of preparation may differ, their vision as an institution share notable
similarities. In these mission statements, we see the institutionalizations of norms, values, and
ideologies that all center around the idea of preparation. These mission statements reveal that
these groups all share a common professional mission: preparing South Korea for Korean
unification.
Preparation, however, is not limited to the domain of unification preparation in
contemporary South Korea. I argue that preparation is a shared nationalistic, cultural logic that
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has absorbed Korean unification into its way of thinking and acting. Preparation and
preparedness as logic have been noted by a number of scholars in recent scholarship (e.g. Lakoff
2007, Anderson 2010). Here, I am indebted to Anderson’s definition of ‘logic’: “a coherent way
in which intervention in the here and now on the basis of the future is legitimized, guided and
enacted” (2010:788). Similarly, Lakoff refers to preparedness logic as “a way of understanding
and intervening in an uncertain, potentially catastrophic future” (2007:248). I first trace how this
state-sponsored nationalistic logic has been cemented over the course of modern South Korean
history. Next, I discuss how this all-pervasive cultural logic now spans societal domains ranging
from education, family, to now unification.

The State Promotion of“Preparation” in South Korean History and Nationalism
I first jumped into this research project in 2014, when a news article about President Park
Geun-hye’s new “Presidential Committee on Unification Preparation” (hereafter, PCUP) grabbed
my attention.58 One of President Park Geun-hye’s keywords for her administration’s North
Korea policy had become chunbi (“preparation”), particularly by encouraging state and society
to work together to “prepare” for future unification. After taking office, Park soon established
PCUP in 2014, bringing together state and non-state leaders to prepare the nation for the
possibility of Korean unification. By launching the first annual Unification Expo in 2015, Park
also created an important platform for the emergence of an increasingly more active “unification
preparation” project. This increasing emphasis on “preparation” seemed to me to say something
about the growing sensibility that unification is something that can be prepared for using a
concrete, practical approach, as with any other challenge waiting in the future for South Korea.
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2014 was also the year that then-President Park Geun-hye (in)famously called Korean unification a “jackpot”
(taebak).
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I began tracing Park Geun-hye’s emphasis on chunbi to her very own father, Park Chunghee, the authoritarian leader who ruled South Korea from 1961 to 1979. In particular, he is
widely acknowledged to be responsible for South Korea’s rapid industrialization in the 1960s
and 70s.59 As President, Park Chung-hee argued that South Korea needed to ready the stage for
unification by first industrializing (Park 1976:15-17). It is important to remember that during the
early years of Park Chung-hee’s rule, North Korea’s economy was outperforming the South’s
and the superiority of capitalism over socialism had not yet been demonstrated. By positing a
more urgent historical task (i.e. industrialization) that must take place in order to ready the stage
for unification, Park Chung-hee, in essence, framed Korean unification as a future national event
that needed preparatory work in the present. Moreover, it was also under Park Chung-hee’s
leadership that the Ministry of Unification was established in 1969 and was given the
responsibility to prepare for an eventual unification of the Korean peninsula. From Park Chunghee to Park Geun-hye, I came to see how generations of South Korean leaders have been
elevating preparation as the necessary course of action in the path to South Korea’s future.
The decade before the arrival of the new millennium became a particularly pivotal time
for South Koreans to re-think their perceptions of the future. Germany’s so-called ‘unprepared’
unification — which has resulted in lingering differences and divisions even after three decades60
— alarmed many South Koreans who started seeing that an unprepared unification with North
59

Industrialization (sanophwa) of 1960s and 70s is nearly synonymous with President Park Chung Hee. His vision
for South Korea’s industrialization was characterized by a strong developmentalist, interventionist state, a small
number of large business conglomerates (chaebol) that were supported by the state, and an authoritarian statebusiness control of labor (see Lee 2003, Moon 2005, Eckert 2014). The state’s ‘economic’ project was accompanied
by the ‘spiritual’ project to transform Koreans into hardworking, enthusiastic participants of Korea’s development
project – e.g. Saemaul Undong (New Town Movement) (Kim and Vogel 2013) – who are willing to sacrifice the
present for future (personal and national) prosperity (Kim 1997:3-5). See Park 1976 for Park Chung Hee’s speeches
on his vision for Korea’s modernization and unification, or see Moon 2009 on how Park is remembered; she
discusses three different narratives of Park and his rule (glorifying him as a national savior, demonizing him as a
brutal dictator, and humanizing him as a leader with strengths and weaknesses). Finally, for ethnographies of South
Korean capitalist development, see Kim 1992, Janelli and Yim 1993, Kim 1997.
60
See, for instance, Chosun Ilbo’s October 2020 interview with a former East German leader: “Unification is the
End? Germany is Still Not ‘One.’”
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Korea can be a threat to their own nation’s future development. In fact, North Korea in the 1990s
was suffering from a devastating famine known as the Arduous March; the growing economic
gaps between the two countries was starting to make unification seem like a costly future
possibility that could endanger South Korea’s hard-earned prosperity if it was not properly
prepared for. Moreover, the unexpected onset of the Asian financial crisis in 1997-1998 made it
even more evident that South Korea could no longer take for granted a seamless path of
continuous development into the 21st century. Experiencing a national crisis after decades of
rapid, uninterrupted growth61 left many South Koreans lose faith in developmentalism and fear
for more precarity awaiting in their futures. No longer was the future a guaranteed site of more
progress, development, and prosperity, but one where unexpected threats, crises, and dangers
lurked. In response to these growing anxieties of the uncertain future, the state formed the
“Presidential Commission to Prepare for the New Millennium” (saech’ŏnnyŏn chunbi wiwŏnhoe)
from 1999 to 2001 in recognition that in the 21st century, the South Korean nation must prepare
for a new range of challenges in domains ranging from security, economy, to environment.
Today, future-oriented preparatory action is everywhere one looks in the South Korean
nation-state, from war preparation orchestrated by the Ministry of National Defense, exam
preparation to enter the Civil Service, to even a Ministry of the Future (miraebu)62 (2013-2017)
in charge of promoting a “creative economy” (ch’angjogyŏngje) for South Korea’s future. I
argue that preparation has now become an integral part of state-sponsored South Korean
nationalism. South Korean historiographies, ideologies, and tropes of nationalism all look
61

From its humble beginning as a war-torn, poverty-stricken country, hosting the first Olympics in 1988 and joining
the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) in 1996 are all steps in South Korea’s
developmentalist ‘coming-of-age’ story, marked by ‘development’ from poor to rich (i.e. ‘Miracle of the Han’),
from authoritarian rule to liberal democracy (see Han 2015:181).
62
The full name of this Ministry was the Ministry of Science, ICT & Future Planning (MSIP) (mirae ch’angjo
gwahakpu). As of August 2017, the word ‘future’ has been dropped by the new Moon Jae-in administration, with the
ministry being re-named as the Ministry of Science and ICT (kwahak kisul chŏngbo t’ongsinbu). (ICT stands for
Information & Communication Technology.)
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forward to the future when South Korea finally emerges as a “strong, big nation” (kangdaeguk)
and an “advanced nation” (sŏnjin’guk) on the global stage, away from its ‘Hermit Kingdom,’
Confucian, ‘pre-modern,’ colonial, authoritarian past.63 However, Korea’s much-awaited
emergence into a kangdaeguk and sŏnjin’guk is only possible if Koreans harness the power of
preparedness by proactively preparing for future changes and crises. Walking around the Kyobo
bookstores64 in Hapjeong or Kwanghwamun during fieldwork in 2018, the bestseller books of
the year— strategically located in the most prominent locations in the store — were the
Myŏnggyŏnmalli65 (“capable of looking forward ten thousand li into the future”) series. The
series brought various experts together to explain the most urgent future issues faced by South
Korea, which includes not only ‘North Korea’ and ‘Korean unification,’ but also a new
demographic future arriving with the drop in fertility rates and the coming of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution that will transform everything from technology, labor, to education.
President Moon Jae-in enthusiastically recommends the series with these words: “It is time when
individuals and nations must look forward — if not ten thousand li — ten, twenty, thirty years to
prepare for the changes in the world.”
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Confucian ‘pre-modern’ Korea (i.e. the Chosun dynasty [1392–1910]) was often referred to as the ‘Hermit
Kingdom’ for remaining largely closed off to the outside world. After thirty five years of being subjected to
Japanese colonialism (1910-1945), the Korean peninsula was divided into two in 1945, with South Korea
experiencing decades of authoritarian leadership until the democratic movements of the 1980s (see Cumings 2005
for a concise history of Korea’s transition into the ‘modern’ world).
64
Kyobo bookstores is one of the largest bookstore chains in South Korea.
65
Myŏnggyŏnmall is a four Chinese character expression: 明見萬里.
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Figure 2.1: Look Forward Ten Thousand Li into the Future

President Moon Jae-in encourages you to read the book series Myŏnggyŏnmalli.

The field of “unification preparation” is a particularly instructive empirical site to
understand South Korea’s orientation toward the national future, as unification preparation lies at
the intersection between two state-sponsored projects integral to South Korean nationalism’s
relationship to futurity. The first is the national project that orients South Korea to Korean
unification as the necessary, desirable conclusion to decades of peninsular, ethnic conflict (i.e.
the utopian “dream” of Korean unification and the great “destiny” of the Korean people). This is
the first future-driven national project for the South Korean nation-state that was enshrined into
the Constitution from its very establishment. The second is the state-sponsored project that
motivates South Korean citizens from all walks of life – from war preparation by young men in
their twenties to exam preparation by high school students – to work towards future (individualand-national) survival by engaging in the hard work of preparation. This second national project
of preparation is institutionalized and normalized in key state institutions and policies, from the
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mandatory military service that calls on all able-bodied men to be ready for a future war to
public education policies that elevate a once-a-year national exam as pivotal to the competitive
college admissions process.
In short, the state-sponsored nationalistic logic of preparation and preparedness demands
that the Korean nation’s future survival depends on being prepared for future threats to the
nation. Responsible citizens must work with the state to be ready for whatever lies ahead in the
national future. When Korean unification became absorbed into this nationalistic logic of
preparation and preparedness, it gave rise to the professional field of “unification preparation”
made up of such responsible citizens who labor to safeguard the nation’s future from a possibly
unprepared, catastrophic unification with North Korea. In other words, unification preparation
became thinkable and actionable considering the state’s ideological promotion of the logic of
preparation in modern South Korean history and nationalism.

From Wedding Preparation to Exam Preparation: Preparation as a Cultural Logic
Next, in order to make sense of South Korean unification preparation, it is also important
to tease out what I call is a cultural logic of preparation. Unification preparation is only one
expression of the cultural logic of preparation that is pervasive in contemporary South Korean
society beyond the state. I define ‘cultural logic66’ as a set of culturally normalized and socially
institutionalized practices and discourses that are considered natural, reasonable, or
commonsensical by a group of actors. Because this set of practices and discourses are considered
‘logical,’ it intimately governs the thoughts and actions of those who are subject to this cultural
logic. In South Korea, I observe that there is a cultural logic of preparation that is very forcefully

66

See, for instance, Frederic Jameson’s ‘cultural logic of late capitalism’ (1991) or Aihwa Ong’s ‘cultural logics of
transnationality’ (1999).
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expressed in a broad range of common practices and popular discourses (see Figure 2.2). It is
even arguably the case that South Koreans spend their whole lives engaging in preparation,
starting with preparing for entrance exams in their 10s, preparing for employment in their 20s,
preparing for marriage in their 30s, and preparing for retirement in their 40s and 50s. From a
young age, they are frequently reminded of the importance of preparation to success and
happiness and their failures and rejections are often blamed on insufficient preparation.

Figure 2.2: Common “Preparation” Practices and Discourses in South Korea
Preparation practices
Ipsi chunbi
(“Preparation for entrance exams”)
Ch’wiŏp chunbi
(“Preparation for employment”)
Kyŏrhon chunbi
(“Preparation for marriage”)
Nohu chunbi
(“Preparation for retirement”)

Preparation discourses
Yubimuhwan (
)
(“There are no worries and regrets if you are
prepared.”)
Chunbidoen chamani kihoerŭl chamnŭnda.
(“Only the prepared is ready for the
opportunity.”)
Kaemiwa paetchangi
(Aesop’s fable “The Ant and the
Grasshopper”)

Altogether, these practices and discourses attest to the existence of a cultural logic that
intimately governs the thoughts and actions of South Koreans on the importance of preparation
in one’s engagement with the uncertainties of life and the future. When ‘Korean unification’ was
absorbed into this cultural logic of preparation in South Korea, ‘unification preparation’ emerged
as a project that is considered culturally logical. The cultural logic of ‘unification preparation’
(i.e. unification integrated into the cultural logic of preparation) is perfectly expressed in the
refrain that my interlocutors use all the time: “a prepared unification is a blessing, but an
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unprepared unification is a catastrophe.” Every time this particular refrain is verbalized, the
cultural logic of (unification) preparation is reinforced, reproduced, and realized among my
interlocutors. It is this very cultural logic of preparation that demands a particular future event —
whether that is the marriage between two individuals (and families) or a unification between two
nation-states — to be strategically, diligently and responsibly anticipated in South Korea. The
cultural logic of preparation is expressed and practiced through various institutions that develop
systematic, routine ways of organizing preparation. For instance, in South Korea, many if not
most weddings are organized and executed by professional wedding companies (with an army of
wedding planners) who plan out every step of the marriage ceremony on behalf of the groom and
bride’s families. In the case of exam preparation, an enormous private education market67 exists
in South Korea that is organized around preparing for standardized tests. Because many South
Korean colleges and companies demand proof of language proficiency through test scores, most
private language academies are organized systematically around preparing students for the HSK
or TOEIC exams.68In other words, chunbi as a cultural logic is not bounded to unification
preparation, but is co-constituted in various industries and enterprises spanning sectors ranging
from family, education, to retirement. Unification preparation is part of the more pervasive
cultural logic of preparation that motivates South Koreans from various domains of social life to
strategically manage the uncertainties of the future by hiring professional planning companies to
prepare for their weddings; buying popular self-helps books that teach them how to invest in the
stock market or real estate to prepare for retirement; or signing up for language academies after
67

To offer a brief overview of the hagwŏn (private academy) landscape in contemporary South Korea, there are
academies for school entrance exams, civil service exams, English or Chinese proficiency exams, company
employment exams (e.g. Samsung has a test called SSAT), and various certification and license exams testing
cooking to computer skills. (See Park and Abelmann 2004 on a discussion of the English education market.)
68
South Koreans often blame their low confidence in foreign language speaking on the fact that most language
education in South Korea is oriented toward preparing for standardized tests, which privileges reading and listening
skills over speaking and writing.
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work to prepare for HSK or TOEIC tests.69
Figure 2.3: The Pervasiveness of Chunbi in South Korean Everyday Life

South Koreans urged to chunbi (“prepare”) everything from their wedding; Fourth Industrial
Revolution; retirement; employment; college entrance exam; winter; Pyeongchang Winter
Olympics; back to school; and trip to Europe. (In order: from left to right, from top to bottom.
Images taken from Google Image search.)

In conclusion, unification preparation as a national project crystallizes for us how chunbi
(“preparation”) has become a dominant nationalistic, cultural logic toward the future in
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HSK (Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi that tests Chinese; administered by the Hanban, an agency of the Ministry of
Education of the People’s Republic of China), and TOEIC (Test of English for International Communication that
tests English; administered by the Educational Testing Service (ETS), a non-profit test development organization
based in the United States) are widely-taken language examinations required by universities and companies.
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contemporary South Korea. It is this very logic of preparation that demands action to be taken,
thereby pushing South Koreans from ‘unification discourse’ (t’ongiltamnon) to ‘unification
preparation. ‘Unification discourse’ is a highly recognizable genre of public discourse in South
Korea that has been institutionalized in sites of education, media, and state over the course of
South Korean history. Although unification discourse has been around since the early years of
division of the Korean peninsula, it is how this historically sedimented discourse is dynamically
interacting with the nationalistic, cultural logic of preparation in the contemporary moment that
is of particular interest in this dissertation. When unification discourse interacts with the logic of
preparation that demands South Koreans to take action now, no longer is unification just talk; it
is now talk and action to exercise collective agency, as we will see in the next section of this
chapter.

Preparation as an Expression of (Limited) Agency
I cannot count the times I have heard or read the following refrain during fieldwork: “a
prepared unification is a blessing, while an unprepared unification is a catastrophe.” This refrain
was attributed by my interlocutors to Richard von Weizsäcker, the first President of a Unified
Germany, and was often used as a shorthand to justify the need for unification preparation.70
According to my interlocutors, Korean unification is a future that has the potential to turn into a
“blessing” (ch’ukpok) for the Korean nation, with the right amount of preparation in the present,
whether that preparation is in the form of plans, policies, funds, trainings, and more. However,
without preparation, Korean unification also has the equal potential to create a “catastrophe”
(chaeang), even resulting in civil war and another division. In short, it is the agency of South
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This statement was reported to be first said by Richard von Weizsäcker to Minister of Unification Ryu Woo-ik
during Ryu’s time in office (2011-2013).
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Koreans to shape Korean unification into a blessing or a catastrophe; it is in their hands to act
now to shape the future in the right direction. When Korean unification became absorbed into the
shared logic of preparation that demands taking anticipatory action, a new form of agency
became thinkable and actionable.
Potentiality and Agency
As I have observed many times during fieldwork, it is not that any of my informants —
“experts” or otherwise — were confident that Korean unification would occur anytime in the
foreseeable future. In fact, most — if not all — of them openly admitted that they simply did not
know (but no one else can possibly know, either). Even in these conditions of ignorance, it was
the potential that Korean unification could occur, a potentiality that continues to hover over the
Korean peninsula, that motivated them to take action in the present and exercise agency over the
future. I argue that even if Korean unification never transpires, their efforts can never be wrong
because of this very potentiality. “Potential is preemptively turned into possible futures” that
demands action to be taken (Stalcup 2015:72). For instance, Massumi argues that the United
States could justify the preemptive attack on Iraq in 2003 because of the potential that Saddam
Hussein might have weapons of mass destruction; even though such weapons were eventually
not discovered, the potential became sufficient grounds for such preemptive action-taking
(2007). As Stalcup observes, “in claiming potential uncertainty as the grounds for taking action,
[the U.S.’s] decision to act could not be wrong” (2015:72). Similarly, field professionals in
unification preparation are “guided by a desire not to limit action to plan for what may be the
incorrect future,” bringing “potential uncertainty… into the sphere of governance” (ibid.)
The fact that an unprepared unification could potentially be a catastrophic event justifies
the need of the field of unification preparation. In my interlocutors’ minds, it is too late to wait
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for certainty about Korean unification:
“waiting for certainty, which is to say, waiting to be sure… could have potentially
catastrophic consequences; both certainty and the period of inaction were therefore refused.
Preemption… not only did not require certainty, it required uncertainty. It was precisely
because of what could happen (if preemptive action wasn’t taken), linked to the potential for
devastating consequences, that acting was justified sooner rather than later” (Stalcup
2015:73).
In other words, those involved in unification preparation are acting because waiting to be certain
about Korean unification is not an acceptable option for them; in the murky temporality of interKorean relations, they must act preemptively and decisively even though they are in the dark
about where they are in the timeline to possible unification. As long as the potentiality of
unification continues to hang over the Korean peninsula, field professionals must act, even in
conditions of ignorance and uncertainty.
The Timing of Agency: Act ‘Now’ or Face Another National Tragedy
Based on my conversations with my interlocutors, I came to get a stronger sense of what
motivates some South Koreans to exercise their agency now by engaging in pre-emptive
preparation for what may be the incorrect future. Preparing for unification is considered urgent,
first of all, due to the increasing length of time that the two Koreas have been divided,
particularly in comparison to other divided-then-unified nations. According to many South
Koreans, Korea is “the last divided nation” – after the unifications of Vietnam, Germany, and
Yemen – and with 2015 marking seven decades since the Korean peninsula was divided in 1945,
the length of time that Korea has been divided is “too long.” And the longer the Koreas are
divided, the greater the political-economic and socio-cultural differences between them, making
unification preparation even more urgent with every passing year. This self-perception that
Korea is “the last divided nation” whose time of division is “too long” is borne out of a
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comparative historical perspective that does not take Korea’s division as an isolated case but one
that is informed by many others.
Moreover, according to my interlocutors, in South Korea’s race to the future, ‘now’ is
considered the ‘right’ time to prepare for unification, because after South Korea has
accomplished “industrialization” (sanŏphwa) and “democratization” (minjuhwa), unification is
the next urgent historical task facing South Koreans and their nation. In other words, the urgent
timing of unification preparation is informed by my interlocutors’ understanding of Korea’s
current position in its national narrative. If industrialization and democratization were chapters
one and two in the story of modern South Korea, unification is the next chapter that industry
professionals must now prepare for. Another recurring rationale for why prepare for unification
now, particularly among human rights-oriented field professionals, is that everyday, more North
Koreans are suffering and dying under the authoritarian dictatorship of the Kim family. This
‘civilizing’ logic (e.g. Grinker 1999) assumes that many of the strengths of South Korea —
ranging from democracy, capitalism, human rights, or Christianity — should be spread to the
suffering subjects in North Korea as soon as possible. Unification (perhaps a cover word for
North Korean absorption into the South) is urgent to civilize the brainwashed, poor, and
persecuted North Korean people.
Lastly, I learned that preparation for unification is considered particularly urgent by field
professionals because the future is increasingly imagined to be radically different from the past.
It is true that the very idea of a unified Korean future is premised on a ‘five thousand year
history’71 of the ‘Korean people’ (hanminjok) who supposedly share the same language, culture,
land, and destiny. However, although the collective memory of a unified past may play a role in
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The Korean people, an ethnic group (minjok) that existed together on the Korean peninsula for thousands of years,
claim to trace their common origin to Tan’gun, the mythical founder of the Korean nation.
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why South Koreans are even imagining a unified Korean future in the present, there is increasing
acknowledgement that this future will be profoundly different from the past, because the
unprecedented challenge of unifying capitalist-democratic and socialist-authoritarian nations —
two countries that are becoming even more different with every passing day — awaits in the
future. In other words, the growing recognition that a shared history and ethnicity is no guarantee
that unification will be an effortless, natural process is motivating the urgency to act now.
All in all, these different rationales feed into the urgency that I felt among industry
professionals to act now rather than later. If they act too late, according to industry professionals,
Korea risks facing the undesirable possibility of being left out of the unification process, just as it
was ignored during the division process when the United States and Soviet Union took it upon
themselves to decide the fate of the Korean peninsula; unification may end up being another
national tragedy that Koreans will have failed to prevent if they don’t act now. According to
South Korean nationalist historiography, the Korean peninsula has been an intense battleground
of foreign powers since it entered the ‘modern’ world in the late nineteenth century, even falling
under colonial rule for four decades until it was liberated then divided by foreign powers. This
nationalistic historiography posits the Korean people as powerless victims in the face of strong
foreign powers, with national division still interpreted as a tragic event that separated a people
against their will. Against the backdrop of what is considered to be a tragic national history in the
modern world, unification preparation can be interpreted, then, as an expression of many South
Koreans’ aspirations to reclaim their political agency and prepare for a truly independent, unified
nation that is stronger than, for instance, former colonizer Japan. Preparing for unification so that
Koreans can take control of the future process — unlike division which is remembered to have
been dominated by self-interested foreign powers — is a driving force for why Koreans must
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take preparatory action urgently, even if no one knows when, how, or if unification will ever
occur. If they do not exercise agency in these conditions of urgency, they risk unification being
yet another national tragedy.
Utopian/Dystopian, Blessing/Catastrophe, Opportunity/Crisis Binaries: The High Stakes
of Unification Preparation
Once again, I return to the refrain “a prepared unification is a blessing, while an
unprepared unification is a catastrophe.” This refrain reveals how unification preparation is
motivated by the stark binaries in field professionals’ imaginations of Korean unification. These
binaries — “utopian”/“dystopian,” “blessing/catastrophe,” “opportunity/crisis” — are what
encourages field professionals to value their agency, since it is their labor that will determine the
future of Korean unification. These binaries enable field professionals to make the sharp
distinction between what happens if they do exercise agency and what happens if they don’t
exercise agency; when it is a matter of “blessing” or “catastrophe,” the stakes of not exercising
agency cannot be any higher.
In my conversations with field professionals, it was evident that there were two
contrastive imaginations about Unified Korea circulating among them: unification as either an
“opportunity” (kihoe) or “crisis” (wigi) for the Korean people. The “opportunity” vision of
Korean unification that I have heard repeatedly during fieldwork follows these lines of thought:
although the cost of unification is acknowledged to be high in the “short run,” unification is
expected to be highly lucrative in the “long run.” A Unified Korea will emerge as the seventh
largest economy in the world, with a population of eighty million.72 North Korean labor and
natural resources and South Korean capital and management capacities will produce a synergetic
72

At the time of this writing, South Korea’s economy is currently the 11th largest in the world, according to both the
IMF and the World Bank. The ‘eighty million’ number that I frequently heard during fieldwork comes out of the
fact that South Korea’s population is around 52 million, while North Korea’s population is around 26 million.
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economic effect that will be a “jackpot,” in former President Park Geun-hye’s words. A Unified
Korea will invite more foreign investment, as foreigners will consider it to be a more stable part
of the world. Many industries – such as construction and tourism – will boom in this new Korea.
Since South Korea will no longer be landlocked (currently because of North Korea), the new
Korea will emerge as a central economic hub in a Euro-Asian regional economy. The national
budget that was used in military spending will be re-directed to develop other parts of Korean
society. Young men of Korea’s future, free from their mandatory military duties, will be able to
spend those two to three years of their twenties in more productive endeavors. In short, many
problems South Korea currently faces — such as a shrinking population with dropping birth
rates, rising unemployment rates, etc. — can be solved with unification, according to this vision
of future opportunities.73 A popular public discourse in contemporary South Korea is that Korea
today is ‘Hell Chosun,’74 a neologism designed to express frustrations with the national present; a
unified Korean future has the potential to be a different future that makes an escape from ‘Hell
Chosun’ possible.
Imaginations of unification as a crisis also exist pervasively among field professionals,
particularly revolving around the conflict that would arise from bringing together two different
peoples with different cultures; the high economic costs of integrating two national systems and
infrastructures; and the social prejudice that my be faced by (former) North Koreans as second
class citizens, especially the exploitation of North Koreans as a cheap labor pool for South
Korean capitalism. Although many North Korean defectors hope for unification so that they can
re-unite with family members in the north and visit their home cities, North Korean defectors
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This vision of opportunities ignores the possibility that many of the negative ramifications of South Korea’s socalled hyper-compressed development over the last decades — which have resulted in a range of domestic social
problems such as increasing inequality and suicide — may only intensify with Korean unification.
74
This is a neologism combining the English word ‘Hell’ and the Korean word ‘Chosun’ (the name of the last
dynasty of Korea, and also the name still used by North Korea to refer to ‘Korea.’)
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who have faced social discrimination in the South also express worries that a unified Korea may
only create an entire underclass of North Koreans who serve South Korean interests (see Chung
2008, Jung 2016 for ethnographic studies of North Korean defectors in South Korea). Popular
South Korean novels imagining a Unified Korea, Lee Eung-jun’s Private Life of a Nation (2009)
and Jang Kang-myung’s Our Aspiration is War (2016), both portray a dangerous, dystopian
future for the Korean people. In this camp of thought, unification is not a “jackpot” (taebak), but
the exact opposite: a “bust” (tchokpak). However, I have found that even the harshest skeptics of
the utopian narratives of Korean unification acknowledge that Korean unification may happen
one day and that preparation is necessary to create a less chaotic, exploitative unified Korea. In
other words, they still acknowledge the possibility, no matter how undesirable Korean
unification is to them. As I have observed earlier, industry conversations around unification are
often less about desirability (is Korean unification good or bad?), but more about possibility
(however slim it is, is there a possibility that unification could occur on the Korean peninsula?)
What these wildly different imaginations of a Unified Korea reveal is that among my
interlocutors, unification is not a future scenario is that is in any way pre-determined. It is in their
hands to turn Korean unification into a “blessing” and “opportunity” for the Korean nation by
taking preparatory action. My interlocutors are thus motivated by the binaries of
“blessing/catastrophe” and “opportunity/crisis” in their imaginations of a Unified Korea, and it is
both their hopes and fears of the unified future that inspires action and agency in them. In fact,
anthropologists have long understood that both utopian and dystopian future imaginations can
motivate human action. We have seen the future as the utopian target of aspirational action
(Appadurai 2013) in both secular (e.g. ‘development’ [Ferguson 1994, Mosse 2005, Rist 2014])
and religious domains (e.g. Cole 2010, Piot 2010). Scientists aim to ‘optimize’ the lives of future
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citizens through “ever more complexly geneticized psyches and molecularized biologies”
(Adams, Murphy, and Clarke 2009: 247), while forging new futures lies at the core of many
contemporary political movements, from feminism to anti-racism (Adams, Murphy and Clarke
2009:248). Recent anthropological scholarship has also addressed how “futures have lost their
utopian qualities” (Bear 2016), as communities around the world are struggling with
unprecedented challenges (Allison 2013:4-5, 53-54). Dystopian futures are imagined to languish
from devastating environmental fallouts from the Anthropocene (e.g. Callison 2014), alarming
crises of population (e.g. Greenhalgh 2008, Allison 2013) and disappointing failures of
‘modernity’ (e.g. Ferguson 1999, Piot 2010); it is also imagined to be full of ‘security’ threats
(from terrorist attacks, nuclear wars, infectious diseases, natural disasters, to zombie outbreaks,
alien invasions, AI takeovers) that prompt ‘end of times’ prophesies and preparations (from
Christian eschatology to ‘doomsday prep’). However, scholars note that dystopian future visions
also inspire action in the hopes that that such visions can be averted or at least mitigated if
appropriate steps are taken in the present (e.g. Caduff 2015:10-11). In short, the utopia/dystopia
binary shapes how the future is simultaneously seen as a site of opportunities and crises that in
turn motivates, orients, and informs present action.
An Acknowledgement of Limits in Agency: From ‘Unification Media’ to ‘Unification
Diplomacy’
While working as an intern at UPI, I saw how my interlocutors reflected on not only the
possibilities, but also the limitations of their work. Everyday labor at UPI is aimed toward
effecting changes and preparing for changes on the Korean peninsula. A core predicament in
their minds, however, is UPI’s dual position as both change “maker” (meik’ŏ) and “observer”
(kwanch’alcha). On one hand, they aspired to “make” the changes in North Korea and the
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Korean peninsula occur through their unification media work. “Change maker” was a phrase
most frequently used by Mr. Lee, the President of UPI, who was always brimming with
optimism for what UPI can achieve. For instance, Mr. Lee hopes that UPI’s radio programs
broadcasted to North Korea can gradually raise the democratic consciousness of its listeners,
which can even result in a grassroots movement that can topple the dictatorship. He often talked
about his hope that UPI can create a civil society in North Korea by reaching a million listeners,
or 10% listenership ratings. On the other hand, UPI staff acknowledged their more modest — but
nonetheless still important — role as “observers” of changes occurring in North Korea and the
Korean peninsula. According to them, not enough people are paying attention to the subtle
changes occurring within North Korea by assuming the country is stuck in time. Their agency is
in paying attention and being ready, even if they may not be the direct makers of future changes.
Straddling ambiguously somewhere between change “maker” and “observer,” UPI carried out its
unification media work and made sense of their (limited) agency as a small NGO with
inadequate resources at hand.
The insight of anthropologists into the concept of ‘agency’ — i.e. the socioculturally and
linguistically mediated capacity to act (Ahearn 2001:112, 115) — has been that instead of
imposing our own presumptions on ‘agency’ (e.g. ‘resistance’=’agency’), we should be attentive
to how our interlocutors view themselves to have (or not have) the capacity to meaningfully act
in their given environment (e.g. Mahmood 2001). In fact, discerning South Koreans are well
aware of their ‘limited’ geopolitical agency in determining the course of their nation and the
peninsula. South Koreans of all generations, genders, and regions, for instance, know from
history class and popular culture of Korea’s lack of agency as it moved into the ‘age of
(Western) modernity’: how it was occupied and colonized by the Japanese against its will, how it
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was liberated not through their own war of liberation but through the defeat of its colonizer in the
world war, and how it was divided at the whims of the United States and the Soviet Union. And
it is not just the not-so-distant past: very recent events like the controversy over the installation
of THAAD in South Korea — which the U.S. wanted, but China did not — and the resultant
souring of relationship with China (i.e. the largest trade partner for South Korea, a big source of
tourism for South Korea, and the major destination for many South Korean industries like K-pop
and K-beauty) acutely reminded South Koreans of their nation’s precarious position between the
two superpowers. South Koreans — no matter how patriotic many of them may be — are thus
keenly aware of their geopolitically limited agency in determining the course of their peninsula’s
future.
This acknowledgement of the limits of South Korea’s geopolitical agency is expressed,
for instance, in the sub-field of unification diplomacy. The sub-field of “unification diplomacy”
(t’ongil oegyo) works to recruit other nations to the cause of Korean unification, so that when the
time comes, these nations will support a South Korea-led Korean unification instead of opposing
it for self-interested reasons. In other words, unification diplomacy — at both the state and nonstate arenas — argues for the importance of laying the groundwork of a successful unification by
convincing ‘the superpowers’ why unification will be beneficial for them. If all nation-states act
in their self-interest, as the basic assumption of international relations goes, it was South Korea’s
job as a non-superpower to win their approval by proposing convincing enough reasons for them
to support Korea’s unification. This line of work is based on a ‘realistic’ understanding of South
Korea’s place-in-the-world: not a superpower, never have been and probably never will be.
Moreover, I was very fortunate that two national conversations on South Korea’s
geopolitical agency erupted during my year of fieldwork, each revolving around a particular
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concept: “Korea passing”(k’oria p’aesing) and “Korean peninsula driver theory” (hanbando
unjŏnjaron). In essence, “Korea passing” means South Korea is ‘passed,’ or skipped, in the
making of important decisions that will affect the future of the Korean peninsula. For instance,
U.S. and China would discuss the subject of North Korea without consulting South Korea, or
North Korea would negotiate directly with the U.S. without including South Korea. The
expression ‘Korea passing’ appeared prominently on the national stage in the April of 2017 when
conservative presidential candidate Yoo Seong-min asked (then-candidate) Moon Jae-in about it
during a televised presidential debate on JTBC.75 “Do you know Korea Passing?” Yoo asked
Moon, to which Moon answered “no.” Yoo used ‘Korea Passing’ as an entry point to point out
how South Korea was being excluded in important discussions and decisions concerning the
North Korea nuclear problem, especially by the United States. Moon retorted by rhetorically
asking whose fault it was that South Korea was being “ignored” (musi) by the U.S., the
implication being it was the fault of the conservatives who have been in office for the past
decade. Although the expression ‘Korea passing’ is relatively new, it can partly be traced to a
term with a longer history: tongmi bongnam. South Korean academics and experts often used
tongmi bongnam — an expression made up of four Chinese characters 通美封南 — to refer to
the North Korean strategy of working with the United States while refusing a relationship with
South Korea; the North Korean regime’s rationale for the strategy was to isolate South Korea
and break apart the strong U.S.-South Korea-Japan geopolitical alliance to its benefit.
Even the Wall Street Journal picked up on South Korea’s use of this newly coined phrase
in August of 2017: “In the North Korea standoff, South Koreans say, ‘What about us?’ ‘Korea
passing’ enters lexicon, describes how Seoul is seemingly bypassed in search for Pyongyang
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See “Moon Jae-in and You Seong-min debate over ‘Korean passing.’ What is ‘Korea passing?’” JTBC, 26 April
2017.
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solution.’”76 The expression gained even more currency when a South Korean journalist even
asked Donald Trump about it in November 2017 at a press conference with Moon to which
Trump answered: “South Korea, the Republic of Korea, Korea is very important to me and there
will be no skipping South Korea. I can tell you that right now.”77 Finally, the expression started
to explode in popular usage when it started to be used not only in relation to the North Korea
problem, but also to any other issue that ‘passed’ or ‘skipped’ over South Korea. For instance,
when the engines of BMW cars started to burst into flames in the summer of 2018 — sparking a
national fear of BMW cars in highway roads and parking lots — local media accused BMW of
“Korea passing,” i.e. disregarding the consumer rights of South Korean owners, as opposed to
the European or American markets, by being slow in the recalls of faulty cars.78 In other words,
“Korea passing” quickly became the shorthand to refer to any situation in which South Korea
was being ignored and looked down upon by the world. Instances of ‘Korea passing’ — whether
by President Trump or BMW — was evidence that South Korea was not being respected as a
nation, with implications for its geopolitical agency on the global stage.
As if to address Yoo Seong-min’s pointed question in the presidential debate, President
Moon soon offered his own answer to local anxieties about ‘Korea passing’: “driver theory”
(unjŏnjaron). ‘Driver theory’ was also an expression coined by the South Korean national media,
based on President Moon Jae-in’s proposition to sit in the “driver seat” of issues that determine
the course of future on the Korean peninsula. In a speech on August 15, 2017, Korea’s
Liberation Day, President Moon stated his desire to make South Koreans the “owner of the
Korean peninsula problem” (hanbando munjeŭi chuin), launching the start of his
administration’s “driver theory” approach to inter-Korean relations. Praise and support of
76

See “In the North Korea Standoff, South Koreans Say, ‘What About Us?’” Wall Street Journal, 30 August 2017.
See “Trump says there will be ‘no skipping’ of S. Korea” Yonhap News, 7 November 2017.
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Moon’s ambitions to assert South Korea’s agency over the Korean peninsula exist side by side
with local critiques and scorns. For instance, see the political satire by Sisa Journal that depicts a
frustrated President Moon in the driver’s seat “crossing mountains..and oceans,” only to return to
“the beginning,” next to the U.S. army officer. The words “installation of THAAD” and
“sanctions against North Korea” are written next to the U.S. army officer, signaling that
President Moon is back to the beginning, back to having to follow the U.S.’s stance on those
issues.79
Figure 2.4: President Moon Jae-in’s “Driver Theory”

Political cartoon in Sisa Journal in September 2017.
Understanding national debates that surround the work of unification preparation offer us
important insights into field professionals’ self-perceptions of their (limited) agency in preparing
for a future scenario like Korean unification. In other words, both internal field conversations
(e.g. between “change maker” and “change observer”) and external national discourses (e.g.
“Korea passing”, “driver theory”) shapes the way in which participants of unification preparation
make sense of the agency in their work. Although field professionals do believe in the collective
agency exercised by their preparatory labor, they are also astutely aware of various levels of
79

See “Back to the Start in [President] Moon’s “Korean Peninsula Driver Theory.” Sisa Journal, 14 September
2017.
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limitations — as a non-superpower nation, as a small NGO with limited resources — and
continue their work fully cognizant of what they can and what they cannot do.

Re-thinking the Productivity and Value of Preparation Labor
I have explained so far that preparation is a form of logic and an expression of agency.
Lastly, I approach preparation as a type of labor. In this section, I ask: what does understanding
unification preparation as labor reveal about the nature of preparatory labor? Using the
ethnographic case of UPI, I first describe why reckoning the productivity of preparatory labor
can be a challenging endeavor. I argue that preparation as a genre of labor can complicate
capitalistic logics embedded in “audit cultures” that demand activities and outcomes to be
measurable and efficient (e.g. Power 1997, Strathern 2000). Next, I explore what is the value
generated by unification preparation labor. Inspired by Graeber (2001, 2013) who argues that it
is value that brings universes into being, I argue that it is the very value of preparedness that is
the value produced by the labor of unification preparation.
***
In the Introduction, I described the range of professional activities inspired by unification
preparation at UPI, from radio broadcasting to North Korean listeners to news reporting on the
topic of North Korea. In short, ‘unification media’ is a specialized type of unification preparatory
labor performed by field professionals with expertise in North Korea and media. Throughout
fieldwork, there was one question that lingered in my mind: how do UPI staff make sense of the
productivity of their preparatory labor when change is absent in the here-and-now? UPI is
oriented toward changes that, as of 2020, still have no signs of becoming a reality. At the time of
this writing in 2020, there is no freedom of movement between the two Koreas, no grassroots
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democratic revolution led by the North Korean people. Neither is there a regime collapse in
North Korea, nor the unification of the two Koreas. In the absence of changes that they are
working to anticipate or effect, how do UPI staff know that their days, months, and years of work
had amounted to something? How do they make sense of the productivity of their preparatory
labor to themselves and to others? In other words, how was productivity measured and
communicated in the absence of any obvious indications of change?
On one hand, I discovered that the question of productivity can be simple enough for UPI
as a group engaged in unification media: there are tangible outputs created through the day-today office labor at UPI. There are X number of news articles written and published per day, Y
hours of radio broadcasts recorded and broadcasted per week, or Z number of videos filmed and
uploaded per month. (A similar kind of calculation could apply to another unification preparation
institution, but maybe it would be the number of conferences or trainings they hold, or the
number of reports or manuals they put out per year.) On the other hand, these numbers may not
be enough to prove the productivity of their preparatory labor if there are not enough readers,
listeners, or viewers of those outputs. In the case of UPI, the number of readers or viewers
translated into the number of clicks the news article will get or the number of views the video
will receive on YouTube. And surely enough these numbers of clicks and views are meticulously
listed in every quarterly report to U.S. donor agencies to prove UPI’s productivity and justify its
annual funding.
And without funding, there is no work that can be done. The naïve graduate student in me
quickly learned that it is very costly to broadcast three hours of short-wave radio to North Korea
every day of the year, pay for the ever-rising office rent in the up-and-coming Mangwon-dong
neighborhood, and support the salaries of 20+ employees (who also needed yearly raises that can
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match the increasing living costs in Seoul). Therefore, crafting convincing enough quarterly
reports to U.S. donor agencies is absolutely critical to keeping the institution going. It was by
helping write and edit these reports to U.S. donor agencies that I came to see the self-conscious
efforts by the staff to measure and communicate UPI’s productivity in a language that was
intelligible to field outsiders.
Here is an excerpt taken from one such report that I helped write and edit in early 2018:

UPI Website
The number of UPI site views for the fourth quarter [of 2017] was 28,850. The website
averaged 314 unique visitors per day. According to data analysis, we found most of our
visitors from November 2017 to January 2018 connected to the website from South
Korea (88.42%). The next highest country was USA (4.48%), followed by China
(2.25%), Japan (1.35%) and Russia (0.54%). Individual visitors from 74 countries
including the Philippines, Germany, Australia, Canada and UK also visited our website.
Seven visitors were unidentifiable, and there were no visitors from North Korea this
quarter.
Number of UPI website visitors by month (using Google Analytics)
Nov, 2017

12,379

Dec, 2017

8,901

Jan, 2018

7,570

Total

28,850

As one can see, it is in the language of numbers that UPI’s productivity can be
communicated to those who are in the position of evaluating the success or failure of its
preparatory labor. In the absence of any visible ‘unification’ or ‘change’ happening in the near
future, the productivity of UPI is expressed in numbers that communicate to outsiders that UPI is
creating (some) impact in the world; there are thousands of visitors to UPI’s online newspaper
website, reading the news articles that UPI reporters are working hard to write every day. These
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numbers are indeed meaningful evidence that UPI is doing its part in the larger mission of
‘preparing for Korean unification’ and ‘bringing about change in North Korea.’ It is through the
universal language of numbers that the uncertain productivity of unification preparation can be
rendered visible and intelligible to field outsiders.
However, while the critical role of numbers in communicating their productivity to
outsiders was acknowledged by UPI staff, they were also cognizant that such numbers cannot
fully reflect the complexities, nuances, and temporalities of their preparatory work. While it is
important to document their productivity in numbers every quarter for field outsiders, they
realize that the nature of preparation work may also mean that their productivity cannot be
completely captured in numbers. For instance, how can you readily quantify the ‘quarterly
increase in South Korean unification preparedness from UPI’s work’ or the ‘quarterly change in
North Korean democratic consciousness resulting from the labor performed at the UPI office’?
Their productivity also cannot easily be measured like clockwork at the end of every quarter
when they are preparing for an event like Korean unification that operates on the uncertain
temporality of inter-Korean relations (e.g. inter-Korean relations may improve or sour
unexpectedly at any moment to disrupt UPI’s plans, there is no five-year plan until some
‘Unification D-Day’ set in 2025.) In other words, while numbers are useful, meaningful tools for
communicating productivity to outsiders, field professionals are also aware that preparatory labor
can be difficult — if not impossible — to quantify and measure.
I found that the question of productivity was a particularly sensitive one for the radio
producers who are creating their content for North Korean listeners. Unlike news articles or
Youtube videos that could be measured in clicks or views, there is physically no way of knowing
who, and counting how many, are listening to their radio broadcasts in North Korea on any given
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day. Interlocutors would wonder out loud in their private conversations with me if the radio
broadcasts they are making day after day on their office computers and in the recording booths
are reaching someone in North Korea or making any changes in the minds and hearts of North
Koreans. “Not knowing who is listening and not being able to get any feedback from listeners
about my show can be hard and discouraging,” said several of the radio producers. Such
reflections prompted anything from frustration (“what am I even doing here?”) to resignation
(“this is just a job”).
Reports by InterMedia, a global consulting group, are one ‘objective’ source of outside
authority that were often employed by UPI radio producers when they discussed their
productivity. In 2012, InterMedia released a report that discussed the changing media
environment in North Korea, with an analysis of the role that different media played (e.g.
television, radio, Internet). The results were in: approximately “one in four” North Koreans were
listening to foreign radio. Considering the number of foreign radio stations targeting the North
Korean population (including, but not limited to, Voice of America, Radio Free Asia, BBC, and
KBS [Korean Broadcasting System]), it still remained difficult to know how many of those ‘1 in
4 listeners’ were listening to UPI’s radio shows, however. Nonetheless, the “one in four” number
was still an important source of rationalization for their work and a real source of comfort that
there is indeed a listenership across the DMZ that is making their work meaningful and
productive, in spite of any immediate, dramatic changes. For radio producers at UPI, it can be a
consistent struggle to stay motivated to do their work when it is impossible to know the effects
that their labor is having, but those who remain continue to march on with the hope that “1 in 4
listeners” is hearing the fruits of their labor somewhere in North Korea.
***
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Unification preparation presents a challenge for field professionals who must grapple
with the uncertain productivity of their everyday labor of preparation. Every quarterly report that
UPI staff write can be a sobering reminder to them of their uncertain productivity that must
nonetheless be continuously textualized into recognizable language for field outsiders. While
there may be outside authority (such as InterMedia’s 2012 report) that validates the productivity
of their work, field professionals may still privately wonder about how impactful their everyday
labor really is. Unlike a for-profit corporation that may have its productivity measured relatively
straightforwardly in sales volumes or profit margins, an institution that traffics in effecting and
anticipating change must confront a much more challenging reckoning of productivity. On one
hand, it is rare that an act of preparation creates immediate impact, especially in cases where one
is preparing for a future event of such large scale and magnitude; moreover, every act of
preparation participates in a long, complex chain of actions-and-reactions that may take months,
years, or decades to result in any visible or meaningful effect. When UPI staff host conferences
or produce videos, they do not expect that any immediate impact will be made on inter-Korean
relations, but they are participating in a chain of events that arguably does have an effect,
however indirectly and tenuously. On the other hand, because countless events, actors, and
factors contribute to the making of the future, it is oftentimes impossible to prove how one
particular preparatory activity ‘made a difference.’ For instance, although various small
‘positive’ changes — such as indications of more democratic, capitalist thinking and behavior —
are being observed in North Korea by UPI in its reporting work, it would be difficult for UPI
radio producers to claim that it is their radio broadcasts that directly brought about these changes.
The fact that it is difficult to reckon the productivity of preparatory labor does not make it
meaningless for the actors involved or make the field a waste of resources that can be used
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elsewhere (e.g. to alleviate poverty, to manage climate change, to use in cancer research).
However, it does reveal that preparation as a genre of action may not be amenable to the same
kinds of neoliberal capitalistic logics of “audit cultures” that demand every action to be
productive and efficient (Power 1997, Strathern 2000). Although groups like UPI must make its
productivity legible to various donors through quarterly reports, UPI staff I worked with to write
such reports are acutely aware that these numbers cannot be fully reflective of the temporalities,
nuances, and complexities of their work. Many aspects of preparatory labor resist the
quantification of “performance reviews” and “outcome measures,” and thus may need to be
evaluated, justified, and communicated using alternative modes that take into account the messy
empirical realities of preparatory work.
And for an alternative mode of understanding the value of preparatory labor, I turn to
Graeber:
“Value emerges in action; it is the process by which a person’s invisible ‘potency’ —
their capacity to act — is transformed into concrete, perceptible forms….Value, then, is
the way people represent the importance of their own actions to themselves” (Graeber
2001:46).
Describing the empirical existence of unification preparation does not explain the question that
may pop up in some observers’ minds: why does South Korea continue to expend so much
resources in preparing for a future that continues to be deferred, a future scenario that is mired in
so much uncertainty? In light of the high uncertainties that plague this particular field of
professional labor, we can re-consider the value of the labor performed by this field by looking
beyond the surface: I argue that what is valuable about unification preparation labor is the
reproduction of the value of preparedness for South Korea, a key value that undergirds South
Korean worldviews about the future. Graeber argues that “it is value that brings universes into
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being” (2013). It is in the pursuit of preparedness as a value by field professionals that
preparatory labor plays a pivotal role in securing the Korean nation’s future survival.
***
For years leading up to May 2017, UPI was making plans with the Blue House and the
Korea Communications Commission to secure domestic radio frequencies for broadcasting to
North Korea. UPI was also planning a project to create more media content for North Koreans
with the support of the Ministry of Unification. However, when a liberal administration pursuing
a more “peace”-centered agenda with North Korea came into power in the May of 2017, years of
UPI’s plans went out the window. UPI’s efforts were suddenly seen as inappropriate at a time
when the new President was pursuing a “peaceful” approach to inter-Korean relations that
respects each other’s sovereignty. Plans to send in South Korean-created media into North Korea
was now considered a form of “interference in the internal affairs of another nation”
(naejŏnggansŏp) that was out of line and disrupting — not aiding — unification preparation. As
domestic conditions and inter-Korean relations change abruptly at any moment, all the resources
that are invested into creating particular plans, reports, and trainings may suddenly seem
irrelevant and in vain. What, then, is the value of preparatory labor performed in conditions of
such volatility?
In other words, I found during fieldwork that the fruits of labor of field professionals
have uncertain value, as conditions involving the two Koreas can quickly and unexpectedly shift.
Although unification-as-scenario has given rise to a professionalized field of preparation, the
value generated by preparatory labor can be highly uncertain.80 However, in spite of my
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How value can be contingent and variable has been insightfully noted by scholars such as Harvey: “Marx’s value
form…is not a still and stable fulcrum in capital’s churning world but a constantly changing and unstable metric
being pushed hither and thither by the anarchy of market exchange, by revolutionary transformations in
technologies and organizational forms, by unfolding practices of social reproduction, and massive transformations in
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outsider’s critical perspective on the uncertainty of the value of their labor, insiders of the field
are more confident about the value of what they do: as the refrain “a prepared unification is a
blessing, while an unprepared unification is a catastrophe” expresses, field professionals are by
and large persuaded that their job is important for the nation, even if they acknowledge the
difficulties of reckoning the quarterly productivity of their preparation labor.
I suggest that the value of unification preparation labor can then be understood in at least
two ways. First is the value of the endeavor in practically preparing the Korean peninsula for the
future. The endeavor is a means to an end: the end being the utilitarian goal of making Korean
unification a “blessing,” not a “catastrophe.” However, if Korean unification occurs in a way that
is unanticipated (or does not occur at all), the utilitarian value of this endeavor is rendered
uncertain, arguably making the project ‘valueless.’81 On the other hand, then, there is the
performative82 value of preparing for its own sake: pursuing ‘preparedness’ out of the sheer
importance and goodness of the value of ‘being ready.’ Graeber has argued that value is created
when humans act toward what they judge to be important and good (2001). In other words, the
value of the unification preparation field is produced in the human labor invested into it.
Graeber, following Marx, argues that labor — “a human being’s capacity to transform the world,
their powers of physical and mental creativity” — can be a measure for the value of a field
(2001:55). If the participants of the South Korean economy spend x percent of their resources to
unification preparation, that is the value of that field. The value of a field “is the proportion of a
the wants, needs and desires of whole populations expressed through the cultures of everyday life” (2018:7,
emphasis added). However, it is important to note that this is not unique to the particular field in question: the value
of any field is subject to re-valuation, as conditions change. (We only have the 2020 Covid-19 global pandemic to
remind us ourselves how every field — from the airline to tourism industries — is vulnerable to unexpected
changes.) Examining the volatilities and uncertainties of the unification preparation field only forcefully crystallizes
this insight.
81
This is, of course, not unique to my interlocutors; Malinowski once observed of the Trobrianders, “much time and
energy is spent on wholly unnecessary effort, that is, from a utilitarian point of view” (1922:60).
82
While the first is a market value where the means and ends are separated, the second case is a “performative”
value in which the means and ends are “conjoined” (Lambek 2013:142).
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society’s creative energy it sinks into producing and maintaining it” (ibid.)
While the utilitarian value of some unification preparation labor can be uncertain — as
we saw years of UPI’s plans suddenly turning irrelevant and in vain — the performative value of
the project of unification preparation is not: it is the regeneration of the Korean national future
via the pursuit of the value of ‘preparedness.’ The value of ‘preparedness’ — in the classic
Durkheimian sense — is to regenerate South Korean society for the future, ensuring that it has a
future. Munn has argued that value creation is a process through which a community reproduces
itself by “[creating] the value it holds to be essential to its communal viability” (1986:3). In
Munn’s work, for instance, the paramount value of the Gawan community is “the realization of
intersubjective spacetime,” so that value creation is the “transformative capacity to expand or
contract the spacetime of self-other relationships” (Otto and Willerslev 2013b:4). In
contemporary South Korea then,‘preparedness’ is the paramount value that is essential to
communal viability by (re)generating the future of the nation, and value is created in the
imaginative, strategic capacity to expand (or contract) the spacetime of the national future. The
political83 project of this field of unification preparation is thus to promote the value of
preparedness as a key value for South Korean society.
Lambek argues that one of the “densest stores of the cumulative value of [performative]
acts” are “concise verbal utterances that are highly iterative, immutable, unquestionable,
authoritative” (2013:149). The value of ‘preparedness’ — as (re)generated through the everyday
labor of preparation — is stored perhaps most densely in the concise verbal utterance that is on
the lips of my interlocutors so often: “a prepared unification is a blessing, while an unprepared
unification is a catastrophe.” In so few words, the value of preparedness is captured, invoked,
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Graeber argues that “what politics is always ultimately about….[is] to define what value is, and how different
values…dominate, encompass, or otherwise relate to one another” (2013:228).
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and shared throughout the field.
Preparedness has now become a permanent ritual state for South Koreans, with the
pursuit of preparedness elevated to a kind of Maussian ‘total social fact’ (Mauss 1969). And it is
only by joining this project of being ready that South Koreans become legitimate members of the
ethnonational community; hence, the reason why young South Koreans are asked by unification
preparation field professionals to join their cause (see more in Chapter 3). Most importantly,
what this pursuit of the value of ‘preparedness’ uncovers is a South Korean assumption about the
nature of the world, particularly their relation with the future. Future is a realm not to be left to
chance or God, but taken into their own hands. It is the value of preparedness — undergirded by
an assumption about future and agency — that spurs continuous action in the labor of unification
preparation. However, this value of preparedness may be understood as a lower level value (in
the Dumontian sense) that is encompassed by the higher value of ‘survival.’ Ultimately,
preparedness is a value that is pursued and promoted to ensure the survival of individuals,
institutions, and nations into the future. As scholars of Korea have noted (see, for instance, Lim
2010 on ‘victim nationalism’), the modern Korean nation — both South and North — are
obsessed with survival, in fear of losing its sovereignty to the “Great Powers” (kangdaeguk).
Preparedness as a value is essential to ensuring the competitive edge that Korea must have to
survive in an uncertain future. In short, the value of unification preparation labor is ensuring
South Korea’s future survival through the regeneration of ‘preparedness’ as a key value
undergirding that.
Pushing further the Marxist understanding of productive activity as the primary source of
value, Graeber takes us beyond the strictly economic domain of production and exchange to
propose that value created by meaningful human action “brings universes into being” (2013). In
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short, we create society in the process of pursuing value. Value, from Graber’s perspective, is
about making “social worlds”: social worlds “not just as a collection of persons and things but
rather as a project of mutual creation, as something collectively made and remade” (2013:222).
What Graeber argues is that through human actions in pursuit of values, actors bring into being a
universe, or a “cosmos” of “boundaries,” “agents,” “powers,” and “values” that become ‘real’ to
them, as if they are participating in a game or story (Graeber 2013:231). In pursuit of values,
human actors create social worlds, universes, and cosmos that become their ‘reality’: “the point
is that if one identifies with the players in their pursuit of a certain form of value, if one is drawn
into becoming part of the audience in their arena, one simply accepts the terms of the attendant
universe, whatever its reality” (Graeber 2013:230-231). Field professionals in unification
preparation are thus both the participant and audience of an arena that is in the pursuit of value,
i.e. the value of preparedness. Unification preparation, in its pursuit of preparedness as a value,
brings into being a universe in which pursuing readiness for a Unified Korea becomes a ‘natural’
part of the participants’ reality. This is what Graeber refers to as the “ideological naturalization
effect” in that “arbitrary social arrangements — things that could equally well be organized
completely differently — are simply taken for granted, treated as if they might as well be part of
the natural order of the cosmos” (2013:230).
To answer to the question of why South Korea continues to expend so much resources in
preparing for a future that continues to be deferred, a future scenario that is mired in so much
uncertainty, the answer now becomes clearer: unification preparation is a critical arena for the
pursuit of the value of preparedness, a domain of labor that brings into being a universe that
makes preparing for Korean unification completely normal and necessary to securing the
national future. As a result of this “ideological naturalization effect,” it is now unthinkable to not
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prepare for Korean unification, to not work toward securing the national future; and that is the
value of unification preparation labor.
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Chapter 3:
The Job of Cultivating South Korea’s ‘Unification Capacity’

An Understanding of Unification Preparation as a Job of Capacity-Building
As I navigate through the field, there is a concept I see over and over again in mission
statements, promotional brochures, and training programs: “unification capacity” (t’ongil
yŏngyang). Yŏngyang, or capacity, is the strength or ability to successfully, effectively carry out
a given task. Again and again, I would hear that the ultimate goal of the field’s work is to
strengthen the ‘unification capacity’ of South Korean society: the capacitation of South Koreans
so that they can successfully manage a particular future event and process that may one day
change the very fabric of political-economic, socio-cultural life on the Korean peninsula. In
order for the Korean people to exercise their collective agency over the future of unification,
there appears to be a necessary capacitation, a task that the unification preparation field is taking
up on behalf of Korean society. Drawing on fieldwork data, this chapter explores what are the
dispositions, qualities, and skills that make up “unification capacity.” I argue that the job
description that ties the field of unification preparation together is the shared professional
objective of cultivating the “unification capacity” of South Korean society, especially among the
young generation. In short, unification preparation is a job of capacity-building.
The scenario-fication of Korean unification has brought about new jobs in South Korea
that are engaged in the professional labor of preparation. This chapter examines ‘unification
preparation’ as a new type of job in South Korea and offers an analysis of what the unifying job
description is that ties together the diversity of professional activities that are undertaken in the
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name of preparing South Korea for future unification. Working in “unification preparation” — in
whatever shape and form — is a job for many of those involved. Even though some used phrases
like “sense of duty” (samyŏnggam) or “spirit of sacrifice” (hŭisaengjŏngsin) to describe why
they joined the unification preparation project, an overwhelming part of working in the
unification preparation field involves things like paychecks, promotions, layoffs, meetings, and
budgets, familiar features of jobs all around the world.84 On the ground, I have found that
engaging in unification preparation involves heading into the office every morning and getting a
paycheck for their labor at the end of the month; it is about celebrating over promotions and
worrying over layoffs, the familiar joys and anxieties that mark any job in the contemporary
economy. To refer to unification preparation as jobs helps me highlight the professional,
institutional, and economic nature of unification preparation labor. And in order to re-iterate this
point, I refer to unification preparation as a ‘job’ throughout this chapter, and I explain how this
job deals with familiar challenges facing jobholders around the world (e.g. finding a target
market, providing valuable services, adapting to change), even if it may be in unfamiliar ways
due to the unification preparation’s distinctive raison d'être.
Jobs are held by socio-economic actors who collectively perform value-generating
productive labor that services a need, demand, or want for a particular target market of a given
society. In this chapter, I explore what examining unification preparation as a job can illuminate
about this particular assemblage of institutions, practices, and ideologies. It is possible to see
unification preparation as a social phenomenon (that brings together different sectors of society),
a political project (that reinforces ideologies of nationalism, democracy, or capitalism), or a
84

This research does not ignore the number of volunteers, for instance, who “sacrifice” their time to help out in
events; pastors or artists who see it as their “calling” to engage in ‘unification missionary work’ or ‘unification art’;
politicians or businessmen who call it their constitutional or patriotic “duty” as a Korean to work towards Korean
unification. The language of “sacrifice,” “calling,” and “duty” is common and cannot be discounted, even though
this dissertation’s focus is on the economic, institutional, and professional aspects of unification preparation.
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cultural domain (that defines “Koreanness”); but what can teasing out the economic, professional
features add to our understanding? Efforts taken in this chapter are in line with my larger
argument that a process of professionalizing Korean unification – where Korean unification
becomes a job for some – is occurring in contemporary South Korea that demands our critical
attention.

The Unification Expo
May of 2015, the Ministry of Unification, along with the Presidential Committee on
Unification Preparation, hosted the first annual “Unification Expo” (t’ongil bangnamhoe) in
Seoul. The event was intended to mark seventy years of division on the Korean peninsula, and
once again remind the South Korean public that — after the successful accomplishments of
“industrialization” (sanŏphwa) and “democratization” (minjuhwa) — unification is the next
historical task in attaining “peace” (p’yŏngwa) and “prosperity” (pŏnyŏng) for the Korean
peninsula. Since that spring, more than hundred institutions engaged in ‘unification preparation’
have gathered annually to set up booths at this Expo. The Expo is a site in which one can see
what I refer to as the ‘unification preparation’ field in action, literally. What make up this loosely
defined and connected field are dispersed around Seoul and beyond, so it is a rare occasion to see
the field come together and make itself visible to the public en masse. Like the familiar expos of
other industries, the Unification Expo brings together institutions ready to showcase their year’s
fruits of labor to the curious public.
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Figure 3.1: The Unification Expo

1) The first Unification Expo launched in 2015. Photo by Yonhap News, which also participated
with a booth of its own for its role in providing news on North Korea. 2) The second Unification
Expo in 2016; note the long line of booths gathered. Photo taken from MoU’s Facebook page. 3)
The third Unification Expo in 2017; nine schools part of the Korea Hana Foundation’s
Unification Preparation School Association ran a joint booth introducing their schools to the
public. Photo taken by author.
In October 2017, I am at the third Unification Expo. It is themed “Toward Peace” this
time around and held outside Seoul Station at Seoul-ro, an ambitious new green space that had
recently been opened up to the public. At the time, I think to myself that “peace” sounds
exceptionally aspirational, when in the Fall of 2017, inter-Korean relations is at one of its worst
times, with the possibility of war being nervously discussed in both public venues and private
conversations. Just in early October, novelist Han Kang – winner of the Man Booker
International Prize and one of the most prominent authors in the South Korean literary scene –
had just published an op-ed in the New York Times to express her anxieties over the growing talk
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of a possible war on the Korean peninsula.85 This fall is actually the first time that I ever feel so
unsafe in Seoul that I even registered myself with the U.S. State Department, just in case.
Walking around the Expo, I note that a conscious effort is being made to make the Expo
as “experience-centered” (ch’ehŏm chungsim) as possible for the visitors, especially young South
Koreans. I walk past a giant lego playground for visiting children. In the middle of the
playground, there is an impressively large lego re-creation of the Korean peninsula. Children are
encouraged to take a box of legos to their tables to create a lego construction of their own
(buildings, cars, etc.) and place it anywhere on the Korean peninsula. “Use leggo to imagine the
unified Korean future” is the theme of this children-friendly experience. If playing with leggo is
a little too childish, there is the “Unification Job” booth for teenagers. I spot a group of middle
school girls in their hoodies and sneakers, huddled together as they try out the “unification job
test” on the computer. The test will uncover whether you are a good fit for one of the ten careers
imagined to be promising in a unified Korea. For instance, maybe you are a good fit to be a
wedding planner who will coordinate marriages between North and South Koreans? Or a travel
consultant who will create new tourism opportunities now that there are no longer physical and
political barriers of access to North Korea? Or a mineral expert who will participate in the
development of mineral resources expected to be abundant on the northern side of the peninsula?
After you finish the career test, you can even make a custom-made business card for yourself as
a souvenir. Whether it is building a lego school or taking a career aptitude test on the computer,
the aim of these booths is to encourage young participants to ‘experience’ and ‘imagine’ a
unified Korean future — a future that seems distant and abstract — in a way that was relatable
and memorable.
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The fact that she had published this op-ed piece with the New York Times was widely reported on in the South
Korean national media.
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Next, I am browsing through a cluster of booths that appear to focus on ‘unification
education’ when I spot a young man sitting in front of a board game, waiting for someone to join
him. His booth is set up to promote a group called Unification Dream, an educational institution
started in 2012 with the mission of developing fun and creative teaching materials that can
engage youth with the future of a Unified Korea. His job here today is to showcase a board game
that he had helped develop called Unification Theme Travel. The colorful game board features a
map of the Korean peninsula, with each of the North and South Korean provinces demarcated
and named. Here are the simple rules of the game, he explains to me:

Each player takes five chips and leaves the rest stacked in the center. The key of the game
is to get rid of all your chips. Each chip has the photo and name of a specific place or
food that a province in (North or South) Korea is known for. The chips fall under
different categories; the categories are various themes of travel, like notable mountains,
port cities, historical sites, and famous foods. One player starts the game by placing the
chip on the game board in the province that corresponds to the chip, while saying aloud
“I’ll be traveling to ____” (name of province). The other player can put down a chip that
is either in the same category of travel or falls under the same province; if she doesn’t
have one, she has to take a chip from the pile. The two go back and forth until one player
succeeds in getting rid of all her chips by placing them all on the game board.
Figure 3.2: “Unification Theme Travel” Board Game

I am glad that the rules are simple enough that I could quickly follow along, but I wonder
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to myself what the educational value of this game could possibly be. But I am soon pleasantly
surprised that I am slowly learning about the different provinces of the Korean peninsula,
particularly the ones in the North that I was less familiar with. I learn that Rajin Port City (chip
in the blue ‘Port City’ category) corresponds to the North Hamgyong province in North Korea,
and that Haeju bibimbap (chip in the red ‘Famous Food’ category) corresponds to the South
Hwanghae province in North Korea. During the game, I introduce myself as a researcher from
the U.S. interested in ‘Korean unification’ and his eyes light up with excitement. Unlike him, I
am a bit self-conscious about having to say out loud “I’ll be traveling to Chagang-do.” He may
have detected my misgivings because, without being asked, he clarifies that there was a
thoughtful rationale for making that a rule in the game. “You see,” he explains eagerly, “we
make the players say the names of these provinces out loud because that helps them remember
the names of the provinces.” He is quick to add that “a lot of thought and time goes into making
a board game like this. We sometimes even have to stay up all night!”
Such board games are designed to help young South Koreans imagine a Unified Korea, a
future where they can finally travel to places like Chagang-do and Rajin Port City. Playing the
board game at the Expo, to my surprise, has had a lasting impact on how I come to understand
the phenomenon of unification preparation. First, I must admit that it took some time to accept
that developing a board game — which may seem like a silly, trivial endeavor to some — could
be called ‘unification preparation,’ which sounds so serious and grave. Time and time again, I
had to challenge my pre-conceived notions of what would properly be considered unification
preparation and let myself be open to the fact it was my interlocutors who decided what was
‘important’ and ‘urgent’ enough to be unification preparatory effort, not me. It was also jarring
to me that this man was so excited and proud about having developed a fun, creative board game
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when talks of war was looming over the Korean peninsula. However, I soon came to see that
participants of unification preparation — in all different colors and shades — are committed to
their small job in the larger project, whether it is ‘the worst of times’ or the ‘best of times.’
Whether it is a time of ‘war’ or ‘peace,’ the industry is driven by a project that marches on
toward an imagined D-Day in the ever-receding future.
At the Unification Expo, although there are some volunteers there who are there without
pay or title, many of those who manned the booths at the Unification Expo represent institutions
where they work full- or part-time jobs. Also in the Expo, we have seen the constant emphasis on
the “young generation” (chongnyon) as the major target audience for this industry expo (e.g.
from lego displays, career tests, to board games). Lastly, we are bombarded with keywords like
“creativity” and “imagination” throughout the Expo, whether it was asking you to use creativity
to construct a future building for unified Korea (albeit a lego version of it) or use your
imagination to envision your future career in a unified Korean peninsula (albeit through an
computer test). In this chapter, I ask: why such an emphasis on engaging the young generation of
South Koreans? Why such an field-wide encouragement to use your creativity and imagination?
And to take one step back, how are all these diverse institutions and activities showcased at the
Expo tied together in a shared professional objective?
***
In this chapter, I argue that t’ongil yŏngyangwa (“unification capacitation”) of young
South Koreans is the unifying job description of this particular field of professional labor that is
made up of a diverse range of groups and activities. First, an important part of this unification
capacitation is solving a problem: the low “unification consciousness” of young South Koreans,
a problematization that is popular in recent journalistic and scholarly accounts of Korean
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unification (e.g. Shin 2007, Campbell 2013). In this process of problematizing and problemsolving, young South Koreans have emerged as the major target market of the field’s services.
Second, I explain how cultivating young South Koreans’ creativity and imagination is a major
part of the field’s service of unification capacitation. Here, I join recent anthropological
conversations on creativity (e.g. Gershon 2011,Wilf 2014, 2015) in an exploration of creativity’s
productive relationship with uncertainty. I argue that in highly uncertain conditions, creativity
may be endorsed as a capacity that is not only the means to an end (the ‘end,’ here, being a
prepared Korea), but also an end in itself. Finally, I also engage with growing anthropological
interest on “capacity” and “capability”-building (e.g. Samimian-Darash 2016, Lakoff 2007) to
explain why capacitation has become a major mode of preparation; cultivation of capacities is
often the most practical form of exercising agency in an age where the future is imagined to be
radically uncertain.

Solving the Problem of Low “Unification Consciousness”
From September 15 to 17 of 2017, the Citizen Plaza at Seoul City Hall is open to the
public for visitors to judge the final round of the “Unification Entrepreneurship Idea
Competition,” hosted by the Ministry of Unification. More than 160 teams applied this year with
their business proposals, but only twenty teams have made it to the final round. The public is
invited to participate either by “investing” online using virtual currency of 1,000,000 KRW or by
visiting Seoul City Hall to vote in person. Hoping to see each of the teams and their business
plans in person, I visit the Citizen Plaza located at the basement floor of Seoul’s City Hall.
Twenty booths are set up, each stationed by two to three team members eagerly waiting to pitch
their business plans to passing visitors.
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Figure 3.3: Unification Entrepreneurship Idea Competition

(Top left) Final round of the Unification Entrepreneurship Idea Competition taking place at the
Seoul City Hall. (Top right) One finalist team’s booth promoting a business plan to discover and
market the products of hidden culinary “masters” from the north in a Unified Korea. Top photos
taken by author. (Bottom) A finalist team sets up a prototype machine for visitors to vicariously
experience a business idea to use vending machines to dispense essential medications in
underserved areas in a Unified Korea. Bottom photos taken from Ministry of Unification’s Naver
blog. 86
At the end of the visit, each visitor is given three stickers to put on a large blue wall that lists
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https://m.blog.naver.com/PostView.nhn?blogId=gounikorea&logNo=221103241242&proxyReferer=https%3A%2
F%2Fwww.google.com%2F
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each of the twenty finalists. “Vote for the best proposal!” is written prominently on top of the
wall. Since each visitor can only vote for three of their favorite teams, each team is doing their
utmost to attract the visitor’s attention. Using colorful posters, interactive screens, and
impressive models, each team is trying to stand out among the twenty to rank in the final top
three, with some teams even giving out souvenirs to remember them by. A team proposing a
tourism business hands me a train ticket that would take me from Seoul to Berlin, while another
team promoting a food branding business offers me a tiny hand-made soap in the shape and color
of yakkwa, a traditional Korean dessert. Which of these business plans are the most creatively
imagined, concretely envisioned, and successfully marketed? The grand prize winner team will
win the “Minister of Unification prize” that comes with a reward of 5,000,000 KRW. And, of
course, a line in one’s resume that would attest to one’s entrepreneurial creativity by winning a
government-sponsored competition.
The competition is open to anyone in his or her 20s and 30s: “anyone in the 2030
ch’ŏngnyŏn generation, born between 1978 to 1998.” What is worth noting is that ch'ŏngnyŏn
[“young people”] as a generational category in Korean does not refer to a particular group of
people born during a specific time frame (e.g. the “Millennial generation” in the U.S., or “the
386 generation” in South Korea87) but refers to those who are — at the time — in the “young”
age group: e.g. in their mid-to-late teens, 20s, and 30s. This, of course, means that you can ‘age
out’ of being ch'ŏngnyŏn once you hit your 40s. Therefore, although at the time of this
competition, the 2030 ch’ŏngnyŏn generation may be targeting those born between 1978 to 1998,
in a future competition, those numbers will be adjusted accordingly. This targeted call to the
ch’ŏngnyŏn generation is not at all surprising to me, as I discovered through fieldwork that many
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The 386 generation is used to refer to the South Korean generation that was born in the 60s and went to college in
the 1980s, during which they were politically active during the 1980s democracy movements.
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unification preparation initiatives and trainings specifically target the “2030 ch’ŏngnyŏn”
generation, an age group imagined to be the future “leaders” (idŏ) of the process of Korean
unification.
From my casual conversations with participants in their booths, I learn that most of the
finalists are university students (who probably have the time to participate in a three-month-long
competition such as this). Most of them also have experience participating in “entrepreneurship”
(ch’angŏp) related activities, suggesting to me that it is the aspect of entrepreneurship, rather
than unification, that perhaps brought most of these teams together to this competition. In South
Korea’s highly competitive job market, it is not shocking that university students would work so
hard just to add an extra line on their resume. This particular line on their resume would attest to
their entrepreneurial creativity, a quality that is highly valued by prospective employers in a
society where young people making millions in smartphone apps, YouTube channels, and food
trucks are starting to be as admired as those working in traditionally respectable jobs in the
Samsung group or the civil service. “Start-ups” (sŭt’at’ŭŏp), “creators” (k’ŭreit’ŏ), and “4th
Industrial Revolution” are some of the most discussed topics among the young people I have met
in Seoul, 2030 South Koreans who are demanded to be creative and entrepreneurial to survive in
a changing, slowing economy.
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Figure 3.4: List of Finalists

Table taken from the Ministry of Unification’s Naver blog.88
Figure 3.4 is the list of all the twenty finalist teams by team name, industry type, and
brief description of the business proposals. The broad range of business proposals is impressive,
spanning areas from “health,” “environment,” “agriculture,” “architecture,” “distribution,”
“technology,” “tourism,” to “food.” For instance:
•

Setting up vending machines that dispense essential medications so that more Koreans in

the north have access to basic healthcare in a Unified Korea
•

Creating a smartphone application that will help displaced people and their descendants
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https://m.blog.naver.com/PostView.nhn?blogId=gounikorea&logNo=221076149710&referrerCode=0&searchKey
word=2017%20%ED%86%B5%EC%9D%BC%EC%B0%BD%EC%97%85%20%EC%95%84%EC%9D%B4%EB
%94%94%EC%96%B4%20%EC%A0%84%EC%8B%9C%ED%9A%8C
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locate their old hometowns in a Unified Korea
•

Writing new field trip guides for school teachers in a Unified Korea since they now have

access to previously inaccessible historical and cultural sites
•

Establishing an agricultural entrepreneurship school for (former North) Koreans so that

they can be economically sufficient in a Unified Korea

Figure 3.5: Poster Calling Young South Koreans

Ministry of Unification poster advertising the 2017 “Unification Entrepreneurship Idea
Competition”: What Will You Do in a Unified Korea?
Such a competition for young South Koreans is only one of the countless industry events
that I have witnessed during fieldwork that were planned with the intention of engaging the
chongnyon generation in their 10, 20, and 30s: those who are imagined by industry professionals
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to be “uninterested” in Korean unification. In the highly competitive society of South Korea (e.g.
Cho 2000, 2015), a competition — in which winners are awarded with money, distinction, and a
line on their resume — is indeed a persuasive means through which the field can attract the
participation of young South Koreans who may care much more about improving their resumes
for the job market than preparing for Korean unification. As Cho (2015) argues, many South
Koreans today are part of the so-called “spec generation” in which overeducated, underemployed
young individuals are willing to invest large amount of time and energy to add a spec
(“specification”) to increase their market values in the hyper-competitive labor market. Whether
it is through hosting a Unification Expo or planning a competition for college students, how to
engage young South Koreans is an urgent concern for field professionals.
The professional motivation for so many events, projects, and resources aimed at
engaging ‘indifferent’ young South Koreans is the shared understanding that this indifference is
a major societal problem that demands a solution. Young South Koreans’ “indifference”
(mugwansim) has become a key ‘problematization’ in the field of unification preparation, and
raising the low “unification consciousness” (t’ongil ŭisik) of young South Koreans becomes the
first major step in the industry project of cultivating South Korea’s unification capacity.89
Problematizations are “particular formulations of the problem at hand, together with the….
solution and an assessment of that solution’s costs and benefits” (Greenhalgh 2008:10; see also
Rabinow 2003, Dean 1999). 90In other words, a problematization can set up a particularly
compelling way of viewing the world, and this field’s problematization of young South Koreans
89

See the recent 38North survey that reveals just how little South Koreans think about North Korea/ns on a regular
basis: “South Koreans Rarely Think About North Korea—and Why It Matters” 38 North, 13 November 2020.
90
According to Rabinow (2003:18), problematization, as Foucault proposed, “….does not mean the representation
of a pre-existing object nor the creation through discourse of an object that did not exist. It is the ensemble of
discursive and non-discursive practices that make something enter into the play of true and false and constitute it as
an object of thought (whether in the form of moral reflection, scientific practice, political analysis, etc.).” A
particular problematization can “radically reorient thinking about the nature and scope of a social problem,” so that
“a powerful problematization can remake the world we live in” (Greenhalgh 2008:10).
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and their low “unification consciousness” has produced an urgent need for action to solve this
problem.
***
“Fewer students think Korean unification [is] needed,” reports the Korea Herald in
February 2020, based on a survey conducted by the Ministry of Unification and the Ministry of
Education of more than sixty-six thousand students. Such headlines frequently appear in the
pages of South Korean newspapers, intended to raise alarm that a decreasing number of young
South Koreans want or care about Korean unification. Various institutions across the field —
from education (e.g. Seoul National University [SNU]), media (e.g. Korean Broadcasting Station
[KBS]), to government (e.g. Ministry of Unification) — conduct regular “unification
consciousness” surveys, the results of which are released to the public in reports and analyses,
which are then turned into news articles by journalists and talking points by politicians. Such
surveys now have a long history, dating back to the 1990s (see, for instance, KINU 1994.)
Questions included in such a survey are, for example:

“What first comes to mind when you think of “unification”?
“From a scale of 1 to 5, how necessary do you think Korean unification is?”
“When do you think Korean unification will be possible?”
“What is the most important reason the Koreas should be unified?”
“How satisfied are you with the current administration’s North Korean policy?”
Such questions are designed to measure the “unification consciousness” of the survey
respondent, an elusive set of attitudes, opinions, and feelings that an individual holds about the
topic of Korean unification. Generational differences in unification consciousness is an issue of
particularly high interest in these survey reports and analyses. Take a look, for instance, at
SNU’s 2018 report, which includes more than four hundred pages of graphs, charts, and tables
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generated from that year’s survey responses. Part 6 of the report focuses on generational
differences in unification consciousness. One chart traces a twelve-year trajectory (SNU has
started running these annual surveys since 2007), demonstrating that the chongnyon generation
(ages 19-29, 30-39) consistently has the lowest scores on how strongly they feel Korean
unification is necessary.
Figure 3.6: SNU’s 2018 “Unification Consciousness” Survey Report

Figure shows generational differences in opinion on the necessity of Korean unification. Taken
from page 199 of the survey report.
Over the years of conducting such surveys, it has now become common knowledge to
field professionals, ordinary Koreans, journalists, and scholars alike that the younger generations
have less interest and/or support for Korean unification, as this report also acknowledges. The
report goes on to discuss possible solutions to this problem, from strategic efforts to remind the
young generation of the concrete practical benefits of Korean unification to emotional
approaches that can combat feelings of fear and anxiety surrounding the unification process.
From targeting their reason to shaping their affect, the young generation is the subject of much
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concern and discussion among field professionals. In short, the chongnyon generation’s
“unification consciousness” is identified as an urgent problem that needs to be addressed for
Korean unification to be a “blessing” for the Korean people.
This generational ‘trend’ has also been noted in Korean studies scholarship. Shin’s
sociological study based on survey data pointed out that “respondents’ age influences attitudes
on unification,” with the conclusion that “older generations have a stronger desire for
unification” (2007:198-199). According to Shin, “this finding gives some reason for concern
that young Koreans may not want or even care for unification, making it more difficult to
achieve in the future” (2007:202). Campbell’s ethnographic work also points out the growing
apathy towards Korean unification among the young generation by analyzing the emergence of a
“new” South Korean nationalism that is based less on ethnicity and more on “globalized cultural
characteristics” (2015:483, emphasis in original). Both scholars acknowledge that these
generational differences may pose serious obstacles in the possible future process of Korean
unification.
I propose, then, that the field’s fixation on the chongnyon generation as the major target
market of its services of unification capacitation is borne out of this broader popular and
scholarly problematization of the young generation’s low “unification consciousness,” a problem
which is broadly acknowledged to pose a serious threat to the future unification process, and
hence, a major problem that must be addressed in the project of unification preparation. I briefly
add that it is no coincidence that the young generation has been chosen as the major target of this
industry’s services of unification capacitation. Young Koreans have long been seen as the hope
of the modern Korean nation (see Kim 2017). In fact, throughout the twentieth century, young
Korean men and women have long been the target of mobilization, both by the Japanese colonial
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state (e.g. to fight in Japan’s war [see Chatani 2018 or Palmer 2013]) or by the South Korean
state during decades of militarization and industrialization (see Moon 2005). Young Korean men
and women have also been mobilized to act against the state during the democratization
movements of the 1980s and 90s (e.g. Lee 2007). More recently, there has been increasing
scholarly interest of how Korean youth is being mobilized through new technologies such as the
Internet (e.g. Kang 2016).
Here, I do not disagree with the shared assessment of the young generation’s low
“unification consciousness” across scholarship, journalism, and the field of unification
preparation, but I add that differently worded survey questions may have yielded different
insights about young South Koreans. For instance, political scientist David Kang91 argues that
instead of asking young South Koreans “do you want Korean unification?” the more revealing
question may be “in the case of a North Korean regime collapse, which country should take the
territory of North Korea, (a) Japan, (b) China, or (c) South Korea?” In the second question, Kang
expects that the overwhelming response of young South Koreans will be that South Korea is the
only legitimate owner of that territory. In other words, while young South Koreans may
generally show less enthusiasm for Korean unification based on these existing surveys, they will
be adamantly against North Korea being absorbed into China or Japan in the case of a North
Korean regime collapse. According to Kang, since North Korean regime collapse or Korean
unification is not a matter of personal “choice” or “want,” the existing survey approach does not
get at the heart of what young South Koreans will feel or how they will act in the future. (See,
Lee 2006, for how young South Koreans are as nationalistic as older South Koreans, although
expressed in different logics of thinking and forms of action.) Kang’s argument closely aligns
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In a television interview with John Martin on Michigan Korean Times & TV News Point:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIrMRPChkIY
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with my argument that unification preparation is less about the desirability of Korean unification,
but more about the possibility of Korean unification. Field professionals are invested in raising
young South Koreans’ unification consciousness not necessarily because field professionals
believe Korean unification is the desirable future, but that it is a possible one; if unification has
even the slimmest possibility of becoming a future reality, young South Koreans should be
prepared to enthusiastically and capably participate in the process of unification.
In conclusion, a critical part of cultivating the “unification capacity” of South Korean
society is addressing the problem of low “unification consciousness” among young South
Koreans. In other words, the threat to Korean unification (preparation) is not the “irrational,”
“unpredictable” North Korea run by a dictator; neither is it a devastating nuclear war that will
wipe out the Korean peninsula. In fact, it is indifference of young South Koreans, with their low
unification consciousness. Hence, the ‘target market’ of the unification preparation field’s
unification capacitation services is young South Koreans in an effort to increase their unification
consciousness. Raising the young generation’s unification consciousness is not about
regurgitating familiar ethno-nationalistic logics and ideologies (e.g. “we are one people, so we
must re-unify into one nation”). The field’s new approach is to strengthen the young generation’s
unification capacity, so that they are prepared for a scenario that may turn into a reality for them
in their lifetime. This approach is an important departure from encouraging young South Koreans
to sing “Our Wish [is Unification],” the children’s song that has long become the emblem of the
South Korean ‘dream’ of Korean unification (see Chapter 1). Capacitating the young to be
successful, effective members of Unified Korea through concrete preparatory exercises and
trainings — rather than making them ‘dream’ and ‘yearn’ of one Korea — is ethnographic
evidence of how Korean unification has increasingly been taken up as a scenario, not a dream or
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destiny, in the field of unification preparation. This is not to say that the ‘dream’ of Korean
unification is not an affectively powerful tool to recruit young South Koreans to the cause of
unification preparation as the unification dream continues to be pervasively present in the lives
of many South Koreans, but that there is a growing emphasis on capacitating young South
Koreans to be ready for a possible future ‘scenario.’ In the labor of unification preparation, the
young generation shifts from being a threat to opportunity; through targeted capacitation services
provided by field professionals, the chongnyon generation can transform from being a ‘problem’
to the ‘solution.’

Fostering the Creative Capacity of Young South Koreans
One particularly illuminating example of the professional effort to increase the
unification capacity of young South Koreans is the “Center for Unified Future of Korea”
(hanbando t’ongil mirae sent’ŏ), a physical space designed to encourage the young generation to
experience a unified Korean future. In late 2014, the Ministry of Unification opened up the
Center for Unified Future of Korea, the first of its kind where visitors — mostly elementary,
middle, and high school students on school field trips — can “experience future unification” in
an “easy and fun” way and participate in a range of hands-on activities that encourage
experiential learning. The Center, located in Yeoncheon near the border with North Korea, was
created with the mission of “improving the younger generation’s skeptical attitude toward
unification” and “offering a positive perception about Unified Korea.” The narrative voiceover in
the Center’s promotional video excitedly announces that here, “you can meet a unified future
Korea in advance.” Its physical location near the border with North Korea is not insignificant.
Although the border between the two Koreas has long been a space of tension and fear in the
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popular imagination, this Center is intended to produce a theme park-like environment where
younger generations can start imagining a different future, a future of peace and prosperity.
Here is a small sampling of the various experiences and activities offered at the Center
for young visitors:
•

•
•
•
•

Experience the Unified Future: ride the KTX Unification Train to seven years after
unification to virtually experience — e.g. using VR headsets — the domains of “culture,”
“tourism,” “distribution industries,” and “natural resources” in a Unified Korea (see
Figure 3.7 for the layout of this interactive experience)
Perfect Dream Team: participate in team-building physical activities and games that will
increase your “cooperative and communicational skills”
Uni-Village: learn about the representative architectural buildings of the two Koreas and
build a construction that can represent Unified Korea, so that you will have a “positive
disposition” toward the unified future
Happy Together: through civics education, increase your understanding about social
discrimination and in the process, improve your “empathetic capacities”
Discover the Taste of North Korea: learn about North Korean cuisine by participating in a
cooking class aimed to improve your knowledge of North Korean life

Figure 3.7: The Four Zones

The four zones that make up the experience of being transported to the future time-and-space of
a Unified Korea. Taken from the Center’s website.
In the “Tourism” section of 3Zone in Figure 3.7, young visitors can use digital
technology to experience traveling to the northern half of the peninsula. When visitors stand in
front of the green screen (see the left of Figure 3.8), they can see a digitally altered image of
themselves on the screen, standing on the North Korean side of the peninsula (see the right of
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Figure 3.8). This imaginative exercise using digital technology is designed to capacitate young
generations to literally see through the screen what it will be like to walk around in the part of a
peninsula that they are currently not allowed to even enter. The experience of seeing themselves
on the large screen is intended to make Korean unification a more relatable, imaginable future
scenario for the young generation. The large scale of this screen is not coincidental; seeing
themselves on the large screen being on the other side of the border in North Korea can have a
particular experiential quality that cannot be replicated with a smaller screen.

Figure 3.8: Experience North Korea

This array of participatory, interactive exercises are engineered to cultivate a particular
kind of South Korean with the following capacities:

•
•
•
•
•

“Imaginative Capacity” (sangsangnyŏk): capacitated to imaginatively visualize a Unified
Korea in their minds (although it seems unimaginable in a Korean peninsula that has been
divided for more than seven decades).
“Cooperative and Communication Skills” (hyŏmnyŏkkwa sot’ong nŭngnyŏk): capacitated
to have the cooperative, communicational skills that can bridge differences between
North and South Koreans in a Unified Korea
“Optimistic Disposition” (kŭngjŏngjŏk insik): capacitated to have a positive, constructive
attitude toward Unified Korea (as a future of potential and opportunity)
“Empathetic Capacity” (konggam nŭngnyŏk): capacitated to have empathy toward others
(which will be necessary in a new Korea that brings together people with very different
backgrounds)
“Knowledge of North Korean Life” (pukhansaengware taehan ihaeryŏk): capacitated to
know the different lifestyle of North Koreans (i.e. the knowledge base upon which socio173

cultural differences can be understood and bridged in the future)
In short, an imaginative, cooperative, optimistic, empathetic, and knowledgeable South Korean is
the individual who has been properly capacitated to thrive in a unified Korean future. It is the
field’s aim to transform the young generation into “a generation of future unification leaders”
(mirae t’ongil idŏ sedae) through thoughtfully designed, strategically engineered projects to
“strengthen unification capacity” (t’ongil yŏngyang kangwa). What dispositions, qualities, and
skills are considered valuable by field professionals is revealing of what the unified Korean
nation is imagined to look like. It is a world where national subjects will be called upon to suture
differences and overcome divisions to construct a new nation, a future where creative,
collaborative individuals will be called upon to work together to create and integrate new
national flags, anthems, monuments, capital cities, currency bills, healthcare systems, and
education policies.
***
This Center is merely only one example of the numerous classroom activities, workshop
sessions, and sponsored competitions I witnessed during my fieldwork that exhort the young
participants to use their “imagination” and “creativity” to anticipate a Unified Korea. Among the
various unification capacities that the field offers as part of its services, I have noted that
“creativity” (ch’angŭiryŏk) and “imagination” (sangsangnyŏk) have emerged as the most critical
capacities that are promoted by field professionals in the project of unification preparation in
contemporary South Korea. Why were “creativity” and “imagination” constantly on the lips of
field professionals? To me as an outsider, it seemed that Korean unification is not a future
scenario that even demands much creativity and imagination, considering that many major
aspects of the future scenario are cautiously left outside the realm of creative imagination in the
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politically fraught ‘post-Cold War’ environment of South Korea that continues to enforce the
National Security Law.92 In fact, the assumption that Korean unification is based on (abrupt or
gradual) spatial integration that will lead toward the (sudden or eventual) formation of a single
nation, based on the ‘universal,’ ‘good,’ and ‘progressive’ ideologies of democracy and
capitalism, is hardly questioned in both official rhetoric and informal practice.
In spite of these caveats, it is “creativity” and “imagination” that have emerged as
powerful professional tools to engage young South Koreans with Korean unification. From the
Center for Unified Future of Korea to the Unification Entrepreneurship Idea Competition: what
all these venues and mediums promote and reward is creative thinking and action in imagining
what is a highly uncertain future nation, an imaginative nation referred to as “Unified Korea”
(t’ongirhan’guk). Creative exercises in futurologically building T’ongirhan’guk — “an unknown
world,” in the words of one former Minister of Unification (see Conclusion) — involve
anticipating future problems and solutions, envisioning alternative sites and icons, and imagining
new jobs and businesses.
In fact, “creativity” and “imagination” have become the panacea capacities that are being
worshipped in a range of domains in South Korea, from classrooms to workplaces; they have
sparked heated discussions among government officials, HR managers, mothers, and teachers on
why South Koreans don’t have enough of ‘it’ and how to promote ‘it’ in high schools and
company workshops. If former Park Geun-hye administration’s central slogan for inter-Korean
policy was “unification preparation,” her major proposal for economic policy was the “creative
economy” (ch’angjogyŏngje). Scholars of Korea have noted the rise of “creativity” in post-IMF
neoliberal South Korea as the capacity that new South Korean citizens must be armed with to
92

Anti-communist law enforced since 1948 that limits ideological freedom in South Korea. Although it is less
severely enforced in post-democratization South Korea, the law continues to pose restrictions on ideological
freedom regarding the subject of North Korea.
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survive in these new times (e.g. Mok, Welch, and Soon 2003, Choe 2006, Park 2007). As Wilf
notes of the neoliberal era, “creativity has become a panacea that promises success in various
domains and at various levels of social reality, and hence creativity has also become the focus of
managerial theories, self-help books, and experts whose goal is to help individuals, firms, cities,
and nation-states harness it as a resource for boosting productivity and creating value”
(2014:406; see also 2015). Scholars such as Gershon (2011) and Wilf (2014, 2015) have pointed
out that the “ascendance of creativity cannot be set apart from the rise of a ‘neoliberal agency’
that requires subjects to imagine and fashion their own future by engaging with risk and making
decisions under conditions of increased uncertainty” (Wilf 2014:407). In other words, in
neoliberal contexts, “conditions of increased uncertainty” create the backdrop for the
“ascendance of creativity” in engaging with the future. A highly uncertain future scenario such
as Korean unification, then, offers a highly fertile ground for creativity to ascend as the panacea
capacity and explains why it has come to be embraced and promoted by field professionals for
the young generation.
What my ethnographic investigation of creativity and imagination in South Korean
unification preparation highlights is that such capacities are fostered in conditions of high
uncertainty as both the means and ends to manage uncertainty itself. In conditions of increased
uncertainty, creativity is endorsed as a capacity that is not only the means to an end (the ‘end,’
here, being a prepared Korea), but also an end in itself. With Korean unification nowhere in near
sight, such creative exercises become sites in which creativity itself becomes the end, a capacity
that South Korea embraces firmly as the universal solution to the problem of uncertainty.
Creativity — or, the capacity to create — has become an end in itself as field professionals invite
South Koreans to imaginatively build “Unified Korea,” an exercise in creativity that exists not in
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spite of uncertainties, but because of uncertainties.
Creativity and uncertainty feed into each other in a endless loop, with uncertainty
promoting creativity, and creativity, in turn, thriving under uncertainty. Conditions of uncertainty
demand the capacity to create new possibilities and solutions, making creativity an essential
capacity to manage unknowns. In turn, highly uncertain scenarios of the future — with so many
variables left in indeterminacy and left for imagination — are ideal contexts for creative
engagements. Creativity thrives under such uncertainty. This makes Korean unification an
extremely productive future scenario to creatively imagine with. Instead of creativity being the
means to an end that is unification preparation, it is a capacity that — as an end in and of itself
— becomes actively cultivated in the process of unification preparation. An ethnographic study
of South Korean unification preparation offers us a glimpse into this productive alliance between
uncertainty and creativity.

Capacity-Building for the Uncertain Future
Lastly, an important aspect to the concept of unification capacity is its relevance to recent
anthropological interest in the notion of capacity-building in conditions of future uncertainty. I
first turn to Samimian-Darash, whose work is interested in theorizing the notion of ‘uncertainty’
(as opposed to ‘risk’) by “[tracking] the emergence of forms of securing the future that speak to a
nonquantifiable mode of governing, one that responds to the problem of uncertainty rather than
risk” (2016:360: emphasis in original; see also Samimian-Darash 2013 and Samimian-Darash
and Rabinow 2015). According to Samimian-Darash, the scenario — as a type of technology
based in uncertainty — “takes into account the critical limitations of risk-based technology and
its modes of assessing and controlling the future through past experience” (2016:379). By
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ethnographically studying Turning Point – an annual scenario-based event that mobilizes all of
Israeli state apparatuses and citizens in action – she argues that the scenario ‘practices
uncertainty’ by generating new uncertainty through the scenario execution: “how to prepare for
future uncertainty, then, paradoxically involves the generation of more uncertainty” (2016:378).
For her, planning is risk-based, while preparation – such as carrying out scenario exercises – is
uncertainty-based (2016:380). What I find significant to her intervention is that uncertaintybased technologies like scenarios are not designed to control the future (like risk-based
technologies are), but to develop capacities that can address any emerging problems in the
radically uncertain future.
Lakoff’s study of U.S. state security practices similarly looks at how the state approaches
future threats (“events whose probability is not calculable but whose consequences could be
catastrophic” [2007:247]) through the rationality of preparedness. Lakoff contrasts
‘preparedness’ with ‘insurance’ (2007:249-251; see also Ewald 1991); unlike insurance
(referring to any means of distributing risk across a population, which addresses statistically
regular and mathematically calculable occurrences), ‘preparedness’ deals with dangers that are
“beyond the scope of insurability” (2007:251), i.e. irregular, incalculable events such as a
terrorist attack or a natural disaster. Because within the logic of ‘preparedness’ the catastrophic
event will occur, it is productive of various present interventions (e.g. ‘techniques’) (Lakoff
2007:253, see also Anderson 2010:790-792). One such technique, ‘scenario development,’ is not
a futile exercise, but a highly productive one in which participants, by brainstorming and acting
out an imagined future scenario, cultivate their capacities to survive in an unexpected future
event and “[stimulate and discipline their] imagination” (Lakoff 2007:260). In other words, “the
emphasis is on developing the capabilities necessary to respond to a series of disruptive future
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events” (Anderson 2010:791, emphasis added). (See also Stalcup 2015 on how the “capacity of
discernment” is cultivated to prepare for the uncertain future.)
Both Samimian-Darash and Lakoff highlight that the cultivation of capacities or
capabilities is agentive action oriented toward what is conceptualized to be a radically uncertain
future. In short, I argue that while contemporary futures can be conceptualized as radically
uncertain, such a conceptualization does not paralyze action, but can be the catalyst for the
cultivation of various capacities, dispositions, practices, and logics in the present that can make
individuals and societies capable of addressing any actually occurring future. In other words,
cultivation of capacities is an important form of exercising agency in an age where the future is
imagined to be radically uncertain. As we have seen in the case of the field’s focus on
“unification capacity,” capacitation is a form of agency that is not about accurately predicting or
fully controlling the future, but a commitment to flexibly live with future uncertainty.
***
This chapter has offered an interpretation of the phenomenon of unification preparation
using the lens of jobs as part of this dissertation’s larger goal of explaining the
professionalization of Korean unification. Identifying a target market (chongnyon generation)
and providing that target market with valuable services (unification capacitation) is at the center
of many jobs. It is critical to understand that the ‘demand’ for the services of this industry – i.e.
the unification capacitation of South Korean society – is not a natural one, but one that must be
strategically produced, like many other industries that must first create the demand, for instance,
for drug use (see Dumit 2012). In other words, demand for unification capacitation services was
not simply ‘identified’ – as if it naturally existed in the hearts and minds of South Koreans – but
creatively invented by the industry, which is then met through services like opening up the
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Center for Unified Future of Korea or hosting the Unification Entrepreneurship Idea
Competition. It is by problematizing young South Koreans’ low unification consciousness that
the industry first creates the demand for the services of unification capacitation. By encouraging
South Koreans to see a particular thing as a ‘problem’ (i.e. young people’s disinterest in Korean
unification), the industry is thus able to invent the demand for a ‘solution’ that only the industry
can provide, i.e. unification capacitation. In this chapter, we have seen field professionals
engaged in strategic labor targeting young South Koreans, once again offering more
ethnographic support for the argument that in the field of unification preparation, Korean
unification has been taken up as a scenario that demands thoughtful anticipatory labor and
concrete preparatory work. In the following chapter, I delve further into how field professionals
march on this path of scenario preparation in spite of the various professional challenges that
conditions of uncertainty pose on them.
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Chapter 4:
Uncertainty and Action in Contemporary South Korea

Unification preparation is an ongoing grappling with the uncertain future. Whether the
next election will bring in a conservative or progressive administration, what is the right or best
step for the next quarter, and whether this very job, company, or field will be around next year;
these are only some of the uncertainties faced by those who work at UPI. This chapter captures
how such uncertainties are experienced and managed in different dimensions of their everyday
labor. In this chapter, I present an ethnographic case of unification preparation as a distinctly
South Korean account of uncertainty. What does unification preparation illuminate about the
experience of uncertainty that is particular to the historical, economic, and social conditions of
contemporary South Korea? I argue that in order to prepare for Korean unification as a scenario,
those engaged in the professional labor of preparation must creatively and flexibly live with
uncertainty, instead of attempting to defeat and eliminate it. In anticipating Korean unification as
a scenario, it is about professionally managing uncertainties in a way that is distinct from the
“defeating-the-enemy” or “victory-through-war” paradigm of the militarized Cold War era.
Approaching Korean unification as a scenario is thus a professionalization away from war.
In the brief opening section of this chapter, I describe how I first encountered
“uncertainty” (purhwaksilsŏng) in the field, paying particular attention to the historic period
between the fall of 2017 and spring of 2018 when field experts and ordinary Koreans alike
experienced the volatilities of inter-Korean relations, once again. Next, I introduce recent
scholarship on the concept of uncertainty to foreground the increasing interest in understanding
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how social actors try to manage future uncertainty through various new forms of anticipatory
action. The chapter then finally returns to the offices of UPI to tease out three sets of
confrontations with uncertainty in unification preparation work: 1) how do field professionals
manage external changes that are out of their control; 2) how do field professionals perform a job
with no clear rubric, timeline, or definition; 3) how do field professionals make the choice to stay
— or leave — UPI in an increasingly precarious economy where fewer people can afford to stay
in the same career or field over the course of their lifetime.

Encountering Uncertainty in the Field: From War to Peace in 2017-2018
When I arrived in Seoul for my year of fieldwork in September of 2017, there was
nervous talk of war on the Korean peninsula, as North Korea continued on its path of
“provocations” (tobal), stepping up its missile and nuclear capabilities. Discussions of “war
prep” (chŏnjaeng junbi) started to pop up everywhere I looked, including a media report that war
prep kits are appearing as popular gifts for the upcoming ch’usŏk holiday season93 (SBS News, 25
September 2017). One CEO of a company wrote in a letter to his employees:

We thank you for all your hard work.
Today, we will be distributing our ch’usŏk holiday season gifts. Considering the
domestic and foreign state of affairs, we have prepared war prep bags containing items
that are essential for an emergency situation. We ask that all employees come to the tenth
floor to receive this gift.
The war prep bag contains fifteen items, including the bag. If you are interested in
purchasing additional gas masks, please contact the General Operations team.
1. Bag
2. Ready-to-eat field rations (5)
3. Disposable blankets (10)
4. Ultra-light sleeping bag
5. First aid kit
6. Gas mask
93

Ch’usŏk is a major Korean holiday that celebrates the harvest season.
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7. Safety helmet
8. Portable radio
9. Portable compression towel
10. Portable lantern
11. Survival bracelet (with a compass function)
12. Fire stick
13. Rain coat
14. Hot packs (5)
15. Swiss army knife
Little did I — or anyone, for that matter — know that the tide would change so abruptly
in 2018, making these war prep bags retrospectively seem like an overreaction to a war that
never arrived.94 Kim Jung-un’s 2018 New Year Address began the tide of change when he
offered to participate in the upcoming Pyeongchang Winter Olympics in South Korea. This
overture eventually resulted in the two Korean delegations harmoniously marching in together at
the Opening Ceremony under a united flag, a flag aptly called the “Korean Unification Flag”
(t’ongilgi, or hanbandogi) that centrally features a solid blue silhouette of the Korean Peninsula
on a white field (see Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.1: War Prep Bags and Cold Noodle Restaurants

(Left) War prep bags given out as ch’usŏk gifts by a Seoul-based company to its employees in
the Fall of 2017. (Right) A long line of Seoul residents waits in front of a Pyongyang-style cold
noodle restaurant in the Spring of 2018.
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This chapter prompts not only a theoretical reflection on uncertainty, but also a methodological meditation on
what it means to conduct fieldwork during periods of uncertainty, when even informants and experts on the ground
were unsure of how to make sense of the changes and updates happening every day. Particularly in a world
thoroughly re-made by the Covid-19 pandemic, anthropologists are critically reflecting on how ethnography can
creatively document the uncertain times that informants and anthropologists are alike experiencing (e.g. Pandian
2019, 2020).
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This unexpected turn of events culminated in the historic Inter-Korean summit of April
2018, only the third Inter-Korean summit in more than seventy years of national division on the
Korean peninsula. Talk of “unification,” “peace,” and “change” exploded onto the national stage.
On the day of the Inter-Korean summit, the two Korean leaders shared a meal of Pyongyang cold
noodles, which surprisingly prompted long lines in front of Pyongyang-style cold noodle
restaurants across South Korea (see Figure 4.1). This dramatic shift from “war” to “peace”
launched (yet another round of) public discussions and private conversations about Korean
unification and Korea’s future in South Korea. However, what became so certain to ordinary
South Koreans was – ironically – how uncertain everything is: how could we move from
packing war bags to waiting in line to eat cold noodles in a matter of few months? From
experiencing decades of cold and hot phases of inter-Korean relations, South Koreans from all
walks of life understand that things may change – just as quickly and unexpectedly – in the
direction of war again.

Figure 4.2: Inter-Korean Relations in 2018

Photos taken from the New York Times and Yonhap News, respectively.
This distinctly South Korean experience of uncertainty is also acknowledged by
“experts” of inter-Korean relations and Korean unification. Consider, for example, this academic
discussion of what is Korean “unification studies” (t’ongirhak), published in 2009 in the
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inaugural issue of the journal Unification and Peace by Seoul National University:

T’ongirhak is fundamentally an academic field that must deal with “uncertainty”
(purhwaksilsŏng); therefore, this uncertainty must be scientifically or appropriately
reflected in our work. The most conspicuous uncertainty is whether North Korea will
continue to maintain its stability or fall into a state of instability. This is an uncertainty
that has continued to be addressed since the 1990s when North Korea experienced
economic difficulties. Another uncertainty that has been brought up recently [in 2009] is
concerning the health of Kim Jong-il, who is currently 67.95 Considering his age and
health, there are increasing assertions that South Korea must prepare for an unexpected
situation. Moreover, there are cycles of elections in South Korea, the United States, and
Japan, and more; depending on the character of the administration in power, North
Korean policies and international relations can vastly change…. In conclusion, there are
countless variables on the path to future unification; and there is a high number of
possibilities depending on how those variables are differently combined…What is
evident is that depending on how the various uncertainties are combined, the structure
and focus of “unification studies” (t’ongirhak)’s set of questions will hugely change”
(Park 2009:118-119).
What this senior scholar at the Korea Institute for National Unification – one of Korea’s premier
research centers on inter-Korean relations and Korean unification – is acknowledging is that
scholarly efforts to understand the ‘Korean unification problem’ must also be an attempt to
grapple with distinctly South Korean experiences of uncertainty.
Indeed, it is uncertain whether Korean unification will be a “blessing” or a “catastrophe”
for the Korean people. When, how, or even if Korean unification will occur are all mired in
uncertainties. This dissertation’s exploration of anticipatory action in the domain of unification
preparation takes place within this historical, ethnographic context of uncertainty that I argue is
distinctly South Korean.96 My work documents how groups of South Koreans are taking action
95

Kim Jong-il dies in 2011 from a heart attack, two years after the publication of this journal article.
Note that the uncertainties of inter-Korean relations cannot be directly studied empirically. Methodologicallyspeaking, it is only by ethnographically attending to how uncertainty is concretized – or made concrete – through
micro-practices of preparation in the everyday, institutionally anchored interactions and activities of social actors
involved in unification preparation that an analytical model of how macro-uncertainties are made empirically
available and practically manageable can be developed. In other words, macro-uncertainties of inter-Korean
relations can only be investigated by working our way “up” from micro-practices of uncertainty that are empirically
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to prepare for Korean unification as a possible future scenario in the midst of such uncertainty.
By looking at the proliferation of anticipatory action in the field of unification preparation, this
dissertation thus starts to question our assumption that we take action in spite of uncertainty by
understanding how unification preparation marches on with uncertainty, during periods of amity
and hostility in inter-Korean relations.
Hamilton uses Kafka’s short story “The Burrow” (“Der Bau”) to illustrate how
uncertainty inspires anticipatory action. In the story:
“A mole-like creature constructs a shelter for himself and spends his life trying to build a
home that will protect him from all kinds of unforeseeable dangers. The shelter is very
secure except for the hole that serves as an entranceway. The creature could cover it, but
that would mean sealing off his only exit. Referring to this hole.... “There I am mortal.”
The hole threatens his life, but it also keeps him vigilant and ready. “If the burrow were
perfectly secure, he would waste away in idleness and complacency, and therefore put
himself at an even greater risk. It is the possibility of being killed and the uncertainty of
the threat that keep him alert. His mortality, so to speak, saves his life….Our
vulnerability and our uncertainty are painful but can also have a beneficial effect insofar
as we remain open and ready for what is ultimately unknowable and uncertain, namely,
the future. Keeping things open, rather than making all-too-quick judgments and
discernments, helps to remind us that certainty is useful as long as it remains provisional
and open to reform or even complete reversal” (Hamilton, quoted in Aggarwal-Schifellite
et al. 2020).
Similarly to the mole-like creature in Kafka’s short story, South Koreans are in a constant state
of vigilance and readiness in fear of a national security vulnerability, “the hole” that is Korean
unification. In anticipation of a future event that can threaten the future peace and prosperity of
their nation, South Koreans are far from idle and complacent, but alert and proactive in carrying
out a national project of preparation to safeguard the nation’s future survival. Uncertainty in
inter-Korean relations keeps South Koreans on their toes, forcing them to act toward the
unknowable and uncertain future.
identifiable. Throughout this chapter, I identify genres of practices of uncertainty that are sites in which uncertainty
is concretized and practiced by my interlocutors at UPI.
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“Uncertain” Futures and the Proliferation of Anticipatory Action

“Whether present futures are ontologically more uncertain than futures past is beyond the
scope [of this work]…What matters here is the mounting sense in popular and scholarly
discourse that we now live in a world-historical age of uncertainty. Public debates are
suffused with projections of indeterminate futures that demand anticipatory action in the
present. Elected officials, media pundits, environmental activists, security consultants,
health experts, and others converge on the notion that uncertainty is on the rise and is
outrunning attempts to manage it. This view of global transformation has had real
consequences: one response to the belief that we live in an uncertain age is the political
imperative to govern in anticipation of potential events…” (Zeiderman 2015:182,
emphasis added).
In recent years, there has been increasing scholarly interest in the concept of uncertainty.
Scholars have begun to identify ‘uncertainty’ as a productive concept to theorize against ‘risk’
(e.g. O’Malley 2004, Samimian-Darash and Rabinow 2015). 97For these scholars, uncertainty is
an emerging “rationality” and “problematization” (to use Foucauldian language) in the
contemporary moment that does not replace risk, but is increasingly useful to address situations
where the logics and technologies of risk are not sufficient or productive.98 While risk
approaches governance through statistical calculations of past experience to make the future
predictable through probability (e.g. Hacking, 1990, Ewald 1991), uncertainty sees the future as
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Both risk and uncertainty are “concepts rather than… things in the world,” following the the larger
realism/nominalism debate in academic scholarship (Samimian-Darash and Rabinow: 2015:3, emphasis in original).
98
Decades earlier, scholars were interested in distinguishing ‘danger’ (traditional societies) from ‘risk’ (modern
societies) (Samimian-Darash and Rabinow 2015:2-3). In essence, uncertainty “derives from the variety of actualities
that can emerge from the virtual event rather than from the lack of knowledge about the content of any specific
possibility ….uncertainty inheres in the relationship between the virtual and the actual” (Samimian-Darash 2013:3).
Influenced by the Deleuzean distinction between virtual and actual, Samimian-Darash argues that uncertainty is a
fact of life deriving from “a virtual domain with the capacity to generate a broad variety of actualizations” (2013:4).
This is in contrast to the possible vs. real differentiation that grounds the concept of risk. Unlike the concept of risk
that is based on calculations and probabilities (based on past events), uncertainty is grounded in potentialities and
virtualities. If uncertainty is a new problematization of the world — a new way of observing, experiencing, and
managing the world that prompts new solutions, technologies, subjectivations, and governances — this scholarly
approach demands that anthropologists ask: “What kinds of truth claims are advanced about the future, what
interventions are considered appropriate, and what modes of subjectivity are produced within this
problematization?” (Samimian-Darash and Rabinow: 2015:4).
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non-calculable and demands new “concepts, technologies, and modes of governing appropriate
to uncertainty” (Samimian-Darash and Rabinow 2015:203). While risk encourages thinking in
probabilities and predictabilities, uncertainty prompts thinking in possibilities and
potentialities.99
These scholars emphasize that the rise of uncertainty as a concept does not mean that
there is an ontological change in the quality of the world (i.e. the world is actually more
uncertain now than in the past), but that there is a growing perception that the world is more
uncertain that has important ramifications for how we think and act, particularly toward the
future.If uncertainty as a conceptualization “reflects a way to observe the future and act on it”
(Samimian-Darash 2013:3), uncertainty “not only conceptualize[s] the future differently…but
[it] also enable[s] a distinct form of action” (Samimian-Darash 2016:380, emphasis added).
Preparation — the major focus of this dissertation — is thus a distinct form of action that is
enabled by uncertainty. Within this emerging body of scholarship, there is a shift in focus from
“control of risk” to “management of uncertainty” that is motivating anthropologists to
ethnographically investigate how the ‘uncertain’ future is being anticipated and managed by new
modes of government and subjectivation (Samimian-Darash and Rabinow 2015:5).100 Due to the
multiplicity of ways to take action under conditions of uncertainty that emerge out of situated
human practice, anthropologists are in the ideal position to attend to the problematic of
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For this camp of scholars that are working to differentiate uncertainty from risk, “risks and uncertainties are
neither real nor unreal…rather, they are ways in which the real is imagined to be by specific regimes of government,
in order that it may be governed” (O’ Malley 2004:15, emphasis added). According to O’Malley, state and non-state
actors in liberal governments make use of both risk and uncertainty to govern through freedom, “in the sense of
uncoerced activities of rationally calculating individuals confronting and making an indeterminate…. future”
(2004:27). O’Malley clarifies that “making the distinction between risk and uncertainty cannot be regarded as
setting up a rigid binary” (2004:21); what occurs in practice is a complex, shifting assemblage of risk and
uncertainty rationalities, technologies, and practices co-existing in diverse, contingent configurations (2004:24-25).
100
Anthropologists have begun to study how uncertainty has become an important empirical phenomenon of broad
range and diverse scale — from domains of finance, security, to environment; from individuals playing with
uncertainty in online poker games (Schüll 2015) to institutions anticipating global uncertainty in the age of climate
change (Petryna 2015) — that demands our sustained analytical attention (Samimian-Darash and Rabinow 2015).
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uncertainty through ethnographic methodologies such as participant-observation.101
Moreover, anthropologists have long been interested in how conceptualizations of the
future have critical implications for an actor’s understanding of his or her agency to act on it
from the here and now. Bourdieu, for instance, offers us a classic ethnographic study on how
Algerians act in the present in accordance to what they understand to be the future: while
Algerians value foresight into the ‘forthcoming’ (e.g. by hoarding food), they consider men
taking action for the abstract future (e.g. by saving money) to be “presumptuous,” “excessive,”
and “ambitious” since “the future belongs to God” (1963:61-63). Recent scholarship has started
to explain how this emerging structure of feeling that the future is more uncertain is resulting in
historical shifts in how social actors make sense of their agency to act toward the future.
Anderson, for instance, notes that “across different domains of life the future is now
problematized as a disruption, a surprise. This problematization of the future as indeterminate or
uncertain has been met with an extraordinary proliferation of anticipatory action” (2010:777). In
other words, scholars note that recent conceptualizations of the future as uncertain,
indeterminate, disruptive, and surprising have not precluded exercise of agency to act toward it.
Ethnographic studies from the United States to Israel show how the uncertain future is being
eagerly anticipated and strategically practiced in various scenario-ization exercises under the
logic of ‘preparation’ or ‘preparedness’ (e.g. Anderson 2010, Samimian-Darash 2016, Lakoff
2007). In their works, we see how the agency to act toward a uncertain, disruptive future is
expressed in efforts of capacitation (see Chapter 3 on “unification capacitation”) that can prepare
participants for any actually occurring future that is unknowable and unpredictable from the
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As Samimian-Darash and Rabinow argue, “the mode of uncertainty as a practice requires participantobservation… in this process, uncertainty becomes not merely a mode of research but also a mode of the
anthropologist’s subjectivation”; uncertainty is “an anthropological mode, through which the inquirer is not external
to the inquiry but rather changed by it” (2015:207).
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present. This “extraordinary proliferation of anticipatory action” toward the more uncertain
future aligns well with neoliberal vision of agency where the future is free and open for invention
and “uncertainty provides the creative art of the possible that will drive prosperity and
innovation” for the entrepreneurial and adaptable individuals, states, and corporations (O’Malley
2015:15; see also Gershon 2011 on neoliberal agency). We see in unification preparation a
strong echoing of this neoliberal vision of agency where a unified Korean future can be made
through creative, responsible, and flexible preparatory labor.
Lastly, recent anthropological scholarship has been grappling with contemporary modes
of laboring with uncertainty in workplaces ranging from trading floors, public health institutes,
pharmaceutical companies, national security agencies, corporate boardrooms, urban planning
offices, science laboratories, to police stations (e.g. Zaloom 2004, Caduff 2015, Dumit 2012,
Lemov 2015, Wilf 2015, Zeiderman 2015, Keck 2015, Stalcup 2015). For instance, in Zaloom’s
(2004) ethnographic study of traders in Chicago who proactively, voluntarily engage with the
financial futures market in order to turn risk into profit, she argues for “the productive life of
risk” against contemporary social theory that has conceived of risk negatively. In particular, by
noting how “financial speculators structure their conduct and shape themselves around risk,”
Zaloom argues that traders’ bodies are disciplined to cultivate “the art of living within the
uncertain gap between present and future” (2004:381-391).
This chapter thus joins ethnographic works that explain how certain professions require
individuals to “cultivate a relationship to uncertainty as part of their [professional expertise] and
their very [professional] subjectivity” (Stalcup 2015:70). In particular, I pay attention to how my
informants at UPI “develop a subjective ‘readiness’ for living with uncertainty” (Schull
2015:64). As Schull has observed in online poker players who play the game as a living, this
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“readiness is characterized by the capacity to be simultaneously uncertain and decisive” (ibid.),
which is essential in the world of unification preparation as well, where actions must be taken
and decisions must be made in ongoing conditions of uncertainty.
This chapter answers the the call of Wilf (2015:40), who notes that anthropological
scholarship on work and uncertainty has so far focused on the two extremes of the contemporary
global economy (e.g. Muehlebach and Shoshan 2012:336-337). On one hand are blue-collar
factory workers, “melancholic subjects…often found at the bottom of the social ladder” without
job security. On the other hand are white-collar Wall Street bankers — such as those documented
in Ho’s work (2009) — who are regularly laid off from their positions of privilege because in
their world “precariousness is called flexibility.” Arguing against this backdrop, Wilf argues:

“…increased uncertainty [is] fast becoming the lot of many workers found between these two
extreme. These people are neither factory workers nor investment bankers. They are
midlevel workers in various contemporary knowledge-based companies who are expected to
inhabit creative uncertainty…An anthropology of contemporary modes of uncertainty must
train its analytical lens on such midlevel workers who are expected to inhabit creative
uncertainty and its experiential dimensions as a condition of possibility for being
productive” (2015:40-41, emphasis in original).
This chapter contributes to this emerging scholarship on work and uncertainty by looking at
“neither factory workers nor investment bankers,” but unification preparation professionals who
must manage the uncertainties of their national and individual futures through their everyday
labor of budgets, meetings, and reports. As Wilf points out, a growing number of workers in the
contemporary economy must engage in “work-related form of uncertainty,” as they “interpret
vague cues, face unstructured tasks, process incomplete knowledge, and yet they must take
action anyway” (Wilf 2015:29-30, quoting Barrett 1998:620). Although unification preparation
involves a small subset of individuals with a highly unusual and particular job description,
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ethnographically examining how they work with uncertainty can still be revealing of how
uncertainty is experienced and practiced in everyday spaces of work.

A New Boss in Town: Navigating One “Bolt out of the Blue” At a Time
It is only my first week at UPI in the fall of 2017 when a rather unusual event transpires. I
arrive a little earlier than usual to the office because I was told by Choi t’imjang-nim102 that there
is a company-wide workshop scheduled for the morning. Several of UPI’s staff had just returned
from overseas business trips: two to Myanmar to attend a conference on the successes of
Democratic Voice of Burma (DVB)103 and another to Switzerland to give a talk on North Korean
human rights. The workshop is scheduled for them to share with the rest of us what they learned
abroad and what can be done to re-direct UPI’s work in light of that.
But I immediately sense that something is off when I unhurriedly open the door to the
second floor office where the company-wide meetings are usually held. There is no usual hubbub
of laughter and shouting that I would expect when dozens of staff are gathered together. From
the corner of my eyes, I spot an unfamiliar group of men huddled in the corner; they whisper
discreetly to one another in stern faces. Considering the very casual dress code at UPI, these men
in crisply ironed shirts and dark colored suits certainly look out of place. I also notice that they
are furtively eyeing the room as the staff arrives one by one for the workshop. I am unsure whom
to ask about what is going on, but I start overhearing murmurs among the staff: those men are
prosecutors here for a “seize-and-search” (apsu susaek) of our office. As the staff grows restless,
the President rises up from his seat to announce to the group that the workshop is going to have
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T’imjang is a middle-management job title, while -nim is an honorific suffix added to job titles.
DVB is a media group that engages in radio and television broadcasting for/about Burma/Myanmar. It was
considered by UPI to be a model media group that successfully evolved over the years to changing political and
technological climates.
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be pushed back to a later time today, or re-scheduled to another day. Afterwards, the prosecutors
make their presence more known, and one of them requests that everyone submit their work
laptops for inspection. Although they try to appear matter-of-fact in carrying out official business
of the state, I cannot ignore the distinctly hostile air about them, as they gruffly demand to also
look through the individual lockers of the staff, especially the President’s.
I start overhearing the grumbling among the staff over not being able to start their work
for the day since the prosecutors are taking away their office laptops. Even more detectable than
their annoyance is their bewilderment. People seem confused as to why prosecutors were
showing up at their small, innocent NGO in Mangwon-dong for a “seize-and-search.” Seize-andsearches are what ordinary South Koreans only see in the evening news or television dramas,
with prosecutors raiding big corporations for tax evasions or politician offices for corruption and
bribery. I nervously ask myself, “what did I get myself into? Is there some sort of criminal
activity going on here? What could possibly be so criminal about this NGO? Am I going to have
to find a new place to intern?”
After some pestering, I finally get an answer that explains the prosecutors’ presence: “we
are being investigated over some funding we got from the previous administration [Park Geunhye’s].” Awhile back, UPI had received a small amount of funding that is now being considered
to have “suspicious” connections to the former conservative administration.104 The small amount
of funding that UPI had taken is now being ominously referred to as so-called “white list”
money. “White list” referred to the list of individuals and groups that had a favorable relationship
with the former conservative administration. No matter how small the amount of money, because
UPI had received funding associated with the former conservative administration, UPI is now
being accused of a “white list” group that warrants suspicion and investigation. Because the
104

See Chosun Ilbo, 16 September 2019, for some media coverage on this “seize and search.”
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former conservative administration disbanded prematurely in disgrace for charges of abuse of
power, UPI’s relatively friendly relationship with the former conservative administration
unexpectedly became a reason for a seize-and search. With the change in administrations, any
groups and individuals who once had a positive relationship with the former administration now
became the target of investigation by the new boss in the Blue House, while those who were
once on the “black list” returns confidently (and now joins the new “white list”). The motto of
the new Moon Jae-in administration became “rooting out past corruption” (chŏkp’ye ch’ŏngsan),
which to his political opponents seems more like “political revenge” (chŏngch’i bobok).
With a new boss in town, an association that was once harmlessly positive had
unpredictably changed to dangerously negative. That day in the fall of 2017, UPI was seriously
at risk of being moved from the “white” to “black” list. It was as if there was a new Santa
arriving in town announcing that UPI should be moved from the nice to naughty list. An
unexpected swing from conservative to liberal rule in the Blue House translated on the ground to
a wave of political changes heading UPI’s way that its staff had to weather swiftly and
strategically in order to survive.
At the time, the outcome of the seize-and-search was uncertain. Many of the staff
anxiously speculated whether UPI’s President might end up in jail over this. The President put on
a brave face to us, joking that he has already been to jail once (back when he was a democracy
activist in the 80-90s), so he was ready for whatever the prosecutors throw his way. Fortunately,
the somber mood gradually lightened over time, when – much to our pleasant surprise – nothing
really came out of the seize-and-search. It was business as usual again.
***
Over time, the seize-and-search incident became a running joke at UPI, much to my
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surprise. To the staff, it came to be the perfect illustration of how unexpected changes can lead to
outlandish aftereffects that are out of their control. To them, it was simply outrageous that their
small NGO could suddenly become the target of a politically motivated investigation with a shift
in the political climate. At a company-wide picnic a few weeks after the seize-and-search
disturbance had died down, we were engaged in a team-building exercise in the grassy park area
next to the Han River. Divided into four teams, we were playing “Guess-a-Sketch”; one person
sketched a keyword on a piece of paper, and the rest of his team had to correctly guess as many
as possible within the 2-minute time limit. Although most people initially kidded that they were
too old to play this game, things quickly turned fierce when their competitive spirit kicked in.
When Lee pujang-nim105 suggested his team deserved another thirty seconds of game time
because his team had one fewer member, Kim PD-nim106 did not miss a beat to jokingly accuse
him of “past corruption” (chŏkp’ye). “We need to ‘root out past corruption’ (chŏkp’ye
ch’ŏngsan),” he yelled out loud. The rest of the staff roared with laughter at Kim PD-nim; they
were all in on the inside joke that “rooting out past corruption” can be (mis-)used to accuse
anyone who is now on ‘the other side.’ What should ordinarily be serious political and legal
terms like “rooting out past corruption” (chŏkp’ye ch’ŏngsan) and “seize-and-search” (apsu
susaek) had turned into an insider joke among those who shared a collective memory.
“This is just how Korea works,” UPI’s President would later say to me when he looked
back at that dramatic incident. “Everything changes when there’s a new President in the Blue
House. What a nalbyŏrak for us.” The President used the word nalbyŏrak (“a bolt out of the
blue”), a Korean word which refers to something that is unexpected, to express his feelings that
there was nothing predictable about how things worked in his country, especially in a field that
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Pujang is a senior managerial job title, while -nim is an honorific suffix added to job titles.
PD (short for producer) is a job title commonly used to refer to various media producers (especially in television
and radio), while -nim is an honorific suffix added to job titles.
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was often at the whim of the larger political climate over which it had no control. President
Moon’s slogan for his administration became “rooting out past corruption” as part of his promise
to lead South Korea into a new future. His efforts to change inter-Korean relations toward
“peace,” or change the labor culture by raising the minimum wage and instituting a maximum
work hour limit, were all part of his initiative to lead South Korea into a new future. And
although UPI’s President fortunately did not end up in jail, UPI had become an unsuspecting
bystander that was caught off guard in this move toward the new future. An essential part of
UPI’s practice of uncertainty was navigating the “bolts out of the blue” that headed its way.
The events of that day are deeply ingrained in my (and UPI’s institutional) memories
because, yes, it was a highly unusual day for UPI, but it was also highly revealing about UPI and
the nature of its work. A “bolt out of the blue” seize-and-search teaches me that the survival of
an institution like UPI lies in its ability to navigate waves of changes that may often be beyond
its control. Navigating changes is not a matter of choice, but a matter of survival. In this
particular case, the unexpected shift from ten years of conservative rule to a liberal one made
institutional connections and strategies of the past decade suddenly problematic and suspect. An
institution like UPI that can be (mis-)understood to be “conservative” (bosu) in some people’s
eyes for wanting “change” in North Korea instead of “peace” had to re-think its place and
strategy in this changing political climate. President Moon’s “progressive” (jinbo) approach to
inter-Korean relations – which put emphasis on “peace” over “change” – meant that UPI would
have to adjust its language and direction to fall in line.
***
A few months later, I am sitting in a meeting with a grant administrator visiting from the
U.S. During this meeting, the President explains to her about the recent difficulties UPI faces in
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this changing political climate that turned unfavorable toward groups like UPI. However, the
President does not succeed in receiving the supportive response he had hoped for. She seems to
understand what he is saying, but she shakes her head with an unsympathetic face. “I think UPI
should try to have an independent identity,” the grant administrator responds. “UPI should try to
bring together both sides instead of simply hoping one administration will be more helpful than
the other,” she adds. The President nods softly, but I have a feeling that he knows that it is easier
said than done.
Considering the long history of division/unification politics that have developed in South
Korea, it is not so simple for an institution like UPI to rise above bipartisan politics, particularly
on the politically divisive issue of North Korea and Korean unification. The President of UPI
did, however, understand that the survival of UPI depends on the institutional capacity to
strategically read and navigate the changing political climate to the best of its ability. The
President, on more than one occasion at company-wide meetings, stressed how a number of
North Korea and/or Korean unification groups have closed down in the past year because they
had “failed to adapt to the changing times” (pyŏnhwae chŏgŭngaji mothaetta). This was a grim
reminder to UPI staff that the institutional survival of a place like UPI was never guaranteed and
it was up to them to ensure the institutional future by wisely and strategically adapting to the
changing times.
Although it is difficult to rise above bipartisan policies, the President of UPI began to
promote internal changes to lead UPI in that direction. While there are macro, external changes
beyond his control, he has faith that there are also micro changes that he can control internal to
the institution. The internal changes UPI’s President encouraged to his staff in order to rise above
bipartisan politics can be summed up in one word: chŏnmunsŏng. It can roughly be translated to
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“professionalism” and “expertise.” According to my interlocutors at UPI, it is by having more
chŏnmunsŏng that UPI has any chance of surviving in both progressive and conservative times.
More “professionalism” and “expertise” is hoped to be the strategy that can transform UPI into
an ‘apolitical’ institution in a society that is politically divided over North Korea and Korean
unification. Various leadership initiatives (e.g. workshops, speeches, plans) and hiring (and
firing) decisions began to be made on this new path of chŏnmunsŏng that promised the
possibility of survival in turbulent political times. However, the President’s hopes of reaching
apolitical status may be a leap of faith against reality in a country where North Korea and Korean
unification have become deeply politicized and polarizing over the course of its modern history;
apolitical status will likely remain only an aspiration. However, with hope, he continues to forge
UPI’s path, knowing fully well that there is another “bolt out of the blue” awaiting him just
around the corner that may derail UPI’s plans.

No Right or Best Way to Do the Job: The Art of Walking in the Dark
The most basic — and also the most profound — lesson imparted onto me from a year at
UPI is about the very nature of unification preparation work: there is no ‘right’ or ‘best’ way to
prepare for Korean unification. What is considered ‘effective’ and ‘urgent’ unification
preparation work at any given point in time is, in essence, variable and uncertain. For even a
single sub-field of the industry (unification media, in UPI’s case), there are tens, or even
hundreds, of possible actions and directions they may take in the name of preparing for
unification. There is not even a single definition for “unification media,” as the President of UPI
admits, making it so that there is clear path that a group engaged in unification media must take
moving forward. This ambiguity makes each day, month, and year at UPI a series of creative,
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self-reflexive moves to work with uncertainty at each step of the murky road that is unification
preparation.
***
Just take a look at the case of UPI’s radio work, one of its flagship initiatives in
unification media. The first set of uncertainties revolve around distribution. Because the South
Korean government currently does not openly support or fund civilian radio broadcasting to
North Korea, UPI resorts to creating the radio content in their Seoul office, but using foreign
transmitting stations in other parts of Asia to send the short-wave radio to North Korea, thereby
lowering the quality of reception for their North Korean listeners (see Introduction). Although
short-wave radio has the unbeatable advantage of reaching farther distances, it has a fatal
weakness: it is fairly weak and easily affected by atmospheric conditions or intentional
interferences. The reception quality of their short-wave radio is a serious concern for several of
the senior staff at UPI who have the responsibility of monitoring it everyday to ensure that the
radio programs are actually reaching North Korean listeners. Every so often, they would
conclude that the reception quality is poor enough to warrant reaching out to the the foreign
transmitting station that airs their radio broadcasts. However, if the reason for the poor quality is
something the foreign transmitting station cannot address (e.g. jamming by the North Korean
regime), it is “beyond their control” (pulgahangnyŏk). In other words, the success of their labor –
i.e. reaching the North Korean listeners – is subject to uncertain conditions everyday, as a
combination of various factors beyond UPI’s control determines the transmission quality.
The second set of uncertainties in UPI’s radio work is in the domain of production,
especially in how they have to imagine the audience of their content. Instead of seeing the
“North Korean people” as a uniform mass, the Radio Team tries to diversify its content offerings
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to strategically target different sub-groups of North Koreans, from a “talk show” (t’ok’ŭso)
featuring young hosts that targets a similar age group in North Korea to a “music program”
(ŭmakpangsong) introducing foreign music that targets North Koreans who are curious about
popular culture abroad. Content creation for North Korean listeners is highly creative labor
because radio producers at UPI cannot possibly know their North Korean listeners directly. An
essential part of their work thus involves speculating what their ‘imagined audience’ will be like
(e.g. what are their needs and desires?) and creatively coming up with radio content that can
hopefully be attractive to this imagined audience. This uncertainty over audienceship became
particularly clear to me during a company workshop where we were prompted to create “listener
profiles” of UPI’s radio content. In groups of four or five, we began brainstorming who we
imagine may be tuning into UPI’s radio shows:

Myung-hee is a 27-year-old woman living in Chongjin who sells smuggled makeup in the
informal market and enjoys watching South Korean dramas during her
downtime….Content on latest global fashion trends could be something Myung-hee
would be interested in…. But Myung-sung, a 45-year-old party official living in
Pyongyang, whose interests are golfing and investing, may want to hear radio shows
about very different things…
This imaginative exercise only brought to light how uncertain the radio production process is,
when every day requires a leap of faith that their content is catering to the imagined needs and
desires of those whom they have never (and may never) meet. On any day, it is unclear who will
be listening to the fruits of their labor (e.g. 25 year old single woman working in the factory
interested in South Korean fashion, or 45 year old businessman looking for information on
China?), but radio PDs continue to produce content that they hope is promoting change and
preparing for change, one segment and show at a time.
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Figure 4.3: The North Korean Audience

The ‘imagined audience’ in North Korea. Photo taken by author.
Lastly, the third set of uncertainties facing UPI’s radio work center around change.
Various possible changes — changes in the media environment, changes in inter-Korean
relations, changes in U.S. priorities in Asia — hold the potential to affect the viability or
direction of radio work. Short-wave radio to North Korea is currently one of the flagship
initiatives at UPI, but if the political and technological media environment on the Korean
peninsula changes so that satellite television to North Korea becomes possible, UPI may shift its
weight from radio to video production entirely. If relations between the two Koreas improve to
the point that free movement of people across the DMZ becomes possible, UPI may consider
opening a second office in Pyongyang, which will entail a whole new set of goals and projects,
making radio broadcasts become irrelevant or done completely differently. As of 2018, most of
UPI’s annual budget to do radio broadcasting to North Korea comes from U.S. groups that have
vested interest in the spread of pro-American democracy and capitalism to North Korea, but
there is acute recognition among UPI staff that this may all change if North Korea no longer
becomes a priority status to U.S. national security. Unification preparation work is uncertain,
through and through, as we from the single case of radio broadcasting. From methodology to
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financing, so many aspects of UPI’s day-to-day operations is subject to change and uncertainty.
***
As a participant-observer, it almost felt like each step UPI takes has to be taken as if
walking in the dark, with no end of the tunnel in sight. There is no universally agreed upon
definition, timeline, or rubric on ‘preparation’ that guide their work, so that the question of
productivity or efficacy (or the lack thereof) uneasily hovers over the individual, the institution,
and the field. During my time at UPI, I noted that this was the case for both leadership figures
and new employees at UPI. The President could never give me a definitive vision for the
institution, as he had to take into consideration a broad range of ever-evolving factors. With
every swing in domestic politics, change in media trends, or shift in international relations, what
would constitute productive, efficacious preparatory work toward Korean unification, in turn,
would have to reworked and reimagined. Under such macro-contexts of high uncertainty, what
should UPI’s short-, mid-, long-term goals be, and how would UPI measure success (or failure)
at reaching those goals, the President would wonder out loud to me. New staff also struggled to
know if their work is making a difference and wondered if any visible change or success would
be achievable within their career span. Insecurities of their position in the institution (will my
contract be renewed in the new year?), the institution’s survival (will our budget be approved
next year?), or the field’s future (will Korean unification continue to be a relevant social issue?)
only added to the uncertainties these new employees regularly experienced, which prompted a
number of them to leave UPI after only a year or two, as we will see in the next section of this
chapter.
Reflecting back at my year at UPI, there was a series of interesting leadership initiatives
taken by the President that, at the time, I did not see as part of the same agenda. For instance:
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why did the recently renovated second floor of UPI look the way it did, a space that looked
unlike a typical white-collar office full of cubicles? Why did UPI’s President repeatedly speak
out against hierarchical office culture that is the norm in South Korea and encourage
collaborations across team and rank? Why did he regularly remind (or warn) his employees to
not take for granted their institution’s collective survival or their individual job security, even
though it seemed to me that doing so could provoke avoidable anxiety? I now understand that
UPI’s President has been creating (or at least trying to create) the conditions for his staff to thrive
in creative uncertainty (see Wilf 2015) because the ability to do unification preparation work is,
in its essence, the ability to work with uncertainty.
Wilf argues that in order to produce workers who are good improvisors thriving under
creative uncertainty, there may be various efforts taken by leadership to foster this, such as:

“First, organizational leaders must encourage and require their employees to abandon
habituated modes of doing things and take risks. Second, they must change their modes of
evaluating their employees by treating the latter’s errors as an inseparable part of learning
rather than as punishable events. Significantly, this recommendation, which first treats errors
as an inevitable outcome of learning, ends up embracing them as a resource and encouraging
their production. Thus by creating “organizational climates that value errors as a source of
learning ... organizational leaders can create an aesthetic of imperfection and an aesthetic of
forgiveness that construes errors as a source of learning that might open new lines of
inquiry.” Third, organizational leaders must develop the equivalent of minimal structures
that will allow and enable maximum flexibility and maintain ambiguity while providing
sufficient orientation. Such equivalent structures might be “credos, stories, myths, visions,
slogans, mission statements, trademarks.” Fourth, organizational leaders must cultivate a
work environment characterized by “distributed, multiple leadership in which people take
turns leading various projects as their expertise is needed” (2015:35-36, quoting Barrett
1998).
Moreover, leaders may try to “stimulate anxiety in the workplace”: “the senior management’s
hope… is that anxious and pumped-up people will ‘figure it out’ and deliver; or at the very last
fail forward” (Wilf 2015:40-41). And in order for workers to fulfill their creative potential,
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workspaces may even “[resemble] a playground populated by objects with which the employee
can exercise creativity at any time: toys, games, drawing boards and crayons, abundance of food
and drink, ‘hip’ furniture, and walls painted with unusual colors” (2015:42). Wilf’s insight is that
such intentional practices by leadership is a direction toward normalizing and naturalizing
creative uncertainty in the contemporary workplace. Such “organizations transformations” are
designed to be “productive of increased uncertainty with its attendant experiential dimensions”
for the staff (Wilf 2015:41).
From changing the office design to instituting a move toward chŏnmunsŏng
(“professionalism” and “expertise”), the President continues to normalize and naturalize
uncertainty as a way-of-work at UPI. Uncertainties pervading UPI — from definition of
unification media to funding for next year — created a company-wide ethos that as employees,
they must embrace change and professionalism with enthusiasm and commitment and see the
possibility for agentive action, even when things appear so uncertain and they are only a small
fish in a very, very big pond. These are the dispositions and subjectivities generated and
encouraged through unification preparation work, a line of work that favors creative, hopeful,
flexible, professional individuals who can thrive in uncertainties. UPI is not the workplace for
someone who would be paralyzed when faced with uncertainty; it is the place where uncertainty
is part of the everyday fabric and only those who can work with it can survive.
Moreover, it is important to stress that the President weaves uncertainty into the fabric of
the workplace to make UPI a flexible organization “not only because [it] may help cope with
external contingencies but also because such structures are productive of contingencies that are
essential for organizational survival in specific economic sectors and fields of operation” (Wilf
2015:36, emphasis in original). According to the the President, a field like unification
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preparation “must not only follow external changes in the field but also continuously produce
them” (ibid.) As mentioned in Chapter 2, UPI must not only be a change observer, but a change
maker, because “turbulent environments… require organizations to incessantly develop new
products, services, and strategies” (Wilf 2015:38). The President’s aspiration to transform UPI
into a flexible, innovative organization stems from his wish to foster his staff’s capacity to create
unexpected, productive change. In other words, the ultimate goal of UPI is not only to react to
external events — such as shifts in inter-Korean relations or changes in domestic political
conditions — but also “continuously produce unexpected events… and ideas” in a “[field] in
which to remain stagnant is to perish” (Wilf 2015:36) The President constantly warned his staff
of disappearing peer groups that met a fate of organizational stagnation and institutional death;
unlike them, UPI will need to constantly challenge itself to be better “change makers,” to be
more “professional,” if it wants to survive into the next quarter, year, and decade.107

To Leave or Not to Leave UPI: The High Turnover Rate at UPI
UPI’s HR Problem
Graduating from one of the most elite universities in Seoul with a degree in Political
Science, Jae-min had signed up to work at UPI as a PD (short for “producer”). Starting around
2017, UPI began to use the job title “PD” for most of the new employees to highlight that the
core mission of UPI is multimedia content production in an effort to re-brand the group as a
professional media group. Jae-min’s older sister is a PD at Mnet, one of the major music
107

The uncertainties of UPI’s work was only more highlighted further into Moon’s administration, when leaflet
dissemination by North Korean defector groups became the public reason for North Korea raising tensions between
the two countries in 2020. In turn, there was increasing uncertainty whether the Moon administration may also block
radio broadcasting work by groups such as UPI (see NK News, 11 August 2020: “Seoul won’t rule out action against
radio stations broadcasting into North Korea”), while a growing number of groups engaged in North Korea-related
work (particularly through the lens of “North Korean human rights”) became the target of the Ministry of
Unification (see DailyNK, 21 July 2020: “Six North Korean human rights groups issue a statement requesting the
Ministry of Unification to stop excessive supervision.”)
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television stations in South Korea (and Asia), so Jae-min long had a fantasy about working as a
professional PD. With fond memories of backpacking through Spain while often sleeping on the
streets, Jae-min is a free-spirited soul who found South Korea to be too conforming and stifling
for his taste. He had a fiercely defiant personality that felt no pleasure in following social norms,
and he loved the independence one could get from being the “producer” of one’s own content.
However, just within a year or two he has been at UPI, Jae-min was already considering leaving
UPI. “There is no future here for me here,” he sighed. Disappointed at his future prospects of
upward mobility at UPI, Jae-min confessed to me that he is already planning to quit “soon” in
search of a more promising media company.
I started seeing Jae-min’s confession as part of a bigger problem because his words
brought to my mind another new employee who had just left UPI in early 2018, Sung-woo.
Before Sungwoo left, “I see no future here for me” was one of the last things he said to me in our
final conversations as colleagues. Even during his time at UPI, I noticed that Sung-woo was
taking online coding classes during his downtime. Learning how to code indexed his
commitment to another type of future promoted in South Korea, a future often invoked using the
keyword “the Fourth Industrial Revolution” (see Chapter 5). Sung-woo also saw no future for
himself at UPI and understood learning how to code as his way of building an alternative future
for himself. For many new recruits, it became evident to them after a few months that there was
little to no room for upward mobility at UPI because those in the ‘inner circle’108 already
occupied all the core leadership positions, and they were far from retirement age, only in their
late 30s and early-to-mid 40s. Several of the new recruits did not feel that their visions,
proposals, and ideas were being fully heard by those in the leadership positions, but they also did
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Many of the old/er employees of UPI are tightly connected through alumni connections, with many of them
having graduated from the same university, which to some new recruits signaled cronyism.
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not see an immediate future where they would rise up the ranks to be in positions to make the
important decisions. Discouraged, they started to turn their eyes back to school or another field
altogether. This constant turnover, to be expected, created an uneasy environment of insecurity at
UPI.
Both the PR manager and International Affairs managers were also new recruits who
became close interlocutors during my time there, as we were all part of the Operations Team. As
UPI’s first PR manager and International Affairs managers, although they admirably showed a
confident, enthusiastic face to the rest of the office, they privately shared with me some of their
anxieties about how to do their work. Although only in their late 20s and early 30s, they had no
senior advisor or mentor in the office, and had to find their way on their own. There was no
manual about how to do public relations or international affairs work for a group like UPI that
constantly changes its goals and priorities with new developments in the world surrounding the
institution. Both of them were uncertain what the future holds for them, as one contemplated
moving to a PR company while another considered moving back to the U.S. to work for the
Foreign Service.
Talking to these young employees introduced me to a brewing problem for UPI as an
institution: its inability to hold on to “new recruits” (sinipsawŏn), many of whom left in a year or
two. During my year stay there, I could not help but notice a very high turnover among the new
employees, unlike the older employees who have been around for years. What was initially
curious to me about this high turnover of new recruits was the conflicting interpretations for the
reason. The older ‘inner circle’ staff told me it was because UPI could not offer them
competitive salaries and that young people just did not have the “spirit of sacrifice” (hŭisaeng
chŏngsin) that they themselves have as the last members of the “activism generation”
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(undonggwŏn sede). On the other hand, young employees I talked to said it was the lack of
professional development and upward mobility opportunities at UPI that made them frustrated
and unfulfilled at UPI. As both Jae-min and Sung-woo had said, they saw “no future” for
themselves at UPI. Such differences in interpretations suggested to me that this problem would
not be solved anytime soon. What became more important to me was not the truthness or
falseness of their interpretations, but what this serious HR problem bodes for UPI’s — and the
field’s — future.
First of all, this HR problem at UPI goes far beyond the simple administrative hassle of
having to hire new employees every year. The future of UPI as an institution depends on its
ability to retain a new generation of employees like Jae-min. But what happens when individuals
like him saw no future for him there? Failure to hold onto new recruits created an anxious
atmosphere of precarity that was felt every time there was a farewell party every few months.
“Who will be the next to leave,” I would wonder to myself. Futures on multiple scales – from the
nation, the field, the institution, down to the individual – are all intertwined with the project of
unification preparation. However, the high turnover rate among the newer employees at UPI
suggests that individual futures often do not line up neatly with the institutional plan proposed by
the President or the uncertain timeline of inter-Korean relations, resulting in a disjunction of
futures that may have serious consequences on the viability of UPI as an institution — and the
field — in the long run. An institution engaged in unification preparation is forced to grapple
with the murky future without any clear direction or definite endpoint. However, individuals like
Sung-woo could not bet his professional future on such an uncertain trajectory and nebulous
timeline. Although Sung-woo was still relatively young in his late 20s, he said he could not see
how he could get married and have children while working for a place like UPI. It was too
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unclear for him what he would be doing at UPI ten, twenty years from now. He needed more
clarity and stability than what UPI could offer him. It seems only when UPI can more effectively
conjoin the individual and institutional futurities can it ensure its future, but the nature of
unification preparation work can make that nearly impossible to achieve.
Secondly, this HR problem cannot be explained without acknowledging that unification
preparation is a career that is not exempt from the precarities and insecurities shaping economic
life in South Korea today. To put matters simply, why were new recruits leaving UPI only after a
year or two, going back for more schooling or deserting the field altogether? But at the same
time, why did more than a hundred candidates apply to a single job opening at UPI, as the
President recalled to me about the recent search to hire a new “announcer”? Although I discussed
how young South Koreans are generally more apathetic toward North Korea and Korean
unification in Chapter 3, a number of young South Koreans flock to unification preparation jobs,
not necessarily because of their passion for the topic but because they desperately seek any
paying job in media production, public relations, or international affairs. (The President often
talked to me about how the new recruits have a “job mentality,” unlike the older employees that
have an “activism mentality,” a major concern for a leader who is trying to bridge the two types
of employees at UPI.) It seemed that young South Koreans face fierce competition to land any
job in South Korea’s slowing economy, but even after landing one, they are anxiously still
worried about their future and preparing for their next move. UPI’s HR problem must thus also
be understood in light of the larger macro-economic context of uncertainty that shapes the
professional lives of many South Koreans.
On a related note, why do some people stay in these jobs for years, in spite of private
doubts of the efficacy and purpose of their labor? I once asked Ji-Sun, a working mom in her late
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30s who is part of the so-called ‘inner circle’ at UPI, if she ever considered a different career.
She admitted frankly that she has had recurring thoughts about leaving the field, but every time
she ultimately decided against it once she came to see that the many years of experience she
accrued in this field will not be fully respected in other fields. For those who have spent years in
the field like Ji-Sun, they fear of their poor job prospects in other industries and choose to
remain, even if they have recurring periods of apathy or boredom. As much as their own field
faces uncertain future prospects, it seems to be even more uncertain if they leave the field
altogether, where their accumulated expertise in North Korea and Korean unification will likely
mean nothing to companies and employers in other industries. Even the older employees at UPI
who may seem relatively secure in their middle managerial positions experienced job insecurity
in their own ways.

The Precarious Job Market in South Korea
Highly uncertain job prospects may be one of the few points of agreement in this field of
divisive politics, loyalties, and priorities; conditions may change tomorrow that may end funding
or support, and make it extremely dangerous or irrelevant to work on these issues. However, I
argue that this has increasingly become the case in most of contemporary South Korea. No
longer exists the idea of lifetime employment in a single company, or even a single field.
(Interestingly, there is also the parallel phenomenon of South Koreans in record numbers taking
the civil service examination as the state becomes the last remaining possibility for any kind of
stable, predictable employment across a lifetime.) While in the 80s and 90s, South Koreans who
were hardworking and loyal to their companies were rewarded with lifetime employment during
decades of high economic growth, South Koreans are now forced to constantly improve and
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innovate to move up the corporate hierarchy or face layoffs in a more cutthroat economy where
companies and industries disappear overnight. In other words, economic insecurity is not the sole
purview of this particular professional field of unification preparation. Yes, there is high
uncertainty about North Korea and Korean unification that affect job in/security in the
unification preparation field, but equally impactful — or arguably more impactful — are
uncertainties that currently exist across South Korea in a broad range of industries, from the law,
media, technology, food to the fashion industries, making it no longer predictable what the
promising jobs or industries are one year from now, let alone ten or twenty years into the future.
In the field of law, the abolishment of the longstanding “judicial examinations”
(sabŏpsihŏm) and the implementation of three-year law schools have created waves of
uncertainty throughout the legal world, as current and aspiring lawyers are left unsure of how the
market for legal services will change in light of these drastic, controversial changes. In the media
field, the increasing number of one-person media by “influencers” and “BJs” (broadcasting
jockeys) on social networking platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, and AfreecaTV
is transforming the traditional media landscape, creating novel opportunities and new challenges.
In the field of technology, South Korean companies are struggling to maintain their once-lead
over new rising powerhouses like neighboring China, a country that is openly and eagerly
wooing top technology talent away from South Korea with high salaries and fast promotions
(SBS News, 20 January 2016). In the food and fashion industries, fast trends in taste and style
make it increasingly more difficult to predict what will be trendy in the next season, let alone the
next year. South Koreans are witnessing the recent crop of news headlines that report on the
increasing number of adults flocking to hagwon — a catch-all term for all education or training
academies in the South Korean private market — to constantly prepare themselves for the next
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job move or the next industry change (EDaily News, 9 May 2019). The name of a recently
published self-help book in South Korea is highly revealing: “How to Survive with the Brand of
‘Me’ at a Time when Permanent Jobs Have Disappeared” (2019). A new neologism t’oejunsaeng
(“someone preparing to leave his job”) has emerged, so that not only are there hundreds of
thousands of ch’wijunsaeng (“someone preparing to get a job”), but those who have jobs are also
preparing to leave. People are constantly preparing for what is next in South Korea.
Neoliberal turns in post-IMF South Korea have heightened insecurities and precarities in
almost all domains of society and market, creating neoliberal subjectivities that are voluntarily,
proactively embracing “change,” “professionalism,” “expertise,” “creativity” to survive in the
next year and decade. Scholars have studied the rise and impact of neoliberal ideas and
discourses throughout the world (e.g. Harvey 2005 and 2006, Ferguson 2009, Gershon 2011).
There has been a continuous stream of anthropological scholarship that documents how workers
labor under neoliberal work places and labor policies in ‘precarious labor’ (e.g. Molé 2010,
Millar 2014, Fleming 2016, Durrenberger 2017, Gershon 2018). Scholarship on South Korea
have also attended to this process of neoliberalisation that started in the late twentieth century
leading to the contemporary moment (e.g. Song 2010), particularly in the domain of work and
labor (e.g. Chun 2010). Although I have focused in this dissertation on one particular field of
professional labor, I argue that it only reveals in concentrated form the insecurities, precarities,
and uncertainties that are percolating through a broad range of domains in South Korean society
and economy. The responses and strategies of my interlocutors at UPI are reflective of neoliberal
subjectivities that are being formed and encouraged throughout contemporary South Korea.
As neoliberalisation has promoted ‘creative destruction’ and faster turnovers of change
and innovation, new forms of subjectivity have been formed in response, those that are
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constantly working in uncertainty, constantly anticipating the next wave of change. This is the
ideal neoliberal actor: “those who reflexively and flexibly manage themselves as one owns and
manages a business, tending to one’s own qualities and traits as owned and even improvable
assets” (Gershon 2011:542). Moreover, an ideal neoliberal actor does not shy away from future
risk and uncertainty; as Gershon argues, engaging with risk and uncertainty from a neoliberal
perspective “is not inevitably a negative, but a necessary component of opportunity and
achievement” (2011:540). My interlocutors at UPI are similarly trained to accept uncertainty as a
given, and encouraged to use it creatively as a necessary component to generate positive change
in the Korean peninsula, as part of the leadership’s move to “harness creative uncertainty and
potentiality as a resource in boosting productivity and creating value” (Wilf 2015: 30). And
young employees at UPI — in this macro neoliberal environment of change and uncertainty —
eagerly take what they can from UPI all the while casting their eyes elsewhere, searching for the
next opportunity.

Walking on a South Korean Path of Uncertainty
Throughout this chapter, we have seen my interlocutors taking actions and making
decisions even though the future is imagined to be uncertain, with the past not seen as a useful
guide for what is to come. Future as a series of “bolts out of the blue” expresses my
interlocutors’ understanding that what has happened previously in South Korea or inter-Korean
relations is not necessarily a pattern that will continue to repeat itself in a predictable fashion.
My interlocutors are also astutely cognizant that what worked for UPI in the past is not what will
work for UPI in the future; every quarter, year, and decade UPI will need to refine its
institutional priorities and projects to be more effective and relevant for the time being. And
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young South Koreans flocking to self-help books and classes to prepare for what will be the next
promising industries reveal how what may have been the case for their parents — such as
working for big chaebol corporations that once guaranteed stable lifetime employment — is no
longer what they see for themselves in South Korea’s uncertain economic future. In their
everyday labor of preparing for a future scenario, my interlocutors at UPI work in and with
uncertainty. If militarized Cold War era thinking once demanded brave soldiers who will fight
till death, what is now more valued in post-Cold War contemporary South Korea are
professionalized office workers who can thrive in the creative labor of managing uncertainties.
In this chapter, we have seen how conditions of uncertainty do not result in a paralysis of
action, as we might assume, but can inspire a proliferation of action among social actors, even
though the future they are anticipating is constantly being deferred. My interlocutors at UPI are
not blind to the reality that the future is uncertain and unknown, from the volatile trajectory of
inter-Korean relations, the murky future of South Korea’s economy, to what lies ahead in their
own individual lives. Yet we have seen how my interlocutors at UPI continue to show up for
work even though they know another “bolt out of the blue” (nalbyŏrak) that can derail their plans
is waiting for them just around the corner. Without a map to guide them, they keep walking in
the dark tunnel that is unification media. And every year, each of them make the difficult
professional decision to either remain at UPI or move to another field altogether. Uncertainty
inspires action because uncertainty is also hope and possibility. Unpredictability beyond one’s
control can also mean that there is always hope that change can occur in the most unexpected,
surprising ways. Uncertainty in direction and definition can also mean that there is room for
creativity and innovation. And labor precarity can also mean people can move on to different
jobs and fields that offer them new possibilities and futures. The hope and possibility that comes
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with uncertainty is what helps people to march on in the dark tunnel that is life.
Using the ethnographic case of unification preparation, this chapter has argued for a
distinctly South Korean account of uncertainty. In a society where ‘North Korea’ and ‘Korean
unification’ have become so politicized and polarizing, domestic political changes — such as a
big swing from conservative to liberal rule — can be a major source of uncertainty in South
Korea, even resulting in a surprising ‘seize-and-search’ of one’s workplace. Moreover, the
possibility of Korean unification that continues to hover over South Korea produces an
environment where Korean unification cannot be ignored; the future scenario must be grappled
with in some way, such as through the project of unification preparation. However, a project of
such magnitude and scale can only be a highly uncertain endeavor, one without a ‘right’
definition or the ‘best’ direction. Lastly, in the increasingly competitive and precarious labor
market of contemporary South Korea, there is a constant fear of not preparing fast enough for the
next job, career, or industry change. Unification preparation illustrates for us the historically,
ethnographically particular conditions of uncertainty that South Koreans today are living through
in domains ranging from politics to economics.
Although Korean unification remains a constantly deferring future scenario mired in
uncertainty, it is this very deferral that can be a powerful motivator for continuous action. Note,
for instance, Caduff’s ethnographic examination of U.S. preparation for the flu pandemic. He
demonstrates that even when the dramatic event that Americans were preparing for did not
arrive, “the race to avert it carried on”: “paradoxically, it was the absence of disease that made
preparedness a permanent project” (2015:2). Caduff argues that, “constantly confronted with the
never-quite-arriving point,” “eternal deferral makes eternal expectation possible” (2015:22-24,
emphasis added ). He describes “how this structure of eventfulness in the absence of event is
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maintained over time and how it achieves its force and motivates thought, action and passion”
(2015:24, emphasis added). The prophetic attitude of science experts – “The clock is ticking. The
pandemic will happen…. ‘Today we can’t take the attitude that it will not happen. We don’t have
enough evidence to say that it won’t happen. And so you must go ahead and prepare….It will
happen’” (Caduff 2015:2) – inspired a national project in which every sector of the nation
continues to be mobilized to participate in the pandemic preparedness project in spite of the
‘eternal deferral’ of that national future. A similar argument is also made in Cross’s (2014)
ethnographic study of Indian SEZs (Special Economic Zones) and Sunder Rajan’s (2006) work
on genomic research and drug development marketplaces. Although economic development
projects oriented toward bringing prosperous national futures fail over and over again, “the
failure of India’s economic zones to realize the hopes and dreams invested in them has not
simply produced disenchantment and discontent. Rather it has also given rise to new hopes for
the future and makes these zones spaces of continued experimentation and contestation” (Cross
2014:23). In fact, such economic projects continue to ‘motivate thought, action and passion’
because of the “perpetual postponement” and “deferred realization” of their “hopes, dreams and
expectations” for economic development (ibid.) As Sunder Rajan argues, “the beauty of a
futuristic vision, of course, is that it does not have to be true” (2006:121). His ethnographic
exploration of how expectations surrounding new biotechnologies inspire excitement and action,
regardless of whether expectations prove to be true, is another case study of how unfulfilled
expectations can be highly generative of even more hopes and dreams.
In the professional field of unification preparation, actions are taken with a mindful
awareness that what they do now matters, even if the degree of impact and meaning of their
actions cannot be feasibly ascertained in the long, diffuse chain of events from the here-and-now
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to the distant future that is impossible to trace. Action taken in uncertainty can be seen as a leap
of faith that can bridge the gaps in temporalities between everyday, institutional labor and
macro-space/time of global connections and distant futurities. On one hand, unification
preparation field professionals are grounded in institutional, bureaucratic locations that govern
the spatio-temporal boundaries of their immediate action in the familiar office landscape of
meetings, budgets, and reports. In the here-and-now, they take preparatory actions in the thick of
uncertainties and ignorances. In the backdrop of all these acts of anticipation and preparation is
the nebulous temporality marked by imaginations and speculations of unknown and unknowable
futures (e.g. “One day…” “Soon…” “In our lifetime…”). The nature of unification preparation
labor forces them to also crisscross to the uncertain temporality of inter-Korean relations, in
which the Korean peninsula is only one character in an expansive geopolitical drama spanning
China to the United States and Korea is interlocked in the countless possibilities and scenarios of
remote futures. When my interlocutors at UPI work with uncertainty in their offices in Seoul,
they do so with a critical recognition that their preparatory labor is part of bridging the ‘here-andnow’ and the ‘one-day-in-the-future.’
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Chapter 5:
Expertise of Ignorance

The Rise of North Korea and Korean Unification Experts
In the process of professionalizing Korean unification, there has been a concurrent
specialization of knowledge that has generated a particular body of expertise that is specifically
cultivated and valorized in the field of unification preparation, North Korea, and inter-Korean
relations. This specialization has given rise to a body of expertise that has been consolidated into
a recognizable field of study, and a group of individuals who can claim expert status for having
mastered that field of study. Departments and programs in “Korean Unification Studies” (Yonsei
University109) and “North Korean Studies” (Korea University110) offer individuals the possibility
of specializing in expertise that will make them competitive job candidates for the unification
preparation field. In Korea University’s website, the university introduces its North Korean
Studies department as “the birthplace of talented people who have the knowledge and character
to lead the Unification Era” (see Figure 5.1). And as the list of course offerings at Yonsei’s
“Korean Unification Studies” program indicates (see Figure 5.2), a particular constellation of
expertise on Korean unification, North Korea, and inter-Korean relations is actively encouraged
in such institutional sites of learning and training.

109

A MA/PhD graduate program that started in 2004. See:
https://economics.yonsei.ac.kr/graduate/department/department/unification.do
110
A department that welcomed its first cohort of freshmen in 1998. See: http://nknology.korea.ac.kr/
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Figure 5.1: “North Korean Studies”

Introducing the “North Korean Studies” department at Korea University.
Figure 5.2: “Korean Unification Studies”

The list of course offerings at Yonsei University’s “Korean Unification Studies.”
However, the rise of “expertise”(chŏnmunsŏng) and “experts” (chŏnmun’ga) in this field
can be particularly curious because these professionals must claim their expert status while also
acknowledging the limitations to knowing a tightly closed society such as North Korea;
managing the uncertainties that are inevitable in the domain of inter-Korea relations; and
navigating the unknowns that are unavoidable in anticipating a future scenario like Korean
unification. In this chapter, I argue that the expertise generated in preparing for an uncertain
future scenario is a fine balance between knowledge and ignorance, such that those engaged in
unification preparation can be characterized as experts of ignorance.
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Now, let’s hear from the expert…
On April 27, 2018, Seoul Broadcasting Station (SBS) aired a nineteen-and-a-half hour
live special of the Inter-Korean summit. Only the third Inter-Korean summit in more than seven
decades of division on the Korean peninsula, the historic event was the focus of attention not
only at UPI – where I was that day – but also all over the Korean peninsula. All eyes turned to
Panmunjom, the site in the demilitarized zone between the two Koreas where President Moon
Jae-in and Kim Jong-un would meet for the first time. Starting with aerial video footage of
President Moon’s car drive from the Blue House to Panmunjom, SBS’s live special aired every
step of this historic day.
During the extremely comprehensive media coverage of this historic event that was being
closely watched by South Koreans all over the country, a large number of “experts”
(chŏnmun’ga) were brought onto television screens to interpret the day’s events and predict the
outcomes of this historic summit. Considering the abrupt shift in inter-Korean relations from late
2017 to early 2018, experts were called upon to explain how this change came about, and how
South Koreans should make sense of this “new era.” There was nervous optimism, but also a
pervasive feeling of uncertainty about whether this historic event will really (or not really)
change the course of inter-Korean relations. Every hour, I started to see many familiar faces and
names from the field appearing on the television screen, as experts stepped in and out throughout
the live special. And UPI was not an exception to the day’s media coverage. SBS also visited
UPI’s office to interview the President and one of our North Korean defector reporters as
“experts.”
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Figure 5.3: Experts on Television

A few of the many experts that appeared during SBS’s live special on the April 2018 InterKorean Summit. Note the striking homogeneity in generation and gender of the experts. (Screen
shots captured by author.)
Experts are a ubiquitous presence in the field all four seasons, but during moments of
high national significance such as these, they become some of the most prominent figures in the
national media, cast into the roles of interpreting the present and predicting the future of the
Korean peninsula for the South Korean people. These experts are most often researchers or
professors affiliated with university departments, think tanks, government agencies, and research
institutes. Most of them hold advanced degrees in the area of Korean unification and North
Korea studies, an important credential in a society that highly values education. Experts are,
more often than not, ‘(older) men with PhDs,’ who regularly appear in the public sphere through
television interviews, newspaper columns, government events, and academic conferences. As
experts, they attempt to offer clarity in moments of uncertainty, assigning meaning to ambiguity.
These moments that catapult these experts into the public eye only make visible what has been
the case all along: experts play a critical role in South Korean society by shaping public opinion
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and influencing government policymaking on issues regarding North Korea and Korean
unification. This chapter brings us to the expert community, a distinct category of professionals
in the broader unification preparation landscape.
However, we must explain a rather perplexing situation: although experts are called upon
to interpret and predict again and again, experts openly acknowledge that their powers of
interpretation and prediction are highly limited. North Korea presents a clear challenge for
knowledge production because its source of power lies in its ability to deny information to
curious outsiders, making it one of the most ‘closed’ societies in the world. Even the expertsnext-door in South Korea face enormous structural obstacles to learn about its neighboring
nation. This has meant that many experts are hesitant to make conclusive, definitive
interpretations or predictions concerning North Korea. In a striking contrast, laypeople are often
much more likely to be more confident in their opinions about North Korea and Korean
unification. In the words of one interlocutor:
“South Koreans all think they are experts on two things: education and unification. People
think they know what’s best for their children, more so than the Ministry of Education or
school teachers. And they think they know North Korea and Korean unification better than
the Ministry of Unification and national politicians.”
The long period of national division — a period in which most South Koreans learn about North
Korea and Korean unification through personal experiences in education, military, and media —
has made it so that even the average taxi driver or university student in South Korea has a rather
strong opinion about North Korea and Korean unification. In other words, I found that it is
strangely the laypeople in South Korea who appear to be more confident in their abilities than
experts to know North Korea or predict the future of the Korean peninsula.
What, then, are experts really the expert of if laypeople appear to be more confident in
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their interpretive, predictive abilities? Through an ethnographic investigation of experts’
everyday practices of knowledge production, I argue that expertise-in-uncertainty actually
centers around managing ambiguities, uncertainties, and unknowns — not facts, certainties, and
knowns, which usually characterize what we consider as expertise. They do so by embodying a
mode of constant tension and vigilance that demands them to diligently read a relentless stream
of “incidents and episodes” (see Caduff 2015): ambiguous, confusing signs that may (or may
not) be telling clues about the unknown future. A core empirical and theoretical paradox I
explore in this chapter is how experts discursively persuade others that they are experts, when
there are ignorances about North Korea and Korean unification that they openly acknowledge to
laypeople (see Carr 2010).
Critical scholarship on ignorance, or agnotology, has re-directed our scholarly attention
away from what we know to what we do not or cannot know (e.g. Proctor and Schiebinger 2008,
McGoey 2012, High et. al 2012, Croissant 2014). The role of ignorance in contemporary
knowledge production has been studied by anthropologists using ethnographic cases ranging
from obesity science to forest governance (e.g. Mathews 2008, Geissler 2013, Sanabria 2016,
and Viatori 2019). While the scholarship has been insightful in observing that ignorance is an
unavoidable part of contemporary knowledge production among experts who are placed in
conditions of high uncertainty, complexity, and/or unknowability, I argue that there has been a
greater emphasis placed on how such experts conceal ignorance for various ends, feign ignorance
to avoid taking responsibility or action, or attribute ignorance to others while assuming a
position of relative superior knowledge. What this chapter contributes is explaining how a
defining feature of expertise performances can be the artful finesse in openly acknowledging
one’s own ignorance (e.g. “what we don’t know (yet)…” “what we can’t (possibly) know….”).
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Examining experts of North Korea and Korean unification crystallizes for us that expertise can
also be about mastering performances of ignorance, not only knowledge.

“You Cannot Call Kim Jong-un, Right?”: The Problem of Really Knowing North
Korea
Knowing a place that you haven’t been, as if you have been to it…
Among my interlocutors in the field, it had already become common sense that
unification preparation can only be done effectively if one knows North Korea well. What is the
point of creating plans or policies based on false or outdated information about North Korea(ns)?
But the question of what is authoritative knowledge about North Korea — when the political
difficulty of visiting the country and meeting the people there makes direct research and
journalism nearly impossible — is a much more contentious one among field insiders. In other
words, while the importance of accurate, timely information on North Korea is agreed upon
among field actors, there is no easy consensus on what was ‘good enough’ information on North
Korea and how to go about obtaining it.
A professional obstacle repeatedly identified by experts I have talked to is the dearth of
good “information” (chŏngbo) on North Korea and the epistemological problem of trying to
know a country one can only “indirectly” (kanjŏpchŏk) access. One interlocutor once told me a
question people used to often ask him when he introduced himself as an expert on North Korea:
“Oh, you study North Korea? But how can you study a place you can’t go?” When he first
started studying North Korea, “that really was [his] Achilles’ heel.” Reflecting back on his
decades of experience in the field, he noted how that very question became a recurring challenge
to his expertise that he had to repeatedly defend himself against. “I had to work very hard to
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make it seem like I have been to a place that I have never been,” he mused out loud to me in one
of our many conversations. Even though starting in 1998, he has had few opportunities to visit
North Korea as part of official government visits and humanitarian aid projects, his access to
North Korea continues to be largely indirect, through North Korean texts, journalistic reports, or
North Korean defectors. (See Ryang 2012 for an anthropologist’s attempt to study North Korea
indirectly through literary texts.)
Among experts, South Korean journalism on North Korea is one of the most closely
monitored sources of indirect information about North Korea. However, clickbait headlines and
fake news based on poor information are rampant in journalism about North Korea. Mr. Younghee Kim of Chungang Ilbo, a major South Korean newspaper, is one of the most senior
journalists on the topic of North Korea; even he admits that because information on North Korea
is indirect — often gathered through the word of mouth of various personally motivated actors
— there is a lot of room for error among even the most seasoned journalists: “it’s more than once
or twice that Kim Jong-il has returned from the dead after being reported to be dead, or when a
power elite figure reported to be purged re-appeared as if nothing happened” (Kim 2017:5). On
one hand, the problem of indirect access creates practical difficulties for journalists who do not
have access to a second or third source to cross-check the first source. The difficulty, if not the
impossibility, of cross-checking their facts was the largest professional obstacle for journalists
reporting on North Korea. On the other hand, there is the intense professional pressure to be the
first reporter to release any new information. Added together, this generates an atmosphere
where hearsay and rumor come to be experienced as the norm, not the exception, in South
Korean journalism on the subject of North Korea. Ms. Damin Jung of NK News, in her analysis
of why South Korea is the source of so many erroneous news reports on the subject of North
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Korea, critiqued that “headline-grabbing claims based on single anonymous sources are often par
for the course in South Korea.” Ms. Jung offers an example: “the Yonhap [News] story about the
North Korean biochemicals expert who defected to Finland…turned out to be based on a single
source – an obscure human rights NGO – with no apparent effort made by the journalist to verify
the story with the Finnish government before publishing and triggering a deluge of international
speculation.” Both Mr. Kim and Ms. Jung admit that South Korean journalists are far from the
most dependable sources of information for experts who are some of the most devoted readers of
their reporting work.
“You cannot call Kim Jong-un, right?” said one South Korean journalist to Ms. Jung to
highlight the practical professional constraints facing journalists who cannot call people in North
Korea to cross-check what they hear through word-of-mouth. Ms. Jung quotes the perceptive
words of a former government official:
“In the journalistic world, North Korea is a story that is the hardest to cover in a proper
way, but at the same time it is the easiest to write on because you don’t have any cost for
not being accurate or for not having evidence. It is ironic – it is the hardest, and is at the
same time the easiest.”
In other words, covering North Korea can ironically be “the easiest” because of the broadly
shared understanding in South Korea that good information on North Korea is very difficult to
obtain, even for professional journalists whose job description is information gathering. With
little to no serious professional penalty for being wrong, an epistemological environment where
poor information freely circulates between journalists and experts emerges. Moreover, this
government official notes to Ms. Jung:
“Those who (journalists) quote [i.e. the experts], they don’t have grounds either, they
don’t have the facts either, it is just their notion or their inclination or wishful thinking,
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whatever…You quote them just because they are a professor, or they have been in the
field long enough. But we know that they don’t have the facts either.”
As this government official insightfully points out, neither the journalists (who are often the
source of indirect information for experts) nor experts (whom journalists often turn to for factchecks or quotations) in South Korea are believed to be holders of “facts” or “truths.” In such a
confusing epistemological context, I argue that it is exactly this ability to navigate bad
information — gathered in conditions of indirect access and low accuracy — that is a core
feature of the experts’ expertise. Their expertise is less about knowing North Korea, and more
about their ability to manage uncertain “facts” and inaccessible “truths,” unlike laypeople who
may consume fake news and clickbait headlines without much thought.
Alongside South Korean journalists, North Korean defectors are often turned to as a
source of indirect information about North Korea by experts. However, I soon discovered that
because of the demographic unrepresentativeness of North Korean defectors (for instance, “76%
of the refugees in South Korea hailed from just two provinces in North Korea: North Hamgyong
and Ryanggang, both of which border China111”), experts do not consider them to be a source of
authoritative, definitive information on North Korea/ns. Moreover, experts often mentioned to
me the suspicious quality of North Korean defectors’ actions and words, referred to as “lies”
(kŏjinmal) and “exaggerations” (kwajang). One interlocutor warned me that “you have to be
careful when you listen to North Korean defectors, because when they defect to China and South
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For a more detailed explanation of this demographic unrepresentativeness (Go 2016): “According to the latest
statistics from South Korean Ministry of Unification, 76% of the refugees in South Korea hailed from just two
provinces in North Korea: North Hamgyong and Ryanggang, both of which border China. According to the 2008
census reported to the United Nations by North Korea, the population shares of these two provinces were only 10%
and 3.1%, respectively. So there is clearly a very strong geographic bias in the refugee population…Another issue
with the refugee population is the gender ratio. More than 70% of the refugees in South Korea are female, due to the
fact many female North Korean refugees are victims of human trafficking rings that either snatch them on the
Chinese side of the border or smuggle the women across the border to be sold into forced marriages with Chinese
men.”
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Korea, they hear lots of stories about what other North Koreans experienced. Then they act as if
it’s their own stories and experiences.” He explained further:

“It’s like this. Imagine all you have experienced is this room. There’s not a lot you can
talk about, right? There’s a table, chairs, a bookcase, lamps… That’s about it… So you
start talking about the building itself, and other rooms or other floors that you’ve never be
to…. Then you start talking about the Integrated Government Building… and then the
Blue House [other buildings in the area].” (Note that this conversation with the author is
taking place at an office space in the Gwanghwamun area of Seoul.)
He was pointing out how North Korean defectors, when they run out of their own stories to
share, start taking on the experiences of other defectors and claim them as their own, talking
about “rooms,” “floors,” and “buildings” they have never been to. Although North Korean
defectors are acknowledged by experts to be some of the most useful sources of indirect
information on North Korea, experts are also highly critical of them. For experts, their expertise
is less about what they know about North Korea (via the testimonies of North Korean defectors),
but their ability to navigate the “lies” and “exaggerations” of North Korean defectors, unlike
laypeople who may eagerly believe every word of North Korean defectors when they appear on
popular television shows featuring North Korean defectors such as Now on My Way to Meet You
(2011— ). One expert I talked to explicitly brought up this particular television show to claim
that most of the stories that defectors share on this show are made up by the show’s writers; he
was once again making his point that he was an expert who knows what we don’t know (unlike
laypeople who may think that they know, just because they heard a North Korean defector
speaking on television.)
In spite of the field-wide agreement on the importance of “information,” indirect access
to North Korea has made information a highly controversial subject among field professionals:
who really has good information on North Korea? Journalists? Defectors? Other experts? The
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core challenge of experts thus becomes “knowing a place that you haven’t been as if you have
been to it” (an kabon kodŭl kabon kŏtch’ŏrŏm araya handa), using ‘questionable’ reports by
journalists or ‘suspicious’ words of defectors. We have seen how under such indirect conditions
of information gathering, the resulting information is constantly questioned by skeptical experts,
with the information’s authenticity and authority rarely acknowledged universally in the expert
community. The structural problem of indirect access thus produces an uncertain epistemological
environment where no one — not even the experts — can confidently claim to be the bearers of
‘facts’ and ‘truths’ on North Korea. Ironically, experts are those who can openly acknowledge
that the information is imperfect. In other words, experts are not the holders of information that
others do not have, but those who can see the limits and flaws of information that others may
more readily accept. It is in their open acknowledgement of their deficiencies in knowledge (i.e.
ignorance) that paradoxically makes them the expert.112
***
If we predict, it all turns out wrong…
Even though there is a broad agreement on the lack of good information, a frequent
demand made on experts is to predict the future of North Korea and Korean unification. One
expert explained to me this impossible demand in these words:
“Some people do get it right sometimes, the way a fortuneteller can be right sometimes.
But us experts say as a joke that ‘if we predict, it all turns out wrong’ (chŏnmangamyŏn
ta t’ŭllinda).”
Such self-deprecating commentaries about experts being usually wrong reflects a professional
112

This ongoing South Korean problem of ignorance concerning North Korea was made clear again during the global
pandemic when for a period of time, there were speculations by some South Korean experts — particularly two
prominent North Korean defectors — that Kim Jong-un’s conspicuous absence from important public events was
because he was on his deathbed; this was soon proven to be wrong. (See, for instance, KBS News [2 May 2020] or
Yonhap News [2 May 2020]).
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environment in which wrong predictions are the norm, not the exception; experts themselves
acknowledged that conditions of high uncertainty in inter-Korean relations produces an
epistemological milieu in which experts cannot possibly make accurate predictions. I discovered
that this humility from experts came from their shared memory of how experts’ over-confidence
based on bad information has had disastrous consequences. To make this point, several experts
brought up the example of the “North Korean collapse theory” (pukhan punggoeron), explaining
how years of South Korean and American “policies on North Korea” (taebuk chŏngch’aek) were
based on the misinformed prediction that North Korea was soon to collapse.
Predictions that North Korea was about to collapse started circulating since the early 90s,
according to experts who have brought up this example, for several historical reasons. The 1990s
was when the Communist bloc in Eastern Europe started collapsing one by one; Kim Il-sung
died in 1994 and there were questions of his son Kim Jong-il’s leadership; and North Korea
entered a decade of extreme economic hardship, known as the “Arduous March.” Another
rounds of such predictions re-appeared in 2010s when Kim Jong-il had a stroke and experts
pointed to the Jasmine Revolution in Tunisia as a sign of what is to come in North Korea. The
latest round of such predictions was when Kim Jong-il died in 2011 and experts doubted that the
young Kim Jung-un had the leadership capacity and popular support to maintain a threegeneration hereditary rule (see, for instance, Jung 2017). According to one interlocutor,

“America and North Korea signed a deal in 1994 [referring to the Agreed Framework]….
But America didn’t keep its promises to North Korea assuming that North Korea was
about to collapse soon. And these unkept promises only worsened relations between the
two countries, and it resulted in North Korea engaging in more military provocations….
Lee Myung-bak and Park Geun-hye’s administrations were also making misguided North
Korean policies based on the prediction that North Korea was soon to collapse.The
collapse prediction was partly fueled by North Korean defectors who were very vocal
about what is bad and wrong about North Korea, predicting that there will soon be a
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uprising by the people against the regime. The problem with such a prediction is that it
closes off a lot of policy options — like dialogue, cooperation, etc. If you assume the
regime is about to collapse, the only policy option left is applying pressure until it
collapses.”
Another interlocutor similarly noted that “it seemed a lot of people in government thought that
[regime collapse] was a real possibility, so diplomacy wasn’t so credibly pursued because some
people thought that [regime collapse] was going to happen soon.” In short, bad information
(from North Korean defectors) had emboldened the expert community to make the overconfident prediction that North Korea was on the verge of collapse, shaping years of state
policies and international relations in an unproductive direction. Such shared memories of being
wrong have humbled the expert community and resulted in the modest recognition among
experts about their ignorance and their limited predictive capacities.
“Fortuneteller” (chŏmjaengi) was a word repeatedly used by experts to me to point out
the absurdity of people who ask them to predict a future that is so uncertain; asking them to
predict the future of the Korean peninsula was asking them to be “fortunetellers,” not experts.
One expert pointed out to me that, in the absence of any certainty and confidence, many experts
choose the strategy of “reading the atmosphere” (punwigirŭl ikta):
“Experts follow the herd… That way, you don’t get blamed if you are wrong. You only
get blamed if you are wrong and you happen to be of the minority opinion.”
According to him, there is an ongoing game of nunch’i (a Korean concept referring to the subtle
ability to read other people’s feelings and intentions) among experts to be part of the “herd,” i.e.
the group of people in the majority. Figuring out the positions of other experts astutely and
quickly to stay in the majority opinion — even if that prediction ends up being wrong — is more
important to maintaining their expert status than being right once in awhile by yourself. Reading
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the atmosphere and playing the nunch’i game are professional strategies through which experts
who are cast into impossible fortuneteller roles in conditions of high uncertainty can maintain
their face and status as experts in spite of repeated failures to predict correctly.
During my time interviewing experts during the spring of 2018, many experts were being
called on by reporters to predict where the upcoming North Korea-U.S. Summit would take
place. The first-ever meeting between the leaders of North Korea and the United States was a
highly anticipated event in the South Korean expert community, but there was ongoing
uncertainty over where this event will take place. I started hearing experts making predictions
that ranged from Panmunjom to Jeju Island. When it was finally announced that it will take place
in Singapore, my interlocutors — who all had made wrong predictions — hardly seemed
impressed at the few who did get it right. “So what if you guess it right once in awhile,” mocked
one of my interlocutors. “Anyone can get lucky and get it right every now and then.” By
explaining it as “luck,” he did not see the correct prediction as a sign of superior expertise.
Interestingly, those who did make correct predictions were hardly the target of praise or envy by
other experts. For seasoned experts, they know that even the right prediction was ultimately still
a guess made in ignorance. What is more important, according to my interlocutors, is that your
predictions are made with sound reasoning in conditions of imperfect, partial information,
Navigating conditions of ignorance effectively to consistently make logical predictions — even
if they turn out to be wrong — is more important than having a lucky right guess from time to
time.
From talking comfortably about a place you have never visited to reading the atmosphere
to voice the prediction that is in the majority, expertise is about discursively persuading others of
just enough knowledge and authority in an epistemological context where poor information and
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high uncertainty can severely limit experts’ interpretive and predictive abilities. Expertise in
uncertainty is generated by navigating ambiguities and unknowns. What separates experts from
laypeople is this ability to work with ignorance, confusion and uncertainty.

The Expert as an Engine that is Always Left On: Embodying the Mode of Tension
of the Divided Peninsula
I am sitting with Dr. Park at his office in May of 2018 when he receives an unexpected
phone call. It is a reporter calling to ask him about “breaking news” (sokpo) concerning a highlevel North Korean government official visiting China:

Dr. Park: [reporter asking him about the breaking news] “Kim Yong Chol? Well, he’s a
core member of the political elite… When did the “rumor” (sŏl) come out? Which media
group reported it? Yonhap News? Well, if it can be confirmed that it’s true, there’s a high
possibility that it means…” [After phone call ends] So this is the type of phone call I get.
Author: So that was a reporter calling? What was he asking you about?
P: There was just a breaking news story. It hasn’t been confirmed yet. This is the most
frequent type of inquiry from reporters. Asking whether the breaking news story they just
heard is true, and if it’s true, what does it mean.
A: So what was the breaking story?
P: There was just a Yonhap News article that Kim Yong Chol is currently visiting China.
It hasn’t been confirmed yet, but there’s a “rumor” (sŏl). They’re asking if it’s true, why
did he go to China again.
A: So the Yonhap News reporting on it doesn’t mean it’s confirmed as true?
P: There is a good chance that it will be confirmed as true, if it’s the Yonhap News. But
things are happening so fast these days, and recently there’s been a lot of so-called
“mistakes” (ppiksari) by major news groups.
This was only one of the many instances where an expert I was interviewing was interrupted by
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unexpected phone calls from reporters. Dr. Park, a researcher at Korea Institute for National
Unification (KINU), noted that nearly every day, he receives more than twenty calls from
reporters working in more than ten different media outlets. He experienced a marked increase in
the frequency of these calls in the turn from 2017 to 2018 when national interest expanded from
isolated episodes of North Korean military provocations to all matters concerning peace between
the two Koreas, Korean unification, and change in North Korea. I would soon learn that “being
busy” from so many calls from reporters is the strongest indication of how acknowledged one is
as an expert. On the flip side, being “someone no one called upon” (amudo an purŭnŭn saram)
was a sign that indexed that one was no longer respected as an expert by the field.
The most critical feature of an expert’s performance during such surprise phone calls is
keeping his calm, and doing his utmost to offer an expert opinion in the midst of uncertainty. I
learned that being in a constant mode of vigilance so that they are ready to respond to any
episode or incident thrusted on them during a surprise phone call from reporters is a significant
part of their job as experts. As the above performance shows, there was still ongoing uncertainty
whether there really was a high-level North Korean government official visiting China, and
whether that really was Kim Yong Chol. He acknowledges the uncertainty — e.g. calling it a
“rumor” (sŏl) and qualifying his opinion by starting it with “if it can be confirmed that it’s true”
— but still gives a convincing performance of his expertise to the reporter by being able to
identify Kim Yong Chol’s current position in the North Korean elite political circle and
explaining why — if it’s true — it was Kim that was sent to China on North Korea’s behalf. The
surprise phone call is an essential part of authenticating one’s expert status in the field. I argue
that this performance of expertise is not about claiming with 100% confidence that one knows
what really happened or what will happen; it is about using just the right amount of hedging
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language (e.g. “if it can be confirmed that it’s true, there’s a high possibility that it means…”)
that enables one to speak with authority on matters without having all the facts. One has to tread
a fine line between performing knowledge and ignorance.
These phone calls also bring to light how field expertise is interactionally produced
between the reporter and expert. First, it is experts in authorized and authorizing sites of
expertise – university centers, research institutes, government agencies, etc. – who are most often
called upon by the reporters. The expert’s expertise is practiced through the mastery of verbal
performances to reporters in these surprise phone calls. Via the phone call, his expertise “is
accomplished, or enacted, through linguistic practices… the ability to use language to index and
therefore instantiate already existing inner states of knowledge” (Carr 2010:19). Expertise is thus
the “ability to ‘finesse reality and animate evidence through mastery of verbal performance’”
(Carr 2010:19, quoting Matoesian 1999). The expert’s status as an expert is also constantly being
re-evaluated in these unexpected phone calls. The expert status is constantly subject to
evaluation, highlighting that the appellation of expert is “[not] in most cases absolute: rather it is
relative and situational, a matter of social context” (Carr 2010:21, quoting Lambek 1993:86).
As we have just seen with Dr. Park, an essential part of being an “expert” is being able to
perform in front of the non-expert when called upon at any moment. One interlocutor explains to
me how this is a “way of life” for experts in this field:

“Something could happen at this very moment that we don’t know about. And my phone
would start ringing. It’s a reporter calling me. These phone calls are almost always
unexpected. The reporter would say something along the lines of “We just heard that
North Korea did this… Then the U.S did that…. What do you think?” I would have to
give my immediate response, whether I’m right or wrong. Using my experience and
intuition, I would answer “this will probably have this ‘meaning’ (ŭimi), and that will
possibly have that ‘intention’ (ŭido), so I ‘predict’ (chŏnmang) that this and that will
most likely happen next”… I could be right, but there’s nothing I can do if I’m wrong…
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So as an expert, you always have to be ready, always have to be thinking. If you
“completely let your mind go” (chŏngsinŭl not’a), you wouldn’t be able to say anything.
“The words don’t come out of you” (mari an naonda). This is a way of life that has
become routine for me, whether I’m out to have fun or I’m on vacation… You could say
it’s an “occupational illness” (chigŏppyŏng). If you’re not ready when the reporters call
you, words won’t come out of you.”
Unable to have the words come out of him is a failure to perform when he is called upon as an
expert. His expertise is performed through “expert talk,” so if words do not come out of him
because he has let his mind go, he has failed that performance. The performance of expertise
may be demanded of him at any moment of the day, and it may be about an incident or episode
that he is just hearing about. So the expert needs to be alert and ready at all times to use his
“experience and intuition” to give a successful performance. He went on to then compare being
an expert to “an engine that’s always left on”:

“To compare myself to a car, it’s like a car that always “has the engine on” (sidongi
kŏllyŏ itta). That’s how you can start the car at any given moment. If you turn the engine
off, it takes time to turn the engine back on to get the car ready to roll again. Being an
expert is like an engine that’s always left on, so that you’re ready to start at any moment.
What I mean is that you’re maintaining a certain level of “tension” (kinjang) at all times.
Whether I’m eating or I’m in the bathroom, there is always a level of tension I have
within me. I feel that’s the responsibility of an expert… If you can’t do that, you’re not
an expert. That’s what differentiates us from the non-experts.”
Because he is an expert in a field where he may be called upon at any given moment to give a
convincing performance of expertise, he must always maintain a level of “tension” (kinjang).
The “tension” that he refers to is arguably an affectively embodied symptom of the condition of
national division on the Korean peninsula, where one is trained to always be anticipatory:
waiting, hoping, worrying, preparing for not only war or unification, but yet another round of
talks, news, and changes. This is a carefully calibrated and cultivated level of “tension” that
makes the expert body a micro-model of the state of national division, a tense body that must
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always be vigilant and responsive to even the smallest changes and news.
***
Almost all the experts I have conversed with have been insistent that “diligence”
(pujirŏnham) is the chief characteristic of experts who survive this field. Dr. Park, in particular,
offers me an overview of his daily work routine that attests to his diligence:

“I come into my office by 5:30 or 6 a.m. By 6:15, you get all the press briefings from the
Blue House. I first look at that, and then start monitoring all the North Korean media of
the day. Rodong Sinmun113, Korean Central News Agency, so on and so forth.
Monitoring all this makes me see what the “context” (maengnak) of the day is. By then,
the morning newspapers start getting delivered. I read them over, and also check out the
service that I use that sends me all the day’s news related to Korean unification and North
Korea. All this lets me understand the “flow” (hŭrŭm) of the day. Doing all this takes
more than two hours. So by the time I’m done, it’s already 8:30 a.m. and that’s the start
of my day. When I’m doing all this, I take close notes using my “intuition” (ch’ok) on
what is important. These memos accumulate every week, every month, into longer
reports… The mornings fly by attending meetings and taking calls from reporters in
between meetings. In the afternoons, I try to stop taking calls, so that I have some time to
do my own research… But by 3 or 4 p.m., I start getting a lot of phone calls from
reporters who are about to finish up their articles for the day. I can’t take everyone’s
calls, so I only take phone calls from reporters I’m close to… Then I stay in the office
afterwards finishing up more research. All these institutions — like the National
Intelligence Service — request reports from me; I have so many reports to write, with
multiple deadlines every day, every week… So even on the weekends, I want to play
with my kid, but I can only afford to spend Saturday with him. And when my son goes to
bed at 10 at night, I start preparing again for the week ahead. This the “tempo” (t’emp’o)
of my life. Sometimes, I need to stop the tempo, I need time to upload, update. There’s so
much information to process, and I need time to take a breath and slow down to reflect,
but there is no time. Things change so quickly, and there’s so much requested from
me…”
His description of a typical day and week reflects the “tempo” of expert life in this field. Like an
engine that is always left on, experts are expected to keep up with constant changes and news
and requested to produce ‘expertise-on-demand’ to various government agencies and media
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Rodong Sinmun (“Workers’ Newspaper”) is the state-sponsored North Korean newspaper that first started
publishing in 1945. Many experts monitor this newspaper to understand the North Korean state’s official viewpoints
on both domestic and international issues.
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groups that seek their expertise. To survive working in such high-pressure, fast-tempo
conditions, Dr. Park explains that he must diligently read the “context” (maengnak) and “flow”
(hŭrŭm) of the day, week, and month using his “intuition” (ch’ok). But exactly how do experts
read?
In the course of just two weeks from July to August 2018, for instance, UPI’s News
Team reported on a range of incidents and episodes on North Korea that may (or may not) that
influence the future course of the Korean peninsula:

7/23: Several North Korean informants of UPI have reported that North Korea has
recently started a census of its population. One informant interpreted this as an effort “to account
for the recent increase in defections, deaths, and disappearances, ” while another interpreted this
as an effort “to prepare for future separated family reunions since inter-Korean relations are
improving.”
7/25: Korean Central News Agency announced that North Korea has developed new
technology needed for solar power generation. UPI interviewed two experts in the energy field
who interpreted that North Korea “seems to have developed what is commonly referred to as
grid connected inverters,” but also predicted that “this technological development will probably
not bring about a fast, revolutionary change in North Korea’s electricity shortage, although it
may be a good sign in the long run.”
7/26: A North Korean informant of UPI reported that North Korean funereal culture is
changing to be more capitalistic: “While just a few years ago North Koreans did not need money
to have a funeral thanks to the help of neighbors, there is now an increasing number of costs
associated with having a funeral.”
7/27: North Korean media has been using a new title to refer to Kim Jung-un’s wife Ri
Sol-ju, from “madame” (yŏsa) to “comrade” (tongji). UPI interviewed two experts to interpret
this change; a researcher at the Korea Institute for National Unification interpreted that “during
inter-Korean talks, North Korea seems to have used the title ‘Madame’ to focus on foreign
diplomacy, but now that Kim Jong-un is more focused on the livelihood of his people, they may
be calling her ‘comrade’ again to put more emphasis on that,” while a North Korean defector
interviewed by UPI interpreted that “she may be called ‘comrade’ because she has recently taken
up an official position in the Party.”
8/1: Pyongyang, along with Seoul, is experiencing one of the highest temperatures in
recent history, according to data from the Korea Meteorological Administration. North Korean
media is warning its people to stay safe, such as advising them “to avoid outdoor activities
between 11am to 6pm when temperatures are higher than 33 degrees celsius.” A recently
defected North Korean interviewed by UPI said that “not a lot of North Koreans have personal
air conditioners, so they are probably enduring this heat with fans.”
8/2: A new report released by Korea Development Institute’s North Korean Economic
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Review stated that “the rate of infant malnutrition is decreasing in North Korea, but the
difference between regions is growing.”
From new trends in funereal culture to recent shifts in infant malnutrition rates, these are only
few of the many updates, reports, news, and interviews diligently monitored by experts in the
field every single day and week. As I have discussed in the interactions between reporters and
experts in surprise phone calls, these interactions often result in news article such as those listed
above. In other words, the same experts who are the most prolific producers of these updates and
reports are also the most loyal readers of them. In interactions between reporters and experts,
“expertise emerges in real-time interaction as actors and institutions struggle to author and
authorize powerful texts that will be read as such by others” (Carr 2010: 19, emphasis added).
All these reports and articles on various small happenings and changes are diligently read by
experts, so that they are prepared to perform ‘expertise-on-demand’ when called on by the
media, government, and public.
However, it is once again important to note that experts — both as producers and readers
— must master the art of producing and reading texts that are thoroughly infused with the
language of “maybe:” this ‘may’ mean this, this ‘may’ signal that things will turn out this way.
When they are in the position of reading these texts produced by other experts, they are keenly
aware that the interpretations and predictions of other experts are mired in uncertainty and based
on speculation, just as their own interpretations and predictions of incidents and episodes are
produced in conditions of ignorance. For instance, I return to Dr. Park’s phone conversation with
a reporter regarding the Yonhap News article on a high-level North Korean official’s visit to
North Korea in May of 2018. Figure 5.4 contains the original Korean text of the article (left) and
the English translation of the text (right). Highlighted is the major hedging language commonly
observable in South Korean reports on the subject of North Korea.
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Figure 5.4: The Strategic Use of Hedging Language

The first set of ambiguous language is when there is no clearly named source for the
information that is included (e.g. “ it is reported that….”; “According to a source….”; “Some are
saying that…”; “there is analysis that…”). This anonymity and vagueness make it difficult for
readers to judge the authenticity of the information. When experts give interviews to reporters,
the expert may be explicitly named in the article, but when the interview is given off the record
(e.g. because of the political sensitivity of the particular information; because the expert does not
want to be attributed for information that cannot be verified through cross-checking), the expert
may not be mentioned by name in the resulting text. Thus, when experts are reading such texts,
they are highly sensitive to the fact that these texts may have been produced in conditions of low
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certainty and credibility, and must be read accordingly.
The second set of hedging language is when the text itself questions the veracity of the
information that is contained within it (e.g. “but this has not been confirmed…”; “if it is the
case…”). The text employs language that makes it evident that there is no set of definitive facts
regarding the reported incident. The reporter mentions an aspect of the incident (“Some are
saying that…”), but ends that very sentence by calling into question the accuracy of it (“…but
this has not been confirmed.”) In another case, an expert starts off his commentary on the
incident by stating that “if it is the case that a high-level North Korean official visited China”
(emphasis added). This makes it clear to readers that even the producers of this text are unsure
whether this reported incident did indeed occur. Therefore, when experts read such texts, they
take it in with a grain of salt, keeping in mind that it remains uncertain what really happened.
Lastly, there is frequent use of speculative language (e.g. “may be….”; “it is possible
that…”; “this likely means that…”) that signals to readers that the interpretations in the text are
educated guesses, not absolute facts. Similarly to the way Dr. Park responded to the reporter on
the phone, the expert quoted in this text strategically employs speculative language to interpret
the possible meaning of this incident. In conditions of uncertainty, experts rely on their existing
knowledge base to interpret the unconfirmed news the best way they can – e.g. it may mean this
and that is possible – but other experts reading this very text are aware that it is one expert’s
guess, not fact. In short, when experts read texts even from authorized and authorizing sites such
as Yonhap News, they are reading with critical awareness that these texts are produced in
conditions not only of knowledge, but also of ignorance.
At this point, it is worth taking a pause to ask: do all these things that are written and read
about constitute ‘events’? Not quite. But why are they worth all the diligent labor of reporting,
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monitoring, interpreting, and predicting? Similarly to the situation described in Caduff’s work on
U.S. health and security experts preparing for an impending pandemic, experts in the unification
preparation field focus on “incidents and episodes” in the absence of the actual ‘event’ (i.e.
Korean unification):

“Incidents and episodes are not quite events; instead they are magnetizing moments that
are scrutinized systematically by [experts,] journalists, and officials. In such moments of
intensive discussion and debate, [they] confront the boundaries between the known and
unknown. Enlightened by [expert] inspiration, they look into the past, and into the future,
and determine the meaning of incidents and episodes that they are witnessing in the
present….incidents and episodes appear as reflections of the coming [event,] an [event]
that would remain invisible without incidents and episodes that are observable. Incidents
and episodes make the absent event present; they are embodiments of the evanescent,
evidence of the emergent… incidents and episodes charge the present with a profound
feeling of nervous expectation” (Caduff 2015:21-22).
Experts vigilantly and diligently follow hour-by-hour, day-by-day developments of “incidents
and episodes” involving the Korean peninsula, all the while interpreting the hidden meanings and
predicting the unforeseeable consequences of such incidents and episodes. They must embody a
mode of tension, vigilance, and diligence to be ready to read these incidents and episodes as
possible clues about what is going on in North Korea under its cloak of secrecy and telling
harbingers about what is to come to the Korean peninsula. These incidents and episodes are the
“expertise objects” that “actively confer opportunities for the enactment of expertise” (Carr
2010:22, quoting Dumit 2004). According to Dumit (2004), expertise objects are things “that
require help in interpreting even though they may appear to be legible to a layperson” (Dumit
2004:112). If brain scans are the expertise objects that confer opportunities for the enactment of
expertise for doctors, such “incidents and episodes” are the occasions for field experts. That the
North Korean media is now using the title ‘comrade’ instead of ‘madame,’ or that the North
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Korean state has started a population census may appear to be straightforwardly legible things to
a layperson, but it is the job of experts to interpret what that may mean and predict what that may
signal for the future of the Korean peninsula. Their expertise consists of this very capacity to
read ambiguous, uncertain signs.
In other words, these field professionals are “experts,” or actors “who have developed
skills in, semiotic-epistemic competence for, and attentional concern with, some sphere of
practical activity” (Boyer 2009:39, emphasis added). Among field experts, there was so much
“attentional concern with” various small and big “incidents and episodes” involving North Korea
and Korean unification. Why is it that I most often saw the President of UPI poring over the
day’s papers? The most unfading image that pops up in my mind when I think of the President is
him pensively turning the pages of the newspapers delivered earlier that day, as he sat on the
high-top chairs facing the giant glass windows that overlook the slow but constant stream of
street traffic. Why would reading the newspapers be one of the central activities of his job? The
President at UPI was only one example of a broader phenomenon I observed throughout the
expert community in this field: many experts I met were anxious about keeping up with all the
latest news and reports, monitoring a broad range of media outlets and information sources every
morning, as Dr. Park described in his work routine. Experts — who are presumably already at
the top of their field — also regularly attended “studies” (sŭt’ŏji) with other experts to, literally,
learn from one another about the latest developments. There was such an overwhelming
consensus among my interlocutors that that to be an expert in this field means having diligence;
one expert even compared himself to “an engine that is always turned on” and feared that even a
short vacation abroad will result in losing his touch over what is going on. However, how does
all this attentional concern with incidents and episodes relate to unification preparation? In other
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words, how do these regular acts of reading and monitoring incidents and episodes link up to the
professional mission of being ready for Korean unification?
I argue that in the absence of the ‘event’ that they are all preparing for, reading “incidents
and episodes” as ambiguous, uncertain signs has become the very stuff of expertise in this field.
All this obsessive professional labor of monitoring, interpreting, and predicting “incidents and
episodes” reveal that my interlocutors’ approach to managing the uncertainties of a long-term,
macro-scale future scenario such as Korean unification is through the everyday training of their
capacities to “read” (ikta) the Korean peninsula. All the resources and energies that are invested
into following every small development is indicative of how central the question of Korean
division and unification is to life on the Korean peninsula, where experts must live out the
tensions of a divided peninsula in their very bodies (see Boyer 2006 on the corporeality of
expertise). Experts’ strategy of managing the uncertain future of the Korean peninsula is to
embody a constant mode of tension and vigilance that enables them to be an effective reader of
“incidents and episodes” that involve the Korean peninsula, to be someone who is ready to
respond when his phone rings at any given moment of the day. In the diligent training of their
reading capacities, they produce expertise not by ignoring all the unknowns and uncertainties,
but creatively and productively reading with them. To be an expert is to train to be an engine that
is always left on to vigilantly prepare for the surprises and unknowns that lie ahead. The expertin-uncertainty can best be understood through the “tense” body that can read small, ambiguous
signs in an environment marked by uncertainty and ignorance.

Expertise and/of Ignorance
What does our ethnographic exploration of unification preparation experts reveal about
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the nature of expertise in conditions of high uncertainty and inaccessibility? What this chapter
highlights is how expertise can often be performances of ignorance, not knowledge. We have
seen how experts openly acknowledge their lack of knowledge but nonetheless be regarded as
experts. This paradox is explained when we understand that expertise in conditions of high
uncertainty and/or inaccessibility is about epistemologically and discursively managing
ignorance (e.g. “we do not know, but…” “we cannot know at this moment because…”).
Scholarship on expert/ise has often centered on understanding how individuals communicate
knowledge to laypeople who are relatively ignorant (see Carr 2010). But what can experts do
when there is not enough good information about North Korea and Korean unification is a future
scenario of such scale and complexity that it is impossible to predict accurately and confidently?
While it is often assumed that expertise and ignorance are polar opposites, in the ethnographic
account of this chapter, we see how expertise can be be enacted through the critical
acknowledgement and strategic management of ignorance. Experts I have talked to continue to
generate interpretations and predictions in reports and to reporters, all the while acknowledging
that this is an educated guess or reasoned speculation, not fact or prophecy. Hedging language
(e.g. “One possible interpretation is…” “Things may go in this direction….”) is prevalent in
expert speech I have observed, and successful mastery of this register is essential to convincing
expert performances. I argue that it is this skillful balancing act between knowledge and
ignorance that marks the expert as distinct from laypeople.114
The experience of ignorance is a central part of being an expert on North Korea and
Korean unification. Not really knowing what is going on north of the DMZ or not feeling very
confident in predicting what will happen to inter-Korean relations in the upcoming year is the
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For a self-reflexive commentary by an expert on navigating this balance, see:
“Nothing to See Here? How Not to React to North Korea Rumors” 38North 28 April 2020.
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shared phenomenology of ignorance that bonds this group of experts together. As
anthropologists have observed, ignorance is “not simply… the absence of knowledge,” but
“under certain circumstances, ignorance has a substance of its own,” with its own logics, ethics,
emotions, and socialities (Mair, Kelly, and High 2013:3). In this chapter, we have seen how there
are specific expert practices that have emerged out of this shared experience of ignorance, from
developing skepticism for North Korean defector testimonies to using nunch’i to try and make
majority-opinion predictions. These are only a few ways in which ignorance — not only
knowledge — can be highly generative of expert ways-of-being.
***
If states may manipulatively employ ignorance to exonerate themselves from
irresponsible actions while corporations may strategically use ignorance to gain more economic
profit, what may be the motives for the experts we met in this chapter for professing their
ignorance? And what are the implications for the fact that expertise in this domain is produced
under acknowledgments of ignorance? The motivation for experts to openly acknowledge their
ignorance is that in conditions of high uncertainty and inaccessibility, it is actually the expert
knowledge of ignorance that ironically makes the expert. For instance, when experts argue that
so-called ‘facts’ contained in North Korean newspaper Rodong Sinmun cannot be believed at
face value or when they claim that the testimonies of North Korean defectors must be heard with
skepticism, they set themselves apart from laymen who may be ‘naive’ believers of such
indirectly obtained information. It is their expert ability to detect fake news, spot rumor and
gossip, catch lies and exaggerations, to reach the conclusion that “we really don’t (or can’t)
know with absolute certainty” — i.e. an open confession of their ignorance — that is the
foundation of their authority as experts. And while schoolchildren or taxi drivers may
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confidently make statements about Korean unification (“Korea will never be unified…” “Kim
Jung-un’s rule will fail…”), it is the experts who distance themselves from such ‘easy’
predictions based on personal opinions by claiming that they don’t and can’t know how, when,
or if Korean unification will take place. It is once again their disavowal of knowledge that is the
basis of their expertise.
Experts in this domain must be fluent in at least two different modes of ignorance to
differentiate themselves from laypeople: “epistemological” and “ontological” ignorance (Rescher
2009:100-1; Croissant 2014:7). On one hand, I have described how a large part of ignorance on
the topic of North Korea comes from conditions of inaccessibility; North Korea is simply not
open for free research and journalism, making good information highly coveted but sorely
lacking. This “epistemological” ignorance must be acknowledged and managed by experts, who
obviously strive to gather accurate, timely information about North Korea in their line of work
but also openly admit that political conditions make that extremely difficult. On the other hand,
we have seen how these experts are asked to predict the future of Korean unification by
laypeople in government, media, and public, as if they can be “fortunetellers.” However, Korean
unification is a matter of “ontological” ignorance, in which there are countless variables and
contingencies that stand in the way of making the future knowable and predictable from the
present moment. Experts who are asked to be “fortunetellers” must make reasonable, convincing
predictions (both short- and long-term ones) to laypeople, while also openly acknowledging to
them that there are far too many complex considerations to take into account for there to be any
confident predictions to be made on the topic of Korean unification.
The implications for an epistemic climate where experts are the experts of ignorance is
that this may enable a form of authoritarian governance that permits those in power to take
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unchecked actions based on assuming the worst. It may give permission for state actors to
engage in ‘whatever means necessary’ in the name of national security, to protect the South
Korean nation from unknown threats and dangers awaiting it in the uncertain future. Since even
experts do not and cannot know the extent of the threat or danger from North Korea and/or
Korean unification, an expertise of ignorance holds the potential of enabling a mode of politics
of fear that grants the state unrestricted power and convenient justification to increase spending
on national defense or unification preparation in anticipation of the uncertain future, resources
that could be diverted elsewhere on welfare provisions or environment protections, for instance.
Ignorance about North Korea and/or Korean unification is not only a de facto condition of
contemporary South Korea, but a claim that holds the latent, dangerous potential of enabling a
politics of authoritarianism and fear (see Viatori 2019:328).
***
Ignorance can often be an excuse for non-action (see Viatori 2019). Here in the world of
unification preparation, however, we have seen how ignorance can also inspire a proliferation of
preparatory action. This is a conscious choice to invest resources that can be devoted elsewhere
on projects and sectors where there is more expertise available to produce more ‘effective’ or
‘efficient’ outcomes. As I have discussed in Chapter 2, the productivity and value of preparatory
labor — carried out in conditions of uncertainty and ignorance — can be difficult to capture with
neoliberal capitalistic logics and need to be evaluated in ways that attend to how meaning (value
of preparedness, for instance) is created in action.
Finally, I clarify that a critical reflection on this group of individuals’ expertise of
ignorance does not detract from the fact that they are indeed highly knowledgeable about North
Korea and Korean unification, much more so than the average South Korean who may have little
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to no interest in such topics. However, what I hope to have highlighted is the nuances and
intricacies of this mode of expertise that requires them to also be openly frank about their lack of
knowledge, i.e. their ignorance. Their expertise lies in the mastery of navigating between
knowledge and ignorance in their verbal performances to the public, such that they can
discursively convince others of their expert status at the same time they are openly admitting the
limits of their knowledge.
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Chapter 6:
Forging a Relevant Future

The Promise of Relevancy
Now more than seven decades since division and with unification nowhere in sight,
Korean unification is increasingly facing the threat of irrelevancy. Now that Korean unification
has become a future scenario that seems unlikely, if not impossible, in the minds of many young
South Koreans, Korean unification has now become a future scenario that must be made
relevant. In this chapter, I argue that in order for a particular future scenario to continue being a
meaningful one, social actors must engage in the creative labor of generating relevancy — i.e.
the quality of being connected — to the here and now. Through this professional labor of
generating connections, new linkages in temporalities, spaces, and subjectivities emerge, and
Korean unification — an old, irrelevant future scenario to some — undergoes rounds of
transformations in unexpected, surprising directions.
***
In the windowless basement of UPI’s office building in the spring of 2018, its twenty
plus employees slowly gathered one by one after their lunch break for this year’s training
workshop, funded by one of its American funding agencies. UPI, as a group engaged in
‘unification media,’ produces radio and video content that aims to “prepare South Korea for
future Korean unification.” Part of this grand mission means producing k’ont’ench’u (“content”)
— a word used ubiquitously in contemporary South Korea — that transforms “North Korea” into
content that can be consumed by South Korean media users. UPI’s funding agency was
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increasingly concerned that UPI’s content, however, was not reaching enough people, especially
in a nation experiencing an explosion of professional and amateur “content creators” who are
competing for the average South Korean’s eyes and ears. The funding agency thus recruited
Meteor, an up-and-coming online PR video production start-up to teach UPI’s employees how to
make more competitive content in the over-saturated South Korean media ecology.
For such a small start-up just a few years into its operation, Meteor boasted an impressive
list of government and corporate clients, including even the South Korean military. Mr. Jung, the
director of Meteor, began his Prezi presentation with his company’s successful project for the
South Korean military. He was given the mission of making “viral content” for the South Korean
military that can make the military more “relatable” to the civilian audience; the daunting
question facing him and his team was ‘how do you make the military fun and interesting?’ His
team thus produced a hilarious parody video of the popular musical Les Miserables, re-naming it
“Les Militaribles”: South Korean soldiers are shoveling snow while singing along to a famous
tune from the original musical, but with completely revised Korean lyrics that comically lament
the sorrows of their back-breaking labor. His team’s strategy centered around creating funny,
interesting content that would explosively spread via popular social networking websites such as
Naver, Daum, Youtube, and Facebook. He introduced a hour-by-hour timeline of how his team
succeeded in creating this viral content:
At 7:00 a.m. on February 6th, 2013, the parody video was uploaded onto Youtube and
shared on the South Korean military’s blog. By 7:30 a.m., it was posted on Twitter and
Facebook. By 11:00p.m. that same day, it even managed to get re-tweeted by the American actor
Russell Crow — who appeared in the 2012 film version of the musical as Javert — and in the
next two days, “Les Militaribles” caught the attention of international media agencies such as Al
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Jazeera, BBC, and the New York Times. The viral content’s “impact,” according to Mr. Jung, can
be measured by the fact that more than “4,300,000+” clicks have been accumulated on YouTube,
meaning “25,000,000 minutes” of people’s time have been spent watching this single video. He
explained his success using three factors: “timeliness,” “humor,” and “quality.” By producing
timely, humorous, high-quality content that can strategically exploit popular social media
platforms, Meteor had succeeded in briefly capturing the South Korean attention. And this was
what Meteor was here to teach UPI how to do: how to make even “North Korea” and “Korean
unification” — subject matters that are grave, sensitive, and even somewhat irrelevant — into
viral content in the new media world of Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram. From how to create
more appealing “thumbnails” (a quick snapshot of the video that YouTube users see before
clicking on the video) to how to “content-ify” (k’ont’ench’ŭhwa) anything, Meteor was here to
teach UPI how to be more effective media producers.
***
But why is a group engaged in unification preparation learning how to create viral
content? Starting in 2018, UPI began to strategically adopt the content-creating strategies of
popular YouTubers and Instagrammers to turn North Korea and Korean unification into the form
of more “viral content.” This chapter interrogates why unification preparation professionals are
invested in “viral content creation” or the “Fourth Industrial Revolution,” matters of media or
technology that may seem irrelevant to the subject mater of Korean unification. Using these two
case studies, I argue that a core part of the unification preparation field’s labor is to forge
meaningful linkages to the here-and-now to generate relevancy. In other words, such efforts by
field professionals can be explained as an ongoing project to connect ‘Korean unification’ to
contemporaneous social, cultural movements, so that relevancy — the quality of being connected
to the here-and-now of South Korea — can be generated.
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This chapter joins an important body of anthropological scholarship that has investigated
how networks of actors and institutions work to keep a future alive. Greenhalgh (2008)
demonstrates how fear of an overpopulated future was generated by a group of actors in science
and policy to garner support for the controversial one-child policy in China, while Masco (2006)
explains how U.S. security experts’ anticipations of a dangerous future promoted the formation
of undemocratic national policies that prioritize militarization over other imperatives like
combating climate change or alleviating poverty. Both these scholars persuasively show us how
any particular future vision must be discursively, affectively, and politically re-produced, not
naturally, but through a strategic effort by a group of invested actors. The unification preparation
field’s concerted effort to re-invent Korean unification into a relevant future for contemporary
South Korea echoes their insight that the future is made, not given.

Preparing for Two Waves of Changes: The Fourth Industrial Revolution and
Korean Unification

The challenge for South Korea is that we need to simultaneously prepare for two giant
waves of change awaiting us in the future: the Fourth Industrial Revolution and Korean
unification. Even if there are differences of opinion on whether the two Koreas will be
unified through a gradual process of compromise or a sudden, unexpected turn of events,
it is undeniable that Unified Korea must realize the civilizational achievements of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution together…
Dr. Lee In-bae, a researcher affiliated with the Korea Institute for National Unification
(KINU), the major government-sponsored think tank on Korean unification, is one of the first
experts to launch a public discussion arguing that the newly emerging future of the “Fourth
Industrial Revolution” is not a disconnected matter from the perennial question of Korean
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unification. Writing this in January 2017 as an op-ed in Chosun Ilbo, one of the major daily
newspapers in South Korea, Dr. Lee started to ask the public how the arrival of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution should profoundly transform how South Korea prepares for Korean
unification:

“The Fourth Industrial Revolution will transform our lives…. We may one day even have
legislation outlawing driving by “dangerous” humans who lack the focus of AI… If
driverless cars become the new norm, there is less need for individuals to own cars, so the
number of cars will decrease to one third. There will then be less car traffic. There won’t
just be less car traffic, but due to the networking between cars, traffic flows will improve.
We may even be living in smart cities with no traffic lights. Are we currently doing
enough research on road infrastructure construction plans for Unified Korea that applies
future car technologies? If we prepare for road construction in Unified Korea using
traffic statistics from traditional cars with internal combustion engines, that will be a
complete failure…. For us to be prepared for these two giant changes awaiting us, we –
political scientists, economists, engineers, and futurologists – all need to work together.
As futurologists say, the future always arrives faster than we think” (emphasis added).
Dr. Lee points out that unification preparation professionals — e.g. “political scientists,
economists, engineers, and futurologists” — should not be exempt from the growing national
obsession with the Fourth Industrial Revolution. According to him, the Fourth Industrial
Revolution should impact every corner of the unification preparation field: in preparing for a
unified Korean peninsula, education experts need to re-think future textbooks to teach coding,
infrastructure experts need to re-imagine future roads full of driverless cars, construction experts
need to prepare for future houses built from 3D printers, and economy experts need to anticipate
future currencies like Bitcoin. Starting in early 2017, I witnessed how the Fourth Industrial
Revolution became an inescapable keyword when talking about the future in South Korea, and
much to my surprise, this newly emerging future vision began impacting how the much longer
future scenario of Korean unification was discussed and imagined among field professionals.
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***
Walking around bookstores and campuses in Seoul in 2017, there is a keyword in many
of the books and posters that I simply cannot possibly miss: “Fourth industrial Revolution”
(sach’a sanŏphyŏngmyŏng). Take a look at this highly accessible account of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, offered on the Presidential Committee on the Fourth Industrial Revolution’s website
(see Figure 6.1). 115 According to this account, each revolution in human history can be captured
by a major technological change that affects every corner of society: “mechanization”
(kigyehwa), “industrialization” (sanŏphwa), “informatization” (chŏngbohwa), and
“intellectualization” (chinŭngwa). The key technologies that drive each revolutionary leap are
the steam engine; electricity; computers and the Internet; and now “ICT technology” (short for
‘information and communication technology’).

Figure 6.1: The Four Industrial Revolutions

Illustration of the four Industrial Revolutions, taken from the Presidential Committee on the
Fourth Industrial Revolution’s website.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution era is popularly illustrated using concepts like “artificial
intelligence” (in’gongjinŭng) and “big data” (pikteit’ŏ). This is the future of drone deliveries,
digital currencies, robot factories, smart cities, driverless cars, 3D printers, and VR (virtual
115

See https://www.4th-ir.go.kr/
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reality) experiences, no longer a fanciful thing of science fiction but an urgent future that South
Koreans must learn and adapt, now. The need to prepare for this new era was being felt in homes
around the country in 2018, for instance, when public schools began implementing mandatory
coding classes (which, of course, sparked an explosion of private after-school academies that
teach coding).
“The Fourth Industrial Revolution” — although a concept that has been around in global
expert circles since at least 2015 when Klaus Schwab wrote about it for Foreign Affairs116 —
only started entering the consciousness of most South Koreans in early 2017 when presidential
candidates for the upcoming May election started including the Fourth Industrial Revolution in
their campaign platforms (see Figure 6.2). On one hand, it was a calculated political effort for
each of these candidates to appear future-oriented and forward-thinking. Recall that the strongest
candidate to face off Moon Jae-in was Ahn Cheol-soo, who in many South Korean minds is
South Korea’s very own Bill Gates because he started his professional career as a prominent
CEO of the tech company Ahn Lab. Hence, the pressure was on all the candidates to appear as
tech-savvy as Ahn. On the other hand, it forced many South Koreans recognize that “change”
(pyŏnhwa) was coming, igniting a national frenzy to make sense of and prepare for the historic
changes expected to engulf South Korea in the near future. It was also during this time that
unification field experts started to realize that interest in Korean unification preparation can be
revitalized if they, too, joined the Fourth Industrial Revolution bandwagon.

116

See Klauss Schwab’s “The Fourth Industrial Revolution: What It Means and How to Respond.”
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Figure 6.2: Promises of Presidential Candidates in 2017

Campaign pledges to prepare South Korea for the impending Fourth Industrial Revolution
abounded during the 2017 presidential elections.
Taken from Hankook Ilbo’s February 2017
article.
Figure 6.3: Bestseller Books

(Left) “Fourth Industrial Revolution in One Book.” (Right) “Klaus Schwab’s Fourth Industrial
Revolution: The Next.”
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In Figure 6.3, here are only two of the many bestseller books in South Korea today on the
topic of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Most of these books can be considered to be part of the
popular “self-improvement” (chagigyebal) genre books, with this sub-set promising to prepare
readers for the imminent Fourth Industrial Revolution era. The number one bestseller book in the
category (as of June 2018) is titled “Fourth Industrial Revolution in One Book.” The title is
representative of books in this genre that promises busy South Koreans the simple ‘shortcut’ or
‘solution’ to any complex problem. On the cover, the book warns that “nations,” “corporations,”
and “individuals” will all need to be ready to survive the next revolution and ominously asks
“who will emerge as the winner?” Another bestseller book is titled “Klaus Schwab’s Fourth
Industrial Revolution: The Next.”117 Written by German-born economist and World Economic
Forum founder Klaus Schwab, the book starts from the premise that “every revolution has
winners and losers” and asks “how ready are you for the Fourth Industrial Revolution era?” Even
the genre of Fourth Industrial Revolution self-improvement books reflects the South Korean
ethos of hyper-competitiveness, suggesting that only those who are prepared for the upcoming
age will survive, while those who are unprepared will lose out.
Chapter 5 of “Fourth Industrial Revolution in One Book” is focused on the topic of
‘Fourth Industrial Revolution and creativity,’ and even lists several strategies for cultivating
one’s creativity. “Creativity” (ch’angŭiryŏk or ch’angŭisŏng) is considered to be the most
important capacity necessary for the individual who can survive in the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, and is brought up in many, if not most, lectures or books I have encountered on the
topic of Fourth Industrial Revolution. Individuals with creativity will quickly learn and adopt the
new technologies — improving the efficiency and convenience levels of their private lives, while
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The original English title is “Shaping the Fourth Industrial Revolution.” This book is a follow-up to his first book
“The Fourth Industrial Revolution.”
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thriving in new careers and industries in their professional lives — while the un-creative
individuals will languish in their Third Industrial Revolution ways, suffering both personally and
professionally.
And it is not just individuals who need to prepared for the upcoming revolution: South
Korea as a nation must be ready if it wants to survive. One of President Moon Jae-in’s first
moves when he took office in 2017 was to launch the “Presidential Committee on the Fourth
Industrial Revolution,” made up of 25 members (19 private and 6 governmental).

Figure 6.4: Presidential Committee on the 4th Industrial Revolution

“South Korea’s future and happiness is made together by the people and the committee.” (Screen
capture of the website of the Presidential Committee on the 4th Industrial Revolution.)
The chair of the committee, Jang Byung-kyu, is the Chief Science Officer at Blue Hall, an online
game developer company. Other notable members include:

•

Founder of Afreeka TV, a online platform that allows anyone to be a BJ (broadcast
jockey), i.e. one-person media where the BJ can air live video and communicate with
viewers using the live chat function
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•
•

CEO of Lunit, an AI-powered medical image analysis software start-up company
First president of Postech (Pohang University of Science and Technology)’s118 student
hacker group, now a computer science professor at Korea University

The relatively young membership of this presidential committee reflects President Moon’s
perspective that fresh energy is necessary to re-start South Korea’s stagnating economy. In the
opening speech that launched the committee, President Moon told the attending members “it’s
not an overstatement to say that how we adapt to the new waves of change will decide the future
of the Korean economy and people… I ask that you to lead the future of South Korea…by
preparing effective strategies for adapting to the new age….” With the national government
taking the lead, cities are following in its footsteps. Goyang city, located north of Seoul near the
border with North Korea, is only one example of a regional government’s ambitious effort to
prepare for both the Fourth Industrial Revolution and Korean unification, promising to be the
“Silicon Valley of a Unified Korea” (see Figure 6.5).
Figure 6.5: Silicon Valley of a Unified Korea

A garbage can in Goyang City with the slogan “Goyang, the Silicon Valley of a Unified Korea.”
Photo taken by author.

118

Postech is one of the most elite science and technology universities in South Korea.
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The Fourth Industrial Revolution is a future vision that, on the surface, appeared to be
unrelated to that of unification preparation. In fact, most, if not all, lectures and books on Fourth
Industrial Revolution rarely mention North Korea and/or Korean unification. However, field
professionals in unification preparation could no longer discount the Fourth Industrial
Revolution in their imaginations of the Korean peninsula’s future. During fieldwork in 2018, I
attended a university student competition hosted by the Ministry of Unification in which students
were asked to perform a National Assembly meeting imagined to be taking place in Unified
Korea. Professor Kim, one of my interlocutors, was invited to be the guest judge for the final
round, and in his remarks to the final round contestants, he noted with disapproval that it was
disappointing that none of the finalist groups incorporated the Fourth Industrial Revolution into
their imaginations about post-unified Korea. In his mind, any imagination of the unified Korean
future is “incomplete” if it does not anticipate the future changes that will be effected by the
Fourth Industrial Revolution. In just a year, I saw how quickly field leaders were embracing this
new future imaginary, as I saw them enthusiastically encouraging younger South Koreans to see
Korean unification and the Fourth Industrial Revolution not as separate future visions, but a
single national future that must be imagined and prepared together.
***
This inter-coupling of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and Korean unification into a
single future was admittedly not something I actively sought out during fieldwork, but I kept
running into field professionals who were promoting this in their preparatory labor, to the point
that I could no longer ignore learning more about the so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution. For
instance, I first came across Dr. Min Kyung-Tae in the summer of 2015 at a “book concert” he
did in Hongdae in front of a group of university students on his recently published book. The
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hosts of the talk, from a group called “The Unitiative” (cleverly putting together the English
words “Unification” and “Initiative”), seemed excited about the exceptionally high turnout for
the talk, in spite of the rainy weather, as they handed out free copies of the book to all the
attendees, along with sandwiches and drinks to eat during the talk. The talk was part of The
Unitiative’s talk series titled “Unification Preparation Academy for Next Generation Leaders: ‘A
Prepared Unification is a Blessing.’” Dr. Min introduced himself to the crowd of students as “a
futurologist of North Korea” (pukhan miraehakcha), a self-description that I would later
understand to perfectly capture his professional life mission. When I first met him, he was what
you may call a rising star in the field for his recent dissertation-turned-publication titled “SeoulPyongyang Mega City.” He even recently appeared on Channel A in a television interview about
his book’s proposal to connect Seoul and Pyongyang. In his book, Dr. Min proposed a future
when Seoul and Pyongyang are networked into a single mega-city region using new
transportation and communication technologies. His work imagines a future when this “mega
capital city region” (or MCCR) emerges as the international hub of business, government, and
tourism in not only the Korean peninsula but also Eurasia (Min 2014:31).
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Figure 6.6: Mega Capital City Region of Unified Korea

Dr. Min’s spatial imagination of a future “Seoul-Pyongyang Mega City.” Taken from his
publication.
“This is the future I want for the Korean peninsula,” Dr. Min states in the epilogue to the
book:
Mr. T, an investment consultant at a global bank’s Developing Nations team, leaves
Washington for Seoul’s Incheon airport. As soon he gets off the plane, he takes the bullet
train from Incheon airport’s train station that is heading to Pyongyang. Fifteen minutes
after the train departs, he hears the announcement that the train is now stopping at Haeju
station. Haeju has grown to be a central trade port and business hub, with more Chinese
and Japanese corporations investing in the city. Recently, there is excitement over news
that China has signed the final approval for the transfer of Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB)’s headquarters to a free trade area near Haeju port. In just forty
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minutes after departing from Incheon, the bullet train arrives in Pyongyang. The
international convention center that is directly connected to Pyongyang’s train station is
scheduled to host the third Asian Union (AU) economic forum. In this year’s forum, the
conversation will center around the plan to unite Asian finances and currencies.
Representatives from countries around the world are now seen arriving in the reception
area…
“This is my dream for our future,” concludes Dr. Min: “The Korean peninsula should be an area
that has the energy of the vast Eurasian continent freely flowing through it. So far, stifling
tensions and military confrontations have been the norm on the Korean peninsula, as if blood
circulation has been blocked, and that needs to change.” His proposal to create the SeoulPyongyang Mega City is borne out his aspiration to change the very place of the Korean
peninsula in Eurasia and beyond, so that it is reborn into a site of energy and vitalism, not tension
and confrontation.
When I reached out to Dr. Min for an interview two years later in the fall of 2017, he
explained that has always been interested in the future, especially the future of the Korean
peninsula. But futurologists, he noted, mostly focused on technology, on questions like whether
machine intelligence would exceed human intelligence. He himself is a “techie,” an “early
adopter” and a “big fan of science fiction books and films,” but from his perspective, a
futurologist of the Korean peninsula had to pay as much, if not more, attention to North Korea
and Korean unification as he does on new technologies. He acknowledged that Korean
futurologists were currently obsessed with the arrival of the Fourth Industrial Revolution but as a
“futurologist of North Korea,” his perspective was that North Korea and Korean unification must
be taken into consideration when imagining a Korean peninsula transformed by the new
technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Working simultaneously as a corporate
manager for Samsung Electronics — one of the largest technology companies in South Korea —
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and as the research director of the Korean Peninsular Future team at the Future Consensus
Institute, Dr. Min considered both his corporate and research jobs to be part of his professional
identity as a futurologist of North Korea: someone who is taking practical steps to be ready for a
new future on the Korean peninsula, a future that he sees in light of both Korean unification and
the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Dr. Min is not alone in this effort. Mr. Joo Sung-ha is one of the most prominent North
Korean defectors in South Korea today, working as the North Korea and Korean unification
expert reporter and columnist for the major daily newspaper Dong-a Ilbo. After defecting from
North Korea more than fifteen years ago, Mr. Joo is now a familiar face in the unification
preparation field, frequently invited to give talks and join panels to offer the ‘North Korean
defector’s point-of-view.’ His elite background as ‘a graduate of Kim Il-sung University’ played
no small part in helping him reach this celebrity status in the field, as South Korea is a society
that places high value on educational credentials. I first encountered Mr. Joo when he was
invited as the guest of honor at a “talk concert” in a small, homey cafe in Daehak-ro in
September of 2017. During the talk concert where participants were heatedly discussing what
they imagine a unified Korea to be like, Mr. Joo jumped in with what first sounded like a
controversial opinion: “South Koreans think South Korean society is better than North Korea’s.
But South Korea cannot be North Korea’s future.” He started listing all that he perceives to be
negative about South Korea: “It’s kaep’an [a mess] in Yeoido [the site of South Korean national
politics], and South Korean students are slaving away at hagwŏn [private academies] until
midnight.” Simply put, he was firmly against South Koreanisation of North Korea. He concluded
that in a unified Korea, “North Korea should skip South Korea.” In a Fourth Industrial
Revolution future, North Korea should skip all the structural and systemic problems of South
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Korea’s ‘backward’ Third Industrial Revolution ways and skip right ahead into “the world of
driverless cars and 3-D printers.”
Mr. Joo turned to China and America to explain why he thinks superior infrastructures
should be constructed in the northern half of the unified Korean peninsula. Just as New York
subways are worse than Beijing subways that were built much later using superior technologies,
northern Korea of the unified future could enjoy a much more technologically advanced lifestyle
than its southern counterpart. He likened north Korea of the future to America hundreds year ago
when it was “ownerless.” (Of course, Mr. Joo is ignoring the history of indigenous Americans in
making this comparison.) According to Mr. Joo, the northern half of Unified Korea will be open
for all sorts of socio-technological innovation that is impossible in the southern side because of
old infrastructures bogging it down. He then referred to a column he wrote two years ago, titled
“In a world of AlphaGo119, let’s re-imagine unified Korea.” In that column, Mr. Joo had argued
that Koreans are often too focused on the past rather than the future. Just look at the large
number of historical television dramas or the never-ending fights with Japan and China over past
events, he noted. According to Mr. Joo, “the future is more important than the past. The future
cannot be avoided just because you try to avoid it. Our lack of imagination about the future may
come around to bite us one day.” And for Mr. Joo, the most important future scenario facing the
Korean peninsula in the next half century is Korean unification: “But there is still a lack of
imagination in our predictions of a post-unified Korea. Most people just assume when North
Korea collapses, the South Korean system will be copy-pasted onto the North. But can South
Korea be the utopian model for the North?” His answer is a firm no.
According to Mr. Joo, “we can’t have future north Koreans calling their country Hell
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AlphaGo is perhaps the most famous AI machine in South Korea after playing a game of Go with Lee Sedol in
2016. AlphaGo won.
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Chosun.” In recent years, “Hell Chosun120” has become a broadly used neologism in South
Korea referring to how hellish Korea can be. Instead of adopting the policies and infrastructures
of South Korea that have made South Koreans call their own country a living hell, the northern
half of a Unified Korea has the golden opportunity to learn from South Korea’s mistakes and
skip right ahead into the world of AlphaGo. In Mr. Joo’s mind, AlphaGo is just the beginning of
a new future on the Korean peninsula. Not only is this a future when new houses will be printed
off 3-D printers next to highways with driverless cars, but it will also be a future when politics
and bureaucracies will be completely overhauled in light of new socio-technologies. If Korean
unification occurs in this new world of Fourth Industrial Revolution, future north Korea will thus
have to be completely re-imagined, decidedly not in the model of South Korea’s past or present.
If north Korea of unified Korea skips right ahead to the Fourth Industrial Revolution future, Mr.
Joo can even imagine a future when the northern half is far more advanced than the southern
half, a possibility that will surprise many Koreans who have long assumed that the north will
always be the poorer, less advanced half before and after unification. In early 2019, Mr. Joo even
published a new book on this very topic of Fourth Industrial Revolution and Korean unification,
creatively coining the phrase “Chosun Revolution.” According to Mr. Joo, if Korean unification
occurs hand in hand with the Fourth Industrial Revolution (i.e. the Chosun Revolution), there is a
strong possibility of creating a new future Korea that will revolutionize both sides for the better.
***
As we see in field professionals from Dr. Min to Mr. Joo, Korean unification is
increasingly being re-imagined in South Korea with the emergence of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution as a new future vision in 2017. We see how Korean unification, although a future
vision that has been around for more than seven decades in South Korea, is evolving over time
120

Chosun is the name of Korea’s last dynasty and it is the name still used in North Korea.
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with the emergence of new contemporaneous future visions. By examining the inter-coupling of
Korean unification and the Fourth Industrial Revolution in 2017-2018, we can see how Korean
unification is far from a static, tired future vision that will naturally disappear over time, but one
with high dynamism that can re-invent itself over and over again. I argue, however, that this reimagination is not a serendipitous coincidence, but a concerted effort by field professionals who
share a mission to make Korean unification a relevant future for the twenty-first century, a task
that demands them to perform the labor of linking Korean unification to contemporaneous social
movements and cultural imaginaries. This labor of linking is what generates the relevancy
necessary for Korean unification to become a thinkable, relatable future scenario as Korea moves
further into the twenty-first century.

Content-ification Meets Unification
I began this chapter by introducing how UPI was being taught how to create “viral
content” at a company workshop. In the backdrop to this training workshop is the rising
influence of “content” (k’ont’ench’ŭ) in South Korea, a word that has become ubiquitous over
the course of the last decade not only in South Korea but around the world. An increasing
number of South Koreans are turning their ideas and lives into social media “content.” Objects
and moments from everyday life are being re-purposed into media commodities using new media
technologies that are increasingly accessible to even South Korean elementary school-aged
children who become YouTube stars doing product reviews of toys or recording ASMR
sounds.121 In short, “content” has risen to become a powerful organizing logic in South Korea’s
new media landscape, in which anything and everything can be re-packaged and re-valued into
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See, for instance: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCU2zNeYhf9pi_wSqFbYE96w or
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC005BPECU5QAR2JVItQOswg
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engaging k’ont’ench’u whose value can be judged by the number of views, clicks, and likes it
can garner. This is what Gershon has called a “media ideology”: “beliefs about how a medium
communicates and structures communication” (2010a:3, see also 2010b). During fieldwork, I
have closely observed how the unification preparation field in South Korea is no exception to
this growing influence of user-generated content in digital media.
Anthropologists have noted the increasingly blurred boundaries between “producers” and
“consumers” in new media, such that more and more individuals are producing their own content
that can be easily shared on social media platforms (e.g. Dumont 2015). This global sociocultural
phenomenon of so-called “user-generated content” has been noted by scholars and journalists
alike (e.g. Burgess and Green 2018, Marwick 2013, 2015, Jenkins et al. 2018, Stokel-Walker
2019). As UPI’s case shows, the emergence of new media technologies is transforming the way
unification preparation professionals are engaging in their everyday labor. To have more
“impact,” unification media groups such as UPI are experimenting with new media strategies of
popular media producers, adopting the logic of “content-ification” (k’ont’ench’ŭhwa) in which
everything and anything holds the potential to turn into viral, valuable media commodities. In
essence, what “content-ification” promises for UPI is the potential to transform someone or
something (in this case, North Korea and Korean unification) into an object of value and
relevancy in an overcrowded, competitive media ecology. This promise helps us to start
understanding the why of UPI’s engagement with “content.”

***
Everything is Content
Soon after the training workshop, Min-hyun, UPI’s new PR manager, was on the second
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floor of UPI’s building when inspiration hit him. The second floor is where UPI’s guests are
usually taken to when they first visit the offices of UPI. The floor has a large bookshelf full of
not only books related to North Korea and Korean unification, but also various objects from
North Korea for visitors to browse. Anything from North Korean cosmetics, crackers, and
cigarettes are out on display for curious visitors. Included in this collection of objects was a pair
of plain blue shoes that have been sitting on the bookshelf for years. “Wouldn’t it be fun to do a
video review of all these things sitting around in our office?” he asked me. “Even this pair of
shoes could be content-ified” (k’ont’ench’ŭhwa).
Min-hyun’s idea was to create a series of entertaining video reviews in the style of
popular YouTubers who reviewed anything from new technology products to designer goods.
Soon after this moment of inspiration, Min-hyun recruited two UPI colleagues — a video
producer (or “PD,” as she was called in the office) and a media personality (a North Korean
defector in her thirties who appeared regularly in UPI radio shows and video productions) — and
soon began producing what hoped to be “viral content” that will bring more users and clicks into
UPI’s YouTube page. The seven-minute video review centered around Min-hyun goofily trying
on a series of outfits and poses that will complement the shoes.
Figure 6.7: Making YouTube Content

A screenshot from the YouTube video review of North Korean shoes (right) where Min-hyun
parodies a famous pose from Naver webtoon “Fashion King” by Kian 84 (left).
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Phelan (2020) notes “life is full of material” for aspiring social media ‘influencers’ and
‘content creators.’ She insightfully concludes: “Nora Ephron once said: ‘Everything is copy.’ But
in 2020, the more apt phrasing may be: ‘Everything is content.’” In other words, how did a shoe
become no longer just a shoe in Min-hyun’s eyes? What Min-hyun’s experience illustrates is the
how of content-ification: how a thing or moment undergoes re-valuation to be “content.” What
makes something worthy of content-ification, then, is not an inherent value of the object or
moment itself. It is, so to speak, in the eye of the beholder. Any object or moment can be
creatively, entrepreneurially mined to become content. Just as Min-hyun saw the pair of shoes as
content, anything can be re-packaged into value in the right creator’s hands. Although Minhyun’s product review videos failed to attract the kind of views and likes “Les Militaribles” had
garnered122, I found that this was just the beginning of UPI’s enthusiastic implementation of the
logic of content-ification it had learned from Meteor. An unremarkable pair of shoes that was
collecting dust in UPI’s office now had the potential to become exciting content, as Min-hyun
had recently realized. How to turn things into “content” became the new operational principle at
UPI, with UPI’s leadership staff encouraging young employees like Min-hyun to creatively think
of content that can make North Korea and Korean unification into more interesting, engaging
topics to the average South Korean media consumer.
UPI was not alone to feel the impulse to turn North Korean and Korean unification into
viral content. A quick search on YouTube demonstrates that a growing number of South Korean
YouTubers have also turned North Korea into content. Popular South Korean YouTube pages
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Min-hyun’s video series hardly managed to get the kind of clicks, views, and likes that he had hoped for when
his inspiration hit. After a dozen videos, the series fizzled out. The ultimate value of content, then, is not up to
anyone. It takes hundreds, thousands, and millions of anonymous viewers to collectively make the call on a
content’s value.
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such as What The Fun and Piki Pictures have done their own product video reviews of North
Korean alcohol or snacks, each garnering more than million views (see Figure 6.8). For UPI,
learning how to create viral content became increasingly important professional labor to ensure
that the field had a place for itself in the increasingly overcrowded South Korean new media
landscape.
Figure 6.8: “North Korea” Content

Screenshots of YouTube videos that have turned North Korean into content.
***
Content for Money, and the Rise of Professional Content Creators
In 2019, UPI posted an online job ad on its Facebook page in search of “unification
content creators” (see Figure 6.9): “we are looking to hire young talent who can create videos,
webtoons, and card news in the topic of Korean unification and North Korea.” Only a year after
the training workshop, UPI had wholeheartedly adopted the language of content and the logic of
content-ification in the way it operates. In the job ad, UPI offers a set amount of monetary
compensation for each “content” produced:
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“News article or card news: 50,000-100,000 KRW”
“Video or webtoon: 200,000-30,000 KRW”
Figure 6.9: Unification Content Creators

UPI’s 2019 job ad in 2019 that seeks “unification content creators.”

Offering money for content brings to mind perhaps the most familiar money-for-content
platform on Earth: YouTube. YouTube Partner Program (YPP) offers approved content creators
a way to monetize content on their YouTube channels. The dream of any content creator,
including UPI, is to turn one’s content into money. YouTube offers one working model for this
process of monetization. In the case of YouTube, there exists a strict threshold to join the YPP,
the community of elite YouTubers who are eligible to monetize their content through ads and
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more: “threshold of 1,000 subscribers and 4,000 valid public watch hours over the last 12
months.”123 This is the magical threshold (i.e. the requisite number of views and subscribers) that
pushes the content into the realm of economic value. What this ‘content-for-money’ model
illustrates is the close link between content-ification and commodification. When things and
moments are turned into content, they enter the possibility of becoming commercialized and
monetized. (See, for instance, Dumont 2015 on how amateurs and professionals alike are
engaged in producing content for money in today’s media market.) In 2020, UPI continues to
eagerly upload videos onto its YouTube page every week, in the hopes that its videos will not
only raise the visibility of its group and increase the relevancy of North Korea and Korean
unification, but also generate income that can support UPI’s operations in the long run. (As of
March 20, 2020, UPI has 62,300 subscribers to its YouTube page.)

Figure 6.10: Making Money with Content

Stefan, YouTube’s “monetization strategist,” answers the most asked question by YouTube
creators: “when can I start making money on YouTube?” Screenshot from YouTube video.124
123
124

For more details, see: https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/72851?hl=en
Screenshot of https://youtu.be/bIngfKyJyUw
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UPI’s search for “content creators” in its job ad demonstrates how content creator has
become a highly recognizable type of personhood in South Korea. In fact, “content creator” has
quickly become one of the most sought-after careers by young South Koreans (Dong-a Ilbo
December 2019; Chosun Ilbo December 2019). An increasing number of South Koreans have
started to realize that even something as mundane and intimate as putting on makeup or eating at
home can be turned into profitable content that can become the basis of one’s livelihood, as is the
case is around the world (“Watch Me Do This and That Online” New York Times July 2005;
“How To be a Vlogger: A Guide for Wannabe YouTubers” The Guardian May 2017.) Woo
(2018), for instance, has explained the explosion of mukbang content creators in South Korea, a
particular genre of YouTube content in which “the host consumes large quantities of food in one
sitting.” If eating — a task everyone engages in everyday — can be re-valued and re-packaged as
content, anyone with the appetite and equipment can become a mukbang content creator.
“Content creator” has now become a highly desirable type of personhood in South Korea: a
creative and entrepreneurial person, who can turn his or her everyday into profit. Content
creators have collectively become such a recognizable genre of personhood in South Korea that
they are now frequently appearing in mainstream media introducing themselves as “content
creators,” a self descriptor and job title that did not exist only a few years ago. For instance,
popular “content creators” have regularly appeared on television shows such as Lan Life: How
Creators Live (2018-2019), successfully making the transition from micro-celebrity to macrocelebrity.
Gamson (2011) interprets this new phenomenon of ‘influencers’ and ‘creators’ by
explaining how social media platforms have made possible “the propulsion of ordinary folks into
stardom…. and the rise of new celebrity types” (2011:1061). In other words, YouTube and
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Instagram have made it possible for anyone with the right “content strategy” to become
celebrities in their own right. UPI’s YouTube channel also serves as an influential platform for
previously unknown individuals, especially North Korean defectors, to enter into microcelebritydom. Before Thae Yong-ho, one of the highest-ranking officials to defect from North to
South Korea, became a household name by becoming the first ever North Korean defector to win
a parliamentary seat, he appeared in several video series on UPI’s YouTube channel: “The Thae
Yong-ho Columns,” “Thae Yong-ho’s Weekly Review of North Korean Media,” and “Thae
Yong-ho’s Take on North Korea’s Path to a Normal Nation.” UPI expected that many South
Koreans would be interested in listening to Thae’s opinions on various topics related to North
Korea and Korean unification and provided him the platform — which includes the man-hours of
filming, editing, and marketing the content by UPI staff — to transform Thae into a microcelebrity on its YouTube channel. Lesser-known North Korean defectors also regularly appear
on UPI’s YouTube video channel, where moments of their lives — e.g. experience of getting a
driver’s license or meeting an American for the first time — are turned into engaging content.
Before the age of YouTube and Instagram, few North Korean defectors gained some degree of
fame by publishing memoirs (e.g. The Aquariums of Pyongyang [2000]), but now, becoming
YouTube “content” has become the most accessible way for North Korean defectors to voice
themselves.
***
Aspiring to be a Content Power-Nation
In the backdrop to this national reach and impact of “content” is the South Korean state.
The South Korean state itself has been highly encouraging South Koreans to embrace “content”
as the next frontier for the nation’s economy. In 2009, the South Korean Ministry of Culture,
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Sports and Tourism established the “Korea Creative Content Agency” (hereafter, KOCCA) to
promote the national development of South Korean “content.” It supports content development
and production in a broad range of cultural industries, from film, television, animation, gaming,
fashion, to music. The establishment of this agency is part of South Korea’s ambition of
becoming a “content power-nation” (k’ont’ench’ŭ kangguk), according to Young-jun Kim, the
director of the agency. In its website,125 KOCCA introduces its mission as “Enriching
Everyone’s Everyday through Content.” A broad range of content projects are administered
through KOCCA from supporting the flourishing of e-sports by holding annual competitions to
holding training sessions on the skills of storytelling. By taking on an active role in the
development of the “content industry,” the South Korean state is eagerly promoting content as an
organizing logic in its culture and economy. The dream of becoming a content power-nation is
borne out of the understanding that content is the newest source of economic growth and profit
generation for the slowing national economy. From K-pop to K-drama, South Korea is
recognizing and realizing the economic value of the content industry by actively exporting it to
the global stage (e.g. Lie 2015). The unification preparation field cannot isolate itself from these
larger social, cultural, and economic movements in South Korea, as we have seen in UPI’s
entrepreneurial efforts to enthusiastically adopt the strategies of viral content creation in its dayto-day operations.

125

For more details, see: www.kocca.kr
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Figure 6.11: Korea Creative Content Agency (KOCCA)

The stated mission of KOCCA, established in 2009.
***
In this section, I have demonstrated how “content” has become a powerful organizing
principle that is increasingly shaping the contemporary media landscape in South Korea. The
logic of content-ification is encroaching ever-greater domains of South Korean lives so that even
something as ‘serious’ or ‘boring’ as “North Korea” and “Korean unification” can be re-valued
as funny, engaging content. In UPI’s efforts to learn how to create “viral content” and hire
“unification content creators,” we see how field professionals are adapting to changes in South
Korean society to generate relevancy for Korean unification and fight for the very survival of its
field. Linking Korean unification to discourses of content and processes of content-ification is
only one example of how the field is re-inventing itself to make Korean unification a relevant
future for South Koreans today and a scenario that can survive into the uncertain future.

The Labor of Generating Relevancy for a Future
In this chapter, I have explored a key strategy in the making of futures: generating
relevancy — the quality of being connected — by forging meaningful links to the here-and-now.
By jumping into the world of “content” in new digital media, field professionals are creating
links to a different spatio-temporality and personhood. On one hand, engaging with the latest
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media trends transforms ‘Korean unification’ from an old, irrelevant subject to a topic of
untapped content-ifiation potential (remember, a pair of North Korean shoes is no longer just
shoes). This transformation results in links to spatialities (e.g. digital platforms of YouTube;
smartphone chatrooms of KakaoTalk) and temporalities (e.g. the fast turnover of media fads and
online neologisms; real-time social media communication) that breathe new life into an old
future. On the other hand, ‘Korean unification’ has previously been indexically linked to the
older generation; it is older South Koreans who care about Korean unification from their
memories of a pre-division Korea. However, by turning North Korea and Korean unification into
“viral content” for younger YouTube users, field professionals are creating links to a different
type of personhood: the young, media-savvy South Korean. By creating these links, field
professionals generate relevancy for Korean unification, with implications for what spaces,
times, and persons are indexically linked to the idea of Korean unification.
We also see how unification preparation professionals carry out the work of bridging two
seemingly different futures, linking ‘Korean unification’ to the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution.’
This work of linking entails inserting North Korea into a spatio-temporal frame that it may not
intuitively belong; this is linking labor that aims to bring North Korea into the spatio-temporal
context of technology, future, and proximity, which seems out-of-time/place for a country that is
assumed to live in the primitive (not technological), in the past (not present), and in distance (not
close) by many South Koreans. This is the labor of creating indexical linkages, so that when
‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’ is uttered, an indexical link to ‘North Korea’ and ‘Korean
unification’ is invoked in the audience’s mind, and vice versa. In linking ‘Korean unification’ to
the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution,’ field professionals generate relevance for Korean unification,
which in turn have ramifications for how North Korea is imagined in the minds of South
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Koreans.
This is not to say that this professional labor of linking is fully effective and broadly
successful. In fact, there are very few number of content that become “viral” enough reach the
majority of South Korean YouTube users; and mainstream discussions on the so-called the
“Fourth Industrial Revolution” largely march on without much attention to North Korea and
Korean unification. However, paying ethnographic attention to field professionals’ efforts to
create these links reveals that a core part of unification preparation is to make Korean unification
a relevant future by re/connecting it contemporaneous concerns and movements. From “viral
content creation” to the “Fourth Industrial Revolution,” field professionals do not take for
granted that Korean unification is the innate desire or natural dream of South Koreans. By
creatively creating links to contemporaneous social, cultural movements, field professionals
strategically work to generate relevancy for the subject of Korean unification in ways that reveal
how tenuous a future scenario can be without the strategic actions of invested actors and
institutions to revive it every day, month, and year. The work of linking to generate relevancy is
what makes tong’il (“unification”) such an enduring future in South Korea. This reflection also
allows us anticipate that ‘unification’ may continue to be linked to new, unexpected currents in
the upcoming years and decades, making it a future scenario that is highly flexible and
unpredictable.
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Conclusion

Governing the Future
“The beauty of unification work is building an unknown world.”
— Minister of Unification Cho Myoung Gyon (2017-2019)

126

Unification preparation was once described to me by an interlocutor using the fourcharacter Chinese expression 前人未踏. By calling it “a road never walked before”
(chŏninmidabŭi kil), he mused on the commitment and creativity needed to march forward when
there are no easy models and answers. I found that unification preparation is experienced by
participants to be an unprecedented task of “building an unknown world,” to borrow Minister
Cho’s words. It is, what I argue, an ongoing experiment in futurological nation-building. Even
though historical lessons from Germany and elsewhere are considered to be informative, I would
hear often the distinctiveness of the Korean case and the unique difficulties facing ahead. “If
unifying East and West Germany was like mixing seawater and freshwater, unifying the two
Koreas will be like mixing oil and water,” said the same interlocutor to stress how difficult the
future process will be. Unification preparation is, then, a proactive exercise in building a future
nation, and a preemptive exercise to prevent that future nation from falling into disaster and
chaos. This exercise in futurological nation-building results in both immaterial forms (e.g.
imaginations and aspirations) and material manifestations (e.g. plans, policies, reports, etc.)
I discovered in my countless conversations with field professionals that there are only a
126

Taken from Minister Cho’s inauguration speech on July 3, 2017: t’ongil ŏmmuŭi maeryŏgŭn mijiŭi segyerŭl
kaech’ŏkhae naganŭn kŏt
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very few taken-for-granted aspects of this future Korean nation. First is the fact that this nation
will span “the Korean peninsula” (hanbando), i.e. the space of the future nation. Most
interlocutors also take for granted that this future nation will be democratic and capitalist,
although there have been a few who are willing to imagine other possibilities. However, every
other aspect is up for imagination: when will this new nation finally be built? How? (Through
peaceful integration, through violent war?) Who will be the leaders of this new nation? Where
will be the capital city of this new nation? (Seoul, Pyongyang, or somewhere else?) What are the
steps needed to be taken now in light of the ever-evolving political, social conditions in South
Korea, North Korea, and beyond? While unification preparation does, of course, index an
attachment to the pre-nation past (the idea of one land/race/people in the pre-“modern” times127),
it acknowledges that the future Unified Korea is uncharted new grounds to construct a new
nation, an opportunity for socio-cultural, political-economic innovation as a new
nation. However, unification preparation may also be an ongoing – possibly endless – nationbuilding project geared toward a future that may never arrive.
This ethnography has provided us with an illuminating case study of how various actors
speculatively engage in the imaginative futurological exercise of thinking, acting, feeling, and
governing a future nation in the midst of high uncertainties of what the future will hold, or what I
refer to as futurological nation-building. Pop cultural imaginations of the future often
dangerously explode the notion of ‘a world of nations’ in favor of a utopian/dystopian space of
non-nations (e.g. Mad Max’s desert wasteland with people chaotically fighting for petrol and
water) or in the imaginative form of a completely unprecedented social organisation (e.g. “Pan
Em” in the Hunger Games). In contrast, South Korean unification preparation is an exercise in

127

Korea was only ‘one’ in the pre-modern, pre-nation era in the form of a dynasty, although the Great Korean
Empire was a brief attempt (1897-1910).
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imagining the future that is is firmly within the imagination space of the nation, making the
nation form still the most evocative category to think and imagine with. This notion of
futurological-building can be used to discuss a broad range of contemporary cases in which
groups of institutions and individuals engage in collective efforts to anticipate and govern their
nation’s future in anticipation of a major event expected to change the fabric of their nation. This
may include natural disasters, civil wars, nuclear attacks, or even robot takeovers. What is at
stake is that it is the very work of futurological nation-building that makes ‘the nation form’ –
only one way of organizing and governing peoples and lands – a continuously salient culturalpolitical unit of society moving forward into the future.
In other words, futurological nation-building is an imaginative process in which South
Koreans are envisioning a future nation before building it in the near or distant future. The
professional labor of this field is, in fact, thoroughly imaginative. This is what Marx argued sets
humans apartment from animals; humans labor in “a self-conscious manner,”such that “humans
envision what they would like to have before they make it”; it is “imagination” that sets apart
human labor:
“We presuppose labour in a form that stamps it as exclusively human. A spider conducts
operations that resemble those of a weaver, and a bee puts to shame many an architect in the
construction of her cells. But what distinguishes the worst architect from the best of bees is
this, that the architect raises his structure in imagination before he erects it in reality.”
(Capital I:178, quoted in Graeber 2001:58).
Futurological nation-building, then, is a useful concept to think through contemporary labor and
governance. Managing future uncertainties of the nation has become an integral part of
contemporary forms and logics of labor and governance. Examining this particular case helps us
understand the distinctive predicaments faced by nation-states entangled in enduring conflicts
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and threats, not only between the two Koreas, but between Israel and Palestine, India and
Pakistan, Northern Cyprus and Cyprus, and Taiwan and China, to name a few cases of relevance
and comparison (see Jassal and Ben-Ari 2005, Navaro-Yashin 2012, Chen 2010). How must
social actors in the here-and-now manage and confront the long-term, large-scale uncertainties
that challenge the assumed notion of nations “glid[ing] into a limitless future” (Anderson
1983:11)?
With more than 30,000 North Korean defectors having entered South Korean society,
field professionals often talk about “unification that’s already here” (mŏnjŏ on t’ongil) or “small
unification” (chagŭn t’ongil). The effect of such discourses is to highlight that ‘unification ‘ as a
future is not so distant or abstract as many will assume to be. You may already be studying with
North Korean defector students in your university, living with them in your neighborhood, or
laboring side-by-side with them in your workplace. South Korea is more than ready to start
concretely imagining what a future where North and South Koreans live together in the same
space, sharing schools, workplaces, and neighborhoods. It is in such a contemporary context that
futurological nation-building has become an increasingly actionable exercise in labor and
governance in contemporary South Korea.
Taking seriously the futurological affordances – and constraints – enabled by the
environment of “division” (pundan) and “uncertainty” (purhwaksilsŏng) on the Korean
peninsula, this dissertation has interrogated how South Korean social actors engage with the
possibilities, uncertainties, and scenarios of Korean unification. The South Korean unification
preparation field is producing a material, epistemic, and affective infrastructure of futurological
imagination that shapes the contours of South Korean anticipations of Korean peninsular futures.
Managing uncertainties of the future has become a critical part of contemporary labor and
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governance.
Korean Unification in 2020: An Epilogue
Figure 7.1: Korean Unification in the Everyday Life of Seoul

(Left) Part of the Berlin Wall displayed in the middle of Seoul as an everyday reminder to
passing Seoulites of the ‘Dream of Unification.’ (Right) In the Forest Park that was built from
the old Gyeongui Train Line,128 a future where the train runs from “Seoul” to “Sinuiju” (in North
Korea) in a re-unified Korea beckons pedestrians. Photos taken by author.
The South Korean drama Crash Landing on You, which aired between December of 2019
and February of 2020, continues the decades-long tradition of “division” (bundan) film and
television by featuring the division of the Korean peninsula as the major driver of the plot. For
decades,129 South Korean film and television producers have interwoven Korean division (and
unification) into narrative plots ranging from action features to love stories. In this latest
rendition, South Korean heiress Seri (played by actress Son Ye-jin) crash lands into the northern
side of the DMZ after an unexpected parachuting accident in inclement weather. There, she
forms a close bond with North Korean soldiers who find her and shelter her from authorities until
128

Opened in 1905, the Gyeongui Train Line once operated between Sinuiju and Seoul, but is now only partially
operative since national division in 1945.
129
This is particularly since the late 90s and early 2000s when inter-Korean relations improved and the democratic
movement opened the door to more free expression in media.
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she is safely returned to the South. When she is soon to leave for the South, Seri offers each one
of the soldiers a gift in return for the kindness they have shown her. To each soldier, she gives
them the option of choosing between two rewards: one that can be received immediately, and
another that can be received after Korean unification when they can meet again.
Eun-dong is offered the option of hundred million KRW after unification, or a bag of
corn if received now. (He chooses the bag of corn.) Next, Joo-muk — who is an avid viewer of
South Korean dramas (illegally) — is offered the chance of lunch with South Korean actress
Choi Ji-woo after unification, or a new television set if received now. Unlike the first soldier,
Joo-muk chooses lunch with the actress, the leading star of his favorite South Korean drama
Stairway to Heaven. “Keep your promise,” he says to Seri. Unlike Eun-dong who chose a bag of
food in the present over a large amount of money in an unlikely future, Joo-muk bet on the
possibility of a Unified Korea. Perhaps he is naive for refusing an immediate reward, but Joomuk’s choice keeps the dream of Korean unification alive.130
***
Since I left the field in 2018, the two Koreas continue to be part of an ongoing saga
between division and unification that will last longer than any single academic’s attempt to
capture it. The turn to “a new era of peace” that I attended to in this dissertation has already run
into a series of obstacles, as the two Koreas and the U.S. are locked in a standstill with clashing
interests and priorities when it comes to denuclearization, a process that has become the central –
yet politically challenging and technically complex – part of the move toward a peaceful future.
In June 2020, inter-Korean relations soured to the point that North Korea blew up the Joint

130

Note that this television show, which ended in February 2020, recorded the broadcasting station tvN’s highest
ratings so far (““Crash Landing on You” Ends with tvN’s Highest Ratings Yet” 17 February 2020, The Korea
Herald). According to South Korean media, the show is reported to be popular abroad as well, especially in Japan,
owing to its inclusion in Netflix’s content offerings.
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Liaison Office that was built in Kaesong as a result of the 2018 Inter-Korean Summit, a location
that was to be a symbol of future peace and cooperation between the two countries; the South
Korean Minister of Unification Kim Yeon-chul (2019-2020) even resigned in response, lasting
only fifteen months in his office.
Figure 7.2: The Two Koreas Remain Between Peace and War

(Top) April, 27 2018 after the two leaders announced the Panmunjom Declaration, which
included the creation of the Joint Liaison Office in the city of Kaesong.
(Bottom) June, 16 2020 when the North Korean state bombed the Joint Liaison Office in
response to souring Inter-Korean relations.
Just a year before this explosion on August 15th, 2019, President Moon had declared the
following on Korea’s annual Liberation Day:131
“Ignite the furnace,
Let us extract wires, extend steel bars and flatten iron plates upon the heart of a new nation,
Upon the foundation of cement, steel and hope
Let us build a new nation that will not be shaken.
131

To see the entire speech: http://english1.president.go.kr/BriefingSpeeches/Speeches/638
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Shortly after Korea gained independence, a poet sang out this dream of a newly liberated nation.
A new nation that cannot be shaken: It was the legitimate dream of a newly independent country
that threw off the shackles of foreign invasion and rule….
However, we have yet to become an unshakable nation. That is because we still lack sufficient
strength and remain divided.…
This will be possible if South and North Korea join forces and commit themselves to deciding
the fate of the Korean Peninsula. When we overcome division, our liberation will finally be
completed and Korea will become a country that cannot be shaken.
I pledge to solidify the foundation so that we can successfully host the joint 2032 SeoulPyeongyang Olympics and stand tall in the world as one Korea by achieving peace and
unification by 2045, which will mark the 100th anniversary of liberation….
A new Korean Peninsula, one that will bring peace and prosperity to itself, East Asia and the
world, awaits us....”
Not knowing what would come in just a year, Moon spoke of his dream of Korean
unification. The dream of building an unshakable nation by unifying the Korean peninsula lives
on. It is a dream that imagines that Korea’s liberation is incomplete until it is unified; when
Korea is unified, the true road to peace and prosperity will finally open up. (This dreamy speech
was mocked by both North Korean state media and anti-Moon political conservatives for his
idealism when 2018’s enthusiasm over improved inter-Korean relations had already started
souring in 2019 with delays in the promised denuclearization process.)
Unification by 2045, marking 100 years of liberation from colonial rule, is the new
timeline promised by the current Moon administration. In spite of his confident words, it is
uncertain whether the ‘dream of Korean unification’ will finally be a reality in 2045. Whether the
two Koreas will be unified in 2025 or 2045 or 2065, it is uncertain. However, what I do know is
that the field professionals that I have met and worked with over the past few years will continue
to march on. Uncertainty is the norm, not the exception, in the unification preparation field.
Action is inspired by uncertainty, not in spite of it. While this dissertation’s overwhelming focus
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has been on re-conceptualizing Korean unification as a scenario, I would be seriously mistaken
to dismiss the enduring force of the ‘unification dream’ in contemporary South Korea, either in a
television show or a politician’s speech. The strength of Korean unification as a future lies in its
versatility, its ability to live on as a dream and a scenario at the same time.
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